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When I visited Dublin for the first time at the end of 2004, it was at the beginning of a two-year term as Keith Cameron Professor of Australian History at University College Dublin. As the Aircoach made its slow progress across the city from north to south towards UCD, I made note of the landmarks as they materialized through the window. The tourist sites were familiar enough from picture books and my hasty and imperfect historical reading: there was O’Connell Street, named after the nationalist leader; now we were passing the GPO, the main scene of the Easter Rising of 1916; the River Liffey looked much smaller than I was expecting, and Trinity College rather larger; why, I wondered, was the Bank of Ireland housed in such a grand building and why did it appear to be doing service as a traffic island? Later I would head to the countryside and tour monasteries, castles and round towers: Glendalough, Trim and Clonmacnoise. I viewed all these with great interest as one does any new place, but they felt no more or no less intriguing than, say, Westminster Abbey, Stonehenge or Edinburgh Castle: they were all bits of the picturesque British Isles, that in Ireland I was to learn to call ‘these islands’. But passing through St Stephen’s Green, I felt an unexpected pang of recognition as we passed the familiar crest and nameplate of the religious order whose schools I had attended in the Australian cities of Perth, Melbourne and Sydney during a peripatetic childhood. A little later, I had another pang as we passed the Mater Hospital – that must be run by the Sisters of Mercy who had commissioned me to write the history of their hospital at North Sydney; St Vincent’s must be another hospital – that would be run by the Sisters of Charity. With what was probably an over-confident sense of familiarity, I felt sure that I could anticipate what the function, class and social context of these institutions and others which I assumed lay scattered through the suburbs. This stemmed in no way from expatriate Irish internationalism, which for Australians tends to beat with an irregular and unsentimental pulse: I was a foreigner on my first visit to Ireland; my Irish surname came courtesy of my husband, the son of Irish emigrants; my mother’s family, all the Irish blood I could claim, had come to the colony of New South Wales via India 150 years ago courtesy of the British army; my father was a New Zealander of Scottish descent. What I was identifying were not therefore Irish roots but religious ones: Dublin was the template
for the urban and cultural geography of my colonial subculture, a religious rather than a political or national metropole. What an excellent place, I felt myself decide before we reached UCD in Dublin’s leafy southern suburbs, to have a conference on religion and imperialism.

More concrete plans for this conference developed in 2005 when Hugh McLeod visited Sydney to attend the 20th International Congress of the Historical Sciences during which we participated in a number of sessions which the Ecclesiastical History Society shared with the Australia-based Religious History Society. I wanted to ask Anne O’Brien and Catherine Hall to keynote the conference; Hugh thought this was a good idea and agreed to invite John MacKenzie and John Wolffe. At one point we were joined by Andrew Porter, also in Sydney attending the Congress, in discussing the conference theme, which had begun to solidify around the idea of ‘Empires of religion’. This sounded impressive, he agreed, ‘but what exactly does it mean?’ This was sobering and both Hugh and I felt the need to ensure that the conference and this set of proceedings did not dissolve into the metaphorical mists. We therefore decided that the theme of the conference would focus on the forms of religious imperialism in Britain and the colonies of Greater Britain, paying less attention to the foreign missionary movement which has its own vast literature and which there seems no particular need to extend. Missions have found their way into this volume nonetheless and indeed it has proven impossible to do imperial religious history without them.

The conference was held at UCD in the Global Irish Institute from 20–21 June 2006. It was made possible with financial support from the UCD Centre for Australian Studies, the UCD School of History and Archives, the Micheál Ó Cléirigh Institute and a Discovery grant from the Australian Research Council. For their contributions to the conference and/or this volume I thank Hugh McLeod, Kate Breslin, Bernard Carey, Beatrice Carey, Howard Clarke, Mary Daly, Judith Devlin, Sarah Feehon, Deana Heath, Brian Jackson, Edward James, Jane Koustas, Michael Laffan, Emma Lyons, Peter Martin, Susan O’Reilly and the Australian Ambassador to Dublin, Anne Plunkett. Michael Strang from Palgrave Macmillan has been supportive since visiting me in Dublin and expressing interest in the volume. The Palgrave reader made many useful suggestions, including a plan for the overall arrangement of the chapters, which I have silently incorporated.

HILARY M. CAREY
University of Newcastle, NSW
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Introduction: Empires of Religion

Hilary M. Carey

Religion is the only bond, the only pledge of perpetuity, the one only source of unity among mankind.¹

(Archdeacon Henry Manning, 17 March 1846)

Histories

At the height of the imperial age church people liked to argue that religion and the British empire were inseparable – that the visible, commercial and political empire was woven into the fabric of another, invisible, country – a spiritual empire. But, then as now, historians and politicians have not been convinced that the empire had significant religious roots. Although religious interpretations of imperial history have undergone a revival in recent years, it is probably going too far to argue, with Tony Ballantyne, that religion can now be found at ‘the very centre of understandings of British colonialism’, and that this has come about because of the recent wave of post-colonial and ethnographic studies.²

On the contrary, religion is still only a minority concern within the broader field of imperial history if it is measured by the space afforded to it in the five-volume Oxford History of the British Empire, where religion is largely confined to the contributions of Andrew Porter.³ There is rather more religion in the companion volumes to the same series, including those on missions, Ireland and Australia.⁴ But if a new imperial religious history is emerging, it remains both patchy and lacking in consensus – and it is not easy to summarize neatly. Debate continues to rage on at least four fronts, with historians from the older and the newer imperial history significantly divided on many points.⁵

The first of these debates concerns the relationship between missions and imperialism and colonialism.⁶ Disagreement has focused on whether
missions facilitated the advance of European empires or were essentially religious and apolitical in nature; others have emphasized that the issues are complex and that while some missionaries supported the imperial project, others can be found among its fiercest critics. It seems reasonable to give some weight to the views of missionaries themselves, who repeatedly prioritized the religious over the political and ‘civilizing’ aspects of their work. But such protestations grow less convincing in the light of the ongoing historical research. In this volume, for example, John MacKenzie gives an account of Scottish missionary work in the Eastern Cape arguing that missionaries were deeply engaged at every stage of the opening of the frontier and the subsequent negotiations with African Christians. The imperial significance of widely divergent missionary ideologies is also emphasized in the papers by Esther Breitenbach for Scottish missionary literature, Shurlee Swain in relation to child rescue and Fiona Bateman for Irish missions in the twentieth century.

The currently contested status of missionary history flows in part from its origins in the moral critique of imperialism, which began in the late nineteenth century but erupted following the break up of the empire after the Second World War. Never entirely without critics, the old enthusiasm for empire, amounting in some cases to a kind of civil religion with its own rituals, priestly castes and sacred sites, began to seem dubious to the point of immorality. The cultural critic Edward Said was particularly influential for his denunciation of imperial ideologies which were seen to infantilize, demonize and feminize non-Western cultures and peoples as ‘other’. ‘Orientalism’, the word he coined for this process, entered the lexicon of post-colonial studies of empire, much of it written by de-colonized and post-colonial intellectuals in Western universities. In their most celebrated book, Jean and John Comaroff extended the Orientalist paradigm to the analysis of the London Missionary Society’s mission to the Tswana of southern Africa, arguing that missions were essential to the hegemonic establishment of imperial rule in Africa because of their control of education and the representation of newly colonized peoples. European critics of both Said and the Comaroffs have tended to argue with earlier historians that religion is simply too marginal to the major imperial action (which was handled by guns and trading blocs rather than bibles, schools and missions) to bear the weight of condemnation placed upon it. Despite what Susan Thorne has recently called the ‘missionary betrayal’ of Christianity, missionaries have also continued to find defenders, especially in the post-colonial churches, where nostalgia and filial piety generates ongoing respect for founding
clergy and there is an understandable tendency to downplay imperial origins and celebrate national beginnings. 

A second, more fruitful, discussion concerns the nature of the relationship between religion and British national identity, a topic which lies a little outside the main field of imperial history but is highly relevant to it. Linda Colley has argued that the British were not a natural people but were rather yoked together because of the 1707 Act of Union which bound Scotland to England and Wales under ‘one Protestant ruler, one legislature and one system of free trade’. Two powerful forces worked to weld the union throughout the eighteenth century and into the nineteenth century, the age of empires: the forces were religion and war. For Colley, the British were able to set aside their differences and focus on enemies abroad because they had a shared identity as Protestants with a destiny to overcome Catholic forces in Spain, Portugal and France. Stewart J. Brown has also suggested that religious arguments – or at least the idea of Providence – continued to play a vital role in the promotion of the imperial ideal throughout the nineteenth century. While historians have argued for the continuing significance of religion in bolstering national identity in nineteenth-century Britain, there has been less interest in how religion worked to hold together the imagined British World, especially its settler colonies.

A third strand of inquiry flows from the growing appreciation that the British Empire was as much a cultural as an economic and political construction. While commercial understanding of the growth of empire has remained paramount, this has led to a general withdrawal from the earlier view that the empire happened by chance, as a by-blow of trade, that it was in some respects ‘accidental’, as Sir John Seeley suggested. Historians such as Cannadine, though criticized for trivializing the oppressive and racist reality of British imperial rule, have drawn appropriate attention to the way in which the empire was performed as much as imposed. Jane Samson has argued that Cannadine might have strengthened his thesis if he had looked at the important ways in which religion created and sustained the empire. To the extent that there is a new imperial religious history, historians such as Susan Thorne and Jeffrey Cox have been leading the way in providing nuanced interpretations of the complex ways in which religion was, and to some extent still is, entangled with other imperial networks and relationships.

Finally, there are a range of new interpretations of the imperial past influenced by theories of gender, race and class, and the post-colonial inquiry into the ‘mutual constitution’ of colonizers and the colonized. There is increasing recognition that the imperial relationship, in
religious matters as much as any others, did not flow in one direction from London to the peripheries of empire. The key work here is Catherine Hall’s *Civilizing Subjects*, a study which focuses on the work of Baptist missionaries in Jamaica, and which uncovers the ways in which Jamaican and British Baptists were mutually transformed in the course of the long process of conversion and the political and religious campaigns to end the slave trade.20 Such studies recognize that women played a key role in the cultural constitution of empire, particularly through their influence and numerical strength in metropolitan religious organizations. It is now argued that the empire was a gendered domain that was constituted just as much ‘at home’ as it was abroad, and that the masculine work of soldiers, traders and colonial administrators was sustained by the feminine work of missionary auxiliaries, readers, letter writers and tenders of the fireside.21 In Chapter 10, in this volume, John McAleer examines a transforming relationship of this kind between colonizer and colonized in his reading of Alison Blyth’s missionary journal. Mrs Blyth was shocked by not only the debauched standards of British settlers in Jamaica but also by their Anglican clergy.22 Other theory-rich studies of church institutions, making use of the tools of gender and class analysis, include Susan Thorne’s work on home missions and Congregational foreign missions.23 More directly influenced by Said and the central notion of the mutual entanglement of colonizer and colonized, Peter van den Veer has attempted a double history of modern, secularizing Britain and its relationship with India, conceived as a religious and medieval society open to civilization and modernization.24 Linguistic theory is also beginning to be applied to the study of the language of missionary writing, for example by Anna Johnston on the Australian missionary, Lancelot Threlkeld.25

But despite the emergence of a rich, contested historiography, there is still not much common ground between traditional and post-colonial approaches to imperial religious history.26 Few scholars on either side of the theoretical divide appear to be reading each other’s books: the ‘tensions of empire’, to quote the title of an important collection edited by Frederick Cooper and Ann Laura Stoler, include ongoing tensions in the historiography of religion and empire.27 There is also room for new research. One significant omission, particularly because of the contrast it makes to the wealth of studies of missionaries and the churches that rose up in their wake in the foreign mission fields of Africa, India, the West Indies and the Pacific, are studies of the settler churches which give due weight to the significance of religion in the overall constitution of Britain’s settler colonies. The essays in this collection make a
contribution to this project, organized around three themes: ‘religious metropoles’, ‘colonies and mission fields’, and ‘post-colonial transformations’; we begin in the sixteenth century and continue to the second half of the twentieth when the empire has faded but the colonial churches continued a vigorous, post-imperial existence.

Creating spiritual metropoles

The first British Empire was established at a time when states across Europe were seeking to impose religious uniformity on the general principle of *cuius regio eius religio* (whose realm – his religion). Following the Peace of Augsburg (1555), the German Empire and later much of Europe was divided into mutually hostile Protestant and Catholic camps according to the religious persuasion of ruling princes. Yet, as Tadhg Ó hAnnracháin suggests in this volume, in Chapter 2, questions remain as to why, in states as disparate as Ireland and Bohemia, there were successful attempts to resist the imposition of uniform state religion, Protestantism in the case of Ireland and Catholicism in the case of Bohemia. In the British Isles, it can be argued that the ideal of a unified Protestant nation was only ever partially realized: multiple ethnic and religious tensions were persistently expressed throughout the British realms, and colonies and missions were ever spaces for free spirits. As John MacKenzie comments, it is not so much that these divergent religious modalities re-emerge in the midst of the trials and opportunities of the imperial frontier and its missions, colonies and dominions, they were never actually submerged. As John Wolffe shows, the empire and its white settler colonies were a significant forum for both Protestant loyalism and anti-Catholic rhetoric. His study focuses on the Imperial Protestant Federation in the 1890s and 1900s which he sees as the most successful of a range of attempts to win the British Empire for militant Protestantism. While he concludes that ultimately the Victorian Empire was the vehicle for the deconstruction of the British Protestant nation, the strength of residual Protestant anti-Catholicism is testimony to the vigour of an earlier national ideal whose seed was planted at the height of the Counter Reformation.

The establishment of the cultural and political ascendancy of the metropole – whether London, Edinburgh or Dublin – was a labour of the clerical and intellectual classes. As Catherine Hall outlines, the project of establishing a more moral British Empire was a task taken up by men and women such as Zachary Macaulay and his son Thomas Babington Macaulay whose lives were played out in the company of
those conservative, religious and politically active families into which they were married. Such families set the standard for the empire, ensuring that activity in the colonial peripheries, including spiritual ones, was measured by the home gauge.

There is no space to do more than sketch a few elements of the frame in which the national and colonial churches developed in the Victorian age. There were, of course, two established churches in Britain, the episcopal Church of England and Ireland and the presbyterian Church of Scotland; there was a majority Catholic Church in Ireland and vigorous dissenting churches throughout the British islands. After the disruption of the Church of Scotland in 1843 and the denominational separation of the Wesleyan Methodists from the Church of England, dissenting Protestants and free Presbyterians not only formed a majority in some parts of Britain, but they were also active in missionary societies and in articulating the notion of Protestant identity which was a significant component of imperial ideology. Until the 1830s, the Church of England and Ireland was established officially in the colonies and recognized as part of the civil establishment by the endowment of clergy and church lands and the occasional appointment of colonial bishops. From the 1840s, however, changes in government policy towards the churches overseas as well as the looming reality of large-scale emigration led to a transformation in the rhetoric and action relating to colonial and foreign missions.

As representative of the changing spirit of these times, we might take note of a meeting which was held in London in the Mansion House on 17 March 1846, in which Charles Blomfield, bishop of London, and the Lord Mayor of London hosted a gathering of city notables and senior clerics. The speakers’ objective was to establish a fund in aid of emigrants and settlers, a rather modest proposal but one that was assaulted by volley after volley of grand speeches urging the need to extend the religious basis of the empire. The longest speech was delivered by the then Archdeacon, later Cardinal, Henry Manning (1807–1892) who also got to deliver some of the most quotable lines: ‘Empires are not things of chance: they are expressions of Divine will, of that continuous law of God’s Providence by which the kingdoms of the world are ruled.’ From India, from the Cape of Good Hope, from Australia and Tasmania, Manning provided testimonies to the lack of clergy and inadequate spiritual services which, he suggested, were nothing less than a challenge to Providence. Empires, he went on, are not bound together by
language, legislation or armies and would inevitably fail unless they were provided with some higher purpose:

[U]nless our Commerce and our Empire be based upon somewhat that has perpetuity in itself, the day will come when the smoke of our colonial cities shall go up to heaven, and the wreck of our merchandize shall strew the strand of every shore. And what then, is that one only basis of perpetuity? It is the Church, and the Gospel of our Redeemer. I will not dwell upon it. It is too obvious. Religion is the only bond, – the only pledge of perpetuity, – the one only source of unity among mankind.

It is an extract from this quotation which heads this chapter and it encapsulates the Anglican imperialism of the high church party in the 1840s. There is no need to expand on the other speeches but it is salutary to find that the collection which followed them is unlikely to have assured Manning that the fate of the Empire was secure: it came to a little over one hundred pounds, and for the fund itself, only ten individuals came forward to subscribe as much as £100. The message from the commercial part of the city would seem to be that they had rather more confidence than the Archdeacon that the Empire would continue to cohere without – or despite – the binding power of religion. It isn't really relevant, but possibly somewhat ironic that five years later, on 6 April 1851, Manning himself had left the established Church of England for the one true Catholic and Apostolic church in communion with Rome.35

Whatever their denominational allegiance, the Erastian notion that religion, particularly religion prescribed by the established Church of England, was actually necessary for the maintenance of the empire was not something that would have been met with universal agreement anywhere in Britain or the colonies in the mid-nineteenth century. While, as Brian Stanley has demonstrated, dissenters and evangelicals warmed to the idea that the extension of Protestantism to the Americas was ordained by Providence under a special dispensation to the British nation,36 the heightened rhetoric favoured by Manning at the Mansion House meeting would have appealed to a relatively small number such as the supporters of the colonial missionary ideals of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel (SPG).37 Outside that tradition, Anglican claims for imperial dominion were viewed with suspicion or downright hostility: distaste for the established church and its imperial claims was
one factor that prompted the rebellion of the American colonists; to the north, the Church of Scotland was confident in the superiority of the presbyterian mode of church governance and was active in the conduct of its own missionary work; elsewhere dissenting sects had been successful in creating circuits and chaplaincies to convicts, emigrants and heathen. The empire had provided unprecedented opportunities for Catholic soldiers, clergy, emigrants and settlers away from the penal conditions and rural poverty that distressed Catholics in Britain. Established pretensions generally received short shrift throughout the colonies even where endowments and other privileges for the established clergy had been set in place. Religious pluralism rather than Anglican precedence triumphed in the settler colonies of Canada, the Cape, New Zealand and Australia, especially in sites such as systematically colonized South Australia where dissenters were warmly received. Governments too were reluctant to appoint Anglican bishops because of the enormous cost of maintaining the clerical and physical establishments to which they claimed title. Nevertheless, as Rowan Strong has argued, Anglican aspirations for an imperial church underwent a remarkable transformation in the early decades of the nineteenth century. The speeches that Manning and Blomfield made on behalf of the Emigrants’ Spiritual Aid Fund were something of a re-run of the even grander addresses delivered on the occasion of the launch of Blomfield’s much more successful venture into privatizing the funding of the colonial church, the Colonial Bishoprics Fund, established in April 1841. The period from 1840–1850 is described by Cnattingius as an ‘epoch-making’ one which set the stage for the emergence of Anglicanism as a world church: ‘The heads of the Church of England had shown that, as builders of a spiritual empire, they were worthy to take their place besides the builders of the political empire.’ Yet the arrival of colonial bishops was not generally welcomed by the missionary societies who were already active and successful in missionary fields such as New Zealand and India and had no reason to imagine that bishops would do a better job.

While the Anglican Communion was successfully seeking private funding for the expansion of its churches and episcopal hierarchy in the empire, the other denominations did not stand idle. Although the British Parliament had been centralized in London after the Act of Union in Westminster, in many significant ways the established and dissenting churches remained rooted to the four nations from where – as the papers by Esther Breitenbach, John MacKenzie and Ruth Compton Brouwer discuss in relation to Scotland and missionary and settler
churches in South Africa and Canada, and Fiona Bateman discusses in relation to Ireland – they were to be highly successful in launching imperial religious ventures of their own. Scottish foreign missionary societies were formed as early as those in southern Britain. After 1843, there were three major Scottish churches supporting missions and they all operated to advance British imperial and Scottish national pride. Breitenbach shows that missionary literature represented Scots as ‘moral’ empire builders led by figures such as David Livingstone and Mary Slessor who were icons for the entire international missionary movement. Alison Bythe is a striking example of a Scottish missionary wife who records her disappointment at the moral degeneration of the sons of Scotland from whom more was to be expected but who were corrupted by the inherent immorality of the slave economy. Her previously unrecorded journal was acquired in 2005 by the British Empire & Commonwealth Museum in Bristol and John McAleer has transcribed and analysed it for the first time in his chapter (Chapter 10) for this volume.

Of the other Protestant denominations, Susan Thorne has examined the extent to which Congregationalist missions acted as vehicles for Liberal British sentiment and aspirations. There were significant differences between the forms of imperialism espoused by different political parties and denominations. The Methodists were consistently pro-imperial and anti-Catholic and their foreign and colonial missionary societies were the most internationally active of the dissenting congregations. When John Wesley declared that the world was his parish, he was speaking of an obligation which he felt arose directly from scripture, ‘to declare unto all that are willing to hear the glad tidings of salvation’. However, that religious impulse could only be translated physically and politically by preaching wherever English was spoken, including across the Irish Sea which Wesley crossed 40 times. Methodists spread across the Atlantic and the Pacific, down the imperial trading and communication networks with great rapidity.

Perhaps the case of Irish Catholicism is even more remarkable than the Wesleyans given their poverty and the social and humanitarian catastrophe of the Irish famine of 1845–1849, and the depopulation and mass emigration which followed it. Even before the passage of the Catholic Emancipation Act (1829) which allowed Catholics to hold public office, Catholic chaplains had been appointed to imperial military and penal establishments, such as British Army bases in India and the convict settlements in Australia, where there were significant numbers of Roman Catholics. However, this did not occur without some
Protestant protest at a perceived papist takeover of the empire as John Wolffe demonstrates. While training for colonial and missionary clergy was provided by most denominations either at home or abroad, of all the missionary training institutions in the Empire none was as active and successful as All Hallows’ College in Drumcondra, Dublin. Founded in 1842, its first priests were sent out at the outset of the famine; eventually it was to train over 4000 fiercely Irish priests for South America, South Africa, India, Canada, Australia, the West Indies, New Zealand, the United States, England, Scotland and Wales. The anti-Catholics were probably right to fear the strength of these Irish-trained clergy in the colonies. Irish religious imperialism, as Peter Cunich shows, was asserted not only in relation to Protestants and other heretics and heathen, but also against the English Benedictines who were bold enough to attempt to establish a colonial province in New South Wales in the teeth of the majority Irish Catholic population. The Irish were slower to send out foreign missionaries than the Scots mostly because this was the responsibility of other non-Irish religious orders including the English Mill Hill Missionaries. However, Fiona Bateman’s chapter (Chapter 13) considers the long-delayed creation of an Irish Catholic missionary movement in the twentieth century.

Funding for religious work overseas came partly from government in the case of the established Churches of England and Scotland and colonial chaplains of all denominations, but by the second half of the century, it came mostly from private fund-raising either by missionary auxiliaries at home, or newly enriched philanthropists in the colonies. All the major denominations supplied clergy to the colonies through the agency of colonial and foreign mission societies, with the SPG in England and the missionary committees of the Church of Scotland aided in this work by government grants. Where they had the numbers, colonial Presbyterians asked and received state subvention for schools, churches and chaplains which was their right as members of Britain’s second established church. In Canada, the larger denominations also benefited from the abolition of the Canadian clergy reserves in 1843 (there were also clergy reserves in New South Wales and Tasmania) when funds were redistributed to other denominations including Catholics – once again to the annoyance of the anti-Catholic forces. The Church of Ireland was to be disestablished in 1869 and the Church of Wales in 1920, but ideas of disestablishment had long been anticipated in the colonies which in this respect acted as laboratories for religious experiments back home. It was the decision by the Privy Council in the Colenso case (1866) which established that there could
be no legal connection between Canterbury and her colonial churches once the colonies had achieved responsible government: the churches, and the colonial bishops, were on their own. The first Lambeth Conference was held the following year to assert the doctrinal supremacy of Canterbury but it was too late; the bishops had, as it were, already bolted and it was too late to lock the church door.48

Nevertheless, let us return to Manning’s point: is religion essential to empire and does it provide a force for cultural cohesion which is stronger than commercial advantage or military duress? Is religion, in his words, the ‘one only source of unity’? To many of his contemporaries, this might well have sounded like a rather dangerous and theologically suspect proposition.49 Scripture is generally unsympathetic to empires of all kinds and especially to the emperor worship which was the norm in Hellenistic and near-Eastern empires of the ancient world and against which the scriptural people of Israel were forced to struggle. In the Reformation, anti-Catholic polemic borrowed freely from texts such as ‘Revelation 13: 1–8’ to denounce the papal monarchy and its claims for imperial dominance throughout Christendom. In the ‘age of empires’ which followed, religion was associated most closely with the first European powers to establish themselves in the New World, namely Catholic Spain and Portugal.50 Prior to the French Revolution and the Napoleonic wars, the French Empire was also associated overtly with the determination to spread the religion of the imperial power, again Catholicism. Overall, the imposition of religious uniformity by military means was associated with the most reviled aspects of militant Catholicism and was not something that would naturally endear itself to freedom-loving Protestants.

These reservations about empire and about linking the church too closely with secular power are evident in both the contemporary and the current debates about the morality of missions and the role of the church in the world, and they have a very ancient pedigree, as Adrian Hastings has shown.51 It is also important to stress that although the churches and their clergy could supply propaganda in favour of empire, they might just as easily be found subverting colonial power structures for Christian purposes.52 Apart from the SPG and Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge (SPCK), Protestant missionary societies only really began their work at the end of the eighteenth century when they were swept up in the twin forces of the Enlightenment and the evangelical revival. Missions could be represented as part of a new kind of imperial expansion, that of an enlightened Protestant power which sought to bring order, rationality and the benefits of European
civilization to the word. The Scottish missionary societies founded at the end of the eighteenth century, many run by local committees of devout lay evangelicals, were contemporary with and a direct product of the Scottish enlightenment with all its attendant enthusiasm for education, reform and discovery. It was this kind of enlightened religion, increasingly maintained by private fund-raising rather than direct government endowment that characterized the colonial churches of Greater Britain. Establishment in the form of endowed bishoprics, clergy reserves and places in the legislature was a feature of some colonies but did not survive the 1840s. The effective separation of church and state from the mid-nineteenth century in the colonies meant that churches, like most of the missionary societies, were voluntary associations; competition between religious communities for the financial and emotional support of their adherents was the norm. Like other empires, the British Empire became characterized by the diversity of its religious practice, albeit with established churches at home continuing to extend support to the daughter churches overseas.

If no one (other than Manning) would wish to argue that religion was necessary for empires, can we ask the question in a modified way: is religion useful for imperial expansion? Here, there is much more historical support with many scholars willing to accept that religion has generally provided essential cultural justification for imperial expansion. On the other hand, since the time of Gibbon, some historians at least have seen religion of all kinds, but especially Christianity, as more of a hindrance than a help to imperial culture and government. Pocock has shown that Gibbon’s anti-clericalism arises from currents in Enlightenment thought which saw religion as inherently irrational and effeminate. Gibbon was himself rather in favour of imperialism, or at least the British version of it with which his work is contemporary. He published the first volume of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire in 1776, the year of the American Declaration of Independence, six years after Captain James Cook claimed the east coast of Australia for the British crown on his first voyage of exploration, and he published the final volume in 1788, the year Captain Arthur Phillip settled in Port Jackson with his load of convicts and free men including one chaplain, to establish the first colony on the last continent to be incorporated into a European empire. Cook’s voyages, Gibbon tells us, unlike other imperial ventures: ‘were inspired by the pure and generous love of science and of mankind’. Of course, religion also had its Enlightened manifestations in the settlement of Australia, as John Gascoigne has argued very well. But despite respectable arrangements for colonial
chaplains, at first exclusively of members of the established church and later Presbyterians, Catholics and Methodists as well, there was a notable lack of enthusiasm for the institutional forms of religion in the first Australian colonies which was the despair of those bishops who were eventually enthroned there, courtesy of letters patent (some of them) and the Colonial Bishoprics Fund.

Piety was linked to commerce in the establishment of British colonies in the Americas, but this was essentially a rather low key business as Louis B. Wright outlined in a small work first published in 1943: chaplains travelled with the first Elizabethan adventurers and the clergy consistently argued that God had set aside parts of the Western hemisphere just for the English.59 The idea that commercial success was a mark of God’s favour was a notion that initially had the support of some, but by no means all, British missionaries, but this support did not survive the nineteenth century.60 It is probably significant that in both 1841 and 1846, the strongest arguments in favour of religion expanding with the British Empire were made to allow this expansion to occur independently of the government by providing an independent source of funding. Whatever a saintly man might choose to say about money and commerce and the need to avoid too much intermingling of religious and commercial purposes, money was as necessary to the regimes of religion as it was to other functions of empire.61

Mission fields

Beyond the metropole, as far as the churches were concerned, the empire was made up of colonial and mission fields from which a rich harvest was always to be anticipated. Large-scale emigration to new centres of settlement in British North America, Australia, New Zealand and the Cape Colony created new challenges and opportunities for religious institutions, much of it little studied these days. Historians have been energetic in charting the establishment of missions in places where Europeans remained in the minority of the population, but in the case of the relationship between settler churches and the metropole there is still all the work to do. Surveys such as the newly emerging volumes of the *Cambridge History of Christianity* make comparative history much more enticing,62 and there are dense survey histories of most of the national churches, but, as we have already noted, imperial history still tends to prioritize secular issues and the wealth of studies of missions and world Christianity reflect Victorian prejudices which
saw colonial work and home missions as less prestigious than foreign missions.

Anxieties about the lesser standing of religious work in the colonies, or indeed most other colonial activity, readily translated into heightened enthusiasm for the imperial ideal. Elizabeth Prevost provides a rich study of the dizzy rhetorical reaches achieved by the Anglican Mother’s Union in Madagascar, not on the face of it a promising site for a vision of imperial maternal sisterhood. Her chapter reviews current work on gender, mission and empire as she investigates the empire’s largest Anglican women’s organization, indeed possibly the largest women’s organization of any kind with the possible exception of the much more extensively studied Women’s Christian Temperance Union. Yet despite the unadulterated enthusiasm for their maternal subjection to Britain, she argues that in the particular context of Madagascar, the extravagant language of imperial and maternal affiliation included a genuine vision of international female solidarity across empire, class and race.

Australia was one of the widest domains of Greater Britain, and the one with the smallest indigenous population; its frontier was still moving until at least 1928, the date of the last well-attested massacre by government police of indigenous Australian people in the Northern Territory. Anne O’Brien provides an analysis of how the different perspectives of two churchmen from these northern regions, Gilbert White (1859–1932), the founding bishop of the Anglican Diocese of Carpentaria, and James Noble (1876–1941), an Aboriginal deacon and missionary, shed light on the vexed relationship between inclusion and hierarchy at the heart of missionary endeavour. Australia’s northern frontier was opened after the establishment of responsible government in Queensland and the seeding of its missions and dioceses, aided by the SPG, staffed in rural areas by the bush brothers, is a good example of the way in which imperial religious expansion rolled on well after the direct connection with the British metropole had been broken. White’s life reveals the complex ways in which churchmen could simultaneously resist and aid the ends of Empire. An outspoken critic of the brutality of northern expansion, he nevertheless found it impossible to publicly denounce the failure of the rule of law to protect Aboriginal people. For Noble, the Anglican Church provided him with an arena in which he could carry out an effective ministry to his own people but he was never ordained to the priesthood and, though he felt a strong attachment to white missionaries, his conception of the ideal mission was quite different from theirs.
The life and religious experiences of White and Noble provide an antidote to the over-optimistic depictions of the carefree life which was the mainstay of promotional literature directed at metropolitan audiences of potential emigrants, investors and donors. The existence of such sunny southern domains was a necessary backdrop to other kinds of missionary work at home as well as abroad. Shurlee Swain has immersed herself in the literature of the international child rescue movement in which images of the distant, depraved heathen were first likened to the white heathen at home and then contrasted to the colonies of settlement, the ‘brighter Britain’ which was seen as a kind of birthright which might be inherited, through emigration and rescue work, by denizens of darkest England.64

New Zealand was generally seen by British humanitarians as an example to the rest of the empire for its success in pacifying, Christianizing and uplifting the Maori from warrior enemies to British subjects through the vehicle of the Treaty of Waitangi (1840). Because of its perceived similarity in terms of climate, geography and dimensions to the British Isles, as well as its record of free settlement on Wakefield’s moral principles, it was sometimes represented as a true and perfect Britain, a ‘Better Britain’.65 Peter Clayworth considers the theories of Richard Taylor (1805–1873), an Anglican clergyman who was a witness to the Treaty of Waitangi and a subscriber to the general principles of the Select Committee on Aborigines whose reports were released in 1836 and 1837 and which condemned the systematic destruction of Aboriginal people through the immoral actions of white settlers. As Elizabeth Elbourne argues, this was the high water mark for the influence of humanitarians working from the British metropole to influence and contain the action of colonists on the reaches of imperial settlement.66 Taylor’s contribution is a striking example of what might be called scientific, ethno-graphic, biblical literalism by a man fully linked to imperial knowledge networks. Seeking the ultimate sanction for the incorporation of the Maori into the British race, Taylor sought to establish that the Maori were descendants of one of the ten lost tribes of Israel; though, for reasons that are unclear, he eventually modified this view, writing it out of the 1870 edition of Te Ika a Maui. While ultimately acting, as Clayworth argues, as an apologist for British conquest and occupation of New Zealand, Taylor’s views also indicate the necessary adaptations and reformulations that occurred between colony and metropole at the edges of empire. Indeed the three chapters by McAleer, Clayworth and Prevost indicate not only the potential but also the limitations of
humanitarian and Christian discourses, very active in the necessary encounters between religious people and foreign, ‘different’ native peoples in both mission territories and Greater Britain.

**After empire**

The final chapters in this volume take us beyond empire, or rather into the period in which the political bonds between Britain and her colonies were being renounced. Canada had flourished as an independent Dominion since 1867 though, as Ruth Compton Brouwer notes, with increasingly close interaction with the United States; in the case of Ireland, considered by Fiona Bateman, the link had been severed by revolution and war; the tiny Ngwato kingdom, considered by John Stuart, was part of the British Protectorate of Bechuanaland in what became independent Botswana in 1966. British missionaries in decolonizing post-war Africa were confronted with innumerable difficulties as they were challenged by emerging nationalist and separatist churches, as well as financial and theological difficulties compounded by the dislocation of war and its aftermath. Into this cauldron, the heir to the Bangwato throne introduced a white English wife. Stuart analyses the controversy about the standing of the royal couple and the role of the interdenominational London Missionary Society (LMS), which was effectively the Bangwato state church. The LMS failed to support the incoming king unequivocally when his legitimacy was challenged by outside forces; these included resistance by the neighbouring states of Southern Rhodesia and South Africa, where the formal institution of apartheid had begun. Both states were appalled by the royal miscegenation. The infinite complexities of the case suggest the fissuring of colonial rule as missions became detached from home churches, and as national governments emerged to challenge what had formerly been asserted as imperial and universal religious rights and duties. In the Bangwato Reserve, Stuart argues that there were many losers from the collapse of empire, above all the LMS.

There are more continuities with former imperial arrangements in Canada, despite or perhaps because of its early political detachment from Britain.67 However, Brouwer is able to chart the increasing impact of United States and ecumenical patterns on the missionary activities of the Canadian Protestant churches. And, by the 1960s, as Canadian society moved irrevocably beyond its colonial past, a new perception of Canadians’ obligations to the developing world emerged. As a result, the churches’ historic participation in overseas missions was increasingly
deprecated as a racist legacy best overlooked. Shame at past imperial
enthusiasms is characteristic of settler churches, as indeed of all parts of
‘Greater Britain’, a term which now tends to evoke cringing rather than
pride. The contrast with the awakening of imperial religious ambitions
for the overseas missionary field by the Irish Catholic Church could not
be more striking. As Peter Cunich shows in the case of the colonial
church in New South Wales, both Irish and English members of the
Catholic hierarchy in Australia were happy to adopt imperial language
to speak about the extension of the Catholic Church throughout British
territory. However, Fiona Bateman, using the missionary propaganda
written in the main for a young audience, sees the outbreak of Irish
foreign missions as tantamount to a second scramble for Africa.68 If the
Scots had failed to create Black Scotsmen and women, Irish designs for
a shamrock-shaped church and a round tower in Sierra Leone contin-
ued the tradition of assembling a European religious bricolage and
calling it the Kingdom of God.

In conclusion, we might return to Archdeacon Manning and the
enthusiasm with which he preached a doctrine of religious imperialism
as a solution to the otherwise inevitable collapse of empires. It may not
be entirely flippant to suggest that he might, after all, have been right.
The high summer of imperial idealism, for the churches was after all, as
John Stuart notes, synchronous with the meridian of imperialism itself.
The commitment by missionary and colonial agencies to establish
English, Scottish or Irish churches which acted, almost inevitably as
conduits for imperial ideology is an excellent marker of the cultural
expansion of the empire. Churches, like missions, are cultural construc-
tions nurtured and negotiated within the haven of the imperial world.
Yet of all imperial institutions, those of the churches would appear to
have been the most long-lived and they bear the marks of their imperial
origins. Historians will continue to debate whether the churches are
implicated or honoured by the connection with empire; churchmen
and women never entirely set aside the realization that the empires of
religion must ultimately be sought in another world.
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Religious Metropoles
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The religious persecution of the Irish in the Early Modern period for their fidelity to Rome was a core belief of nineteenth- and twentieth-century Catholic Irish nationalism. Nor was it merely confined to the often surprisingly rich and source-based, if highly slanted, historiography of figures such as M. J. Brenan, Thomas Walsh, D. P. Conyngham and M. V. Ronan. On the contrary, detailed disquisitions on the ‘horrors of the long, black night of the Penal Laws’ could emerge in the most surprising of media, such as a newspaper like *An Camán*, which was primarily funded by a sports organisation, the Gaelic Athletic Association (GAA). For several of the journalists who worked on this paper, the religious history of the early modern period was a crucial backdrop to their understanding of the struggle between British imperialism and Irish nationalism. In a special Christmas 1933 issue of *An Camán*, for instance, one of its occasional contributors, ‘Dalcassian’, declared: ‘England’s perversion from the faith created a further gulf between the two civilizations [of Ireland and England] and realizing that a national creed rooted on a glorious past would perpetuate national memories...she determined to destroy them.’ Persecution thus represented a twin assault on both religion and national identity but, providentially, the defence of the first would allow for the revival of the second: ‘Dalcassian’ noted: ‘One aspect alone of the life of the nation came unscathed throughout the long night of persecution – the ancient faith’.

The Consolidation of Irish Catholicism within a Hostile Imperial Framework: A Comparative Study of Early Modern Ireland and Hungary

*Tadhg Ó hAnnracháin*
To other Irish nationalists who contemplated this picture of past persecution under British rule, a further providential pattern was discernible within the framework of Irish incorporation within the empire, and even in the loss of language, for it was this very process which had allowed the evolution of a shadow Irish spiritual empire, so ably considered by Fiona Bateman in the present volume (Chapter 13), of missionaries to be diffused throughout the world in the footsteps, indeed within the very bloodstream, of English temporal and linguistic expansion. As Thomas Walsh and D. P. Conyngham put it:

Our national church is the bond of our national existence; though the political arrangements of Ireland with the sister country have almost annihilated the political interest of the former, still that system has given to the church of Ireland an imperial character: for she is the mistress of religion in the British empire, gives her an imperial voice, by which the bigotry of England is branded with universal reprobation, and secures to Ireland an imperial importance.

Such conceptualizations were undoubtedly attractive for they could mobilize very deeply embedded tropes of Christian triumph through abnegation and sacrifice providing a seductive reversal of a narrative of humiliation and defeat. Faith did not merely renew the nation that otherwise would have been submerged but miraculously allowed for the process of subjugation to serve as a springboard to a greater harvest in the vineyard of the Lord.

Ireland’s Catholicism, therefore, at a stroke both allowed for the nation’s resistance to incorporation into the British imperial framework and for its spiritual colonisation of British expansion throughout the world. Not only were such notions pleasurable but they also carried additional conviction because the central assumption on which the paradigm was based was probably correct. Christopher Hollis’s 1927 assertion, for instance, that ‘the Irish question only persisted because it was a religious question’ remains a sustainable position eight decades later, even if his supplementary claim that ‘the whole purpose of English policy was ... to destroy the Catholicism of the Irish’ now appears hysterically overstated. From a modern perspective it seems evident that the Catholicism of the Irish population was the single most important reason for the nationalism which ultimately abstracted the Irish Free State/Republic not only from the United Kingdom but eventually also from the British Empire/Commonwealth.
For the nationalist historiography which helped to provide the intellectual underpinning of the fledgling state the reason for this development was relatively unproblematic. As M. J. Brenan crisply noted, ‘the superintending power of the almighty has been visibly displayed in the protection of the Church’.8 The obscure workings of divine providence were undoubtedly convenient in this regard for they absolved historians of that era from having to engage too deeply with the factors which allowed for the survival and consolidation of Irish Catholicism. Instead comfortable notions of Catholicism as the elemental faith of the Irish people surviving miraculously in the face of English persecutions took root in a particular conception of Ireland’s unique historical path.

The effort to replace such convenient recourse to a providential model has been at the heart of an ongoing debate within modern Irish historiography over the past three decades. If the protective hand of God is removed as a causal mechanism then how can the survival of Irish Catholicism within the framework of a profoundly anti-Catholic Imperial state be explained? As several of the chapters in the current volume confirm, the ramifications of this particular development were enormous. Without it, not merely would the twentieth-century Catholic spiritual empire discussed by Fiona Bateman, Chapter 13, not have existed but the nature of the Irish-influenced anti-Catholicism at the heart of imperial expansion analysed by John Wolffe would also necessarily have evolved in a fundamentally different way. Wolffe’s analysis chiefly concerns itself with the renewal of anti-Catholicism following the hiatus of the late eighteenth century. The present discussion, however, focuses instead on the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries when the most important developments in the religious partition of the archipelago took place.

By the early seventeenth-century hostility to Catholicism had been established as arguably the single most important element of national identity within the central English element of the British imperial matrix.9 Popular disturbances of that era, even when motivated by the most evident economic conditions, almost inevitably acquired a patina of anti-Catholic rhetoric and paranoia about Popery was a crucial force linking Protestants of all social levels.10 Nor was Scottish prejudice any less visceral, despite the decline in the numbers of Scottish Catholics to no more than 2 per cent of the seventeenth-century population.11

Yet parallel to what Patrick Collinson has described as the surprising process in which one of the most Catholic countries in Europe,
namely England, became one of the least, is the even more startling consolidation of one the most anomalous branches of medieval Catholicism, namely Ireland, as a bastion of the Church of Rome.13 Until the acquisition of Quebec in the late eighteenth century, this fact rendered Ireland unique within the British imperial framework and continues to prompt the question of how such a paradoxical development could have come about in the era of *cuius regio eius religio*. Much of the literature in the sporadic debate which has addressed this topic has concentrated on reasons for the failure of the reformation rather than on the linked but by no means identical topic of Catholic success.14 What this chapter proposes is a historiographical review of this problem which will bring to bear a comparative perspective on the process of Catholic consolidation, with a particular reference to the example of Habsburg central Europe.

A number of salient facts and conclusions have been produced by the existing scholarship on this problem of the past two decades. In terms of periodization, it can be stated reasonably confidently that at the outset of Elizabeth’s reign in 1558 neither Protestant nor Catholic currents of reform had made any significant headway in Ireland among the general population of either Gaelic or English descent. There was little evidence of any lay enthusiasm for religious change but, on the other hand, relatively little overt opposition either, and such resistance as there was largely derived from political disaffection rather than religious conviction. The first Jesuit mission to Ireland in the 1540s was frankly pessimistic,15 and the passage of Elizabeth’s reformation legislation through the Irish parliament two decades later in 1560 seemed indeed to indicate that such pessimism had been justified.16 Clerical conservatism certainly did represent a significant barrier to religious change in the existing colonial community, particularly because of the degree to which English cultural identity in Ireland had articulated itself in terms of medieval canonically orthodox Catholicism. As James Murray has demonstrated, for the clerical leadership of the older colonial community the historical justification of the English presence in Ireland derived from their mission to extend the canon law of the Western church to Gaelic Ireland and thereby civilize it.17 Such sentiments represented a potential reservoir of resistance to attempts to alter the fabric of the medieval English Catholic legacy in Ireland. The strength of the Observant Franciscans in English and Gaelic Ireland represented another potential obstacle to the spread of the Reformation. Nevertheless, such clerical foci of resistance were not necessarily more formidable than those which the Tudor reform process ultimately
surmounted in England during the course of the sixteenth century. But whereas in England the process of Reformation ultimately resulted in the cultivation of a deeply seated anti-Catholicism, in Ireland the precise opposite occurred, a process rendered very visible by the events of the 1640s. Following a botched rising in Ulster in October 1641, sectarian conflict erupted all over the island. In every county, Protestants became the subject of attack by their Catholic neighbours who pillaged their property and stripped and expelled them from the localities. The following year, the formation of the confederate Catholic association, effectively a Catholic state occupying much of the island, offered even clearer testimony of the deep-seated and popular identification with Catholicism which had occurred in the vast majority of the population, both Gaelic and English, which traced its origin from the pre-Elizabethan period. Crucially the social disorder and violence sparked by the original rebellion was contained by the creation of structures which emphasized the unity of the Catholic population and which derived their legitimacy in considerable measure from the formidable moral authority of the Catholic clergy. In a provincial synod of Armagh in March and in the first post-Tridentine synod of the entire Irish Catholic Church in May 1642, the Irish hierarchy threw its weight massively behind order, property and social hierarchy and actively solicited the support of the Catholic gentry of Ireland in controlling the pillaging, theft and violence which followed the rebellion. The clergy also actively participated in the governmental structures which ultimately developed and by administering an oath of association, which all Catholics were compelled to take, they played a critical role in the stabilization of new political structures among the general population.

The roots of this profoundly important development undoubtedly lay in the alienation of the Irish population by the expansion of the geographical reach of the English state in Ireland in the late sixteenth century. From 1541, all the inhabitants of Ireland had been accepted as subjects of the newly constituted kingdom of Ireland. In principle, therefore, Ireland was not a colony, although in practice it would come to enjoy, or suffer, an intermediate halfway status somewhere between colony and kingdom during the Early Modern period. Yet arguably the most important rationale underpinning the later colonial treatment of the island was the failure of the state to inculcate religious loyalty to the established church, not only, and in contrast to Scotland, in the Gaelic population, but even in the existing colonial population, the Old English, those who traced their descent to settlers of Anglo-Norman origin. Thus the failure of the Reformation in Ireland was not merely
the failure to convert, Anglicize and civilize the putatively barbarian and linguistically distinctive Gaelic population but also to build on the substantial English colonial presence established in the island for centuries prior to the Reformation.

The chief vehicle of religious alienation which has been identified with regard to this older pre-Elizabethan English colony was the economic damage which their community sustained in the course of the series of wars fought between Elizabeth’s viceroys and various Gaelic and Gaelicized lordships. Such wars not only created massive grievances among the over-burdened English of Ireland but also hampered the state church by siphoning off the resources which might have been used to evangelize the population in the new religion. Moreover, the scarcity of resources also hampered the state in its capacity to use instruments of coercion to enforce obedience in the ecclesiastical sphere. The military and financial strain occasioned by the various wars made state officials reluctant to enforce the requirements of the religious legislation for fear of creating a rebellious backlash. Nevertheless, from the late 1570s criticism was increasingly directed at the suspect religious practices of the Old English by frustrated administrators. This was at times a tactic consciously deployed as a means to delegitimize the accusations of governmental abuse which the older colonial community attempted to bring to the queen’s attention. But it was tied also to wider discourse of loyalty in the latter part of the sixteenth century in Ireland. Increasingly in the Irish localities, the captains, seneschals and presidents who represented the expansion of the English state came in their casual violence and arbitrary justice to resemble the Gaelic and Gaelicized warlords whom they were intended to replace. What distinguished them was their self-proclaimed loyalty to their sovereign, which was expressed as a principal aspect of their honour. Such concepts of loyalty were extraordinarily enabling from an administrative perspective for none of the established elites in the island whether Gaelic or Old English could afford to subordinate their interests to the demands of state policy to the same degree as incoming New English, who might gain substantially by the overturning of the status quo, but who lacked an existing stake in it. Competitive loyalty vis-a-vis the Gaelic lordships with their assumed cultural inferiority and propensity to rebel was relatively easy to establish but it was religion which offered the principal grounds for the marginalization of the older colonial community. Criticisms of this nature in turn heightened the religious defensiveness of the Old English community who increasingly saw themselves as the marginalized victims of governmental innovation. It
was in this context that the scions of established colonial families began to forsake the universities of England, where they would have been exposed to a Protestant education, opting instead for continental academic training in Catholic establishments. From the early 1590s this process was accelerated by the foundation of the first of a string of continental Irish colleges which ultimately came to out-perform the state’s institution at Trinity College, in terms of providing educated clerical personnel for deployment in a pastoral context in the Irish localities.24

A series of brief comparisons by Karl Bottigheimer and Ute Lotz-Heumann have been enormously helpful in clarifying many of the processes just mentioned. In particular, their focus on Norway and Gaelic Scotland has been particularly enlightening in reassessing the obstacles posed by the Gaelic language to effective inculcation of Protestantism.25 Yet the most under-theorized aspect of their work, as with other participants in the historiographical debate, concerns the mechanisms of Catholic success, which is presented as more or less pre-determined on the basis of Protestant failure.26 Consequently they offer relatively little analysis concerning the events of the seventeenth as opposed to the sixteenth century. It is in this context that central Europe reveals itself as a comparison of very considerable interest for it was precisely in the seventeenth century that the Habsburgs were able to bring about a considerable measure of religious change in their various imperial domains.

Bohemia forms the most celebrated example of the successful reimposition of Catholic rule. Taking advantage of Czech rebellion, after 1620 Emperor Ferdinand II instituted a determined attempt to re-Catholicize his newly re-conquered Bohemian kingdom.27 In addition to the wide-scale confiscations in the wake of the victory at the Battle of the White Mountain, which were of especial value to the indigenous Catholic minority of Czech nobility,28 large numbers of Protestant Czech nobles and burghers who refused to convert to Catholicism were forced into exile following a decree of 1627, often after having sold their property to Catholic relatives as the law allowed. This sustained programme of coercion was supplemented by an active process of evangelization, which included the foundation of 19 new Jesuit colleges in the lands of the Bohemian crown and it enjoyed, on the whole, a significant measure of success.29

In Ireland, where Catholicism was also successful but for quite different reasons, the closest equivalent to the Bohemian experience was the decade of the 1650s, which in folk historical memory came to represent the Irish equivalent of the Czech Temno or ‘darkness’.30 The de facto
Catholic state of the Confederates which had emerged from the wreckage of the 1641 rebellion was dissolved in 1649. In the same year an unprecedentedly successful conquest of Ireland was launched by the new republican regime in London which, by virtue of its unconditional nature, conferred an extraordinary freedom of action on the saints of the English Revolution in their dealings with the Catholic population, who were effectively deprived of either political or moral purchase on the process of government. The conquest and the ensuing settlement marked the high point in the level of persecution of the Catholic Church in Ireland. The initial tone was set at Drogheda when Catholic religious were, as Cromwell himself admitted, ‘knocked on the head promiscuously’; in the early years of the war many priests, including three bishops, were executed summarily on capture. But from 1651 and increasingly after 1654 the preferred option became the shipping abroad of captured members of the priesthood. It has been estimated that at least a thousand priests were exiled during this period, while others were given permission to remain on the condition that they did not exercise their ministry. Catholic school teachers also faced a formidable level of harassment and were frequently arrested and transported to a life of indentured servitude. Before the beginning of the conquest the Irish Catholic episcopacy was arguably the closest hierarchy in all Europe to the ideal Tridentine template, since they were universally seminary trained, overwhelmingly resident in their dioceses and appointed to their sees effectively at the behest of the Pope with only marginal interference from secular interests. By 1655, of the 27 bishops in place before Cromwell’s invasion only one resident remained, Eugene MacSweeney of Kilmore, who was too old and infirm to represent any religious irritation to the regime. The effective destructive of the ecclesiastical apparatus of Catholicism in Ireland during these years, added to the punitive policy of the state towards Catholics in general, did lead to a significant number of conversions to Protestantism; the chief evidence for this derives from the details of their reconversion to Catholicism by newly active priests in the 1660s following the restoration.

There are at least two reasons for the limited and short-term nature of Protestant advances in Ireland and the failure of Protestantism to hold its own in Bohemia against what would appear to be similar attempts to impose religious conformity by force. First, coercion was applied less systematically and for a far shorter period in Ireland than in Bohemia. Even in the later years of the 1650s the level of religious persecution faded considerably and the restoration of the monarchy in 1660
effectively reduced it to the level of the earlier seventeenth century, when the Catholic Church had made significant advances. Second, in marked contrast to Bohemia, active evangelization of the Irish population during the 1650s was remarkably limited. During the Cromwellian period, the state actually deployed fewer Protestant ministers than during the 1630s, even if they do appear to have been somewhat more adequately provided for in material terms. At first glance Habsburg success in Bohemia would appear to offer a simple explanation of Protestant failure and Catholic success in Ireland: the English state simply failed to apply sustained coercion against the practice of a prohibited religion. A belief in the effectiveness of such reasoning may well have acted as the background assumption to the relative neglect of the seventeenth century in the debate about the processes of confessional change in Ireland. In effect the reasons why none of the Stuart monarchs were prepared to make use of stringent anti-Catholic legislation becomes the first port of call for an analysis of the island’s peculiar religious evolution. Yet two problems can be identified with simply accepting such an explanation. First, while offering some explanation of the causes of Protestant failure, it still more or less neglects the causes of Catholic success. Second, it ignores the fact that the Bohemian, or perhaps more properly the Styrian, model (since it was in Styria that Ferdinand first refined the approach later to be used in the Czech lands) was not the only strategy utilized by the Habsburgs to strengthen the position of Catholicism in their imperial domains.

In this regard Early Modern Hungary is of particular interest as an area of comparison. Following the disastrous battle of Mohács and the extinction of the Jagellon dynasty in 1526, a rough tripartheid division of the lands of the crown of St Stephen occurred: Royal Hungary, an arc of territory stretching from modern Slovakia and present-day Hungary west of Lake Balaton to Northern Croatia, fell under the control of Habsburgs who enjoyed the title of kings of Hungary and claimed the temporal and ecclesiastical prerogatives and *ius patronatus* which had pertained to that title; an independent principality under the suzerainty of the Ottoman Porte emerged in mountainous Transylvania to the East, while the central and southern portions of the medieval kingdom of Hungary, including the ancient capital, Buda, came under direct Turkish control. Prior to 1671 religious coercion was effectively not an option for the Habsburgs even in the Royal Hungarian portion of the kingdom which they actually controlled. The dynasty’s hands were tied in this regard by the peace of Vienna in 1606 which guaranteed the orders of the kingdom of Hungary the freedom to practice the Protestant
religion. Moreover, the frequent assembly of the Hungarian Diet helped enforce compliance with the provisions of the treaty on their monarch. The Diet in turn was disposed to be vigilant in this regard because of the overwhelming Protestant majority in the country, a majority which at the most conservative estimate amounted to at least three-quarters of the Hungarian population at the close of the sixteenth century. Underpinning the necessity for the regime to renounce programmes of religious coercion was the constant Turkish threat. Yet, despite this highly unfavourable situation, to a significant extent it was the re-Catholicization process of the seventeenth century which ultimately permitted the consolidation of a Catholic-dominated Hungarian kingdom, boosted by huge immigration, in the eighteenth century following the Turkish expulsion.

Of particular interest with regard to the religious failure of the state in Ireland was the Habsburg utilization of Hungarians as the basic element of its re-Catholicization strategy. This was most crucially evident in the magnate order of the Diet which was transformed into a Catholic bastion by 1649 through an interlocking process of conversion and creation of new magnates from native Catholic families. In this process, the covert inducements towards Catholicism did not emanate merely from the foreign Habsburg court but were supplemented and brokered by native Hungarian figures, in particular during the long palatinate of Miklós Eszterházy (1625–1645). Despite an ultimately unsuccessful interlude of more absolutist government in the 1670s and 1680s, the Habsburg monarchy in Hungary depended enormously on a coterie of ten or eleven native Magyar and Croatian magnate houses. The contrast with Ireland here is much greater than might appear at first glance. In Ireland also the Stuarts secured a solid majority of co-religionists within the peerage. Thus superficially by the late seventeenth century the two kingdoms would appear broadly comparable with the monarch’s religion having triumphed among a privileged landed minority. However, in Ireland to a much greater extent than in Hungary, the religiously compliant aristocracy represented the replacement of the existing elite rather than its winning over. By the early eighteenth century three-quarters of the peerage active in the House of Lords of the Irish parliament were the products of families which had entered the kingdom since the beginning of the Irish Reformation in the 1530s. Only five of these active parliamentary families traced their ancestry to the indigenous Gaelic population, despite the fact that the majority of the island’s population were still Irish speaking at this juncture.
As with the magnate order, the Hungarian Catholic and Irish Protestant ecclesiastical establishments differed radically. For it was largely natives of the kingdom of Hungary who occupied the key positions on the seventeenth-century episcopal bench. There are some striking similarities in terms of intellect and literary output between the Protestant primate James Ussher in Ireland and his Catholic equivalent Péter Pázmány in Hungary. But whereas Ussher's membership of a pre-Elizabethan Old English family made him a minority figure in the Irish Protestant episcopacy, Pázmány, on the other hand, typified the native provenance of the Catholic clerical elite in Hungary during his era and he became one of the chief architects of a vernacular Catholic literature in Hungarian. The contrast with Ireland in this regard, where the linkages between Protestantization and anglicization increased in strength over the course of the seventeenth century, and where conversion to the religion of the monarch involved a concomitant attachment to an anglicized church, is particularly evident.

In these several respects, Pázmány and his Magyar and Slav colleagues in the Hungarian hierarchy are much more readily identifiable with the contemporaneous Irish Catholic episcopate who emerged as the leadership of a native and national, if extra-legal, church in the period after 1618. Drawn from and serving both the Old English and Gaelic populations of the island, the Catholic episcopal network covered the entire island and offered a mechanism to integrate both sections of the Catholic population within the framework of Catholic reform. All the bishops of the new hierarchy had been trained in continental seminaries but the pattern of their appointment generally brought them back to their native dioceses or to one in the immediate vicinity. Critically, their extraction from local elite groupings equipped them to act as formidable 'multipliers' of religious conviction.

The Catholic bishops of Royal Hungary were less successful than their Irish counterparts in terms of winning and confirming a majority of the population for their church. Protestantism survived in the Hungarian localities, although increasingly under pressure. Nevertheless, in conjunction with the reliably Catholic magnate order, the ecclesiastical establishment did manage to create a native Catholic tradition which posited itself as both organically Hungarian (and Croat) and loyal to the Church of Rome. Ultimately, this was of profound importance in the evolving religious complexion of the Hungarian kingdom, both before and after the re-conquest and re-peopling of the Turkish occupied areas. In sharp contrast with Ireland, the religion of the rulers was not shared
exclusively by those communities which has been shaped by processes of plantation and immigration patronized and overseen by the central authority but could successfully stake a claim also to an indigenous character and heritage. Indeed, from the political perspective of Habsburg power, this process of Catholic indigenization was potentially a double-edged sword. The Catholic magnates and prelates of Hungary were the dynasty’s most important and reliable collaborators in maintaining control of the throne of St Stephen but their loyalty was significantly more conditional than, for instance, the attachment of the Early Modern Protestant community of Ireland to the English connection. Gábor Bethlen’s invasions of Royal Hungary in earlier decades of the seventeenth century attracted Catholic as well as Protestant support, although his often reluctant Catholic partisans were, it is true, significantly swifter to return to Habsburg allegiance. Later in the century, however, figures such as Miklós Zrínyi and Ferenc Wesselényi actively plotted rebellion against the Emperor Leopold, as indeed did György Lippay the Catholic primate of the kingdom. Later still the rebellion of Rákóczi Ferenc saw a Catholic leader with a significant coterie of co-religionist advisors patronizing a movement of resistance largely motivated by Protestant grievance in a fashion more reminiscent of the changed circumstances of late eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Ireland than the confessional confrontations of the Early Modern period.

Habsburg Royal Hungary thus offers an interesting religious counterpoint to seventeenth-century Ireland helping to reveal a number of factors which weakened the hand of the state church. Nevertheless, in seeking the additional reasons for the consolidation of Catholicism, as opposed to the mere weakness of the reformation, it is the Hódoltság, that part of the ancient kingdom of Hungary which fell under Turkish control after 1526 which offers the best evidence. Like Ireland the Hódoltság was perceived in Rome as lying in partibus infidelium, that is under the jurisdiction of a non-Catholic power. In some respects the official position of Catholicism in the Hódoltság was more favourable than in seventeenth-century Ireland. The Ottoman empire was erratic in its attitudes towards its Christian subject population, and generally more alert to the possibility of extracting cash than conversions but it upheld officially notions of Islamic tolerance of Christianity as a religion of the book. Christians were forbidden to attempt to convert Muslims, to extend or acquire new churches but retention of those they possessed was officially permitted. Officially, therefore, Turkish attitudes towards Catholicism were far more lenient than those of the Irish state. Moreover
the Habsburgs of Royal Hungary continued to stake a claim to the area of the Hódoltság, professing concern with the plight of the Catholic population of the area and royal bishops drew some revenues from their titular Hódoltsági sees. Yet, despite these apparent advantages, Irish Catholicism proved incomparably more vibrant that its equivalent in the Hódoltság. Indeed the Hungarian Catholic establishment proved even less successful as an evangelical institution in this field of missionary endeavours on its doorstep than the Irish Protestant church.

Of critical importance in this regard was the difference in the number of Catholic clergy deployed on the ground. In utter contrast with the Hódoltság seventeenth-century Ireland was astonishingly well endowed with trained Catholic priests, despite the official prohibited status of the church. In 1622, Pázmány estimated the total number of secular priests serving in the Hódoltság at less than 20, who were supplemented by a handful of Jesuits and Franciscans. As primate he was in a position to know. His estimate is confirmed by contemporary Jesuit reports. Everywhere Jesuit missionaries penetrated they were shocked at the extent of the shortage of priests, a shortage which seems to have been matched by a lack of Protestant preachers in many areas.

What priests people had come into contact with seem to have been survivors from an older era, probably consecrated by Franciscan bishops from Bosnia and frequently lacking any education whatsoever. So acute was the lack of trained clerical personnel that the Jesuits reported their great difficulty in leaving any locality, with even the Protestant population desperate for them to remain, offering to convert in return for continued spiritual supervision. The Croatian superior of one mission, Marino de Bonis, reported to Rome in 1617: ‘To the preaching which was done in the country, flocked not only the Catholics, but also the Turks themselves and the heretics, many of whom were greatly edified by what they heard in the sermons.’ By early 1620, Marino de Bonis had encountered offers of this nature on so many occasions that he wrote rather sorrowfully to Rome: ‘If here there were workers, great good would be accomplished. Wherever I go they say to me, if you stay with us, we will all be of your religion. And what can I alone do?’

In Ireland, written within little more than a decade of Pázmáný's report to Propaganda Fide, there is a report extant concerning the isolated, mountainous and largely Gaelic combined dioceses of Ardfert and Aghadoe. From this it can be deduced that there was a pool of perhaps 50 seminary educated priests in the dioceses who included among their numbers at least six doctors of theology, Richard O’Connell, Maurice O’Connell, Donncha Falvy, Florence O’Mahony, James Pierce
and John O’Connor and three doctors of canon law, Edmund Pierce, Malachy O’Connell and another unnamed individual. In other words, in both number and quality the Catholic clergy resident in one isolated Irish county far outstripped the entire Hodoltság. The diocese of Ardfert was the landing site of the Italian nuncio, Gian Battista Rinuccini, and his party in 1645. Rinuccini’s most important subordinate, Dionisio Massari, wandered away from the landing camp and recorded with amazement that despite the persecution of their heretical enemies ‘amidst mountains and barren places, I found the knowledge of the holy Catholic faith flourishing’ and that he did not encounter a single child who could not recite the ‘Our Father’ and the ‘Hail Mary’. A pattern of numerous Catholic clergy at work on the ground was not confined to merely isolated and mountainous regions far from central authority. The bishop of Ossory, David Rothe, believed that his centrally located and accessible diocese was overstaffed by the 1630s. As noted previously, the historiographically neglected key to this phenomenon was the burgeoning network of continental Irish colleges which collectively outperformed the Protestant university at Trinity College in terms of supplying educated clergy to staff the shadow Catholic Church in Ireland. Practically all the trainees in the colleges were either Old English or Gaelic Irish natives who sought priestly training on the continent and who generally returned to their place of origin having completed their education. Thus the process of Catholic consolidation was largely accomplished by means of a native and not a foreign clergy. By comparison, however, Catholicism in the Hungarian Hodoltság was simply not strong enough to generate a sufficient number of would-be ordinands who were prepared to go abroad for priestly training and that factor outweighed the mission possibilities and even the institutional position of the Catholic Church within neighbouring Royal Hungary.

Taken together, therefore, these several areas of Hungarian comparisons suggest that the absence of effective persecution of Catholicism was not necessarily the only reason for the relative failure of the Protestant church in Ireland during the seventeenth century. In even more unpromising circumstances than those facing the House of Stuart in Ireland, the Habsburgs managed to stimulate the development of a native Hungarian Catholic tradition but they did so by dint of a difficult process of persuasion and cooperation with the native Magyar and Slav elites within the kingdom rather than by their replacement. Turkish Hungary, on the other hand, offers a completely different level of comparison for it indicates that the strength of the position which Irish Catholicism gained was largely generated by a process of elite engagement
with the Catholic Church which found a critically important expression in the creation of the network of Irish continental colleges. The interlocking of these two differing processes form the background to the historical connundrum that Ireland became the only country in Europe where the counter-reformation succeeded against the wishes of the state thus placing a Catholic problem at the very heart of the nascent British empire.
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Further reading


In 1897, Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee year, Mr A. C. Howe, a prominent local merchant, was moved to deliver a powerful speech at a public meeting in Victoria, British Columbia. He proclaimed that:

Providence has thrown in our way this opportunity to declare for the principles which are the foundation of the British Empire; principles which have made the Briton’s name respected from the rising of the sun to the going down of the same; and if we do not take up the challenge of the Romish Church, we are not worthy to take our stand beneath the banner of St George.

The circumstances that stirred such high stakes rhetoric might seem relatively trivial. Victor M. Ruthven, a convert from Roman Catholicism, had been delivering a series of Protestant lectures, and selling a book entitled *Crimes of Romish Priests*. Local Catholics had instigated proceedings against Ruthven on the grounds that this work was indecent. The magistrates had dismissed the charge, but Howe maintained that the prosecution was an attack on free speech and an attempt to reverse the work of ‘Latimer and Ridley, who spoke for liberty’ and of ‘Drake, Hawkins and Frobisher who fought for liberty’. Here ‘in our own fair city of Victoria’, Rome was showing ‘the same old cloven hoof which trod upon the neck of Europe for ten sad centuries’ and ‘the same old spirit which built the fires at Smithfield’. Howe’s speech concisely illustrates a central theme of this chapter, the existence of a strong link between imperial and anti-Catholic rhetoric, and the insistence that both were founded in a love of liberty. Such language also served to assert the maintenance of strong historic links between metropole and periphery. Granted that the ties between anti-Catholicism and...
empire were less uniform and more complex than Mr Howe perceived them to be, his speech suggests that the subject is one well worthy of investigation.

The association between Protestantism and the British Empire merits scholarly exploration at two different levels. At the first more generalized level, Brian Stanley and Andrew Porter have ably investigated the sometimes ambivalent relationship between institutional Protestant missions and British overseas expansion. Such missionary activity was seldom explicitly anti-Catholic, only becoming so when there was specific rivalry or confrontation with Roman Catholic missions, as for example in Tahiti in 1844. This chapter, however, is concerned with the second level of organized explicit anti-Catholicism, a phenomenon primarily apparent in white settler colonies and which has yet to receive the scholarly attention it deserves. There have indeed been significant but not exhaustive studies of anti-Catholicism in a national and regional context, notably on Britain and Ireland in the mid-nineteenth century, and on Canada, particularly in the late nineteenth century. There are surveys of the role of Protestantism in British national identity in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and of the long-term development of the organized British anti-Catholic movement. However, coverage of Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and other parts of the Empire is more limited and, as Stuart Piggin observes in relation to Australia, ‘has been much better told from the Catholic side than the Protestant’. Above all, there has not yet been any systematic exploration of the topic in an overall imperial context, as a divisively cohesive ‘empire of religion’. This chapter constitutes a preliminary foray into this wider field. It will begin with discussion of some aspects of anti-Catholicism and empire over the nineteenth century as a whole. Attention will then turn to the activities of the Imperial Protestant Federation (IPF) in the 1890s and 1900, the most significant attempt to make explicit links between militant Protestantism and the British Empire. The IPF’s history effectively illustrates both the considerable short-term potentialities of an anti-Catholic vision of empire, and its longer-term fragility and divisiveness.

Defending the Protestant Empire 1815–1890

The early nineteenth-century expansion of settlement in British North America and Australia – and eventually New Zealand and southern Africa – coincided with a revival in anti-Catholic activity in Britain. The late eighteenth century represented something of a hiatus in the
British tradition of anti-Catholicism, partly because of reaction against the savagery of the Gordon Riots of 1780; partly because events in France from 1789 onwards weakened the previously axiomatic equation of Protestantism and Francophobia. Nevertheless, the preconditions for its revival were established by the Union of the British and Irish Parliaments in 1800. Protestants were liable to perceive the presence of a substantial Catholic minority within a single unitary state as a dangerous anomaly. The passing of Catholic Emancipation in 1829, by removing constitutional barriers to Catholic participation in political life, made it seem doubly important that national Protestant identity should be clearly reasserted. These constitutional and political developments were paralleled by the emergence of increasingly explicit anti-Catholic tendencies in the expanding evangelical movement. Evangelicals were concerned to convert Roman Catholics as well as to limit their political and social influence. Their efforts were initially centred on Ireland, in the so-called ‘Second Reformation’ movement of the 1820s, which revived in the Irish Church Missions to Roman Catholics of the 1850s. As the mid-century Irish diaspora, of both Protestants and Catholics, gathered momentum such tensions and aspirations were carried to other parts of the empire.

In the early to mid-nineteenth century reference to the concept of ‘empire’ was quite common in anti-Catholic literature. In 1828, an anonymous pamphleteer related it to current interest in the application of the prophecies of the Apocalypse. He perceived the hand of providence in England’s triumph over the ‘Atheistic Empire’ of France and in the ‘increased dominion of the Church of England over the remote dependencies of the Empire’. In 1829, Richard Warner, rector of Great Chalfield, Wiltshire, argued that Catholic Emancipation was incompatible with the ‘liberty, laws and Protestant succession of the British Empire’. Around 1840, the Protestant Association published its ‘National Standard for the Maintenance of Civil and Religious Liberty in the British Empire’, arguing that a new parliamentary oath to renounce the allegedly intolerant and persecuting doctrines of Rome was necessary to prevent ‘papal demagogues and...bishops’ from dismembering the empire. During the repeal campaign of 1843, the Irish Protestant agitator Robert M’Ghee perceived a trial of strength between Queen and Pope for rule ‘in the British empire’. In the late 1840s and early 1850s the National Club, which sought to promote the anti-Catholic cause in parliament, made its successive published statements under the overall title of Addresses to the Protestants of the Empire.
The concept of empire expressed in such texts reflected the enduring influence of the language of the Act of Appeals of 1533, which had asserted that ‘this realm of England is an empire’, in other words an independent state that should be free from papal interference.\textsuperscript{13} The unity of that ‘empire’ seemed to depend on the successful promotion of a common Protestant religious profession. Although initially the focus was primarily limited to Britain and Ireland, by mid-century a wider perspective was developing, for example in a pamphlet published in 1851 urging a robust legislative response to the recently established Roman Catholic episcopal hierarchy. The author, a naval officer, argued that it was essential that the mother country should set an example to the colonies ‘of sound loyalty and the Protestant faith; applicable, whenever they may require it, to their respective communities as integral portions of the Empire.’\textsuperscript{14}

In the 1820s tensions in Ireland were already stirring echoes in other parts of the globe. In 1823 William Parker, a recent settler in the Cape of Good Hope, published a pamphlet in two parts, with one of those splendidly cumbersome early nineteenth-century titles that serves to sum up the content of the whole work:

\textit{The Jesuits Unmasked; Being an Illustration of the Existing Evils of Popery in a Protestant Government, Duly Exemplified in Letters from the Cape of Good Hope, where the English Settlers have been Exposed to Great Distress and Oppression from the Practices and Influence of Popish Emissaries; and where a Deep-Laid Plan, Originating at the Jesuits Institution at Stonyhurst, in Lancashire, of Extirpating Protestantism had Commenced.}\textsuperscript{15}

It is both amusing and suggestive to set Parker’s title against the judgement of the most recent authoritative history of Christianity in South Africa that ‘A history of the Christian Church in South Africa before 1860 might have ignored the Roman Catholic Church altogether, so limited was its contact with other denominations and so small the number of its adherents in South Africa.’\textsuperscript{16}

The pamphlet is significant though, not only in providing a striking illustration of the disjunctions between perception and reality that run through the subject-matter of this chapter, but also in illustrating how anti-Catholicism both drew upon and reinforced geographically widespread imperial networks. Parker was a Protestant from Cork, who in 1819 led a party of settlers from Ireland to the Cape.\textsuperscript{17} On arrival in the colony, he met Lieutenant-Colonel Christopher Bird, the chief secretary, and during their conversation, claiming that he was unaware Bird
was a Catholic, he denounced ‘Popery’ as ‘the bane of Ireland’. With this unprepossessing beginning it seems that the two men took a strong dislike to each other. During the next few years Parker developed a catalogue of grievances against the colonial government, which he believed had allocated his party land that was manifestly of too poor a quality to support them all. He also perceived the government, which in 1821 made an annual grant of £75 to Father Scully, who served the tiny Catholic community in Cape Town, to be giving undue favour to the Roman Catholic Church. In Parker's mind all these circumstances were attributable to the alleged Jesuitical machinations of Colonel Bird, who he discovered had been educated at Stonyhurst and was a brother of the alleged ‘chief-priest of the [Jesuit] Order, at Preston’. Parker, whose perceptions of Roman Catholicism had been formed in his native Ireland and who was aware of the anti-Protestant Pastorini prophecies currently circulating at home, saw the infant South African Church as the outpost of a massive global conspiracy. He transmitted his allegations to London, in petitions to parliament, letters to the influential, from the King downwards, and eventually through his published pamphlet. His attack on Bird led to the unfortunate chief secretary being required formally to take the anti-Catholic oath and, when he conscientiously refused, to him being superseded in his post. Parker's publications also gave an added stimulus to anti-Catholic feeling in Britain at a time of ongoing debate over Emancipation.

In Australia too the early development of the local Catholic community rapidly stimulated a perception of papal conspiracy. In 1840, the laying of a foundation stone for a Catholic chapel in Harington Street, Sydney and a public meeting to form a branch of the Catholic Institute of Great Britain provoked the Protestant response:

Let Papists be honest, and let them not endeavour to throw us off our guard by disavowing or concealing the principles of intolerance and persecution on which their Church, whatever individuals among them might do, would act towards us the moment it had the power.

During the 1840s John Dunmore Lang, the leading Presbyterian minister in New South Wales, feared that Australia would be transformed into ‘a province of the Popedom’. He advocated Scottish Protestant emigration to counteract Catholic influence. Lang travelled to Britain to promote his campaign, and in 1847 in Edinburgh, at a time of considerable anti-Catholic excitement in England and Scotland, appealed directly to British and Irish Protestants in a pamphlet entitled Popery in Australia
and the southern hemisphere, and how to check it effectually. In Victoria in
the early 1860s conspiracy theories were rife in the Protestant press and
the Pope’s forces were thought to be aiming at the dismemberment of
the empire. In this atmosphere an initially consensual proposal to
reduce the Governor’s salary came to be perceived as a Jesuitical plot.\textsuperscript{25}
In 1864, one Thomas Slater published a pamphlet in Melbourne recount-
ing his earlier travels around the globe in which he perceived Jesuits to
be at work everywhere, notably in North America and the Pacific islands.
Slater had settled in Australia in the mid-1850s and claimed to have
‘observed the secret organisations of the Jesuits permeate through all
[Australian] society’. They were, he believed, responsible for numerous
violent or unexplained deaths.\textsuperscript{26}
Elsewhere too small-scale local Catholic activity was readily perceived as
a manifestation of much more powerful global forces. When in 1847 an
Irish crowd in Halifax Nova Scotia burnt an effigy of the British prime
minister a local Presbyterian newspaper believed that the incident
‘reminded our citizens of the burnings and robberies and murders of
Ireland, and the treatment they might expect to receive should the Catholics
unfortunately gain an ascendancy in this place’.\textsuperscript{27} In Grahamstown, South
Africa, an anti-Catholic pamphlet by the Rev. William Sargeant, published
in 1868, was provoked by the activities of the local Catholic Church, led by
the energetic Bishop Patrick Moran, but developed into a much broader
attack on the alleged political influence of the papacy.\textsuperscript{28} It is hardly
surprising that in such an environment Catholics could themselves develop
a converse belief in Protestant global conspiracy against them, evident in
Moran’s own subsequent ministry from 1869 as Bishop of Dunedin in
New Zealand.\textsuperscript{29} Consequent defensiveness was liable further to stimulate
Protestant suspicions.
Following the formation of organized Protestant societies and the
commencement of anti-Catholic periodicals in Britain and the United
States from the late 1820s onwards, there were similar developments in
Australia and Canada during the 1840s and 1850s. The \textit{Sydney Protestant
Magazine} began publication in April 1840.\textsuperscript{30} A Canadian Protestant
Association was formed in 1854, ‘to support and defend their liberties
from the designs and intrigues of Popish mercenaries, and as for the
maintenance of the public peace and tranquility.’ Although the qualifi-
cations for membership emphasized spiritual credentials, the purpose
thus appeared more political than religious.\textsuperscript{31} The objects of the
Protestant Defence Alliance of Canada, formed in Montreal in 1875,
reflected a consciousness of vulnerability in the face of the Catholic
majority in Quebec, and aimed to resist ‘all efforts on the part of the
Roman Catholic hierarchy to violate the principles of civil and religious rights and liberties.\textsuperscript{32} The Orange Order was also a major force in Canada and Australia, as in Scotland and Ireland but in contrast to England, where its presence was more limited and localized. Its influence extended beyond its own formal lodge structures, being evident in bodies such as the Canadian Protestant Association, which referred to its members as ‘brothers’, initiated ‘candidates’ into membership, and provided for sanctions against those who divulged ‘the private affairs of the Association’.\textsuperscript{33}

From the middle of the century onwards, a number of anti-Catholic orators travelled widely around British possessions and the United States, thus strengthening a sense of common cause and identity. In the 1850s, John Orr, a black man calling himself the Angel Gabriel, provoked riots in the west of Scotland, in several North American cities and then in his native British Guyana.\textsuperscript{34} In the same period the Italian Alessandro Gavazzi toured Britain, Ireland, the United States and Canada, where in 1853 his meetings led to riots in Quebec and Montreal.\textsuperscript{35} The most energetic traveller of them all was the Canadian Charles Chiniquy, a former Catholic priest, who following his excommunication in 1858 joined the Presbyterian Church. In 1860, Chiniquy made his first visit to Britain and Ireland where he spoke in 85 different localities. He returned there in 1874, visited Australia in 1878, New Zealand in 1880 and Britain again in 1883. His final visit to Britain was made in 1896–1897, when, now in his late eighties, he impressed his hosts with his continuing vigour.\textsuperscript{36}

**The Imperial Protestant Federation**

Given the evident strength of anti-Catholicism around the empire throughout the nineteenth century, it might at first sight seem surprising that no attempt to organize it at an imperial level was made until the 1890s. The formation of the IPF needs, however, to be seen in the context both of contemporary imperialist enthusiasm and of \textit{fin de siècle} Protestant insecurity. From around 1880 onwards some of those who in an earlier generation would have been staunchly anti-Catholic were becoming more ambivalent towards ultra-Protestantism.\textsuperscript{37} As with the initial formation of domestic anti-Catholic societies around the time of the passing of Catholic Emancipation 60 years before, the impulse to organize was stirred by a consciousness that Protestant identity was becoming more vulnerable and contested. Immediate stimuli came from the continuing political repercussions of the Home Rule struggle...
in Ireland, and the long-running evangelical campaign against Anglican ritualism, which was becoming a significant issue in colonial churches as well as in England itself.

The main architect of the IPF was Walter Walsh (1847–1912), one of the select group of Victorian Anglican evangelicals who made successful careers as anti-Catholic writers and organizers. Walsh gained experience in working for the Irish Church Missions and the Protestant Reformation Society, service as political agent for the anti-convent MP Charles Newdegate, and journalism for the Press and St James Chronicle and the English Churchman. In 1889, he founded the Protestant Observer, a monthly defined by its anti-Catholicism, which he edited for the rest of his life. From the outset he gave extensive coverage to colonial developments, and claimed that the Protestant Observer was widely circulated across the empire. A feature of Walsh’s propaganda was a readiness to draw strong parallels between diverse geographical contexts: thus the Salisbury administration was accused of ‘reprehensible’ inconsistency when it handed Protestants in Madagascar over to the rule of a Catholic power, France, while it continued to uphold Ulster Protestant resistance to Home Rule. The impact of Catholic marriage laws in Quebec was seen as a foretaste of what would happen in Ireland if Catholics ever gained political control there. Walsh’s journalistic skills attained their fullest and most influential flowering in 1897, with the publication of The Secret History of the Oxford Movement, a masterpiece of anti-Anglo-Catholic propaganda which was widely read and circulated on account of its fluent literary style and quasi-scholarly credibility.

In the meantime, Walsh sought to progress his vision of imperial anti-Catholic vigilance through promoting closer associations between the numerous fragmented Protestant societies. In September 1896, he articulated his strategy in The Protestant Observer:

The Colonies will give us their united support in maintaining the Protestant Constitution, the Protestant Coronation Oath, and the Protestant succession to the Throne, and in furthering such laws as shall render their subversion an impossibility, while such a Federation will, in its turn, greatly strengthen the Colonies by looking after their interests in the British Parliament

Such hopes were reciprocated in Australia, where the Victorian Standard, an Orange newspaper, described the proposal as ‘heroic, and...to be commended on account of the ceaseless activity of the Jesuits, priests, and Romanists, generally, to regain the lost power of the Papal Church.’
It thought such an organization would be especially valuable in mobilizing ‘numbers of good Protestants who elect to remain outside the Orange Society for reasons which, to them, seem sufficient’. It might be termed ‘universal Orangeism’ and would render the ‘Protestant British Empire’ safe against the assaults of Rome.42

However, this first attempt to form a federation of Protestant societies foundered because of a lack of distinct purpose and objectives.43 After protracted negotiations, the IPF was eventually constituted early in 1898, under the chairmanship of Colonel Thomas Myles Sandys (1837–1911), who following his military career, was elected Conservative MP for Bootle in 1885 and subsequently became Grand Master of the Loyal Orange Lodge of England.44 The secretary was Edward H. Garbett (son of the prominent evangelical clergyman Canon Edward Garbett), assisted by Walsh’s own son James. Initial growth was rapid and by October of 1899 20 organizations in Britain had affiliated.45 Almost immediately, however, the IPF found itself encountering opposition from within the anti-Catholic movement itself. The underlying issue was the reluctance of other societies to allow the IPF to take political action on its own initiative rather than merely serving as a consultative body. As a consequence, the IPF found itself competing with a rival umbrella organization, the London Council of United Protestant Societies.46 The dispute combined with a preoccupation with mobilizing Protestant forces for the general election of 1900 seems initially to have prevented the IPF from living up to its name by substantive activity outside Britain.

Then, in January 1901, Queen Victoria died. Inevitable and foreseeable though this event was, it heightened concern for the Protestant identity of the empire as symbolized by the monarchy. Four years before, celebration of the Diamond Jubilee had been overshadowed by recognition of the Queen’s mortality, and fears that the Prince of Wales was subject to Catholic influence.47 In its obituary leader, The Protestant Observer asserted that ‘To the Protestants of the British Empire the relationship of our late Queen to the Protestant Religion has ever been one of vast interest and importance.’ The article pointed out that she had sworn to maintain the Protestant religion, and claimed that her personal sentiments were apparent in her distaste for ritualism, her affection for the Church of Scotland, her marriage to the Lutheran Prince Albert and in her strong opposition to the ‘Papal Aggression’ of 1850.48 Walsh was to develop this portrayal in a full-length book, The Religious Life and Influence of Queen Victoria, published in 1902.49 Although in reality Victoria’s Protestantism was much more liberal than that of the
predominantly evangelical readers of the *Protestantism Observer*, the image still seemed a credible one. Walsh hoped that her spirit would descend on her successor.

Sectarian sensitivities impinged significantly on the funeral arrangements. The Bishop of Winchester, Randall Davidson, was alarmed when he heard that the royal family wanted the service to include the Russian Kontakion, which with its implicit prayers for the dead would seem to sanction Catholic tendencies. He recalled:

> I felt it my duty to point out to the King that the use of this Anthem on such an occasion would certainly hurt the feelings of very many and might do real harm. I had some difficulty in getting an interview with him about it, but the moment I explained the matter he saw it and felt that it must be altered

Meanwhile in Canada there was a sharp private dispute between the Catholic prime minister, Sir Wilfred Laurier, and the Protestant governor-general, the earl of Minto, over arrangements for the memorial service in Ottawa. Laurier objected to Minto’s plans to make the service in the Anglican cathedral a state ceremony, on the grounds that there was no established church in Canada. Minto accepted Laurier’s advice, but with a rather bad grace. In a letter to the Colonial Secretary, Joseph Chamberlain, he attributed Laurier’s position to ‘bigotted Roman Catholic’ influence in the Canadian cabinet, and thought ‘that I cannot think Sir Wilfred really in touch with the strong Imperial feeling here’.

The most significant implication of the Queen’s death was that the accession of Edward VII led to pressure for the revision of the explicitly anti-Catholic language of the Accession Declaration made when the new monarch first opened parliament, and the Coronation Oath to maintain the Protestant religion. The IPF sought to pre-empt moves for the revision of the Declaration by immediately circulating ‘hundreds of thousands’ of pamphlets and leaflets ‘all over the British dominions’. It was though relieved when on 14 February the new King ‘in a clear ringing voice’ made the Declaration in its existing form. Their rejoicing, however, was short-lived as the following month parliamentary moves began to have the Declaration revised ready for the next accession. The IPF launched a vigorous agitation, circulating literature throughout the empire, giving permission to colonial societies to reprint it locally, placing a full page advertisement in the *Times* and telegraphing a statement to ‘all the principal daily newspapers in Australia, Canada, and other
parts of the Empire’. Efforts were particularly focused on Canada in order to counteract extensive Roman Catholic petitioning against the Declaration. The consequent wave of public meetings and petitioning appears to have influenced the government to decide quietly to drop its attempts to change the Declaration.\footnote{55}

The agitation over the Accession Declaration promoted the IPF as a genuinely imperial rather than primarily British organization. On 21 March 1902 its Imperial Council unanimously approved a ‘Solemn Protestant League and Covenant for the British Empire’, an interesting antecedent of the Ulster Covenant of a decade later. They gave thanks for the blessings of the Reformation, but believed the machinations of Jesuits and Ritualists were seeking to undo them. They pledged to resist the political influence of Rome ‘by all lawful means’, to resist ‘if necessary, with our lives’ any attempt to place a Roman Catholic on the throne, and to enter into ‘a firm Bond for mutual defence and assistance’ should there be an attempt ‘made in any part of the British Empire to deprive our Protestant brethren of their civil and religious liberties’. On a more spiritual level they affirmed the authority of the Bible and resistance to ‘the elevation of the traditions of men to a level with the Word of God’.\footnote{56}

The 1902 Annual Report contained extensive accounts of colonial activity. Its affiliated societies now included several in Australia and one in Canada. It claimed to be active in many other colonies, the West Indies, India, Burma, South Africa, Ceylon, Gibraltar, Hong Kong, Malta, Newfoundland, Singapore and the Straits Settlements.\footnote{57} It gave particular priority to distributing its literature throughout the Empire: for example, the Tasmanian Christian Colportage Association, locked in a bitter conflict with ritualists on the island, was supplied with publications, including 300 free copies of Walsh’s Secret History of the Oxford Movement.\footnote{58} Meanwhile the International Colportage Association of Canada was reprinting the IPF’s publications and requesting that a visiting lecturer should be sent out to them as soon as possible.\footnote{59}

In Canada, the IPF did something to fill a vacuum in Protestant organization left by the collapse of the Protestant Protective Association, which had had an important if short-lived political impact in the 1890s.\footnote{60} This organization had initially been an offshoot of the American Protective Association, which despite determined efforts to adapt to Canadian political conditions, was still open to the charge of being an alien republican import into Canada at odds with imperial ties.\footnote{61} The IPF, however, offered a strong linking of Protestantism and imperialism. It appears though to have worked
through existing bodies, particularly the Orange Order, rather than to have promoted new ones.  

Stimulated by the IPF, anti-Catholic activism also gathered momentum in Australia and was initiated in New Zealand. The Australian Protestant Defence Association was constituted in June 1902 and held a large public meeting in Sydney Town Hall that October. Its primary objectives were the return of men who would uphold its principles to parliament and local government, and the upholding of Protestant interests in education and the public service. Its detailed printed provisions for the establishment of local branches indicated that it was a well-organized and ambitious body. A Protestant Union of Victoria was also in operation by the end of 1902, with the objectives of ‘the enlightening of public opinion and the uniting of Protestants’. The political strength of Protestantism in New South Wales became apparent in subsequent elections and was celebrated in a ‘Great Protestant Demonstration in Sydney’ in November 1904. It was attended by a crowd estimated at 16,000, including many women, hailed by one speaker as ‘of much or even greater important to the politicians than men, because ... with the mothers of Australia rested the Protestantism of the nation’. Meanwhile in 1902 an ‘influential gentleman’ in New Zealand had asked for advice on forming an ‘undenominational Protestant organization which may be able to effectually counteract the alarming growth of the Papal power in all departments of the state in the Legislature’, and in 1903, the Protestant Defence Association of New Zealand was formed in Dunedin. Its first annual meeting in May 1904 reported steadily increasing membership and a regular programme of lectures. There was a branch in Auckland by 1907.  

In South Africa, the relationship of Protestantism and empire was more ambivalent, because the irreproachably Protestant Boers had recently fought a bitter war in the vain attempt to resist integration into that very empire. For whatever reasons, no anti-Catholic organizations of the kind developing in Canada, Australia and New Zealand were formed at this period, and in March 1903, the Protestant Observer noted ‘a great need for Protestant work of a distinctively controversial character in South Africa’. In the meantime propaganda from London was clearly helping to mould local perceptions of Roman Catholicism, as revealed in the rather disarming enquiry of a lady from Woodstock, Cape of Good Hope:

May I ask if there is any other ground for believing that convents in this colony are the same habitations of cruelty as those in
England and elsewhere, than that they are all conducted by the same system.69

The IPF was concerned not only with the growing Roman Catholic presence in the region but also with High Church ritualistic tendencies in the (Anglican) Church of the Province of South Africa, which it believed were compromising the Protestant character of the empire. In May 1903, the Protestant Observer approvingly reprinted an article alleging that Anglicanism of this kind was ‘working ceaselessly and silently to prevent the union of Boer and Briton because Anglicanism is the drudge of Rome’.70 It therefore supported the small rival Church of England in South Africa which, despite its origins in the deposition in 1865 of the liberal John William Colenso from the bishopric of Natal for alleged heresy, was now staunchly evangelical.71

Decline and realignment

From 1905 onwards, the IPF developed a more specific preoccupation with supporting the cause of Irish Protestants and loyalists, expressed particularly in the commencement of a monthly publication, Grievances from Ireland, which was distributed to MPs, peers and newspaper editors. It compiled information regarding the alleged intimidation and oppression of Protestants, while professing to stand ‘above the turmoil of ordinary Party strife’. It was though staunchly opposed to Home Rule, ‘not, however, because of its merely political aspect, but in consequence of the religious interests involved’.72 A strong emphasis on Irish issues and denunciation of Home Rule as anti-Protestant also characterized the series of flysheets the IPF published in the 1906 General Election campaign.73 Increasingly the IPF’s conviction that ‘The Imperial greatness of the British Nation is built upon Protestantism’74 seemed to be primarily a reflection on the Irish situation rather than on more far-flung connections. While the strong anti-Home Rule sentiments of the Irish Protestant diaspora nevertheless guaranteed continuing colonial support for the IPF, its original vision had significantly contracted.

In the later years of the Edwardian decade, the IPF appeared to be in decline. The Protestant Observer continued to report anti-Catholic activity around the empire, but there was little evidence that much effort was being made to coordinate and stimulate it.75 Increasingly the IPF came to be overshadowed by the London Council of Protestant Societies, which, as its name suggests, had a weaker sense of the imperial dimension of anti-Catholic efforts.76 The general weakening
of anti-Catholic influence was strikingly demonstrated following Edward VII’s sudden death in May 1910. This again brought to the boil the simmering question of the Accession Declaration, with the Liberal government and the new king, George V, both strongly antipathetic to the historic wording. The IPF rallied its forces and despatched ‘vast quantities of literature to all parts of the Empire’. Numerous protests were received from the colonies and forwarded to the government. A letter from Ontario affirmed that ‘Canada is Protestant and British to the core’ and that changing the Declaration would ‘do more to loosen the ties that bind Canadians in loyalty to the throne than anything else’. A meeting in Johannesburg was convinced that any alteration in the Declaration would endanger the Protestant succession. Nevertheless, the Asquith government was able, even in the midst of wider constitutional crisis, to get both Houses to agree to change the new King’s Declaration to a simple statement that he was a ‘faithful Protestant’. In the eyes of the Protestant Reformation Society ‘the Vatican and its sympathizers within the Church of England have snatched a triumph, aided thereto by the dependence of the government upon the Nationalist vote, and alas! by the lazy ignorance of to-day in regard to Rome and its doings.’ Under the banner headline ‘SOLD FOR A MESS OF PAPAL POTTAGE’, the Protestant Observer urged its readers solemnly to resolve ‘never again to support the Liberal or Conservative party in any way whatever’, a counsel of deep frustration rather than of effective political strategy.

For the IPF the wound was indeed grievous. At the end of 1910 it moved its London offices from Southampton Street, off the Strand, to 325 Clapham Road, a step justified on grounds of economy and convenience but still a significant retreat from the centre of the imperial metropolis. Grievances from Ireland also ceased publication in 1910. Whether from despair or by coincidence, the IPF’s two leading figures barely outlived the unrevised Accession Declaration, and with Sandys’s death in November 1911 and Walsh’s in February 1912, it lost first its valuable figurehead and then its essential ideologue. Although the Protestant Observer enjoyed a growth in circulation in the context of the Irish Home Rule crisis, and there was particular demand for its September 1914 issue which contained a leader on ‘Rome’s hand in the war’, appeals for funds for the IPF became increasingly desperate in tone. Moreover, in the medium term the war’s impact was much less positive, and the journal ceased publication in 1917. A legacy to the IPF was reported in The Times as late as 1926, but the organization made little further impact on the historical record.
Nevertheless, despite lack of leadership from London, organized anti-Catholicism continued to thrive in some colonial settings. During the early twentieth century the southern hemisphere dominions developed further Protestant organizations of the kind that had emerged in Britain and Canada during the nineteenth century. The First World War years saw significant sectarian strife in New Zealand and the formation in 1917 of the Protestant Political Association, which was an influential force until the mid-1920s. In Australia, in 1919, the Victorian Protestant Federation headed its constitution ‘For God, King and Empire’. The Protestant Association of South Africa was founded in 1923 and United Protestant Associations were active in New South Wales and Queensland during the inter-war period. In a booklet published in the 1930s, the Protestant Truth Society surveyed the current state of the empire, and discerned the hand of Rome in Malta, Ireland, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and Canada. Italian fascism was perceived as ‘the new arm of the Papacy’ while the Vatican was seen as instrumental in bringing the Nazis to power in Germany. ‘Rome’, it alleged, ‘never sleeps, and while our statesmen are almost blind to her ambitions the Vatican plots to thwart us in every part of the world.’

Above all there was Ireland. It was, however, a revealing paradox that the IPF declined at the very period when intransigent Ulster Protestant opposition to Home Rule was gathering momentum, as symbolized by the signing of the Covenant in September 1912. The present analysis though confirms from a different perspective James Loughlin’s judgement that the 1910 Accession Declaration controversy had been ‘a litmus test of the political relevance of popular Protestantism – one that had decisively demonstrated its diminishing significance.’

Despite the religious rhetoric of the Covenant, Sir Edward Carson and the other Ulster Protestant leaders do not appear to have had any direct links with the IPF and the British Protestant movement. Their imperialism, moreover, was a consequence rather than a cause of their Unionism. For its part the Protestant Observer interpreted the Covenant in narrowly religious terms as an expression of opposition to Roman Catholicism. In June 1913, a large Protestant gathering in the Royal Albert Hall sought to present the Home Rule crisis in its religious aspect and pledged ‘every lawful’ support for their Irish co-religionists. The event, at which the speakers were churchmen rather than parliamentarians, appeared, however, somewhat outside the mainstream of Unionist political action. The subsequent enduring polarities of twentieth-century Northern Ireland ensured continued prominence for anti-Catholicism, but the primary stimulus was
the specific Irish context rather than the imperial Protestant vision of the founders of the IPF.

The appeal to Protestantism had a significant impact on the religious, social and cultural fabric of the British Empire. That impact was at its most powerful when religious concerns, such as missions to the Irish poor or the struggle against ritualism, could combine effectively with more political and constitutional ones, whether resistance to Home Rule, the defence of the Accession Declaration or above all the abstract but emotive appeal to ‘liberty’. At the turn of the twentieth century, however, the rhetoric of the IPF could not obscure the reality that militant Protestantism was too narrow a basis for a cohesive overall imperial Protestant ideology. Its legacy lay rather in its contribution to the development of the narrower sectarian construction of empire that developed in Ulster, and among the Orange Lodges and other loyalist sympathizers in Britain and the colonies, notably in Rhodesia and Natal. Such a vision was always a politically divisive one, and its potential to fragment rather than unite the empire became painfully apparent as events in Ireland unfolded between 1916 and 1923. Back in 1897, Protestants more realistic than Mr Howe of British Columbia had already recognized, however reluctantly, that the expansion of the empire in the Victorian era had been grounded in religious pluralism rather than exclusive anti-Catholicism.
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Further reading


Zachary Macaulay and his son Thomas Babington Macaulay were both very well known figures in their time. Both were buried in Westminster Abbey, Zachary memorialized for his contribution to the campaigns against the slave trade and slavery, Thomas for his history writing. In this chapter, I explore the ways in which these two men thought about the relation between religion and empire, the contribution each made to specific imperial projects in their own lifetimes and the visions they had of the peoples and places of empire. Thinking across the period from the late eighteenth century, when Zachary entered public life, to the mid-nineteenth century, for Thomas died in 1859, draws attention to shifts in racial and imperial assumptions across a half century. Both men spent their adult lives, in very different ways, preoccupied with questions of nation and empire. Here I focus only on specific moments in those careers. But the similarities and differences between father and son remind us of the historical specificity of thinking about race and empire, the particular conjunctural moments out of which people come, the distinction between evangelical and secular discourses, the relative salience of religion at different moments in the history of empire and the importance of factors other than the discursive.

The stories of Macaulay Senior and Junior cross nations and continents: their family was indeed an imperial family. Zachary Macaulay was born in Scotland in 1768, spent time as a young man in Jamaica and Sierra Leone and then settled in England in 1799 until his death in 1838. He remained a Scot, marked, for example, by his capacity to speak Gaelic. Three of his brothers spent time in India, including Colin who served at Seringapatam, was imprisoned by Haidar Ali for four years, and later became Wellington's aide-de-camp in Indian campaigns. Another brother was a naval captain, while yet another was
employed by the Sierra Leone Company. These sons of a Scottish Presbyterian minister of very modest means, like so many Scots, found empire to be a very successful way of making a living or even a fortune, one which in the case of Zachary Macaulay was made and lost. Furthermore, cousins and nephews worked and settled in India and Sierra Leone. Thomas Babington Macaulay was born in England and unlike his father was immensely proud to be an Englishman. Apart from his years as an undergraduate in Cambridge and the four years in India between 1834 and 1838, he lived all his life in London. After 1838 he was able to live as an independent literary man because of the very large salary he received in India, most of which he saved, and the inheritance that came from his uncle Colin. He had numerous relatives across the empire, especially in India and Sierra Leone. His beloved sister Hannah married Charles Trevelyan who spent years as an Indian civil servant. Yet Macaulay’s reputation as a historian was made by his *History of England* which banished the empire to the very margins of his ‘island story’.

Zachary was one of twelve children, and came from a line of Presbyterian ministers. He grew up in the west of Scotland in the 1760s and 1770s, a time when that country was far from the full economic and political transformation and the ‘assimilation’ into England later to be so powerfully evoked by his son in his *History*. As the oldest boy at home, for his elder brother Colin had gone into the army, he was involved in the education of his younger siblings and this gave him, he recorded in his autobiographical fragment, the habits of authority, self-confidence and impatience, not to speak of a dogmatic and magisterial style in writing and speaking. At nine he suffered a serious accident to his right arm which occasioned many operations, and this, together with his blindness in one eye, meant that he was more bookish and spent more time with adults than other children. He loved the classics, a love that he was to pass on to his son. At 14 he was sent to Glasgow to pursue a mercantile career and while there ‘was continually laying the plan of wonderful adventure’. Two years later, having got into some unspecified trouble, he was intending to go to the East Indies, but a relative offered him patronage in Jamaica, a place where many Scots were seeking their fortunes. Aged 17 he became a bookkeeper and under-manager on a plantation. He was initially shocked by slavery but decided that he would have to harden himself to it if he were to survive. He was in Jamaica for at least five years and then in 1789, aged 21, he sailed for England.
loss of the 13 colonies, the trial of Warren Hastings and the attempts to make empire respectable and reclaim British associations with particular definitions of liberty and freedom. The year 1789, when he returned to England, was the year of the French Revolution. Both the formal establishment of the colony of Sierra Leone and the start of the trial of Warren Hastings had taken place in the previous year: key moments in the attempt to reconstruct empire in the wake of the loss of the 13 colonies. The American War of Independence had seen the appeal by British commanders to enslaved Africans to fight for Britain in return for their freedom. Black loyalists were now constituted as subjects of empire. Slavery, as Christopher Leslie Brown argues, could no longer be defined as the problem of American and Caribbean colonists: it was becoming a British issue. At the end of the war some of those African-Americans ended up in London and contributed to the categorization of poor black people on the streets of London as ‘a problem’. Granville Sharp conceived of the idea of a settlement for freed Africans, a Province of Freedom, and the first colonists arrived in Sierra Leone in 1787. Since the end of the Seven Years War the whole issue of how to integrate new populations into the empire had become a concern: Were these Africans, Native Americans and Indians British subjects? While Quakers and evangelicals focused on the position of Africans, taking up the slave trade and slavery, Burke prepared his impassioned critique of Warren Hastings: India must be freed from corruption. Burke facilitated a regeneration of the imperial ideal alongside his conservative polemic against the revolution in France. He raised issues of accountability and this chimed with other conceptions of imperial trusteeship being formulated in the late eighteenth century. As the evangelical poet Cowper put it,

That where Britain's power
Is felt mankind may feel her mercy too.

This was the moment at which Zachary Macaulay returned to England, and this was the political conjuncture in which he was formed. On arriving in England in 1789 he went to stay with his sister Jean who had married Thomas Babington, a leading Evangelical. Deeply impressed by the domestic peace of their country home in Leicestershire, Rothley Temple, he was drawn to their faith and experienced conversion. Babington introduced him to other leading Evangelicals and he was taken up as a promising young man. By the late 1780s the group around Henry Thornton, the banker, were deeply enmeshed in questions about
the slave trade. After the failure of the first settlement in Sierra Leone, they established the Sierra Leone Company in 1791, intending to expand commerce in West Africa and demonstrate that there was an alternative to slavery. Thomas Clarkson had recently published his *Essay on the Impolicy of the Slave Trade* which emphasized the huge costs of the trade in British as well as African lives and argued that Africa's rich resources represented a plethora of commercial opportunities. The mission of the Company was defined as ‘the honourable office of introducing to a vast country long detained in barbarism the blessings of industry and civilisation’. Managed by 13 Directors elected annually by shareholders, Henry Thornton was the chair and Thomas Clarkson one of the directors. Sharp's initial dream of a self-governing 'Province of Freedom' had been reconfigured: it was now a colony ruled from London.

Zachary Macaulay, fresh from Jamaica and seen as having the requisite knowledge of Africans and the plantation system, was sent by the Company to Sierra Leone to report on the state of the colony in the wake of its first failure in 1789. Black loyalists in Nova Scotia who had been deeply disappointed not to receive promised land grants had petitioned the British government for justice. Might they settle in West Africa, rejuvenate the colony and provide a base for the hoped for transformation of African commerce – from bodies to other commodities? In 1792, John Clarkson, naval lieutenant and brother to Thomas captained the journey of 1,200 plus from Nova Scotia to Sierra Leone and supervised the establishment of a new settlement. Appointed by the Company as the first Superintendent, he became completely convinced of the legitimacy of the black settlers' claims for land, an attitude which disturbed the Directors. On his return to England because of ill health he was effectively forced to resign. In 1793, Macaulay, seen by the Directors as a much safer bet, was sent out as a member of Council and was soon to become Governor. He remained in Sierra Leone until 1794 and returned to England in 1795 when he became engaged to Selina Mills, a protégé of Hannah More and her sisters. In 1796, he returned to Sierra Leone where he stayed until 1799. On his return he married Selina. In 1800 their first son Tom was born and in 1802 they settled in Clapham joining their evangelical friends on the Common.

On his return to England, Macaulay, now 31, was appointed as Secretary to the Sierra Leone Company. He became a key adjutant of Thornton and Wilberforce in their multiple schemes for both nation and empire – their efforts to create a more virtuous and religious world in a conservative idiom.
Macaulay’s public reputation is that of the man behind the scenes who provided the charming and charismatic Wilberforce with the material he needed to make the case against the slave trade and slavery. With his ‘insatiable appetite’ for business, he was a rather severe figure, constantly correcting himself and others.14 A deeply committed evangelical, his central concern was to lead a Christian life and do all he could to make others live likewise. His conversion took place in the wake of his years in Jamaica when he had had to accustom himself to the brutal and dissolute nature of white society and indeed make himself anew. Jamaica, dominated by the plantation and the whip was a living hell, in total contrast to the domestic felicity of Rothley Temple under the watchful patriarchal eye of his brother-in-law Babington. His autobiographical memoir, written in Sierra Leone, had as its epigraph the words of John Newton, the one time captain of a slave ship who experienced conversion:

Thou didst once a wretch behold  
In rebellion blindly bold  
Scorn Thy grace, Thy power defy  
That poor rebel, Lord, was I.15

His model was Thornton, a resolutely conservative figure with clear views of social and political hierarchy, a man with a ‘uniform and abiding impression of his accountableness to God for every moment of his time, and every word he utters’.16 Macaulay was constantly anxious about his own self-discipline – and that of his wife and children. Blind in one eye and with a right arm affected by his childhood accident he did not cut an elegant figure. Many respected him, few seem to have felt great warmth for him. Thornton saw him as ‘solid, well informed, very resolute, clearheaded and sensible... well read and well instructed... in all manner of colonial subjects... extremely zealous in the cause’. He went to Sierra Leone ‘well understanding that the point to be laboured is to make the colony a religious colony’.17 Babington was convinced that Zachary had been ‘selected by the Lord, in a manner rather remarkable, as His instrument in a great work’.18

To make the colony a religious colony: this was the key to Macaulay’s vision and that of the Clapham Sect. And more than that, it was to make a religious world. It is his years in Sierra Leone and it is this period, and the insights it gives us into his attitudes to race, religion and empire in the 1790s, that I focus on here.
The preferred evangelical representation of ‘the negro’ was of the passive and docile victim of white barbarism, most memorably portrayed in the Wedgewood cameo of the kneeling man raising his eyes to the heavens and asking ‘Am I not a man and a brother?’ Macaulay may well have found this hard to reconcile with his time on the plantation: but there is little evidence about this. In 1795, he voyaged with a slave ship from West Africa to Barbados so that he would know the middle passage for himself. It was a horrific journey, one that could be narrated in familiar anti-slavery rhetoric: ‘their cup is full of pure, unmingled sorrow, the bitterness of which is unalloyed by almost a single ray of hope’ he wrote. Yet such a picture of abjection and misery did not sit easily with his experiences in Sierra Leone. The black settlers who were the subjects of his small kingdom had struggled to escape slavery in the Americas and had left Nova Scotia because of their disillusionment with what they saw as the betrayal of British promises. They believed in their own rights and entitlements and many were unwilling to be told how to conduct themselves – in their working lives, their social and domestic responsibilities and indeed their religious practices. A substantial proportion belonged to dissenting groups, particularly the Methodists and Baptists and Macaulay as a pious Anglican with a strong attachment to the established church found this a constant challenge. He was especially horrified by the Methodists, who accounted ‘dreams, visions and the most ridiculous bodily sensations as incontestable proof of their acceptance with God and their being filled with the Holy Ghost’, and worse still were practising ‘a pure democracy’. Indeed to his mind they were fast sliding into ‘the wretched state of barbarism of their African forefathers’.

From his arrival in Sierra Leone Macaulay was convinced that the right tone was one of authority. While at home he was deferential to Thornton, Babington, and Wilberforce, always aware of his inferior social position. In Freetown, the heart of the settlement, he was certain that ‘strong language and a decided pre-emptory tone are absolutely necessary’. Here he may have drawn on his West Indian experience. While he was severely critical of the behaviour of planters in the Caribbean and white traders and merchants in West Africa, he did not doubt that he was the commander and guide of ‘his’ family, as he construed it, regularly lecturing them in preacherly mode on their duty to the Company that had provided for them so generously. Revolution in France, radicalism in England, rejection of social hierarchy and constituted authority: these were evils to be dealt with. While a ‘new man’
himself, he had no time for claims from uppity black settlers. When he judged their expectations improper he had no hesitation in using his authority to quash them. John Clarkson thought him ‘illiberal’, approving as he did of arbitrary power. Anna Maria Falconbridge, a white resident of Sierra Leone, regarded him as a ‘canting parasite’. While the Nova Scotians saw themselves as partners in an enterprise with the Company, the Directors and their employees were prone to treat them in a markedly unequal manner. The Company coinage designed by Thornton and executed at Boulton and Watt’s Soho foundry celebrated a black and white hand clasped together, yet the reality of the power relation was rather different. When two of the settlers, Isaac Anderson and Cato Perkins, took a petition to London in 1793 detailing their grievances, Dawes, the then Governor, and Macaulay wrote letters explaining away their issues. The petitioners were furious at the way they were treated: ‘We did not come upon a childish errand, but to represent the grievances and sufferings of a thousand souls’, yet they were met, ‘as if Slaves, come to tell our masters, of the cruelties and severe behaviour of an Overseer’. The evangelicals, including Macaulay, believed that all human beings were descended from Adam and Eve and belonged to the same human family. The differences that were encountered were to do with the particular circumstances of life – not any ‘original faults in moral character’ or ‘natural inferiority in understanding’. But they also believed in natural order and hierarchy. All could be civilized – just as the Scottish Highlanders had been rescued from barbarism. In order to define the task which they saw themselves as needing to do, and for which they needed support of varied kinds from the mother country, they detailed the ‘barbarisms’ of Africa and other colonial sites on which they worked. In the process they succeeded in fixing representations of African difference and inferiority and disseminating them more widely than ever before. They claimed universalism but practiced forms of racial hierarchization alongside those of class and gender: this was indeed a rule of difference.

In the Company phase of settlement the power was held by their appointed Governor and Council (all white), but the already existing system of local self-government was maintained to some degree as were black juries: an extraordinary phenomenon in the British Atlantic world. In 1796 militias were established in the colony and white men had the hitherto unheard of experience of serving under black officers. Macaulay’s determination on some occasions to treat white and black the same under the law roused the ire of other Europeans. The idea of
white men being punished for offences against black settlers was beyond the bounds of the imagination as far as many ships’ captains were concerned. Yet despite these important marks of a belief in African potential and a resolute opposition to the slave trade Macaulay had conflict with the settlers from the beginning of his tenure of office. He was determined to maintain the authority of the Company against the claims of the settlers, particularly in relation to land. Violence erupted in 1794 when he dismissed two Company porters for threatening the captain of a slave ship. After the devastating French attack on the colony in the same year there was fury at the way in which he attempted to claim back property saved from the assault and insist on new oaths to the Company without which no employment, medical care, or schooling for children would be permitted, not to speak of the right to vote. ‘We wance did call it Freetown’, wrote Moses Wilkinson and his fellow Methodists to John Clarkson, now ‘we have a Reason to call it a town of Slavery’. Macaulay complained of the ‘malcontents’ and when challenged as to why no black men had been appointed to offices and were paid less than whites he declared that these were privileges to be won.

Write as well, figure as well, Act as well, think as well as they do and you shall have a preference. I have anxiously sought among you for men to fill offices, nor is there at this moment an office in the Colony filled by a White which a Black could fill.

Temper exploded around the elections for local government offices in 1796. Macaulay complained bitterly to his superiors of the ‘wayward humours, the perverse disputings, the absurd reasonings, the unaccountable prejudices, the everlasting jealousies, the presumptuous self-conceit, the gross ignorance and insatiable Demands of our settlers’. He lectured them in offensive terms, attacking them for listening to ‘every selfish or base deceiver who...would abuse or revile your Governors’. The proposal by some of the settlers that white men should not be allowed to stand for office provoked him to laughter: ‘there was something so unique in making a white face a civil disqualification’. His descriptions of those elected ranged from ‘a noisy factious fellow, exceeding griping and selfish’, ‘devoid of principle’, ‘plausible and specious among ignorant people’ to ‘a pestilent fellow – factious, noisy, busy, bold and blind’. Women householders, of whom there were a significant number, had been granted the vote in this election but this was now withdrawn as was the constitution. The only
place of ‘absolute peace’ in the colony was his household where 25 African boys and girls, the sons and daughters of local chiefs and headmen, were accommodated and taught the ways of civilization. There ‘my will is generally the law to all within our pales’. It was the ‘poison of the age of Reason’ Macaulay believed, which resulted in such disruptive spirit, fermented by seditious Methodists. By his last weeks in the colony in 1799 he had to keep a loaded gun by his bed and a light burning through the night. Soon after his departure open rebellion broke out in 1800, only to be put down by a company of Maroons from Jamaica who had been brought in to change the demographic balance of the colony. The attack on the settlers was led by his brother Alexander. The published report of the Company in 1801 regretted the tragic failure of hopes for Africa while Wilberforce wrote privately to Dundas that the Nova Scotians ‘have made the worst possible subjects, as thorough Jacobins as if they had been trained and educated in Paris’.

Macaulay’s influence in Sierra Leone persisted, however. As Secretary to the Company he was in a key position to intervene on appointments and provide the information from which the annual reports were penned by Thornton. After the abolition of the slave trade Sierra Leone became a centre for recaptives, as they were named, those who had been freed from the slave traders of other nationalities by the British squadrons that patrolled the Atlantic waters. It was Macaulay who conceived the idea of apprenticeship, a way of teaching those who had been enslaved to learn to be free to labour, and this was superintended by his second cousin Kenneth M. Macaulay who was to become a celebrated figure in the colony for rather different reasons from his pious relative.

Macaulay had encountered what he saw as the barbarisms of empire, both black and white, in Jamaica and Sierra Leone. Enslaved Africans, white planters, African princes, white traders, black settlers all came in for his criticism. These were worlds remote from the domestic, from virtuous white women presiding over ‘home’, and an England where there was at least a band of evangelicals to struggle together over vice and irreligion. He was horrified by the indiscriminate violence of the French attack on Sierra Leone in 1794 and had the cruelties of the revolution in San Domingue graphically described to him by a travelling Frenchman. The world was indeed a dangerous place and only ‘real religion’ and a constant attention to God’s presence, His Word, and His Law, held the unquenchable passions of man in check. While firmly believing in the potential of Africans to be civilized, the problem was that it was so difficult to create the conditions in which this could
happen. And there were so many false prophets, dissenters and radicals in particular, leading the gullible astray. The 25 African children who he had taken into his household accompanied him back to England and were settled in Clapham evoking admiration as a successful experiment in civilization. There was no question of equality between African and English for the foreseeable future. The Company might have to negotiate with African princes for land and trading rights, rely on Maroon troops to defeat a settler rebellion, depend on African men and women to labour, but none of this meant that Africans and Europeans were the same. Difference and inequality were firmly entrenched in the evangelical imagination, alongside a profound belief in the right of all persons to have access to Christian teaching and salvation.

The dream of a religious colony as defined by conservative Evangelicals had not been a success, though according to all observers Sierra Leone was a profoundly religious place. Efforts were turned to missionary work, with the foundation of the Church Missionary Society, to the possibilities for evangelical work in India, and to the struggle to counter vice and irreligion at home. The Christian Observer was founded, which Macaulay edited, to provide a counterweight to the expanding secular press. Until 1807 efforts were concentrated on the campaign against the slave trade. The abject figure of the enslaved on the middle passage or on the plantation was an easier one to manage than the feisty settlers of Sierra Leone. Once the British slave trade was abolished Sierra Leone was brought formally into the empire and the Company disbanded. From 1808 he acted as Secretary for the new African Institution, committed to monitoring the trade and expanding legitimate commercial opportunities in Africa. He went into business trading with Sierra Leone and the East Indies. Within a few years it was clear that the hopes that the ending of the trade would lead to improvements on the plantations were hollow and Macaulay, together with James Stephen, led the attempts to expose brutalities and regulate slavery. Macaulay’s extraordinary memory and range of knowledge, his analytical skills, his briefings of political leaders, his collection of evidence, his pamphlets and journalism, all made him an invaluable figure. In 1823 he was in the forefront of the new society pledged to work towards the gradual abolition of slavery. He established and edited the Antislavery Reporter a key source of information on the conditions of slavery across the empire. Pro-slavery forces kept up a series of vitriolic attacks on him, accusing him of malpractice both in Sierra Leone and Jamaica. In 1823 he gave his business over to his nephew and partner to devote himself to the struggle against slavery, with disastrous consequences. By 1833, when
slavery was abolished, younger men were leading the struggle and having lost his money and, in 1831, his wife, he was a much less resilient figure. He himself died in 1838. Apprenticeship had been abolished that year and a monument was erected to him in Westminster Abbey: the bust incorporates the figure of a kneeling African with the motto ‘Am I not a man and a brother?’

If this was the father, what then of the son? Tom, the first born of Selina and Zachary, was two when the family moved to Clapham. His was a profoundly evangelical childhood, surrounded by the families of the Thorntons, Grants, and Wilberforces, his ‘second mother’ Hannah More. Educated privately because his father feared the unholy culture of a public school, his encounter with Cambridge was his first introduction to a more secular world, though his education in the classics was probably a key alternative influence from his earliest years. He never experienced conversion and while he maintained a virtual silence throughout his life on his own religious beliefs, largely it would seem from respect for his father, there is no evidence of serious spiritual reflection in his writings. What Tom learned from his Clapham childhood, however, was a love of family and domesticity, a love so deep that he was never able to leave his family of origin. He also inherited a fear of European-style revolution and an expectation of a place in the public world of politics, along with the confidence to claim acceptance among the political elite. While his father was renowned for his quiet, behind-the-scenes work, Tom liked to be in the limelight.

The children of ‘the Saints’ were taught to feel pity for ‘the African’. But there were always discordant notes. Zachary’s stories of Sierra Leone, according to Tom’s nephew and biographer George Otto Trevelyan, left his uncle unable ‘to entertain any very enthusiastic anticipations with regard to the future of the African race’. He disliked his father’s passion for abolitionism, and in private letters, even as early as 1833, was referring to Africans as ‘niggers’ – a term that carried deeply derogatory meanings. He was impatient of what he saw as the excessive ‘negrophilia’ of the older generation. As he recorded many years later in his journal, ‘I hate slavery from the bottom of my soul; and yet I am made sick by the cant and the silly mock reasons of the Abolitionists. The nigger driver and the negrophile are two odious thing to me.’ While his first public speech in 1824 was on an anti-slavery platform and his first published essay in the Edinburgh Review was on West Indian slavery neither went beyond a conventional abolitionist rhetoric and these were not subjects that he subsequently pursued. The campaigns to end the slave trade and slavery were driven by religious and moral imperatives. Tom’s
vision of imperial politics was rather different and here I focus on the ways in which that was elaborated in the 1830s.

By the end of the 1820s the Tory-Anglican hegemony of the post-war years was collapsing – conservatism at home and autocracy in the empire were being challenged. Issues about reform across both nation and empire were pressing. Ireland was on the brink of eruption over Catholic emancipation, Dissenters had been granted civil rights, radicals and reformers were demanding an extension of the franchise, Jamaica was on the verge of the most serious rebellion of the enslaved, a rebellion that was to make emancipation inevitable. This was the conjuncture in which Macaulay Junior came to political maturity, a time when once again British society was seriously at risk and might succumb to revolution. While the Evangelicals had turned to ‘real religion’ as the key to national and imperial regeneration, Macaulay Junior’s preoccupation was in cohering the nation, making it whole and stable and ensuring that internal divisions were resolved. He was a supporter of Catholic emancipation, believing that religious affiliation could be superseded by national belonging and that religious minorities should be assimilated. His maiden speech in the House of Commons in 1830 was in support of the removal of civil disabilities practised against the Jews and was rooted in his conviction that Jews could be brought into the nation, could be Englishmen. In 1833 he again argued for an end to civil discrimination on religious grounds: all men should have the right to practise their religious beliefs. Since Jewish men owned substantial property, it was important that they should be patriots. They had wealth, and therefore power: they should also have the responsibilities and rights associated with citizenship. ‘There is nothing in their national character’, he argued, ‘which unfits them for the highest duties of citizens.’ A Jew was not a ‘Musselman’ or a ‘Parsee’, or a ‘Hindoo who worships a lump of stone with seven heads’. The responsibility of rulers was to make men patriotic. ‘If the Jews have not felt towards England like children’, he argued, ‘it is because she has treated them like a step-mother.’ Like his father he imagined society in a family idiom, but while for Zachary the test of belonging was religious, for his son it was nationalist. England must assimilate her potentially wayward children. While Evangelicals laboured to convert Jews and many were opposed to Jewish emancipation, Macaulay believed the nation came first rather than God. He was emphatically an Englishman.

In 1830, having made his reputation as a Whiggish polemicist under the patronage of Brougham, he entered the House of Commons just in time to engage in the great theatrical debates over reform that occupied
both Lords and Commons in 1831 and 1832. He became famous as a result of his oratorical triumphs, his capacity to thrill and enthral the House by sheer force of argument and words. In his speeches on reform, he argued that societies could only be ruled by public opinion or the sword, and that public opinion was clearly in favour of reform. Enlarging the franchise had become a historical necessity: the government must be brought into harmony with ‘the people’, by which he meant middle-class men. His imagined nation, his England, was marked as the most civilized in the world, separated from the ‘tattooed savages of the Pacific’, from enslaved ‘negroes’, from ‘Mohawks and Hottentots’. It was also distinct from those others who were deemed closer in their level of development, yet far from the rational world of Englishmen – the backward Scots, the dangerous revolutionaries of France, and the desperate insurgents of Ireland. English superiority was marked by a belief in property, stability and a capacity to renew the constitution, to reform in time. Middle-class men must be brought into the political nation, just as Irish Catholics had been. The English people, he came to believe, were marked by their ability to assimilate others, to make others in their own image.

Jews and Catholics could be English provided they adopted English customs and habits and obeyed English law. If they did not they must take the consequences. While Catholics should have civil equality, the disturbances across rural Ireland were totally unacceptable. Granted a place in the Whig cabinet as a consequence of his contribution to the winning of reform, Macaulay made a key speech on the Coercion Bill for Ireland in 1833, a bill which repealed Habeas Corpus and gave the police the right to search for arms. Ireland was in danger of polluting the body politic and must be cleansed. In these same months negotiations were proceeding over the ending of slavery. The West India lobby drove a hard bargain with the government and Macaulay found himself caught between the expectations of the Whig government, of which he was now a junior member, and the concerns of his father and the abolitionists. The deal that was brokered, with 20 million compensation for the ‘owners’ of the enslaved and a system of apprenticeship, made it abundantly clear that freed Africans were imagined not as equals but as children who were to be taught the ways of freedom.

Macaulay’s key role in these months, however, was to draft and steer through the new Charter Act for India. A novice on Indian affairs, his 1833 speech laid out the lines that he was to follow both in his subsequent term of office there, and in his essays on Clive and Hastings. The future for Indians was to become like the English. They could retain
their own religious customs, just as Jews, Catholics and Dissenters could, but in language and thought, in education, commerce and law, the society must be anglicized. While the East India Company was to continue to rule for the British, a stronger government presence was established in India’s new Supreme Council. ‘We are trying’, Macaulay argued, speaking volumes with his language, ‘to bring a clean thing out of an unclean, to give a good government to a people to whom we cannot give a free government.’ While a limited form of representative government was possible in Europe given a substantial middle class, such a system was utterly out of the question in India: an enlightened and paternal despotism was the only possibility. India was a dependency: the solution was ‘to engraft on despotism those blessings which are the natural fruits of liberty’.49 Indians were, as he was to put it to his Leeds constituents, ‘a conquered race, to whom the blessings of our constitution cannot as yet be safely extended’.50 The East India Company had established order. There was now a government ‘anxiously bent on the public good’; ‘bloody and degrading superstitions’ were losing their hold, and there were signs that ‘the morality, the philosophy, the taste of Europe’ were beginning to have a salutary effect. The ‘higher classes of natives’ had become interested in the language and literature, the civilization and culture, which secured superiority to the English. It was conceivable that eventually Indians themselves would be able to enter high office, but this could only be by slow degrees. It was even possible that India might eventually be a nation and, ‘to trade with civilised men’, he argued, is infinitely more profitable than to govern savages.51 Echoing Burke, and indeed Charles Grant, a leading evangelical of his father’s generation, he argued that England had a responsibility to India.52

As a people blessed with far more than an ordinary measure of political liberty and of intellectual light, we owe to a race debased by three thousand years of despotism and priestcraft. We are free, we are civilised, to little purpose if we grudge to any portion of the human race an equal measure of freedom and civilisation.53

For Macaulay, then, the task was to educate those subjects, to offer them enlightenment. Like his father he identified the superiority of Western culture with its intellectual power (the power which had enabled both generations, father and son, to rise themselves), but for him there was no religious element. Indian ‘backwardness’, in his view, was a result not of their ‘heathenism’ but of the absence of European civilization.
While the Charter Act legislated that no one should be barred from high office by virtue of their religion, their birth or their colour, Macaulay was quick to add the recommendation that natives must not be brought into high office hastily. His apparent universalism and belief in civil equality was always undermined, as it had been with his father in Sierra Leone, by the simultaneous production of racial, ethnic and other hierarchies. In theory Indians might be equal in the future once they had been educated and had transformed themselves into something else: in practice this moment was always deferred. Indians were stranded as Dipesh Chakrabarty puts it, in the ‘waiting-room of history’.54

In the wake of his work on the revised charter for the East India Company, Macaulay was offered the newly created position of lay member of the Supreme Council that had been created to govern India. He left England in February 1834 to spend three and a half years in what he described as painful exile. The ‘rulers of India’ could never be more than ‘pilgrims and sojourners’, a tiny minority trying to command a country to which they did not belong, always looking to another ‘home’.55 They were strangers in a strange land and his tastes, as he told his sisters, were ‘not oriental’.56 He was shocked on arrival at Madras by the fact of blackness: the ‘innumerable swarms of natives’, ‘the dark faces, with white turbans, the flowing robes: the trees not our trees: the very smell of the atmosphere that of a hothouse, and the architecture as strange as the vegetation’.57 He was all too conscious that English power, as yet, could only be maintained by the military. But the hope must be to win consent through the construction of new colonial subjects, civilized subjects, educated into the ways of Englishmen.

While in India he worked with the Governor-General, Bentinck, to anglicize the system of government, hoping that he would ‘be able to effect much practical good for this country’.58 He was appalled by ‘Hindu apathy’ and the level of bribery and corruption, but also had little sympathy for the majority of the Anglo-Indian community, their philistinism and small mindedness. Like his father he was critical both of the colonizers and of the ‘natives’. But his contact with ‘natives’, unlike Zachary, was minimal apart from the innumerable servants who surrounded him and his sister Hannah in their grand Calcutta household. He rewrote the penal code (though it was not to be enacted until the 1860s) seeing it as his especial responsibility to protect ‘the natives’ from abuses of power and arguing for uniformity in judicial administration. Arriving at a time when policy makers were deeply split between those in favour of providing government support to the teaching of
Arabic and Sanskrit to the elite and those who wanted to focus resources on the teaching of English, he threw his full weight behind the latter and composed his infamous Minute on Education. As Gauri Viswanathan has argued, the subsequent introduction of English literature as a central aspect of the curriculum resolved the problem of religious education – a secular and literary education would transform character: religion could be left as a matter of private belief.\(^5\) Indeed Macaulay was convinced that ‘false religions’ would lose their hold, for as he wrote to Zachary in October 1836, no doubt partly in deference to his father’s views, ‘no Hindoo who has received an English education ever continues to be sincerely attached to his religion’. The reason was clear for the religion was ‘so extravagantly absurd that it is impossible to teach a boy astronomy, geography, natural history, without completely destroying the hold which that religion has on his mind.’ Moslems, he opined, were more resilient for they had much in common with Christianity. Nevertheless, they too would abandon their faith. ‘The natural operation of knowledge and reflection’, he concluded, would ensure the disappearance of these false beliefs amongst the respectable classes of Bengal within 30 years.\(^6\) The eventual triumph of Western thought was assured.

Macaulay returned to England in 1838 with a secure income. While in India, he had been contemplating writing a history of England, giving up politics for literature. After a period in which he tried to combine the two, he decided to devote himself to his writing. His immensely popular essays on India told the dramatic stories of Clive and Hastings, their famous conquests, their flawed characters and their legacy: a country that could be benevolently ruled with secular principles. His *History of England*, in five volumes, was a spectacular success. True to its name, it was indeed a history of England. It told of the English as an imperial race, the successful assimilation of the Scots (in part because of the acceptance of the Scottish Presbyterian Church) and the continued problem of the Irish (intimately linked with the insistence on an established church). Its focus was on the making of the nation and a homogeneous Englishness which did not depend on religious belonging. In this narrative the empire was peripheral to England.\(^6\)

Yet to both generations of this family the empire was crucial: their source of income and independence, that most valued of masculine attributes. They lived in different temporalities, dominated by different politics, and the sites of empire on which they operated were very different. Zachary was a demanding father and Tom had to struggle to separate himself and articulate his own opinions.\(^6\) Their attitudes to
nation and empire were both deeply connected and markedly different. Both believed that difference was a matter of culture, and was not decreed by nature or the environment. Neither liked their encounter with the otherness of the colonized or the colonizers. Both enjoyed the power of being colonizers themselves. Both assumed their beliefs were appropriate for others. But the father carried the image of God everywhere; for the son it was the nation that defined the parameters of belonging.
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Religious Literature and Discourses of Empire: The Scottish Presbyterian Foreign Mission Movement*

Esther Breitenbach

Introduction

That foreign missions played a not insignificant role within the British Empire has been increasingly recognized as the body of scholarship on missions grows. Many scholars in this field have aimed to evaluate the impact of foreign missions on the peoples with whom they worked, and to elucidate the nature of the encounter between missionaries and indigenous peoples in colonial territories. More recently the impact of foreign missions on people in Britain has been a focus of research, and there is growing evidence that the foreign mission movement was instrumental in shaping understandings of empire and of the other peoples governed by the imperial state, as well as in shaping the construction of identities in Britain.¹ This chapter discusses the ways in which missionary societies and the Presbyterian churches mediated an understanding of empire for people in Scotland.²

In Scotland, as in England, organized support for foreign missions first arose at the end of the eighteenth century. Inspired by the example of the Moravian missions, and the establishment in England of the Baptist Missionary Society in 1792 and the London Missionary Society (LMS) in 1795 (in the foundation of which several Scots were involved), the Glasgow Missionary Society (GMS) and Edinburgh-based Scottish Missionary Society (SMS) came into being in early 1796. These societies were non-denominational and led by evangelicals from both the Established and dissenting churches. The attempt in the same year by
Church of Scotland evangelicals to obtain the church’s support for foreign missions was unsuccessful.\textsuperscript{3} It took until 1824 till the evangelicals were able to persuade the Church of Scotland to change its mind, with missionary work being inaugurated by the appointment of Alexander Duff to Calcutta in 1829. By this time the GMS and SMS were supporting small numbers of missionaries in Jamaica, South Africa and India. Some of these missionaries were transferred to the Church of Scotland in the 1830s, while the remaining GMS missionaries were transferred to the Free Church of Scotland or the United Presbyterian Church in the aftermath of the Disruption of 1843.\textsuperscript{4}

At the Disruption all but one of the Church of Scotland missionaries went over to the new Free Church, and the Church of Scotland was obliged to start afresh in building up a missionary presence abroad. The Free Church of Scotland, energized by the evangelical zeal which produced the Disruption, proved able to field more missionaries than its established rival, as did the similarly evangelical United Presbyterian Church of Scotland, formed in 1847 by the union of the United Secession and Relief churches. From the immediate post-Disruption period onwards the three main Presbyterian denominations were the major channel for missionary enthusiasm in Scotland. In 1900, the Free Church and United Presbyterian Church combined to form the United Free Church of Scotland, and in 1929 this body was reunited with the Church of Scotland. Thus throughout the second half of the nineteenth century, there were three major Scottish Presbyterian churches working in mission fields, the Established church being one of these. The nineteenth century in Scotland can be characterized as a time of both religious disputatiousness and religious zeal, and arguably foreign missions benefited from the churches’ rivalry in demonstrating their zeal.\textsuperscript{5}

A significant feature of support for foreign missions in Scotland, as elsewhere, was the creation of Ladies’ Associations, first established in the 1830s.\textsuperscript{6} These also split on denominational lines, maintaining informal links with their respective churches between the 1840s and 1880s.\textsuperscript{7} In the 1880s, the position of women’s missionary organizations became more formalized within the churches, reflecting both the growth of interest in the work of women missionaries and of numbers, both absolutely and as a proportion of the missionary workforce. Crucially, women were active supporters of the foreign mission movement from the outset, with their role as organizers at home and as mission workers abroad growing in importance as the nineteenth century advanced.

In nineteenth-century Scotland, the Presbyterian churches were dominant in the field of missionary endeavour, though dissenting and
non-denominational groups also actively supported missionary work, most prominently the Scottish auxiliaries of the LMS, and the Edinburgh Medical Missionary Society (EMMS). Throughout the nineteenth and into the twentieth century Scots continued to make a significant contribution to the LMS, supplying a sizeable proportion of its missionaries, including some of its best known such as Robert Moffat, James Chalmers, and most famous of all, David Livingstone. The EMMS, founded in 1841, funded the training of medical missionaries, who undertook their medical apprenticeship in the slums of Edinburgh’s Cowgate. The society supported directly a small number of medical missionaries, but primarily placed them with the churches or other missionary societies. Among other denominations, the Reformed Presbyterian Church supported a small number of missionaries in the New Hebrides, taken into the Free Church in the union of the two churches in 1876. The Episcopal Church also supported missionary activity, with a Scottish Episcopalian missionary society being formed in 1846, but did not support missions directly until the 1870s. The Catholic Church in nineteenth-century Scotland, as a poor church, was itself regarded as being the subject of a mission, and it was not until 1933 that the Catholic missionary organization, the White Fathers, established a foundation in Scotland. In nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Scotland formal support for foreign missionary work was thus an exclusively Protestant phenomenon. It was also an overwhelmingly Presbyterian phenomenon.

It should be noted that foreign mission work was conducted in parallel with home mission work, and that effectively any group of people who were not Protestant were considered appropriate objects of attempts at conversion. There were thus missions to Jews, and to Catholics in France and Ireland, for example. Anti-Catholicism was an intrinsic part of Scottish Presbyterianism, and anti-Catholic sentiment often found vehement expression. Within the missionary discourses to be discussed in this chapter, such sentiments were usually implicit, since the key focus of missionary concern was the character of religions such as Hinduism, Islam or African belief systems. On occasion, however, missionaries turned their attention to denunciations of Catholicism.

Missionary literature and discourses

Support for foreign missions grew throughout the nineteenth century in Scotland, and continued to grow in the early twentieth century. A corollary of this growing interest was the production of a voluminous body of literature by and about missionaries, both for missionary
supporters and church members and for a wider public. By the late nineteenth century the readership of such literature was extensive reflecting the religious nature of Scottish society in this period. The argument of this chapter is that the dominant discourses within missionary literature were influential in shaping Scots’ understanding of the experience of empire, their constructions of imperial ‘others’ and the construction of a Scottish imperial identity.

This literature was inherently religious, though not necessarily theological, in that it sought to inform Scottish Christians about the progress of Christianization in other parts of the world. Within this literature were enunciated explicit discourses about the nature of Christianity in relation to other religions, about behaviours which Christianity sought to inculcate and to regulate, and about the nature of the missionary encounter with others in colonial territories. Also present in this literature, refracted through a religious prism, were discourses on the meaning of political events, imperial expansion and imperial administration.

Such discourses were articulated through a variety of types of publications: pamphlets containing sermons, speeches and addresses; annual reports; periodical literature; collections of occasional papers; histories of missions; biographies, and the occasional memoir or autobiography. From the period of formation of the first missionary societies in the late eighteenth century, letters from missionaries were copied and circulated, and pamphlets of sermons and addresses were published, the latter remaining perennial throughout the nineteenth century. In the 1820s the first major missionary periodical was published, and from the 1840s, following the Disruption, such literature was published on denominational lines, including separate publications for women readers on women’s missionary work. Between the 1830s and 1870s there were a handful of memoirs and biographies of missionaries, with the latter taking off as a genre from the late 1870s onwards. Histories, too, began to be published more frequently from this period. These forms of literature, with the exception of some biographies or memoirs, might be defined as being ‘official’ literature, in the sense of being generated, published or sanctioned by missionary societies and churches.

The most prolific production of missionary biographies occurred between the 1890s and 1920s, though some were published both before and after this period. The earliest publication on the life of a Scottish missionary was John Wilson’s memoir of his wife Margaret, published in 1838, and largely based on letters written by Margaret Wilson to her family and friends. Between 1838 and the late 1870s, works by or about the following missionaries were published: Robert Moffat, John
Philip, Robert Nesbit and Hope Waddell. After the late 1870s, with the publication of works on Robert Moffat and Alexander Duff, there was a steady flow of biographies. Some of these were published in popular editions, or in special editions for children, for example *The White Queen of Okoyong*, on Mary Slessor. Biographies might go through several editions, and some missionaries were the subject of multiple biographies, with Robert Moffat, Mary Slessor, and Alexander Duff coming into this category. Livingstone is in a league of his own, with over 100 books written about him between the 1870s and the 1950s. Some missionary biographies continued to be reprinted until at least the 1960s, and they remained popular as Sunday School prizes with Livingstone and Slessor being the most likely to feature here.

By the late nineteenth century, the three main Presbyterian denominations between them were circulating around 250,000 copies of missionary periodicals, and by the early twentieth century, around a third of members of the Free Church of Scotland and the United Presbyterian Church were subscribers. There is also evidence of the active encouragement of church members by ministers to read and subscribe to periodicals, including free distribution of these to all members of the congregation. Indeed, Dow has argued that by the 1860s it was generally accepted that ministers should make pulpit readings of extracts from missionary periodicals, and that local Presbyteries frequently encouraged this. Missionary societies and, above all, the Presbyterian churches in the post-Disruption period had the capacity to reach a wide audience as evidenced both by the levels of religious adherence in this period, and by the popularity of literature by and about missionaries. Thus it can be argued that the continuous production and circulation of such types of publication in the nineteenth and early twentieth century meant that they played a significant role in shaping Scots’ understanding of empire.

Prominent among the discourses within missionary literature were those of class, gender and nation, as well as race. In describing and communicating their experience of working with colonial peoples, missionaries and their supporters were also making statements about themselves and their own values. Representations of missionaries as educated and professionally skilled individuals, as upholders of the sexual morality and gender roles which were the dominant convention within Scottish society of the time, as typifying the Scottish character and making a contribution to the ‘fair name of Scotland’, can be found in abundance in this literature. The focus in this chapter is, however, necessarily selective, and it concentrates on discourses which were central to the
representation of the missionary enterprise in its encounter with other peoples in colonial territories. Dominant discourses in missionary literature continuously emphasized the superiority of Christianity as a religion, as a system of knowledge and as a system of morality, with sexual morality and the position of women being central to the latter. A related dominant discourse was that of the ‘civilizing mission’ in which foreign missions regarded themselves as playing a key role, in particular as promulgators of Christian morality. This discourse, however, could conflict with the belief that all peoples were essentially equal in their humanity, a premise that underpinned the vision of Christianization of other peoples. Ambiguities were thus apparent in missionary positions with shifts occurring over time. Ultimately, however, such discourses were intrinsically linked with the development of a racialized world view. As well as shaping the attitudes of Scots to the ‘others’ of empire, missionary literature helped shape their attitudes to the empire itself. Their relationship to the empire and imperial administration was an explicit concern of missionaries and their supporters, as was the conceptualization of the role of the foreign mission movement within empire. These discourses also reflected ambiguities and shifts over time, but ultimately, they fostered the growth of imperialist sentiment in Scotland.

The superiority of Christianity

Given that the missionary enterprise was in essence a religious endeavour, explicit discourses of religious belief naturally permeated missionary literature. The superiority of Christianity was repeatedly reaffirmed as a counterpoint to other religions, consistently denounced as ‘superstition’, ‘idolatry’, false beliefs’, and ‘heathenism’. While some missionaries engaged in lengthy verbal and written debates over religious and philosophical systems, for example, with Indians of various faiths, and while some became scholars of languages, the periodical literature invariably summarily dismissed other religions and cultures. Attacks such as those on the systems of ‘Parsis, Mohammedans and Brahmans’ as ‘horrid delusions’ and ‘multifarious idolatries’ were typical, and indeed persistent throughout the nineteenth century. Furthermore, missionary scholarship might be regarded with suspicion, as was evident in the criticism of William Miller for being too tolerant of Hinduism.

Affirmation of the superiority of Christianity was often articulated through moral horror and revulsion at the beliefs and practices of other peoples, sometimes depicted in lurid terms. Hinduism, for example, was
condemned for its depravity, the proof of which was afforded by ‘crowds of females’ prostrating themselves before their idol, and rolling about in the most indecent manner’. While in India it was such irrational ‘superstition’ and ‘idolatry’ and the ‘degradation’ of women that were constantly denounced, in Africa it was the ‘savagery’ of ‘heathenism’ that attracted comment. This included a variety of practices perceived as cruel by missionaries, such as punishments for practising witchcraft, the sacrifice of widows or concubines, exposure of twins and female circumcision. Even Livingstone, praised for his fellow feeling for Africans and his ‘sympathy with even the most barbarous and unenlightened’ was, according to his biographer, Blaikie, disgusted by the ‘painful, loathsome, and horrible spectacle’ of certain forms of ‘heathenism’.

In challenging other religions and systems of belief, it was not only that Christianity was seen as providing religious truth in contrast to the ‘false beliefs’ of others, but also that European systems of thought, and above all science, had attained a rigour and potency that would necessarily defeat other ways of thinking. Thus, the incorporation of Christian religious instruction in education in India could challenge the power of such beliefs over people, since ‘their own faith, being largely founded on fable, cannot stand before the light of science’. Indeed, the ‘terrible power’ of Indian religions could not ‘stand the fierce light of European thought’, which, in higher schools and colleges would destroy such beliefs. The linking of Christianity to ‘European thought’, and in particular to science, was a notable feature of representations of Scottish missionary work and achievements. The view that science and religion complemented each other, actively advanced by Livingstone, for example, was widely shared by missionaries. It has been commented that ‘in Scotland the conflict between science and religion did not rage as bitterly as it did elsewhere’, a situation attributed partly to the divisions in the church and in provision of education, which allowed a diversity of opinion and courses. As MacKenzie has argued, the application of science presented a self-image of missionaries as ‘people who controlled their natural and human environments with the help of technology, science and Western medicine’. And it emphasized the difference between European and Indian and African societies.

While missionary work might often be thought of as involving first and foremost preaching and evangelism, for Scots missionaries education and medicine came to play an increasingly important role as the nineteenth century progressed. Both were seen as an effective route to
Christianization, and presented in the literature as such, whether the institutions of higher education established by Alexander Duff and others, or the teaching of literacy to orphan girls, such as those in Madras, praised for their ‘proficiency in reading and their knowledge of Scripture, inculcated so kindly and zealously by their teacher’. The education of girls in orphanages not only protected them ‘from the countless corrupting and degrading influences of heathenism’, but it also served to modify their disposition and to mould their character in a Christian form. Medical missionary work at its inception was promoted as much, if not more, on the basis of its potential religious benefits. As EMMS founding member, Benjamin Bell, argued, ‘the practice of the healing art may become a powerful auxiliary to the preaching of the Gospel’, since ‘Christian medical men...by gaining the confidence and goodwill of their patients, may open and smooth a pathway to their hearts for the saving truths of religion.’

The position of women

Christianity was seen as superior to other religions which missionaries encountered, not just because of its greater rationality and promotion of scientific thought, but also because it was regarded as superior in its treatment of women. The regulation of gender relations was central to Christianity, as it was to other religions, and much criticism of the latter focused on those cultural beliefs and practices which governed such relations. This was a prominent part of missionary discourse from the earliest days of missionary activity, for example, in the campaign against sati in India, and in campaigns against slavery, which was frequently condemned for its deleterious effect on sexual morality and for presenting obstacles to stable married life. Furthermore, the fact that some women in India lived in seclusion, prohibited from contact with white men, led to calls for more women missionaries, a call to which women responded in increasing numbers in the late nineteenth century as they gained access to higher education and professional careers.

Wives of missionaries and single women missionaries had worked in educating girls in India from the 1830s. The visiting of ‘zenanas’ (women’s quarters where seclusion of women was practised) came later, and was regarded as a significant advance. Apparently first mooted in the 1840s by Church of Scotland missionary, Dr Thomas Smith, zenana visiting did not become a major part of missionary work until the 1860s, when it was reported back to the Church of Scotland as being ‘like the discovery of a new continent’. Male missionaries played an active role...
in supporting the development of this work, arousing interest at home with persistent denunciations of the position of women in India, which was said, more than any other country, to involve ‘the greater degradation of women and her subjection to the man’. As missionary work with women in India expanded later in the nineteenth century, the tone of moral shock and denunciation lessened, though Indian women’s lives continued to be painted bleakly. Our Indian Sisters, recommended in 1898 to those in charge of mission work-parties or meetings, showed ‘the state of degradation in which the women of India are held without the light of the Gospel’.

Many denunciations of African ‘savagery’ and ‘heathenism’ focused on cultural practices affecting women, a theme present in accounts of missionary work in Nigeria from the 1840s onwards, for example. At the turn of the century, when missionary activity was initiated in Kenya, practices such as female circumcision appalled the missionaries. This was not, however, explicitly described. Rather, allusion was made to the ‘indescribable vileness of certain of the customs’, which served as the justification for the mission to provide a ‘place of refuge’ for girls, who desired ‘to leave evil Kikuyu customs, and to learn the “things of God”’. Though a range of African practices were regularly condemned, generally speaking the position of women in Africa was less emphasized than in India as a reason for women to take up missionary work, since it was not only women who could work with women, though there was perceived to be an advantage in this. That gender roles were different in Africa, however, excited comment: ‘According to native ideas the woman supports the family and the husband’. But, ‘European notions are different, and the missionaries have had to work in training native ideas into more civilised ways’. Thus, much in the manner that middle-class philanthropists at home imposed their view of domestic ideology on working-class girls, women missionaries trained their African pupils for domestic labour and service.

As a counterpoint to the ‘degradation’ of women in imperial territories, missionaries stressed the freedom and equality of women in Scotland. Alexander Duff assured his audience at the Scottish Ladies’ Association AGM in 1839 that Christianity had ensured ‘as one of its inseparable fruits, the reinstatement of woman in all her privileges of original equality with man’. Marriage, for women in Scotland, placed them in the position of ‘helpmate’, sharer of joys, comforter of sorrows and companion in pilgrimage, compared to the position of slavery that was the fate of married women in India. Women writing for their own periodicals were less inclined to stress their equality in marriage, but
commented on the lives of Indian women, for example, in ways that indicated belief in their own superior position. They made no rhetorical appeals to abstract ideas of equality and freedom as male missionaries were wont to do, more simply stating that they were glad, for example, to be able to take exercise and to enjoy the freedom of not being confined to the zenana, in contrast to the ‘narrow lives’ of the ‘thousands shut up’.47

Given that regulation of gender relations is a central preoccupation of religion, it follows that discourses surrounding the position of women would be prominent in missionary literature. This emphasis functioned to engage the interest of women themselves as active supporters and as potential missionary agents, as well as reinforcing a belief in the superiority of Christianity and social systems governed by Christian beliefs (implicitly understood as Protestant) in their treatment of women. These discourses also functioned to galvanize support for the enactment of social reforms by the imperial administration, and in this were intrinsically linked to the idea of the ‘civilizing mission’.

The civilizing mission versus the equality of humanity

When the resolution to support foreign missions was first put to the Church of Scotland in 1796, among the arguments which defeated this was the view that peoples had to be civilized before they could be Christianized.48 Having resolved to support foreign missions in 1824, the Church of Scotland subsequently endorsed the view that ‘the formative influence of Western knowledge’ was required for the development of the form of rationality necessary to grasping the ‘evidence’ of Christianity.49 In adopting this strategy, advanced by Alexander Duff, the Church of Scotland both enshrined the importance of education and the need for prior civilization of others if they were to be receptive to Christianity, and this set the framework for much missionary practice for the rest of the century. This strategy moved into the Free Church along with Duff in 1843. Thus missionaries were construed as bringers of ‘civilization’ as well as of Christianity. Most writers of missionary literature supposed that other peoples could approach this state of civilization. Yet there was an inherent tension between the view that other peoples needed to be civilized and a belief in human equality, a tension which was apparent in competing discourses of equality and inferiority.50

Some missionaries were depicted as passionate advocates of the rights of others, especially of African peoples. For example, concern about the
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status of Africans in South Africa was voiced by John Philip, active advocate of the rights of ‘Hottentots’, and his role as such was discussed in the pages of the Missionary Register, following the publication of his Researches in South Africa in 1828. A universalistic belief in human equality was, however, most clearly expressed in writings on slavery. In 1839, on the first anniversary of emancipation in the West Indies, for example, white missionaries celebrated together with black people, rejoicing at the downfall of slavery. Despite such celebrations, the consequences of emancipation continued to be a matter for debate, and missionaries felt it necessary to mount a defence of this. Mr Robb, of Jamaica, accused Thomas Carlyle of misrepresenting black people in his Occasional Discourse on Negro Slavery. To picture ‘the black man’ as a ‘lazy animal’, content with the small amount of labour to keep him in pump-kin was a ‘coarse caricature’. Such charges were false, and a whole people should not be condemned for the ‘delinquencies of a portion’. What rights ‘to torture and task the African’, Robb asked, had the ‘self-styled wiser white man’.

Subsequent to emancipation, Scottish missionaries in Jamaica went together with freed slaves to West Africa, to set up the United Presbyterian mission at Old Calabar. The impact of slavery in West Africa was kept in the public view both by the work of such missionaries and by accounts of explorers. By the middle of the century attempts were being made to create an organizational base at home for the exploration and evangelization of Central Africa, with the objects of furthering commerce, advancing the interests of geographical and other sciences and ‘especially to abolish the horrid traffic in slaves’. Livingstone’s expeditions into central Africa brought this issue into even greater prominence, and it continued to be at the forefront in arguments for and accounts of the development of missions, particularly in Nyasaland [Malawi].

The images of ‘savagery’ so common in representations of Africa were seldom present in an Indian context, the Indian ‘mutiny’ of 1857 proving an exception. In this context Indians were characterized as ‘murderous ruffians’, and ‘bloodthirsty mutineers’, displaying ‘diabolical fury’ and ‘Asiatic treachery’. The more typical terminology used for India, however, was that of vice, degradation and squalor. India was recognized to have a ‘civilization’ albeit one that had declined. The social structures created by that civilization, such as the caste system, were seen to present serious obstacles to Christianization. Thus, Africans might be easier to convert, since Africa as ‘a simple, untutored savage, who needed plain, practical teaching, ... was likely to turn to God far sooner than India would do’.
Though competing discourses of inferiority and equality of colonial ‘others’ were present in representations of other peoples, the dominant themes were their ‘superstitious’ systems of belief, sometimes cruel customs, sexual laxity or immorality (contrasted with Christian monogamy and modesty), the lack of civilization particularly exemplified by the lack of literacy or a literate culture and the lack of a work ethic. Even where missionaries were presented as advocates of rights or champions of abolition, and as treating other peoples as ‘brothers’, their language was not always free from condescension. Furthermore, the generalizations offered as characterizations of other societies lacked complexity and, often, accuracy, and inevitably played their part in the formulation of ideologies of racial hierarchy, even if missionaries themselves seldom articulated these explicitly. MacKenzie has argued that ‘The full panoply of social Darwinian notions, involving fundamental genetic difference and the inevitability of competition and extinction induced if necessary by war’, does not appear in missionary writings, since this would have run counter to the idea of redemption.59 This appears to be generally true of Scottish Presbyterian missionary literature, yet there are echoes of Social Darwinism in biographies of missionaries. Moreover, Social Darwinists were to be found among missionary supporters, the most notable case being Henry Drummond, a popularizer of Social Darwinist views, for which his account of his travels in central Africa served as a vehicle.60

Humanitarian and egalitarian discourses were most vocally articulated as an integral part of anti-slavery sentiment, and were intermittently expressed in relation to the rights of African peoples, especially in South and Central Africa. As elsewhere in Britain, confidence in an egalitarian stance declined in response to the difficulties following emancipation in the West Indies, to the Indian uprising of 1857 and 1858, to acts of resistance such as the Morant Bay rebellion in 1865 and to the growing perception of the difficulties of making conversions, especially in India.61 As Peter Clayworth has pointed out, the belief that others could become civilized Christians was also eroded by settler lobbies in various parts of the empire and by the work of ethnological theorists.62 On the other hand humanitarian views were somewhat revived by the challenge to the Arab slave trade represented by the Scottish missions in Nyasaland. Competing discourses of the inferiority of other ‘races’ and of human equality are thus observable in missionary literature throughout the nineteenth and in the early twentieth century. Over time, however, the former came to dominate over the latter. This shift in attitudes coincided with imperial expansion and the
rise of imperialist enthusiasm in Britain. Missionary discourses also played a role in this process, and it is to how their relationship to empire was articulated that I now turn.

Attitudes to empire

There is an argument that the ambitions of British foreign missions were not coterminous with empire. That neither evangelicals’ vision of global Christianization nor their foreign mission operations were confined to the territories of empire is indeed true. Nonetheless, the existence of empire was crucial to the foreign mission enterprise. It was the experience of empire in the American colonies in the eighteenth century that provided the training ground for missionary work, and the territories in which most missionaries were active were part of the British Empire or within the sphere of imperial influence. Missionaries were seldom to be found providing a critique of the concept of empire or the right of Britain to establish imperial rule as such, and indeed tended to see the existence of the empire as an act of Providence enabling Christianization. What they were intermittently critical of were aspects of imperial administration and policy, and on occasion they actively lobbied the imperial government to protect and further their interests, coming to see these as increasingly coinciding, as John MacKenzie has argued of South Africa. However other British Protestant missionaries may have positioned themselves, within the Scottish context this widely perceived coincidence of interests manifested itself in the claim that the Presbyterian foreign mission movement was a Scottish contribution to empire of which the nation could be proud.

While the relationship of missionaries and the churches to the sphere of imperial politics was an ambiguous and sometimes uncomfortable one, there was nonetheless an explicit engagement with the political sphere on a number of occasions. Such engagement in politics sometimes excited disapproval, but this was not always the case. In the controversies over slavery in the Caribbean in the early nineteenth century, the Directors of the SMS actively intervened to constrain their agent, Mr Blyth, from expressing his views. Mr Blyth was criticized for his friendship with Mr McQueen, a determined defender of slavery, and appears to have also been criticized for carrying out missionary work with slaves, thereby giving credence to slavery. The Directors of the Society issued a statement endorsing the view that missionaries should not express political opinions, that is, views on slavery. Following the
emancipation of slaves in the West Indies in 1838, missionaries were able to speak out freely in celebration of emancipation and in condemning the continuing slavery in Cuba and North America.67 This evidence suggests that Scottish missionaries in Jamaica were opposed to slavery, but given their dependence on the support of planters to carry out their work did not necessarily give vocal expression to these views.68

By contrast John Philip’s advocacy of the rights of Africans in South Africa was openly claimed as political by his supporters, and he was defended against accusations of rashness and recklessness in his stance on the rights of ‘Hottentots’ and ‘Caffres’, since ‘The African Colonists have no more right to hold the Lands of the Caffres than the West Indian Planters had to enslave the Negroes.’69 While Philip’s radical views excited opprobrium in some quarters, Alexander Duff’s political lobbying in favour of education in English in India seems to have met with universal approval. Duff was described as having heroic stature as a promoter of the missionary cause, as a preacher and as an educationalist and lobbyist who had shown ‘genius’ in putting into practice his educational scheme and in influencing the government.70

The above examples illustrate missionaries’ criticism of aspects of imperial administration, and their efforts to persuade the government to change laws. The Indian uprising of 1857 provides a clear case of criticism of imperial administration being voiced by missionaries and their supporters, but not of the concept of empire as such. This episode stands out particularly as the cause of much soul-searching as to its religious as well as political meaning. The ‘calamity’ prompted Christians to think about ‘the causes of the Lord’s controversy with us, and the duty which the churches and the nation owe to that country’.71 Though Britain had brought benefits to India, God did not make ‘this little island’ the mistress of India simply ‘that India should become a mine of wealth to the sons of Britain, or the means of her national aggrandisement’.72 Rather it was for the higher end of Christianizing India. Thus a critique of both the East India Company and the government was offered, as well as of the Scottish people for their lukewarm support of missionary work. In 1857 the public debate in Scotland, as elsewhere in Britain, about the role of missionaries in helping to provoke the Mutiny, was resolved in favour of support for further missionary expansion. Thus, subsequent to the Indian Mutiny there was greater confidence in a strategy of missionary expansion, a confidence undoubtedly increased by the change in imperial governance which followed the Mutiny, and brought to an end the power of the East India Company, which had been antipathetic to missionary interventions.
In the same year Livingstone made his dramatic appeal for missionaries to aid Africa along the path of Christianity and commerce, meeting an enthusiastic reception in Scotland, if not immediate action to set up new missions. While the evidence from missionary literature indicates that interest in missionary work continued to increase in Scotland in the decade subsequent to this, it was not until after Livingstone’s death in 1873 that there was a further surge of public interest in the missionary cause. The launch in 1875 of the Livingstonea expedition, jointly supported by the three main Presbyterian churches, and its subsequent progress maintained a high level of public interest. Though the choice of Nyasaland as a site for Scottish missions was in fact fortuitous, as other sites, including Somalia had been under consideration by the Free Church at this time, it clearly chimed with the desire to pay homage to Livingstone as a great Scot, and to emulate his example. It was the development of the missions in Nyasaland that was to lead to a much closer alignment of missionary interests with those of empire, though this pattern was also apparent elsewhere.

As well as being covered in detail in missionary periodicals, the expedition to establish the Livingstonea mission received a great deal of attention in the press, with letters and reports appearing regularly in Scottish newspapers, indicating the progress being made on the journey to Lake Nyasa and incidents and encounters on the way. The growing concern for the position of the Scots missionaries and traders in Nyasaland in the late 1880s led to the formation of an organized lobby, urging the government to intervene to protect its sphere of influence in the light of attacks by Arab slave-traders and encroachments by the Portuguese, who as participants in ‘the scramble for Africa’ were laying claims to territories in the area surrounding Lake Nyasa. There was a vigorous campaign by missionaries in 1887 and 1888, and by ‘their powerful supporters in Britain’ for action against the Arabs and Portuguese in the north of Nyasaland. This included a series of public meetings in Aberdeen, Glasgow, Edinburgh and Dundee, and culminated in ‘a monster petition signed by over 11,000 ministers and elders of the Scottish churches’. Furthermore, this campaign involved joint action between members of the ‘Free and Auld Kirks’ in a way that had not happened since the Disruption. A number of the meetings were chaired by Balfour of Burleigh, a prominent member of the Church of Scotland, then in Lord Salisbury’s cabinet and he also led the delegation which presented the petition. The subsequent declaration of a Protectorate over part of Nyasaland in 1889 was followed by the establishment of British rule over the whole of Nyasaland in 1891.
As these examples illustrate, the disavowal of engagement with politics frequently reiterated in missionary literature was belied by active lobbying when the occasion demanded. It seems clear that the ‘official’ line of the churches was that religious life should be kept separate from the political sphere, and that it was not appropriate for churches to intervene in the politics of empire. The relationship between religion and politics was, however, sometimes an uncomfortably close one, and it was not always possible to maintain this separation. In the early days of foreign missions, expressions of radical and political views tended to come from amongst the evangelicals, in non-denominational societies, in dissenting churches and within the Church of Scotland itself, with this latter group seceding to form the Free Church of Scotland at the Disruption of 1843. Subsequent to the Disruption, however, the main Presbyterian churches made political interventions from time to time. In general, such interventions were in the interests of furthering missionary expansion or of protecting missions and missionaries from the encroachments of on the one hand, Arab slave-traders, and on the other, rival European imperialists. Thus there was a common cause for the churches to espouse, and one that was intrinsically allied to imperial expansion, which the churches too came to more explicitly embrace.

**A Scots contribution to empire**

That there was an increasing coincidence between religious and imperial interests is perhaps best illustrated by the way in which the Presbyterian foreign mission movement came to be represented as a Scots contribution to empire. Such claims were typically couched in terms of the civilizing impact of missions, and these claims were made predominantly in relation to Africa, though Duff’s role in advancing education in the English language in India was also praised. In constructing the claim of a Scots contribution to empire, it was not only prominent missionaries from the Presbyterian churches who personified this achievement but also Scots serving with other societies, most notably LMS missionaries, such as Robert Moffat and David Livingstone.

Missionaries such as Robert and Mary Moffat were described as having succeeded in making the country safe for Europeans, through their Christian influence on the ‘heathen Bechwanas’. Similarly, it was claimed that Dr Laws in his ‘missionary enterprise’ achieved the ‘civilizing of the Ngoni’, a people described as imposing, warlike and brave.
The missionaries at Blantyre, in the 16 years they had been there, had ‘changed the very soul of the place – the habits, the character, the life of the people’. Thus, ‘philanthropy and Christian Missions’ were seen as having the capacity to restore ‘the trend of the negro’ from its backward movement to a forward evolutionary path.

While the moral, religious and peaceful aspects of this contribution to empire were emphasized, it could also be tied to territorial expansion. This was stated most explicitly in the secular press, where references to Nyasaland as a ‘Scotch colony’ were found, together with tributes to the missionaries for achieving this. But missionary literature itself also generated such a view. This was less the case in the missionary periodicals, which, although presenting an idealized view of the missionary, focused on descriptions of missionary life in carrying out professional duties, whether as ministers, doctors, nurses or educators, and on indications of success such as the numbers being educated or converted. Biographies, however, energetically fashioned the image of the heroic missionary, with Livingstone, of course, providing the best example of the iconization of missionary as hero. One factor in this iconization, as MacKenzie has argued, was that Livingstone, as a Congregationalist, could be appropriated by all the main Presbyterian churches in Scotland, as well as churches elsewhere.

This creation of Livingstone as a heroic figure is well illustrated by William Garden Blaikie’s biography and his claims for the impact of Livingstone’s work. Many of the subsequent ‘extraordinary numbers of popular biographies’ were reworkings of Blaikie’s biography, the purpose of which was ‘to make the world better acquainted with the character of Livingstone’, since he himself was modest and concentrated on his discoveries and researches. ‘As a man, a Christian, a missionary, a philanthropist, and a scientist, Livingstone ranks with the greatest of our race’, and his life was telling both as ‘a plea for Christian missions and civilisation’ and as an illustration ‘of the true connection between religion and science’. Blaikie claimed for Livingstone a ‘posthumous influence’ that had entirely ‘changed the prospects of Africa’, through the steps taken to suppress the slave trade, commercial undertakings, exploration and the ‘marvellous expansion of missionary enterprise’.

Though Livingstone featured most prominently as representing the Scottish missionary contribution to empire, later missionaries were also acclaimed as ‘empire builders’. The development of Scottish missions in Central Africa fostered the most explicit claims for national achievement, sometimes situated in the context of Scotland’s history of colonial enterprise. It was thus seen to redeem the failure of Darien, with the
Livingstonia Mission being ‘the greatest national enterprise... since Scotland sent forth the very different Darien expedition’. Its national character was attested to by support from ‘all Christian Scotland’, with subscriptions coming in ‘from every class and quarter, from city merchant prince and Highland crofter’. Though missionaries themselves had no thought of empire building, they could be claimed as ‘moral’ empire builders, adding to the ‘grandeur of the British Empire’.

In her turn, Mary Slessor was presented as a hand-maiden of empire, facilitating the expansion of British jurisdiction and assisting in its administration. Her recognition by government in this role and the official approval afforded by government honours may have been crucial to her selection as material for idealization, despite her somewhat maverick character as a missionary. Her ‘heroic pioneer work’ was undertaken with ‘dauntless courage’ as she single-handedly set about ‘putting down the cruel and barbarous superstitions and customs that were everywhere rampant’. With her ‘infinite knowledge’ of the language, ‘and by her shrewdness and adaptability in understanding the native character’ she was able to dispense justice over a wide area, gaining recognition to do so from the British authorities. As a representative of the Native Court, ‘her work as a missionary was linked up with the systematic pacification of the country which the Government had entered after she began her labours’.

Such assertions of the missionary contribution to empire became commonplace, continuing to be made into the twentieth century, and it was the iconization of Livingstone as the typical Scot that above all symbolized this representation of the missionary enterprise as a Scottish contribution to empire. Over time the emphasis on Livingstone’s Scottishness became more pronounced. The centenary of his birth in 1913 provided ample opportunity for public celebration of the Scottishness of his ‘ancestry’ and ‘blood’, the ‘staunchness of his convictions’ and the ‘probity of his character’, while the 1920s witnessed the establishment of the Livingstone memorial at Blantyre. Thus the imagery and construction of the missionary as ‘empire builder’ served to simultaneously reinforce nationalist sentiment and imperialist fervour. The churches and missionary supporters at home had both facilitated and actively participated in this process.

**Conclusion**

This chapter has outlined the growth of support for foreign missions in nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Scotland, which came to be
channelled mainly through the three major Presbyterian denominations after the Disruption of 1843. This movement functioned through Scottish networks of locally based committees and associations, which raised funds and disseminated information about foreign missions. Over time a voluminous missionary literature was produced, with an extensive readership. Thus, though numbers of missionaries as such were not necessarily large, institutional mechanisms existed to amplify and broadcast the meaning of the missionary experience. Through mechanisms such as these, as Hall has argued of Birmingham, cities and towns across Scotland became ‘imbricated with the culture of empire’.99 The missionary enterprise of Presbyterian Scotland, as Thorne has argued of the English Congregationalists, ‘provided the empire with one of its more enduring ideological legitimations’, through focusing the attention of church-goers on the empire ‘on a regular and passionate basis’.100

My argument is that the dominant discourses articulated within missionary literature inevitably fed the creation of a racialized world view and fostered enthusiasm for imperialism. This does not necessarily mean that it was what missionaries intended. There was a degree of disjuncture, perhaps significant, between what missionaries may have privately thought and what they publicly expressed,101 and a disjuncture between how missionaries perceived their work and their relations with the peoples with whom they worked and how readers at home understood this. Yet missionaries themselves contributed to the recycling of stereotypes and persistent tropes of missionary discourse, such as the superiority of Christianity, the savagery and superstition of others, the ‘equal’ treatment of Christian women compared to their degradation within other religious and cultural systems and the role they were playing in the ‘civilizing mission’. Against the weight of this weary repetition, the more intermittent strains of humanitarianism struggled to be heard.

The typical stereotypes and tropes of missionary literature, in their representation of the ‘others’ at whom Christianization was aimed, were not unique to Scotland. Indeed, as chapters in this volume show, they functioned as a ‘stock of metaphors and generalizations’ shared by English-speaking communities on both sides of the Atlantic,102 and were circulated not just by Protestant missionaries in an imperial context, but could be used in relation to the ‘heathen’ at home, to Catholics in Ireland and by Irish Catholic missionaries in relation to their missions abroad in the twentieth century.103 However, their formulation by Scots for a Scottish audience meant that they furnished simultaneously representations of ‘others’ of empire and of Scots, in the same way that
missionary societies and churches elsewhere articulated their local or national identities in counterpoint to the peoples of empire. Of particular significance within the Scottish context was the role played by the institutional autonomy of the church, following the Union of 1707, in carrying constructions of Scottish national identity, and in providing the basis for a distinctly Scottish foreign mission movement. The Disruption of 1843 appears, paradoxically, to have strengthened both the movement and its Scottish identity, since the split energized the missionary movement as well as evangelicalism and church extension at home, while at the same time motivated the different Presbyterian denominations to stress their character as Scottish churches. Despite the rivalry between the main Presbyterian denominations, evident in disputes at home, the foreign mission movement created the opportunity for the churches to find common cause in fulfilling Livingstone’s legacy in Africa. It was the experience in Africa in particular that was to give rise to the claim of missions as a Scots contribution to empire, though the work of Indian missions was also incorporated in this claim. This projection of the foreign mission movement as a Scottish contribution to empire in itself helped to foster the growth of imperialist sentiment. Missionary literature, in its various forms, as a vehicle for representations of empire and the role of Scots within it, though inherently religious in its intentions and embedded in institutional religious life, was thus instrumental in building popular support for imperial power in its secular form.
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Part II

Colonies and Mission Fields

Greater Britain: Whiteness and its Limits
Introduction

J. G. Pocock’s famous plea for a four-nation approach to the history of the British and Hibernian Isles has been followed more eagerly by historians of Britain and Ireland than by those concerned with imperial history. Indeed, Empire was supposed to be about the suppression of such separate ethnicities. The very word ‘British’ applied to Empire was intended to convey the allegedly joint overseas project in which the distinct ethnic communities of these isles would be dissolved in global endeavour. The Union, particularly that with Scotland, but to a certain extent that with Ireland as well, was forged as much abroad as at home. The formation and deployment of Scottish and Irish regiments; the activities of politicians seeking bipartisan causes; emigrants abandoning the distress of home countries and pursuing new opportunities; as well as churches aiming for the expansion of Christendom could use empire as a realm of conciliation. That at least was the theory. On the other hand, Seeley’s The Expansion of England seemed to suggest that these ambitions would take place on England’s terms and would ultimately represent the creation of a world-wide English polity. This was a conscious attempt at proposing English exceptionalism, an exceptional history which could first embrace the cultural overwhelming of these islands as a prelude to the global expansion which was theoretically the
central defining purpose of English history. But such a programme was a chimera. Empire served to re-emphasize rather than obscure the diverse nationalities of these islands. It is surely not right to suggest that it was only with the end of Empire that the nationalities could re-emerge: they had never been suppressed; they had never been in abeyance.

This chapter is designed to demonstrate how much this was true in relation to missionary activity. The Scottish missions emphasized their Scottishness and created remarkable connections between periphery and centre. Scots missionaries had a distinctive approach to imperial opportunity. They created a particular environment for the pursuit of relationships with Africans, but were also closely bound up with warfare and violence, white settler projects and the environment, education and publishing and much else at the so-called periphery. This is also a highly gendered story and one that passes through a considerable dynamic in the course of the nineteenth century.

Scots missionaries and the Cape frontier

The histories of the Cape frontier, of Scots military figures and of missionaries are inseparably intertwined. Yet, in a significant corpus of historical writing on the frontier, these have rarely been satisfactorily combined. Moreover, until recent times the Scots missionaries have seldom been examined as a separate ethnic group with different objectives and methods, although their activities upon the frontier were important in both white and, more particularly, black history. The missionaries constituted a separate pressure group with connections to the imperial metropole and to Scottish society and its various churches. They were frontier ‘pioneers’ who arrived when that frontier was still ‘open’ – that is, an incipient zone of contact between white and black, not yet fully under colonial rule. They often attempted to establish their mission stations during the period when the frontier was ‘closing’, that is the time of turbulence and violence when imperial power was being imposed, sometimes aggressively, at times reluctantly. They usually withdrew when war broke out, but they also weathered the vagaries of imperial policy: successively efforts to set up buffer zones and treaty systems, the prosecution of forward policies and periods of apparent retreat and finally the pushing of the colonial border through the frontier zone. Once this had happened, the frontier had been ‘closed’. Blacks were forced to adjust to the new conditions. And the missionaries began to make more headway both with their spiritual and their educational objectives. But as Lamar and Thompson have
pointed out, the white takeover of the American frontier was a great deal more complete than the southern African one. Despite continual and endemic violence, African societies were more resistant and, in some senses, more ready to adjust and assimilate (in the sense of a two-way assimilation) than the indigenous peoples of North America. Perhaps missionaries helped in this.

The Eastern Cape frontier was distinctive in a number of ways. African peoples were relatively densely settled, but the southern Nguni had no central political authority as the northern Nguni did. The western and southern part of this region was more or less suitable for white settlement. Such settlement, begun by Afrikaners in the last days of the Dutch company and British pioneers in the early days of British imperial rule, was overlaid by the arrival of the 1820 settlers in that and subsequent years. Scottish missionaries, in various societies, positioned themselves on this frontier and became embroiled within the processes of frontier closure. They acquired relatively large tracts of land; they established complex relationships, not always benign, with African peoples; with the colonial authorities; and also, often hostile, with settlers. The environment of the region constituted a significant underpinning of all of this activity. It seemed to offer attractive, extensively timbered and seemingly well-watered lands, beyond the relatively arid Karoo, suitable for some cultivation as well as the running of sheep and cattle. Yet its fertility was often exaggerated; it lurched from severe drought to excessive rainfall; and it sometimes experienced extremes of heat and cold. Violence was inevitably related to these environmental shifts. But its hills and river valleys also rendered it an appealing, even romantic, landscape for whites, offering some analogy with Scotland itself.

If the Eastern Cape frontier had many unique characteristics as a missionary field, we should also consider the distinctiveness of the traditions of the Scottish missionaries who settled there. It is certainly the case that the work of many Scots missionaries should be analysed in terms of interactive relations with Scotland, both from the point of view of whites and blacks. This constitutes a sort of ‘third way’ between the predominantly white focus of older mission history and the necessary corrective of the black perspectives of a more recent historiography. The intention here is to consider the effects upon the metropole as well as upon African peoples, for there can be no doubt that Scottish society itself was modified by the existence of the missions. As Esther Breitenbach argues in Chapter 5, in this volume, the culture of empire was spread throughout Scotland by its missionary discourses in complex
and dynamic ways from the late eighteenth century. She also notes that Scotland’s missionary enterprise was used ‘to fashion the nationalistic claim of a specifically Scottish contribution to empire’. Lesley Orr Macdonald has written of the considerable and mutually supportive role of women in Scottish missions in India, China and Africa, as well as in the support systems in Scotland. This culminated with the role of female heroes of the late nineteenth century in spreading the ideology of imperialism. Moreover, missionaries undoubtedly worked within the ideologies of an international movement, as Ruth Compton Brouwer has argued in respect of Canadian missions.

A wave of local Scottish missionary societies, often focusing on Africa, emerged at the turn of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. It was not long before various Scots societies developed associated women’s organizations in Scotland, helping to emphasize the ties to ‘home’. Sometimes, these were framed along the lines of ‘women’s work for women’, but often they raised funds for more general objectives, including the financing of ‘native teachers’. Such organizations were a setting for both middle- and working-class female activism, in which ‘home missions’ and ‘foreign missions’ were undoubtedly connected. By the end of the nineteenth century women were beginning to play an increasing role in the governing structures of the Scottish churches. Their activities in the missionary field undoubtedly contributed to this. Another very different social group pulled into the missionary endeavour were some of the industrialists of the Central Belt. As major contributors to missionary projects from the 1840s, they seem to have seen little conflict between their holding down of workers’ pay and conditions in Scotland while supposedly contributing to the ‘raising’ of the spiritual and economic situation of Africans.

At the Cape, the Scots missionaries had a highly ambivalent relationship with both imperial and African authorities, and their fortunes ebbed and flowed with the vagaries of colonial policies. The Scottish missionaries developed their spiritual campaigns in the midst of violence, initially on or beyond the effective frontier. And if their activities were conditioned by the nature of that frontier, there can also be little doubt that there was much that was distinctive about their Scottish experience and character. Even if some may doubt whether their methods were much different from those of other ‘nonconformist’ missions, they themselves stressed the unique nature of their contribution. They often wrote of historic Scottish frontiers and the cattle raiding that had taken place across them. Their own propaganda insisted that they understood the problems and were hardy and determined enough to
overcome them. They became, in effect, landowners with ‘tenants’ (sometimes literally so, though by the early twentieth century they were repudiating this role) who were drawn into a whole range of economic, environmental, spiritual and westernizing relationships. The Scottish estate, of which some of them had had experience in Scotland, was a model in socio-economic as well as environmental terms. After the initial open frontier phase, ministers and teachers became increasingly well-educated and were full of ambitions not just for conversions, but also for the ‘modernisation’ process. As we have seen, education was at the centre of their mission. They were not unique in this, but they were particularly seized by the need for ‘industrial’ training. Although they were seldom popular with settlers, they saw themselves as having an obligation both to African and to colonial society to produce black artisans and an educated black proto-bourgeoisie while supposedly avoiding unnecessary competition with whites. In other words, they had a distinctively southern African approach to the labour market. Their educational policies were also designed to be self-sustaining, by producing ‘native agents’ – African teachers to spread the educational word, agricultural demonstrators to create a market-orientated farming mentality and catechists for further conversion – the triple prerequisite of the religious objectives.

The arrival of Scots missionaries

Although the Scottish churches were relatively slow to join the missionary enterprise, with the Established Church initially resistant, Scots and those influenced by Scottish education were active from the early stage of frontier evangelicalism. Both the London Missionary Society (LMS), founded in 1795, and the Glasgow Missionary Society (GMS), established in 1796, were non-denominational and represented the new evangelical thrust which coincided precisely with the first British conquest of the Cape. The LMS attracted many Scots who had left the Established Church and joined the Congregational movement. The Rev. John Love, minister of a Scots Presbyterian Church in London, was one of the first secretaries of the Society, and presided over the emergence of southern Africa as a major sphere for its operations. In 1799 he helped to select Dr Johannes T. van der Kemp (1747–1811) as a missionary for the Cape. The Dutch Van der Kemp had studied medicine in Edinburgh in the 1780s. He set up the first mission beyond the frontier, but he was forced to withdraw almost immediately on the orders of the Governor Sir George Yonge who was fearful of Jacobinism on the
frontier. Instead, Van der Kemp founded missions to the Khoi within the colony, which also became highly controversial. The Scottish connection was maintained when the LMS decided to send a director to survey the situation and make recommendations for future operations. The man chosen was John Campbell (1766–1840), the son of an Edinburgh greengrocer. He had entered the ministry and soon revealed his evangelical credentials by founding the Religious Tract Society of Scotland in 1793. He produced religious books for youth and founded a Sunday School to which he hoped to bring young blacks from South Africa. He sailed for the Cape in 1812, after the death of van der Kemp and, encouraged by the Governor Sir John Cradock, he spent almost two years as an explorer and natural historian in the interior. Partly as a result of his proposals, Robert Moffat from East Lothian arrived at the Cape in 1817, within three years moving to Tswana country and founding the Kuruman mission. The LMS mission on the frontier was briefly re-established between 1816 and 1818 by Joseph Williams, when a Xhosa prophet figure called Ntsikana, one of Ngqika’s counsellors, decided to make a partial conversion. The other influential convert was Nxele, who was a prophet attached to the chief Ndlambe. Williams also built a furrow for irrigation purposes and this became a sine quanon of all missions, evidence of their advanced approach to agriculture. Campbell was back at the Cape between 1818 and 1821 arriving with the celebrated LMS superintendent John Philip, a Congregationalist minister who had a keen sense of social injustice. Campbell published his journals in 1815 and, in two volumes, in 1822. These books kept the Cape in missionary sights, particularly in Scotland.

Meanwhile, Love, back in Scotland after 1800, had become chairman and then secretary of the GMS. The GMS, initially similar to other societies founded throughout Scotland, was an ‘auxiliary’ movement, raising funds, holding meetings, issuing propaganda, in effect, and often sending money and recruits on to the LMS. But the GMS developed greater ambitions: it did become directly involved in missionary endeavour and in the recruitment of missionaries. After considering Sierra Leone and India, Love, with his LMS experience, may well have been influential in persuading it to turn its attention to southern Africa. As a result, the GMS became a celebrated force on the missionary frontier until its energies ran out with the continuing secessionist tendencies of Presbyterianism in the 1830s and 1840s.

The Tory Governor Lord Charles Somerset had a highly ambivalent attitude to Scots. On the one hand, he was to become locked in a fierce battle with a group he called the ‘Scotch Independents’ at the Cape.
These included John Philip, the poet and settler Thomas Pringle, the printers and publishers George Greig and John Fairbairn, among others. He regarded them as dangerous dissidents and their educational establishment as a seminary of sedition. Yet Somerset was also inclined to attempt to use missionaries to pacify the frontier, even Scots if necessary. The Rev. John Brownlee, a gardener from Lanarkshire, was encouraged to take up this highly dubious role of ‘government missionary’ in 1820. But in 1830, missionaries themselves recognized that such an official role often conflicted with their spiritual purposes. In the course of the 1820s, a number of Scottish missionaries arrived, setting up missions in the disputed frontier areas. The Scottish character of these missions is symbolized in a number of ways: first, through their physical appearance; second, through the immediate attention to education; third, through their social organization; and fourth, of course, through the specific theology dispensed there. We should also remember that Scotland was itself a trilingual country – with ministers working in English, Scots, and Gaelic, and several seemed to have little difficulty in turning themselves into Xhosa linguists.

When the Rev. William Ritchie Thomson arrived at Gwali or Tyumie he was struck by the allegedly Caledonian beauty of the place. He insisted that the mission should be laid out afresh with cottages erected parallel to the street with gardens stretching out behind (the Scottish parallel is clear). No wonder Thomson thought that, black faces apart, going to church was like dropping into ‘a little Scotch village’. Ross had arrived with a small printing press (he had worked in a printing office in Glasgow and regarded himself as a professional) and founded the considerable tradition of printing and publishing which became a mark of the missions of the area. The first Xhosa words, using a primitive orthography (later superseded) invented by the Rev. John Bennie, were printed on this press in 1823. A larger press arrived in 1831 and was succeeded by others as printing technology improved. Indeed, wherever Scots went in the world, printing was an important part of their mission, both religious and secular.

The GMS now harboured, as it turned out, unrealistic ambitions for a string of stations into the interior of Africa. It was perhaps this vision which partly motivated David Livingstone’s journeys into the interior. Nevertheless, starting in 1824 a number of missions appeared with names like Lovedale, after the recently deceased John Love, Balfour, Burnshill, Pirie and Glenthorn. Each of these missions was endowed with several outstations and schools, staffed by Africans, around which the Scots missionary was expected to make frequent itinerations. The
triumph was always to build a stone church at each, invariably in an architectural style reminiscent of Scotland, often with contributions from Africans themselves. It is significant that when John Philip visited the Khoi missions in 1821, he urged the inhabitants to enhance their reputation by building in stone.\(^{25}\) Stone- and brick-built architecture would indeed be a defining characteristic of the Scottish missions, physically symbolic of the shift from the open to the closed frontier. Later, from the 1850s, as the frontier closed, missions with names like Macfarlan, Henderson, Cunningham, Paterson, Duff, Main and Buchanan, later again Donhill and Stuartville, were founded further beyond the frontier, many of them attracting missionaries from Scotland, but largely staffed by Africans. This activity climaxed with the founding of the Gordon Memorial Mission in Zululand. Most of these places retain their names to this day. These naming and architectural policies seem to have been a conscious means of inscribing Scotland upon the landscape just as Scottish mores and social forms would be inscribed upon society. But at first such ambitions were heavily circumscribed by war.

For at this stage the Scots were incapable of avoiding the violence of the contact zone. And Scots were far from being sympathetic to either the colonial authorities or the white settlers. The wife of the missionary John Ross, Helen, wrote a series of letters to her sister in Scotland which has survived. She tells of the unwelcome visits of a white commando and colonial troops in 1829. The Xhosa Chief, Maqoma and his people were cleared from land which later became the Kat River Settlement of the Khoi, ensuring that the Khoi were themselves targets in subsequent wars. Her husband remonstrated with officers, some of them fellow Scots, for making war on the Sabbath.\(^{26}\) Indeed, Ross established close and fruitful relations with the Chief Maqoma, elder son of Ngqika.\(^{27}\) In a letter to her parents in 1830, Helen wrote about the Maqoma case, revealing the extent of the political involvement of the missionaries. Dr Philip, Mr Brownlee, Mr James Read and Mr Fairbairn, and two French missionaries had visited Lovedale to discuss Maqoma’s grievances. The Chief came to dine with them and next day the party visited his place. Helen Ross describes the admiration the missionaries felt for him and the extent to which they were exercised by the grave injustice that had been done. On another occasion, her husband went over to Grahamstown to put Maqoma’s case to the Governor, an action which aroused the great enmity of the settlers (although she went on to say, somewhat enigmatically, that it would have been much worse had he not been a Scottish minister).\(^{28}\)
Ross showed his allegiance by opening the Pirie mission, deeper into Xhosa country, and remained there until his death in 1878. And he continued to go to Grahamstown to argue against the warlike sentiments of the settlers.

Nevertheless, the missions were repeatedly swept up in war, their staffs forced to flee leaving their charges and the buildings to their fate. While the frontier remained ‘open’, their position was highly ambiguous: they were caught between the Scylla of identification with Colonial settlers and authorities and the Charybdis of supposed alliance with the Xhosa, placing them constantly at risk. Missions were destroyed in the wars of 1835, 1846 and 1850–1851. Some survived because of the support of local Xhosa leaders. Still, nothing could obscure the fact that the missions had so far largely failed in their objectives. The energetic founding of stations was not matched by rapid conversions and the missions suffered frequent financial problems. The Free Church nearly withdrew in 1848, when a deficit of £2,400 was discovered, but the problem was solved by funds from wealthy adherents in Scotland. By now many missionaries were beginning to recognize that the best chance of success lay with the closure of the frontier and the establishment of colonial authority. This is well represented in the manner in which many congregations failed to join African resistance during the 1877–1879 frontier war. By then, the so-called ‘native agency’ had become a very significant part of the activity of the Scottish missions.

Moreover, it has even been claimed that the Transkei land system was ultimately based upon the iniquities of the insecurities of the Scots tenantry. The objective of this system was to break communal land tenures and create an individualized peasantry. The Rev. Henry Calderwood, a Scottish missionary who had resigned from the LMS in 1846 after a bitter dispute, became native commissioner in the district of Victoria East. He saw parallels between the ‘injustice and hardship’ of a bad land system in northern Scotland and the situation of Africans. He also found biblical justification in Joshua’s settlement of the tribes in Palestine. Calderwood, supported by Richard Ross and Governor Sir Harry Smith, envisaged a small-scale peasantry in which each African male would have eight to ten acres of arable land, grazing rights on commonage, in return for an annual rent and security of tenure. The Mfengus had been settled with individual tenure and were the precedent. The idea was later transferred from Victoria East in the Ciskei to the Transkei and was widely favoured by Cecil Rhodes in the 1890s.
Education

Calderwood’s land proposals indicate the extent to which the Scots were intent upon a complete social and cultural revolution. And the prime aid to such a revolution was Western education, the principal route to achieving their spiritual purpose, their civilizing and christianizing mission. In this they were attempting to create parallel institutions to their compatriots in India, if they subsequently diverged in notable ways. Significantly, the celebrated Dr Alexander Duff of the Scottish Mission in Calcutta (Kolkata) claimed in an address to the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland in 1837 that his work in India

simply consists in transporting to the plains of Hindustan that very system of teaching and preaching which in the hands of our own Knoxes and Melvilles once rendered Scotland an intellectual, moral and religious garden among the nations of the earth.31

This notion of Scotland as having a significant educational and religious history was to be much repeated in South Africa. Duff, who represented a tradition of ‘rational Calvinism’, rooted in the ideas of the Enlightenment, went on extensive tours of Scotland when at home on furlough, determining that Scots and their parishes should have ‘ownership’ of missions. In this he followed John Inglis, the minister of Greyfriars in Edinburgh and leader of the Moderate faction, who in 1826 had addressed a public letter to the people of Scotland, to be read in every parish of the Established Church, seeking financial support for missions (the tradition of the parish letter to raise funds went back to the seventeenth century). The furlough lecture tour became a Scottish tradition, much reported in the national and local press. Duff, and his compatriot John Wilson of Bombay, founded colleges that would later become the nuclei of the Universities in those cities. Both joined the Free Church after the Disruption in 1843 leading to the establishment of further Established Church missions in those cities. The schismatic tendency of the Scots church energized missions in South Africa as well as in India.

Indeed, after the sixth frontier war, the Lovedale mission became the setting for the development from 1841 of the most important educational establishment in the region, if not – in terms of black education – South Africa as a whole. At the Lovedale Seminary, later Institution, the missionaries sought to transform Africans into workers, at various levels, who would contribute their labour and skills to the settler economy.32 But
the original conception of Lovedale was infused with the early nineteenth-century race mentality of the frontier. It was designed to be a multiracial establishment in which the children of missionaries and other settlers would be educated together with Africans. They would share all the activities of the school, although, perhaps symbolically, they would sit at separate tables in the dining room and sleep in separate dormitories. Racial co-education had its limits. Although schools were founded at other missions, Lovedale was special in a number of respects. It grew to an extraordinary extent. Its buildings, funded locally and from Scotland, were of a high standard. Its teaching staff was well-educated. It set about the teaching of girls, and it began to attract black pupils from throughout southern Africa. It valued technical education from the beginning, but this was particularly stressed during the principalship of James Stewart after 1870. It also represented the origins of tertiary education for Africans, developing a teacher training school, and the future and nearby Fort Hare University College was planned within its walls.

Lovedale developed as a complete environment. Like eighteenth-century Scottish estate owners, the missionaries planted trees, ‘stately oaks and pines’. There were gardens and a farm. All pupils were expected to work on outdoor projects for 13 hours a week, on a campus that was three miles across. Pupils were taught that idleness and Christianity were incompatible, that intellectual development had to run parallel with technical, horticultural and agricultural activities. Photographs, mainly dating from the late nineteenth century, offer much evidence of this philosophy. The gates to Lovedale open to an arboretum of exotica. Pupils are marshalled for outdoor work parties. They sit at benches in workshops as at pews in church. Printing and bookbinding were significant from an early stage in the history of the mission and this opened out into major publishing and journalistic ventures. This helped to reflect the commercial and marketing objectives of the missionaries. The surplus produce of farm and garden were available for sale, as were the products of the workshops and the printing establishment. Departments involved with brickmaking and building accepted construction contracts from local settlers and towns. This attracted the approval of colonial government and grants for dedicated workshops were provided in the 1850s. By then, the economic ambitions of mission and colony coincided. Stewart, unlike his predecessor, the Rev. William Govan, believed in an elementary education more suited to large numbers. This was allied to manual work and industrial training. Although the activities of Lovedale were interrupted by the seventh frontier war in 1845, its position compromised by occupation by the military, its activities were renewed in 1850.
John MacKenzie

Stewart, apart from periods in Central Africa and travels overseas, dominated Lovedale until his death in 1905. By then, Lovedale had become a key institution of the closed frontier.

Stewart became one of the most celebrated missionary and educational figures of the period. Partly brought up in Edinburgh and partly on a farm in Perthshire, he had developed his oft-repeated agricultural philosophy of ploughing as an act of Christian service, working within the environment with a gun in one hand and a Bible in the other. He also developed a passion for botany and other natural sciences. After undergoing what he saw as a visionary experience on his father’s farm, he embarked on a lengthy education in Edinburgh – eight years in arts and divinity, followed by medical studies (interrupted by a visit to Central Africa to see Livingstone). Stewart’s great social coup was to marry Mina, a daughter of the wealthy Glasgow shipbuilder Alexander Stephen. This gave him status as well as access to an opulent class of industrialists who supported and contributed to his many financial appeals. He raised considerable sums for buildings at Lovedale: for the founding of the Mfengu mission at Blythswood, for the Livingstonia Mission in northern Malawi and for the Gordon Memorial Mission on the fringes of Zululand. His wife became the rather grand chatelaine of Lovedale, the hostess of many visiting celebrities, from the Colony and elsewhere, including members of her own family. The Stewarts lived in a house which cost £800 (contributed by Mrs Stewart’s friends). Style had arrived on the frontier, an appropriate setting for the entertaining of notable imperial visitors such as the High Commissioner Alfred Milner in the late 1890s.

Women and missions

Although Stewart desired to keep women as well as blacks within a hierarchical missionary establishment, the missions became dependent on the work of women. On the white side, women – initially as missionaries’ wives, but also as unpaid workers – were very important in the organization and running of missions. The earliest LMS missionaries famously formed unions with Khoi women, and Robert Moffat intriguingly wrote to his Scottish fiancée that if she did not get out to southern Africa quickly, he would be forced to do the same. She went and Scots were now consistently arriving with their white, usually Scottish, wives. They too were ‘pioneers’ of the open frontier, embroiled in its turbulence and insecurities. The numbers on the frontier were considerable and their role as lynchpins of mission organization remarkable. They were
key in maintaining contacts with Scotland through active correspondence. They often maintained Scots cultural traditions. They published accounts of their activities in missionary and church publications.\textsuperscript{40} They were remembered at home and even had obituaries in the local Scottish press. They acted as hostesses to visiting dignities. They suffered great dangers and hardships, from war, disease and childbirth, when they were often tended by black midwives. Some of the marriages to missionaries have the appearance of being arranged, particularly after the death of a first wife. And like the men, they experienced geographical, meteorological and ethnic dislocation, which helped to compound their isolation, melancholia and depression.\textsuperscript{41} But they busied themselves with maintaining westernization through their bodies, securing clothes from home, not just for themselves, but also for servants and converts.\textsuperscript{42}

From the middle of the century, as the frontier came increasingly under colonial control, wives became even more influential. Moreover, single women were beginning to arrive as missionaries and teachers in their own right, underpaid, but still a vanguard for female professionalism, often more advanced in the missionary context than in home society, and consequently rebounding upon it. Nevertheless, marriage was still seen as the natural state of women, and independent female missionary workers who married were usually deemed to have resigned. The missions had a similarly paradoxical effect upon the gendered relationships of those Africans who were within the missions’ orbit. The roles of women and men swiftly changed under mission influence. Men became agriculturalists and eventually migrant labourers – missionary education equipping them for such a role – while women were subjected to efforts to transform them into ‘keepers of home and hearth’ like their white counterparts, although some African women, as we shall see, emerged as teachers and nurses in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. If the influence of African women in traditional society declined at first, it may have increased as male migrant workers left home and some women secured jobs. In any case, John Philip and many of the other missionaries advocated education for girls and promoted it strongly at the missions.

Thus the creation of a girls’ department at Lovedale in the 1860s was already based on a tradition of female education.\textsuperscript{43} It was also rooted in a long tradition of involvement of Scottish women in missionary activity. As early as 1800, the Northern Missionary Society of Inverness formed a Women’s Society, raising funds and organizing meetings and sermons. But by the time of the foundation of the Glasgow Ladies’
Association for promoting female education in Kaffraria in 1839, there was a considerable tradition of such activity. In 1825, the Dunfermline Ladies’ Society offered to fund an African teacher, called Robert Balfour, at the Chumie Mission. Two other black teachers seem to have been called Charles Henry and John Burns, a naming policy seemingly representing conversion in every sense. In 1832, the minute books of the Presbytery of Kaffraria, indicate that another black teacher, Thomas Brown, was to be ‘specially under the patronage of the ladies of Cumnock Union’. But by this time, women teachers, pioneers of white female professionalism, were already arriving from Britain. The Ladies’ Kaffrarian Society sent out Miss McLaren in 1839 to establish a girls’ school at Igqibigha. She was followed in the 1840s by the Misses Ogilvie, Thomson, Isabella Smith, Harding, Ross, McDiarmid and Weir. A girls’ school was established at Mgwali in 1861, under the auspices of the still active Ladies Kaffrarian Society in Scotland, and Miss Blair later headed the Ross Industrial School for girls at Pirie. By 1868, the buildings for the Lovedale girls’ school had been completed and a fresh infusion of women teachers had arrived, including the celebrated Jane Waterston, the Misses Macdonald and Marianne MacRitchie, followed in 1881 by Mrs and Miss Muirhead. Photographs of the girl pupils reveal the concentration on ‘domestic science’ and other female activities deemed appropriate within a Western concept of the ‘separation of gendered spheres’. Missionary wives and teachers, certainly in the early period, also set about creating projections of themselves. Yet by the end of the century Lovedale had contributed to the development of black female professionalism. By 1886, Lovedale had produced, for example, 158 black female teachers. Indeed, several Lovedale students, including Sana Mzimba and Martha Kwatsha, went to schools in Scotland. While in Britain, Kwatsha became a Sunday School teacher, reversing the missionary role, and later married the Rev. M. J. Mzimba. The medical mission founded in 1898 set about the training of black nurses. Two African nurses (Mina Colani – presumably named after Mrs. Stewart – and Cecilia Makiwane, former pupils in the girls’ school) began their training in 1903, joining hospital assistants already under training. But this led to segregation. Up until then, Victoria Hospital had admitted white and black patients, but the matron decreed that African nurses could not possibly train with European patients, and in 1904 the European ward was closed. This was a further indication of the manner in which early multiracialism was almost at an end. European numbers of pupils declined as more white schools opened, and white participation effectively ended when the Scots Superintendent of Education of
the Cape, Sir Thomas Muir, decreed that white teachers could not be trained there.48

**African ministers and evangelists**

Scots had already contributed a good deal to social change through the training of African ministers. The first of these was the celebrated Rev. Tiyo Soga (1829–1871). He was born in a Xhosa community, the son of a senior councillor of Ngqika, at the time of Maqoma’s dispossession and was educated at a United Presbyterian mission school before moving on to Lovedale in 1844. Clearly talented the missionaries sent him to Glasgow at the time of the seventh frontier war in 1846. He travelled to Scotland with sons of white missionaries and a Scottish businessman provided funds for his fare and his studies. He returned to the Cape as a catechist, but in 1851 he was back in Scotland to train for the ministry. He was attached to a United Presbyterian Church in Glasgow, the congregation paying for his studies, including the acquisition of some medical knowledge.49 (Subsequently, the church’s Juvenile Missionary Society paid his £25 p.a. salary on the frontier.) In Glasgow, he met and married Janet Burnside and was involved in missionary work in the poor East End of the City. Tiyo’s ordination was a dramatic affair, before a packed congregation with all the leading ministers of the UP church present. The Moderator Dr William Anderson delivered an impassioned prayer in which he indulged in ‘a tirade against the colonial policy of England’, directing his wrath against the Prime Minister, the Government and the Colonial Secretary whose ‘blundering acts were confessed as if by his own lips’. On the other hand, he presented supplications for ‘the noble Kafir chieftain, Sandilli’ (Sandile).50 Soon after their wedding in 1857 the Sogas returned to the frontier and founded the Mgwali mission. There they were joined by the Rev. John Chalmers, who had been born on the frontier, but inevitably sent to Scotland for his education. Tiyo’s life was prematurely cut short by TB, but only after he had founded new missions and had provided himself with a literary reputation by translating *Pilgrim’s Progress* and the four New Testament gospels into Xhosa.

Tiyo and Janet had four sons and three daughters,51 all but two of whom studied in Scotland. Two became missionaries, one also a doctor, one a government official and another a veterinary surgeon. Three of them married Scots women. Tiyo Soga always insisted to his sons that they should think of themselves as ‘Kaffirs’ and they certainly maintained an interest in the history and culture of their black forebears. But
they could not escape the fact that their inheritance was multiply hybrid – their genes, their education, their religion, and their work placed them on the margins of two societies, interpreting modernization to their fellow Africans. And the white part of their hybridity was unquestionably Scottish rather than British. It was said, for example, that Soga’s dedication to the underdog was partly based upon his love of the Burns song, ‘A Man’s a Man for a’ That’. But Tiyo Soga has also been seen as representing an early form of negritude. As the first westernized South African who received a University education, he has been credited with helping to develop both black consciousness and early concepts of African nationalism. He was certainly seen as a precursor by Africans, ministers, professionals and politicians who followed him. More Africans were ordained soon after this death: the Revs. Elijah Makiwane and M. J. Mzimba in 1875, followed by the Revs. Candlish Koti, J. Knox Bokwe and Ndongo Matshikwe. By this time, some of the ‘native agents’ were even used as missionaries further into the interior of Africa: in 1876, four products of Lovedale, William Koyi, Shadrach Mngunana, Isaac Williams Wauchope and Mapassa Ntintili, were sent from the Eastern Cape to Central Africa as teachers, evangelists and artisans to the Scottish mission field in what would become Malawi.

Conclusion: Scots missions and imperialism

By this time, the Scottish missions had become closely allied with imperial rule and soon with white authority, something that seems inconceivable back in the 1820s to 1850s. The South African Scottish missions, closely associated with their Indian counterparts, and later joined by those in West, Central and East Africa, became significant sources of imperial propaganda, through meetings, lectures, publications (not least the major genre of missionary biography) as the century progressed. The Rev. James Stewart entitled his first address to the General Assembly of the Free Church of Scotland ‘The King of the World, or Christian Imperialism’. By the end of the century missionaries had enhanced and confirmed the Scots’ sense of an imperial role and had consequently contributed to those aspects of a Scottish identity that were rooted in involvement in the British Empire. Stewart, a friend of General Gordon, Cecil Rhodes, Bartle Frere and Alfred Milner, exhibited a passionate adherence to British imperial expansion.

By the First World War it seemed as though the original convictions of the Scottish missionaries had been achieved, however dangerously and hesitantly at first: that Christianity was the essential concomitant
of civilization; that their message was so overwhelmingly liberating that it would blow down ‘barbarism’ like the walls of Jericho; that in the process they would free women from drudgery and oppression, men from warfare and violence, as well as create enlightened agriculture, introduce the elevating forces of the market, and use science and medicine to free Africans of ‘superstition’. The landscape would be domesticated through the use of Scottish names, the planting of trees and gardens. But southern Nguni culture would prove resistant enough to produce ‘nativist’ reactions, returns to the old ways particularly marked between the 1840s and 1860s. Even Tiyo Soga remained very much a man of his own culture. While they worked for what they saw as ‘God’s Kingdom’, they had been irretrievably sucked into the conflicts of human kingdoms. Their own missions became petty principalities in which they themselves exercised significant degrees of temporal power, interacting with local chieftaincies and with the colonial authorities. But greater certainty had its dangers: the missionaries became more arrogant and high-handed. Coming from a tradition of endemic schism, they should not have been surprised when they encountered African separatism. The Rev. Mpambani J. Mzimba (1850–1911), ordained in 1875, was denied the right to allocate money he had raised in Scotland on a visit in 1893 and seceded, taking many adherents with him. Stewart was deeply embittered when Mzimba symbolically built a church on a hill overlooking Lovedale.

The frontier missions also had a considerable impact upon Scotland. It was a commonly held view that ‘there is much in common between the eighteenth-century Highlander and the African’.56 Africa somehow demonstrated the speed with which Scotland itself had entered a modern industrial world. The education and attainments of the missionaries, as played out in so many life stories, seemed to illustrate the manner in which Scots from almost any social class could aspire to religious and educational, architectural and agricultural, engineering and industrial developments on a distant frontier. Those from quite straitened social circumstances could pay their way through university by working as tutors. It is not surprising that they brought their sense of self-help and their characteristic conviction in the multifarious benefits of education to the frontier. It was this conviction that they represented a distinctive ethnic identity and a different cultural and religious tradition that led them to believe that they were in the business of creating ‘black Scotsmen’.57 The phrase resonated down the century and was still being used by the Rev. E. Ntuli, Moderator of the Presbyterian Church of South Africa in 1941.58 By extension, female mission workers were in
the business of creating black Scotswomen. Moreover, as Macdonald has written, Scotswomen in the missions, and their supporters at home, were ‘engaged in a wide range of tasks and responsibilities which offered able and innovative individuals levels of independence, professional development and authority which they could never have aspired to back in Scotland’. It is at least possible that Scots women had a greater sense of personal agency and responsibility.

By the end of the century the former radicalism of the Scottish churches seemed to have drained away. A tradition of obedience to the civil authority was established and racially separatist tendencies emerged. Congregations became racially distinct and when the Presbyterian Church of South Africa was established in 1897 it did not include the black missions, which would be overseen by a Missions Council, thereby maintaining control of policy in white hands. The Bantu Presbyterian Church only emerged in 1924. Justifications about the avoidance of white dominance were bandied about, but the separation was all too convenient in the era of apartheid. When the Nationalist Government, following its Bantu Education Act of 1955, took over mission schools, including Lovedale, there was scarcely a whimper of protest. In the end, the Scots missions were locked in a paradox: they trained many future nationalists, but they themselves became segregationist and were careful to avoid confrontation with white governments. The Scots missions had moved from radical dissent to obedience to what they saw as the civil authority. This was not, of course, universally true and they strongly maintained their tradition of dissent elsewhere in Africa. The responses of Scots missions within the political arena were as complex and distinctive as in so many other areas of imperial endeavour.
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Further reading

When Roger Bede Vaughan, second archbishop of Sydney (1877–1883), died in August 1883 on his way to Rome, the ‘Benedictine phase’ of the Australian Catholic Church’s early development came to an abrupt but not unexpected end. The involvement of English Benedictine monks with the Australian mission had begun approximately fifty years earlier, with the appointment in 1832 of William Bernard Ullathorne as Vicar-General of New Holland. It was, however, the figure of John Bede Polding, Vicar Apostolic of New Holland and Van Diemen’s Land from 1834 and archbishop of Sydney from 1842 until his death in 1877 which dominated the formative years of the Australian Catholic Church. This period represents approximately one-quarter of the entire history of Australian Catholicism but it is a phase of development whose Benedictine characteristics are sometimes overlooked by historians intent on emphasizing the Irish nature of the colonial church. The years immediately after the death of Archbishop Vaughan marked such a triumph for what his successor Cardinal Patrick Moran called the ‘Irish spiritual empire’ in Australia that the earlier Benedictine contribution was almost totally overshadowed by the extraordinary progress achieved after 1884 by Moran and his fellow Irish-born bishops. Indeed, Vaughan’s own demise was so much coincident with the final death knell of English Benedictine rule in Sydney that any consideration of his achievements as metropolitan of New South Wales demands an assessment of the Benedictine legacy as a whole.

Evaluating Vaughan’s episcopal career and the Benedictine legacy in New South Wales up to 1883 is fraught with difficulty. Historians have long disagreed as to how the history of the Catholic Church in colonial
New South Wales should be interpreted and the historiographical battle that has raged for more than a century over the respective merits of English Benedictines and secular Irish clergy in the founding epoch of the Australian church shows no signs of abating. Cardinal Moran himself fired the first salvo in this battle with the publication in 1896 of his *History of the Catholic Church in Australasia*, an interpretation which was quickly challenged by the English Benedictine Henry Norbert Birt in his *Benedictine Pioneers in Australia* (1911).\(^3\) Nearly one hundred years later, the embers of this long-contested history of empire are still smouldering and, despite attempts by numerous scholars in the intervening years to tone down the partisan nature of the debate, books continue to appear intent on perpetuating old arguments with new evidence, new twists in the tale. Recent studies have therefore argued that Archbishop Vaughan’s achievements during his short reign in Sydney have been overstated and that he should be held responsible for ‘the lack of effective leadership that emanated from the Sydney archdiocese’ until the advent of Cardinal Moran.\(^4\) Vaughan is lambasted not only as a traitor to his own monastic order but also as someone who resorted to ‘underhand and deceitful’ methods to achieve his political goals.\(^5\) Not only is he held responsible for the isolation of Sydney’s Catholic community from the wider colonial society after the great education debate, but he is also presented as a petulant and duplicitous martinet in his dealings with the priests of his diocese.\(^6\) Such interpretations rest uneasily alongside the more measured assessment by historians such as Patrick O’Farrell, who considered Vaughan to be ‘a cleric of extraordinary abilities’, a bishop who governed ‘easily and well’ and was able to forge a strong sense of unity among the divided Catholics of New South Wales.\(^7\)

On what basis, then, is Archbishop Vaughan’s episcopate to be assessed? It is certainly true that in his years as coadjutor to Polding (1873–1877) he and the Irish suffragans fell into a deep conflict which was often highly divisive of the Catholic community in Sydney, and it cannot be denied that the education policy which he championed from 1879 led to a ‘sectarian convulsion’ which perpetuated the entrenched conflict between Catholics and protestants in New South Wales until well into the twentieth century. Such interpretations take a decidedly political view of relations within the Catholic Church in the colony, and imply that Vaughan’s struggle to impose his will over the Irish suffragans as their future metropolitan in some way did irreparable damage to the church. Likewise, the isolation of Catholics after the 1880 Public Instruction Act is interpreted as a tearing of the as yet unstable
fabric of a multi-confessional and secularizing society in colonial Australia. These interpretations no doubt have much merit in analysing the Catholic Church in its political and social relations both internally and within the wider society. They may be a barrier, however, when attempting to assess the effectiveness of an archbishop in his role as an ecclesiastical superior appointed by Rome to assert papal authority in one of the most distant corners of the British Empire.

Australia in the nineteenth century was, in fact, just one of the many colonial territories of several European colonial powers where the centralizing imperial authority of the Roman church came into conflict with different notions of imperial spiritual authority. The idea that two different ‘empires of religion’ might have been operating within particular colonies in the nineteenth century is a reminder that the manifestation of political or religious identity is seldom a simple matter determined by a single influence. An ‘identity’ is more often made up of a multiplicity of identity fragments and these different components interact with each other to produce a complex identity mix. In the case of the Catholic Church in early New South Wales, I would like to suggest that the complex and distinct identity of the Catholic Church can be analysed with reference to at least four, but perhaps even five, different empires of religion which were vying for primacy in the colony at that time. Further, we should consider the interactions among all these empires of religion when evaluating the success of the clerics appointed by Rome to impose papal authority over Catholics in British missionary territories.

The British Empire and religion

It is widely recognized that religion can play a central role in the formulation of national identity and a sense of political coherence. The founding precept of the modern English state was the idea that the English crown was sovereign or ‘imperial’ in nature. This vision was enunciated in Henry VIII’s legislative programme of the 1530s and created a theoretical English ‘empire’ free from all external political and religious interference. The boast that ‘this realm of England is an empire... governed by one supreme head and king’ laid the foundations of a protestant state religion which gave the later British Empire some of its most enduring religious features. An Oath of Supremacy was imposed as a test of loyalty and the English government thus entered a long period of Catholic persecution designed to establish the crown’s authority in matters of religion as well as politics. This long period from the middle
of the sixteenth century until the Catholic Emancipation Act in 1829 was marked by the imprisonment and execution of Catholics, particularly Catholic priests, and a raft of other punitive legislation. By the late seventeenth century the Church of England was firmly established as the state religion of the kingdom and this relationship between church and state was enshrined in various acts of parliament. From the time of the Elizabethan settlement in religion, therefore, the formal structures of the Catholic Church ceased to exist in England and were progressively replaced by an Anglican hierarchy. An attempt was also made to suppress the Catholic Church in Ireland, but this project was less successful, as has been demonstrated by Tadhg Ó hAnnracháin elsewhere in this volume. More important, perhaps, as the British Empire spread across the Atlantic and Indian Oceans, attempts were made to impose Anglican religious uniformity on the new colonies. But these attempts were hampered by a general lack of evangelical zeal within the established church during the seventeenth century. Consequently, by the end of the eighteenth century the ‘aggressive Anglicanism’ of some British colonists and settlers had failed to achieve an empire united by a single religion, and nowhere outside of the British Isles did the Church of England enjoy the status of an established church.

Indeed, the Church of England outside the British Isles lacked any formalized structure until relatively late in the eighteenth century. The bishop of London had been given spiritual authority over ‘all British subjects overseas’ by King Charles I, but there was very little metropolitan supervision of church affairs in the British colonies until 1786 when an act of parliament authorized the archbishops of Canterbury and York to consecrate bishops for America. By 1793, five bishops had been consecrated for the former colonies in the now-independent United States and two sees had been created in Canada. From this time colonial and foreign sees of the Church of England were erected by royal letters patent, but it was not until another Act of 1813 that a bishop and three archdeacons were provided for India, with the bishop based in Calcutta. It was the bishop of Calcutta who exercised jurisdiction over the penal colonies in Australia from 1814, but when two further Indian dioceses were formed under an Act of 1833, the colonies of New South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land (Tasmania) were ‘dissevered’ from Calcutta’s jurisdiction. After a brief reversion to supervision by the bishop of London, the Australian colonies were given their own bishop in 1836 with the appointment of William Grant Broughton as Bishop of Australia.
By the beginning of the nineteenth century a strong evangelical spirit had arisen within the Anglican Church at home and this movement was reflected in the colonies. A number of the colonial chaplains in Sydney were noted for their zealous protestantism, especially Samuel Marsden and Archdeacon Scott. It was these men who were initially responsible for imposing within the Australian colonies the spiritual authority of the Church of England, a task which became all the more pressing once large numbers of Irish Catholic convicts came pouring into New South Wales after 1800. For the first 30 years in Australia there was no question of allowing any other spiritual authority in the colonies except that of the British imperial power, and for most of this time Catholic priests were banned from entering Australia. Only slowly were these restrictions lifted but the number of Catholic clergy was kept small until the 1840s. It was not until 1848 that a metropolitan hierarchy was established for the Anglican Church in Australia, several years after the Catholic Church had established its own hierarchy under the metropolitan jurisdiction of Archbishop Polding.14

The British state was never able to exterminate Catholicism or secure complete authority for the Church of England within its dominions, either within the British Isles or across the widening overseas empire, but religious persecution did have the effect of reducing the Catholics of England to a very small religious minority. Outside of Ireland, therefore, the British Empire initially included relatively few Catholics across its scattered colonial possessions and trading outposts, and most Britons had little or no acquaintance with Catholics or Catholicism. This did not, however, mean that the British state had no experience of governing Catholics or of the formal structures of the Catholic Church. Rome had appointed a vicar apostolic to England in 1622, and from 1688 the country was divided into four missionary districts under their own vicars apostolic who held titular episcopal sees.15 Priests from various religious orders together with a large number of secular priests were sent to the English mission during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and it was during the eighteenth century that many English gentlemen gained a first-hand if rather impressionistic experience of the Catholic Church during their visits to Italy on the ‘grand tour’. Englishmen certainly learned something about Catholicism from their contacts with Ireland where penal laws had also been enacted to exclude Catholics from public life. Nevertheless, Catholicism remained as the religion of the majority of Irish. Although the Catholics in Ireland were predominantly peasants, a sizeable Irish Catholic gentry had survived
the English attempts to impose religious uniformity and these landowners and merchants continued to provide their sons for leadership roles in the Irish Catholic Church. Rome continued to appoint bishops to the ancient Irish sees and overseas seminaries kept up a regular supply of priests. The establishment of Maynooth College in 1795 meant that priests could be trained in Ireland instead of having to travel to the Continent. Attempts to extend the authority of the protestant Church of Ireland were therefore thwarted by the continuing existence of a Catholic hierarchy and priesthood who repudiated all efforts at conversion and colonization by the English.\textsuperscript{16} The last major attempt to enforce conformity to the established church in Ireland through a ‘new reformation’ aimed at the mass conversion of Catholics between 1801 and 1829 was a dismal failure.\textsuperscript{17} From the British imperial point of view, the difficulties of keeping the Irish Catholic Church under control were magnified during the veto conflict in the early years of the nineteenth century as the British government tried to play a larger role in the appointment of Catholic bishops in Ireland.\textsuperscript{18} Much of the British experience of dealing with Catholicism and the Catholic Church in Ireland was therefore negative up to and throughout the nineteenth century.

It was not just in England and Ireland that the British governing class became acquainted with the structures, personnel and modes of operation within the Catholic Church. During the eighteenth century, the British were extending their colonial empire outside the British Isles, and this empire included enormous tracts of territory in North America, India and Australasia. In both hemispheres the British came into contact with Catholic bishops and vicars apostolic, most of whom had been appointed either by the Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith in Rome or under the Portuguese \textit{padrado}. In Canada, the British inherited the Catholic diocese of Quebec after the Seven Years’ War (1756–1763), but there was little attempt at formally establishing the Church of England in any part of Canada at that time.\textsuperscript{19} The British perhaps realized that toleration was the only practical policy that could be adopted in the predominantly French territories which it had acquired, so the Catholics in Lower Canada were given the right to have their own French bishop, but under British ‘supervision’.\textsuperscript{20} A little later the British government allowed the erection of a prefecture apostolic in the predominantly Catholic enclave of Newfoundland, and Irish Franciscan bishops were appointed to undertake missionary activities there.\textsuperscript{21} Vicariates apostolic were later created in Nova Scotia and Upper Canada and placed under Irish and Scottish secular bishops.\textsuperscript{22} By the early 1800s, then, a pattern of toleration of Catholics and their formal church
structures had been established in Britain’s remaining North American colonies. In India the situation was even more complicated. As the British extended their trading interests and territorial conquests they came into contact with the old Portuguese dioceses of Goa (1533) and Cochin (1558), and the mostly French vicariates apostolic of Fort St George/Madras (1642), Malabar/Verapoly (1659) and Bombay (1720). In the decades after the Seven Years’ War, British India eventually swallowed up most of the territories in these dioceses and mission fields, but the British made little attempt to impose English bishops on these long-established Catholic jurisdictions. The Portuguese, Italian and French missionary societies therefore continued to dominate the sees. It was not until the 1830s that Pope Gregory XVI began to establish new vicariates in India, and at this time Britain insisted that any new bishops should be British subjects. Likewise, in Malaya, Britain did not initially interfere with the French bishops of the diocese of Malacca (1558). A hardening of policy came immediately after the Napoleonic Wars, however, when Britain was faced with the immediate problem of ministering to the almost entirely Catholic population of Mauritius, a French colony in the Indian Ocean which had surrendered in 1810. The British were once again, as in the case of Canada, forced to conclude that toleration was the only practical policy to pursue with regard to religion in Mauritius. But in this instance the British government exerted its influence through Bishop William Poynter, vicar apostolic of the London District, to ensure that an Englishman was appointed as vicar apostolic of the Cape of Good Hope. The appointee was an English Benedictine monk, Edward Bede Slater (Vicar Apostolic, 1818–1832), and it was from this moment that the English Benedictines began to extend their missionary role beyond the confines of the British Isles. Slater’s mission field covered not only Mauritius, but also most of southern Africa, and would eventually be extended to include the whole of the Indian Ocean and the new colonies in Australia. This arrangement set a new pattern in imperial relations between Britain and the Holy See: if Catholic mission fields were to be established within the British Empire, it would in future be desirable that British subjects (and preferably Englishmen) were found to act as bishops.

It was in this expanding British Empire that the Australian Catholic Church was founded in the early decades of the nineteenth century. This new church, planted in the soil of a distant and exotic southern continent, represented an important development in relations between London and Rome, for it was an audacious experiment which challenged
the very basis of British imperial rule. While the erection of the vicariate of New Holland under the leadership of Bishop Polding in 1834 was a development which the British had dealt with elsewhere in their empire and to which they responded by appointing an Anglican ‘bishop of Australia’, the establishment in 1842 of an Australian Catholic hierarchy with Polding as metropolitan over the two suffragan sees of Hobart and Adelaide was another matter altogether. This was the first new Catholic hierarchy to be erected by Rome in a British territory since the Reformation and it was a sensitive matter both between Rome and London and within the colony of New South Wales itself. Even though the Catholic Emancipation Act had been passed in 1829, the 1830s were still a time of undiminished Protestant suspicions about the inherent subversiveness of Catholicism within the British Empire, and the influx of Catholic priests and Irish Catholic convicts into Australia during that decade exacerbated these latent fears. In New South Wales, suspicion that the British empire of religion was being threatened by Roman spiritual imperialism was imagined by English colonists from the last years of the 1790s and throughout the nineteenth century, even though Catholics tended to demand that only toleration and equality be granted to them. The two imperial jurisdictions of London and Rome were therefore set on a collision course in the battle for spiritual authority within the Australian colonies after 1842.

The governors and senior administrators in charge of the penal colony in New South Wales had very little experience of the arrangements which had been put in place in other parts of the British Empire with regard to accommodating Catholic clerical activity and a natural desire among Catholic colonists for separate worship. In the early years of the settlement in Sydney there seemed to be little need for a Catholic chaplain as the majority of convicts were English and nominally Protestant, but after the arrival of increasing numbers of Irishmen in the early 1800s, some of whom were political prisoners after the failed 1798 rebellion, the need for Catholic priests steadily grew. But it was not only the Irishness of the Catholic population of Sydney in the early 1800s which frightened the Protestant civil and religious authorities in the colony. They were haunted as much by a deeply conditioned fear of all Catholic priests who had been branded as traitors to the crown in the penal days as they were by claims of ‘Irish Catholic sedition’ which were the results of ‘popery and priestcraft’. Catholic priests were therefore kept well away from the colony. Governors King, Macquarie, Darling and Brisbane were perhaps the most anti-Catholic of the early governors and all made efforts to use their Anglican chaplains as
promoters of social order and civil obedience. Catholics were forced to attend Protestant services in an effort to promote a greater respect for English civil authority, and Samuel Marsden believed that if ever Catholic services were approved in Sydney ‘the colony would be lost to the British Empire in less than one year’. Governor Macquarie was open to securing the services of a few priests to help calm the rowdiness and immorality of the Catholic population, but echoed the opinion of his superiors in London when he suggested that if ever Catholic priests were to be allowed into the colony ‘they should be Englishmen of liberal Education and Sound constitutional principles’. This policy was accepted and reinforced by later governors, especially Sir Ralph Darling and Sir Richard Bourke.

However, not even the advent of reliable middle and upper-class English priests such as Ullathorne and Polding (and later Davis and Vaughan) was enough to satisfy a powerful group within the protestant establishment of Sydney that the privileges of Anglicanism as the religion of empire were being properly protected by the colonial government. Polding did not help matters with his love of lavish ceremony and his habit of wearing Roman ecclesiastical dress in public, something that was still uncommon in England at that time. Some members of Sydney society were outraged when Polding arrived at a Government House levee in full Catholic episcopal attire in May 1537 and Bishop Broughton immediately insisted that the governor enforce the ‘Dublin protocols’ which had previously regulated the attire of clerics on formal occasions. The Anglican establishment became even more alarmed when Governor Bourke’s Church Act of 1836 effectively disestablished the Church of England, encouraged the building of Catholic chapels and gave parity to the four largest Christian denominations (Anglicans, Catholics, Presbyterians and Methodists). This legislation seemed to question the essential link between church and state which was the bedrock of the British Empire. English colonists had already been disturbed by the Catholic Emancipation Act of 1829, a liberal concession by the metropolitan government which was nevertheless decried by the Sydney establishment. Earlier calls by Archdeacon Scott for the formal establishment of the Church of England in New South Wales were taken up after 1836 by Bishop Broughton, and were heard time and again over the next decade. Broughton perceived the growth of the Catholic Church in Sydney as a flagrant act of aggression against the liberal principles of British rule and took a prominent lead in challenging the pretensions of Roman imperial incursion within a British colony. Broughton had earlier warned the Colonial Office that he
would fiercely ‘oppose the enemies of the Reformation’ in Sydney and once he had arrived in his new see he set about building a protestant ‘citadel’ in response to Polding’s activities in the colony. Broughton’s citadel was to have a physical as well as a spiritual presence in the colony. Already Governor Darling had been shocked by the excessive size and grandeur of St Mary’s chapel, fearing that it might act as a symbol of Catholic ascendancy in the colony. Broughton immediately set about raising funds for an Anglican cathedral, believing that ‘without such a stronghold of faith we cannot keep our position’, and in May 1837 the foundation stone of St Andrew’s cathedral was laid.

These examples serve to indicate that the early colonial establishment in New South Wales attempted to use all means at its disposal to reinforce the authority of the Church of England as the principal religion of empire within Australia. This authority was challenged after 1836, however, and the Church Act was something of a crisis for the Anglican ascendancy. Clear and unquestioned primacy of place had always been given to the Anglican colonial chaplains before 1836, but after the passing of the Church Act the position of the Church of England had to be bolstered by the erection of a colonial diocese centred on Sydney. As the years went by, attempts were made to reinforce the central role of Anglicanism in stabilising the social foundations of Britain’s furthest imperial possession, but repeated calls to establish the church failed, as they did elsewhere in the Empire, and the vociferous support of a small but powerful section of colonial society was not enough to stem the rising tide of institutionalized Catholic activity in New South Wales. When Polding was elevated as archbishop of Sydney in 1842, Bishop Broughton saw it as ‘an act of invasion and intrusion’, and an example of ‘direct and purposed hostility towards us... contrary to the laws of God, and the canonical order of the Church’. The influx of Irish immigrants in the 1830s and 1840s was likewise seen as a ‘menace to the future development of a civilized British society in Australia’ because of their supposed disloyalty to the British crown. In the 1860s, Henry Parkes was able to raise the rallying cry of ‘no popery’ in response to the Fenian scare of 1868 when an Irishman attempted to assassinate the Duke of Edinburgh during his visit to Sydney. Accompanied by the revival of orange lodges, the formation of the Protestant Political Association, and the establishment of the extremist Australian Protestant Banner newspaper in 1868, the sectarian divisions in New South Wales were only made worse by the promulgation of Papal Infallibility in 1870. Bishop Barker of Sydney was by 1876 declaring that Catholic schools would produce citizens who were ‘aliens, enemies of the English
crown, of English laws', and after the Catholic bishops of New South Wales issued their Joint Pastoral on education in 1879 Henry Parkes accused Archbishop Vaughan of disloyalty and sedition against the British crown.40

**Rome and the colony of New South Wales**

It is against this background of chauvinistic British protestantism in the service of empire that we must try to measure the success of the Benedictine mission to New South Wales. If there was an ‘other’ empire of religion in New South Wales during the nineteenth century it was clearly that age-old enemy of the British state – Rome. Catholicism had long been feared by English protestants, but Rome and its missionary priests had ceased to be an immediate concern to the British government during the late eighteenth century as the papacy took a battering first from Joseph II of Austria and later at the hands of Napoleon. By the 1820s, however, the situation in Europe was changing rapidly. The previously disordered central bureaucracy of the Roman church was recovering from the Napoleonic ravages and the Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith was gradually strengthening itself as the church’s central missionary institution. In the 1820s and during the pontificate of the former Benedictine monk Gregory XVI (1831–1846) a large number of new missionary dioceses and vicariates were established. As already noted, these included many in the major territories of the British Empire: Canada, India and Australia.41 The bishops who were appointed to these new sees were responsible directly to the Holy See and so a very noticeable process of centralization of church authority occurred from the early 1830s until the end of the long pontificate of Pius IX (1846–1878).

The Benedictine monk-bishops sent out from England to lead the Catholic Church in Australia were sympathetic to this Roman centralization of ecclesiastical authority: they had been trained in the monastic school of obedience and demanded it of their subjects, both clerical and lay. Soon after his arrival in Sydney as vicar-general in 1833, William Bernard Ullathorne perceived that the most important need in the fledgling church was the imposition of Roman discipline, and that the divided house of colonial Catholicism would never prosper until full Roman authority was established firmly and formally. When Bishop Polding arrived in 1835, he was quick to impose this Roman authority, warning the clergy that only faculties issued by him as vicar apostolic would be recognized by the Holy See.42 He had already taken care to
ensure that Propaganda had revoked the faculties of all priests working in the colony so that his episcopal authority would not be undermined.\(^43\)

He was particularly determined to force one of the more troublesome priests, Fr John Therry, into submission.\(^44\) Time and again as bishop he reiterated the message that ‘Before everything else we are Catholics’, and that all the faithful must submit to proper ecclesiastical authority.\(^45\) This message was taken seriously by most of the clergy but only by some of the laity in the colony. W. A. Duncan affirmed in *The Chronicle* that ‘Our religion is neither English nor Irish, but Catholic’, but the majority followed the lead of a small but determined group of laymen who supported what Patrick O’Farrell has described as ‘an aggressive Irish-Australian Catholicism of an explicitly political kind’.\(^46\) Polding’s repeated attempts to assert his episcopal authority were therefore largely undermined by resistance from an increasingly vocal pressure group within the Catholic laity of Sydney.

It was Polding’s successor to the see of Sydney, Archbishop Roger Bede Vaughan, who best enunciated the theme of imperial Roman authority over the Australian church. Like Polding, he continually emphasised that his authority issued from Rome rather than London, and his first words upon landing in Sydney in 1873 included: ‘You may call me an Englishman if you will ... but I am a Catholic first.’\(^47\) Vaughan made his position even clearer in his first pastoral letter, *Pius IX and the Revolution*, published in 1877. The pastoral was a robust defence of universal papal sovereignty against secular power. In it he drew the attention of the Catholics of New South Wales to the plight of Pius IX and the church in Italy, comparing the pontiff to ‘a perpendicular rock of granite’ withstanding the attacks of revolution, libertinism and infidelity.\(^48\) Vaughan stressed that the bishops of the universal church owed ‘implicit obedience’ to the pope’s ‘spiritual sovereignty’: ‘they follow his lead, and shape their policy according to his example’ and ‘In his formal teachings as Universal Pastor in questions of Faith and Morals he cannot lead astray’.\(^49\) It was only a few years later during the Catholic education campaign that he called on all Australian Catholics to recognise and submit to the authority of Rome: ‘The spiritual empire, of which we are soldiers, by its very history, stirs up the fires of charity and zeal in our hearts. Ours is one of the very few causes in the world worth living for, and dying for, too’.\(^50\) He insisted that Australian Catholics had to ‘stand firm on the adamantine rock of the Catholic faith’.\(^51\) ‘If we take the Papal Chair as a centre, and cast our eyes around the world, we shall find that the Catholic Church is engaging in almost every country in a heavy conflict with her enemies.’
Let us, then, often meditate ... on the great Spiritual Empire to which we belong; encourage in our minds a profound sense of thankfulness that we are members of so glorious a society; and think of how we can do our part towards strengthening its hold and perpetuating its power in this land of our adoption.52

It was not only the English bishops of Sydney who emphasized the Roman spiritual empire as the primary purpose of their mission. The Irish suffragans believed themselves to be ‘true sons of Rome’, and Archbishop Moran when he arrived in the colony firmly reasserted the Roman imperium over the Australian church.53 All the bishops in New South Wales, whether English or Irish or Italian, were therefore keen to demonstrate their loyalty to the Holy See and its universal spiritual authority.

The English Benedictines in New South Wales

It was not always completely apparent to the laity of the Sydney diocese, however, that the universal and unitary force of the Roman spiritual empire as enunciated by Vaughan and his fellow bishops was as well manifested in the Catholic Church in Australia as it was supposed to be. Catholics in the colony of New South Wales had long sensed that there were in fact two Catholic empires of religion competing for primacy within the Catholic community in Sydney, and both of these have been written about extensively. The first of these empires was an ‘English Benedictine empire’ which was very much Polding’s brainchild. Polding’s so-called ‘Benedictine dream’ took on a distinctive form between 1843 and the early 1860s, but ultimately failed to gain traction in the colonial church and was all but abandoned after the appointment of Irish suffragan bishops in 1859 and 1865. The Benedictines were throughout these two decades competing with an incipient Irish spiritual imperialism which came to full bloom in the 1860s and 1870s. What is most significant about these competing spiritual empires within the broader Roman imperium is that while they for a time consumed much emotional energy within the Catholic population of New South Wales, ultimately they were reconciled under Vaughan’s leadership in the late 1870s and early 1880s. By that time it was clear that there was no place for national in-fighting among Catholics when there were far graver issues challenging the Catholic community as a whole. The competing Benedictine and Irish spiritual empires did nevertheless have a very real existence for some time within the colony.
As has already been mentioned, the English Benedictines became part of the British Empire’s global expansion with the appointment of Bede Slater as vicar apostolic of the Cape of Good Hope in 1818. Slater, a monk of Ampleforth, was allowed by his Benedictine superiors to take two fellow monks with him to Mauritius in 1819 and thus began a role of missionary outreach beyond the British Isles by the English monks of St Benedict. The English Benedictines were open to the idea of overseas missionary activity because of the peculiarity of their own congregational beginnings. From the moment of its erection as an independent congregation in 1619, the raison d’être and main apostolic work of the English Benedictine Congregation was the ‘mission’ to Catholics in England.54 The four houses of monks which were founded on the Continent were therefore focused on the work of the English Mission throughout the penal times. The Constitutions of the Congregation established a governance structure which gave the needs of the mission (divided into two provinces under powerful provincials) primacy in all questions regarding the deployment of monks and the distribution of resources. The three semi-autonomous priories in France and the one abbey of the congregation at Lamspringe in Germany were often regarded as little more than training colleges for the monastic novices who would one day enter the mission field. A separate mission code had been approved alongside the formal congregational Constitutions and every monk received a copy of it at the time of profession.55 More importantly, each monk at his profession took the Missionary Oath together with his other monastic vows. The Missionary Oath obliged each monk of the congregation to go to the English Mission when asked to do so by the President.56 When the Downside and Ampleforth communities settled in England after the French Revolution expelled them from France, they and the third surviving priory at Douai continued to think of the ‘mission’ as the main work of the congregation, despite the increasing size of their fashionable public schools and the attendant need for larger communities of monks based in the monasteries.57

This was also the Romantic Age and in the cloister at Downside there seems to have developed in the 1820s and 1830s a very strong commitment to the idea of mission in its British imperial context as opposed to its narrower English national manifestation of earlier centuries. John Bede Polding was a central character in this development. As novice master at Downside from 1824 to 1834 he guided the monastic formation of a large number of young men. He was the principal influence over William Bernard Ullathorne and was playfully referred to by his confreres as the ‘Bishop of Botany Bay’ because of his desire to be sent
out to help the Catholic convicts in New South Wales. Polding’s desire for the overseas mission became well known to John Augustine Birdsall, President of the Congregation, to whom Polding acted as personal secretary after the general chapter of 1826. Birdsall recommended Polding to Rome for elevation as bishop, first in 1829 as a replacement for Bede Slater in Mauritius, and then in 1832 for the new vicariate apostolic of Madras. Birdsall certainly seems to have shared Polding’s imperial ambitions for the English Benedictines, and saw Britain’s overseas trade routes as a means of spreading Catholicism throughout the Empire. During his presidency (1826–1837) he attempted to provide monks for the new missions in Africa and Australia, and he became one of Polding’s strongest supporters in the attempt to set up a third province of the English Benedictine Congregation in New South Wales. He firmly believed that the missionary opportunities in Australia represented for the English congregation ‘the greatest quest...since the Reformation’. Birdsall’s imperial plans did not find support among the other Benedictine superiors whose missionary work within the British Isles was already restricted because of the short supply of vocations to the monastic life. A serious shortage of subjects who could be spared for missionary work outside England meant that Birdsall’s imperial vision could not be fully implemented. He was nevertheless able to secure the appointment of William Placid Morris to replace Slater in Mauritius in 1832, and in the same year Ullathorne was placed under Morris as vicar-general in New South Wales. It was not until the appointment of Polding as vicar apostolic of New Holland, however, that the prospect of a real Benedictine empire of religion appeared to come within reach.

Polding’s romantic plan for a great missionary diocese in New South Wales which would be wholly staffed by Benedictine monks working out of a central monastery attached to St Mary’s Cathedral contained elements reminiscent of the ancient cathedral priories of medieval England. The underlying principles of the ‘Benedictine dream’ were therefore completely consistent with the traditional missionary impetus of the English Benedictine Congregation. Despite his transparent humility, Polding was a man of no mean ambitions when it came to spreading the fame of his order. As sub-prior he had been closely involved in building the ambitious neo-gothic chapel and monastic wing at Downside in the 1820s, and upon his consecration as bishop in 1834 he told the general chapter that he had undertaken the job in New South Wales ‘in the hope of extending the usefulness of our Congregation’. His plan was to create a Benedictine province in Australia which would be acknowledged as ‘no inconsiderable or
uninteresting part of our Holy Institute’. He failed to convince the general chapter, however, and the Australian province of the English Benedictine Congregation was never formed. Nor was he able to secure a reliable supply of English monks for his mission, either in 1834 or at the quadrennial chapters of 1838 and 1842. Instead, Polding set about establishing a new Benedictine congregation with recruits from Ireland and Australia, attempting to build a monastic community attached to St Mary’s Cathedral which would be based as much as possible on the practice of the English congregation. Polding saw himself as a modern-day St Augustine sent out to Australia by a new Benedictine Pope Gregory, and convinced himself that monk-missioners were the only priests suitable for the task of converting the new land. Initially his abbey-diocese appeared to be a great success and by 1848 the St Mary’s community numbered 40. His building work at St Mary’s aimed at transforming the large but rather ungainly chapel into a cathedral worthy of the missionary work which was being guided from its precincts, and his other churches and ecclesiastical buildings were constructed on a similar scale. Monks in habits became a not uncommon sight in the streets of Sydney, and before long Polding had established both contemplative and active congregations of Benedictine nuns to undertake educational and relief work within the diocese.

To Polding’s great disappointment the early promise of his Benedictine plan for Sydney could not be sustained in the 1850s, and by the end of that decade the whole edifice of his Benedictine empire had collapsed. Defections of monks, scandals within and outside the cloister, poor leadership and Polding’s lack of attention to formation all played their role in the unwinding of the Benedictine congregation in Sydney. Despite this failure, Polding would remain a Benedictine at heart throughout the rest of his episcopal career, attempting to ensure the appointment of a Benedictine successor and the continuation of his much reduced monastic community at Lyndhurst Academy in Glebe. In his later years he became increasingly downcast about the ruin of his abbey-diocese, even though he had much to be proud of in the growth of the Catholic Church which his episcopate had seen. He certainly remained true to his assurances to friends at home that in spite of absence and distance he would continue to love the Benedictine order ‘as my Mother, to which I am proud to acknowledge my obligations’. The ‘Benedictine dream’ for New South Wales therefore ultimately came to a disastrous end in the late 1850s, although some of the institutional remnants and Benedictine personnel remained in place until the 1870s.
By the time Vaughan succeeded Polding, however, there was little chance for the dream to be revived, even though some of the Irish suffragans and laity feared that this might be the case. Vaughan had in fact been commissioned by Propaganda to dismantle the remaining structures of Polding's Benedictine diocese and it was perhaps due in part to this implicit repudiation of his predecessor's Benedictine scheme that Vaughan was able to secure a considerable measure of trust and support from the Irish bishops.\(^71\) The Benedictine empire of religion was therefore reduced to nothing more than a chimera during Vaughan's episcopate, a monster which did not really exist but which continued to be imagined by the Irish bishops until Patrick Francis Moran brought an end to their concerns by being appointed to the empty metropolitan see in 1884.

Archbishop Polding's dogged attempts to see his Benedictine dream realized was therefore something of a personal crusade which was not supported with any level of enthusiasm by his confreres in England. The lack of support given by the general chapter in the 1830s and 1842 can be blamed on manpower shortages, but it is also notable that several members of the chapter had perceived problems developing in Sydney between English ecclesiastical superiors and their predominantly Irish subjects. By 1842, Polding’s old friend at Downside, Thomas Joseph Brown, thought that Irish bishops would eventually be necessary for Australia because Irish priests would have difficulties working under English superiors.\(^72\) Even earlier, in 1838, Ullathorne had realized that the presence of so many Irish among the Catholic population of Sydney made it unlikely that an English Benedictine mission would ever succeed, noting pessimistically that “To do anything Benedictine in the colony is now out of the question.”\(^73\) The later problems which Polding and Vaughan experienced with Irish priests and laity have correctly been interpreted as more political or nationalist in nature than religious. Yet breakdowns in ecclesiastical authority were a serious matter in the centralizing Catholic Church of the mid-nineteenth century and it is tempting to suggest that we see evidence here of an Irish empire of religion at work.\(^74\) In reality, however, it is difficult to discern any widespread recognition within the colonial church of what Cardinal Moran later referred to as an ‘Irish spiritual empire’. This is a term which became popular among Irish political leaders after 1922 but it seems to have had very little real existence as a policy of the Irish church or churchmen in the nineteenth century.\(^75\)
An ‘Irish’ or an ‘Australian’ Catholic Church?

How, then, might Irish spiritual imperialism be considered as one of the empires of religion operating in New South Wales from the 1840s? It has been argued that the refashioning of the Irish church along fiercely ultramontane lines by Cardinal Paul Cullen from 1849 until his death in 1878 engendered a triumphalism and a new feeling of confidence which was the basis of ‘a Hibernian spiritual empire to surpass Britain’s money-grubbing imperialism’. Cullen certainly exerted considerable control over episcopal appointments in Ireland and was able to place his own kinsmen within the Australian hierarchy because of his influence in Rome, but it is difficult to discern any explicit ‘imperial’ policy in this use of his power. It is true that he disliked Englishmen, especially English Catholics, but his concerns for the Australian church seem to have been motivated by the same uncompromising ultramontanism which marked his policies in Ireland. He was, therefore, a ‘Roman ecclesiastical imperialist’ first and foremost. Rather than attempting to create a spiritual empire with Irish characteristics by providing bishops and priests for the Australian and American missions, Cullen expected his episcopal clients to show absolute devotion and obedience to the Holy See. These were sovereign virtues which Cullen had inculcated among his students during his time as rector of the Irish College in Rome and, in general, his acolytes demonstrated that Cullen’s trust had not been misplaced. James Murray and the Quinn brothers were utterly devoted to Cullen, and the stamp which they sought to put on the Australian church was ultramontane rather than Irish. Matthew Quinn therefore spoke as a true Cullenite when he said of his brother Irish bishops that ‘We are the true sons of Rome.’ Cardinal Moran, a nephew of Cullen and his secretary for a time, was perhaps the most enthusiastically ultramontane of all the Irish bishops appointed to Australia, for it was he who completed the work of subjecting the Australian church to Roman authority. In this he was simply following the policy of his two English Benedictine predecessors in Sydney and so it is doubtful that the Irish empire of religion about which he spoke was anything more than a way of praising the pioneering work of Irish clergy in Australia. The elements of Irish piety and episcopal authoritarianism which are so often alluded to as distinguishing marks of the Irish empire of religion in Australia are therefore perhaps more correctly described as manifestations of a certain type of Romanizing reform within the church which the Irish adopted with particular fervour under Cardinal Cullen. The notion of a Hibernicized church in Australia therefore has serious limitations.
Where does this leave our evaluation of Archbishop Vaughan’s brief episcopacy and the more general legacy of the Benedictine pioneers in New South Wales? I would contend that of the four empires of religion which have been identified as competing forces in colonial Sydney, two stand out as being of prime importance. It was the protestant imperialism of the British Empire and the Catholic imperialism of Rome which were the major competitors for spiritual authority in the colony of New South Wales. It might further be argued that this contested authority in the spiritual realm was a problem which was negotiated to a greater or lesser extent in all British colonies, whether or not the main protagonists were English or Irish. The peculiar situation which developed in the Catholic Church in New South Wales was one which in turn created a particular political and national context which had an unfortunate impact on a church government which was divided between English and Irish clergy. It is therefore unfortunate that historians have focused so much attention on the failure of Polding’s ‘Benedictine dream’ and the resulting internecine conflict between English and Irish bishops who should have united in a more harmonious way to achieve the work which they had been sent to do by Rome. The focus on national conflict between the English and Irish is understandable, of course, considering the wider currents of Irish-Australian history in the years leading up to federation and nationhood. The particular historiographical context within which the religious conflicts of the Benedictine phase in the Australian Catholic Church’s development have been interpreted has also cast a long shadow. Yet there is a large literature which questions too simple a national interpretation of this history and insists that it was the triumph of Rome rather than Dublin which lies at the heart of the Catholic story in colonial New South Wales.

Archbishop Vaughan’s episcopal career should therefore be judged on the basis of his performance in advancing the imperial goals of the Holy See. In this endeavour he was remarkably successful, for by the time he left for Rome in 1883 he had reasserted the metropolitan authority of Sydney which had waned in Polding’s last years. Moreover he was able to bind the New South Wales bishops together as a solid bulwark against the secularizing policies of the government of Sir Henry Parkes. That he was respected and admired in Sydney is abundantly clear from the farewell he received, the reports of his death, and his obsequies in St Mary’s Cathedral. His efforts in rebuilding St Mary’s on a grand scale, doubling the number of Catholic Churches and trebling the number of Catholic schools in Sydney and in presiding over an extraordinary growth in the number of religious orders in the colony are ample testimony of his achievements. Perhaps his greatest achievement, however, was the
stabilization of a church which was seriously divided when he arrived from England in 1873. When his successor arrived from Ireland in 1884 he inherited a church in which the authority of the metropolitan see was not simply a matter of at last having an Irishman sitting on a Benedictine throne but a testament also to Vaughan’s success in imposing Roman discipline over all his subjects. At the same time, however, Vaughan and Polding had laid down sturdy foundations of an essentially Australian church which was neither Roman nor Irish. This new manifestation of Catholicism in colonial New South Wales was one which Cardinal Moran wisely accepted with its unfamiliar features rather than trying to remould the Sydney church into something which was more recognisably Irish. The Sydney diocese therefore stood out in the late nineteenth century as being far more ‘Australian’ in character than its several suffragan sees which had long been under the rule of Irish bishops. Vaughan, Polding and the Sydney Benedictine experiment therefore played a much larger role in establishing a distinct Australian form of Catholicism than is generally recognized.
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The literature produced by the child rescue movement, disseminated from England in the second half of the nineteenth century, was replete with images of Empire. Organizations such as Dr Barnardo’s, the Church of England Waifs and Strays Society, the National Children’s Homes and the National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children all produced magazines for both adult and child supporters from the earliest years of their operation. Although the circulation of such magazines is unknown, the publication of correspondence and subscription lists show that they were read widely throughout Britain and the colonies, positioning the work of child rescue organizations, and their charismatic male founders, within the larger context of the ‘civilizing mission’. The term, the ‘civilizing mission’, was used primarily to describe the attempts by Evangelical Christians to inscribe a benevolent purpose within British imperial expansionism, providing the justification for much of the missionary activity described elsewhere in this volume. However, in this chapter, the focus is on the civilizing mission at home, a process by which insights gained from missionary endeavour abroad were used to evangelize the great unchurched in the slums and rookeries of England’s cities.

The use, or misuse, of photography in Barnardo’s publications has attracted some interest from historians alert to its persuasive misrepresentations and its sexual suggestiveness. This chapter, however, moves beyond the image to the text, arguing that the whiteness implicit in the child rescuers’ construct of a ‘Christian childhood’ led to their becoming...
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complicit in the imperial project of dispossession in the colonies to which their ideology (and often also the children they claimed to have rescued) were transported. It is concerned not with the disparity between publicity and practice which has preoccupied many later critics of such organizations, but focuses instead on the nature of the discourse which, through its influence on public opinion, was to have a significant influence on the shaping of child welfare policy across the Empire.

Darkest England as a site of mission

Child rescue literature was a subset of that much larger body of literature which sought to represent the ‘poor’ to middle- and upper-class readers, a literature which, Childers has argued, promised to bridge the gap between the ‘two nations’ but simultaneously functioned as a cordon sanitaire, built upon a series of ‘misrepresentations and illusions’. The self-proclaimed child rescuers, who provide the focus for this chapter, constructed a series of ‘artistic fictions’ which functioned to reconstitute the everyday phenomenon of the street child as an object of pity, a victim of vice and neglect, simultaneously a threat to, and the embodiment of, the future of nation, race and Empire. Thomas Barnardo (1854–1905), founder of Dr Barnardo’s Homes (1868), Thomas Bowman Stephenson (1838–1912), founder of the Wesleyan National Children’s Homes (1869), Edward de Montjoie Rudolf (1852–1933), founder of the Anglican Waifs and Strays Society (1881) and Benjamin Waugh (1839–1908), secretary of the National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children (1889), constituted a distinct subset of the much larger group of ‘slummers’ identified by Seth Koven. They were supported in their literary effort by an array of writers, artists and poets who incorporated child rescue themes into their work. Included amongst these supporters were such famous authors as R. M. Ballantyne (1825–1894), Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (1859–1930), the Rev. Dr W. Fitchett (1841–1928), Rider Haggard (1856–1925), W. T. Stead (1849–1912) and Hesba Stretton (1832–1911). Their stories and poems were published alongside the regular contributions of staff writers and contributors whose poignant tales filled the pages of the journals month after month. Designed to alter national sensibilities while attracting ongoing financial support, Barnardo’s Night and Day and Young Helpers’ League Magazine, Stephenson’s Children’s Advocate, Highways and Hedges and Our Boys and Girls, Rudolf’s Our Waifs and Strays and Brothers and Sisters and Waugh’s The Child’s Guardian and the Children’s League of Pity Paper, provide a
rich archive for scholars interested in the interplay of empire and mission. Like the publications from overseas missions, discussed elsewhere in this volume by Bateman and Breitenbach (Chapters 13 and 5), these magazines constructed images of the other for adults and juveniles alike, images which were heavily embedded in an existing imperialist discourse.

Central to such literature, as Catherine Hall’s work has shown, was the mutually constitutive discursive relationship between centre and periphery, or metropole and colony, a relationship which had missionaries at its core. Race, she has argued, was foundational to this discourse, ‘a space in which the English configured their relation to themselves and others’. Missionaries, who moved freely between the self and the other, provided a crucial conduit for this developing discourse, having an influence ‘at home’ equally significant to that which they had in the countries to which they were sent. The child rescue movement was a subset of this larger missionary enterprise; its leaders were active participants in ‘the competition for bodies and souls’ both at home and abroad. Despite a primary concern with conversion and salvation, their literary output also functioned to reflect and refract developing discourses around race. Missionary endeavour filled the minds of the readers with images of a foreign other which were readily applied to the children of the poor.

In the classical mission narrative, Cox argues, ‘male clerical heroes... move from the Christian heartland into a kind of global religious vacuum peopled by non-Christians who are sometimes portrayed as noble, sometimes as vicious, but always as ignorant of the benefits of the Christian gospel’. The child rescuers found their mission field much closer to home. In a poem written in the voice of a boy rescued and sent to Canada, Charles Barker positions Barnardo as a missionary to the English:

I allers prays for the Doctor, and means to till I die,  
And I bless the Lord wot told him in the courts and lanes to go,  
And rescue the outcast children from want and sin and woe.  
It’s jist sich a work as Jesus likes on the earth to see; - 
Look at His words on the walls, sir- ‘Let the little ones come unto Me’.

The work was always seen as Christ’s work, its message that these children too were God’s children, ‘named by Jesus in prayer’. By contributing to the child rescue cause supporters were assured that they...
were participating in the Lord’s work and would, accordingly, receive their reward in heaven.  

Although the children in need of rescue were resident in English cities, they were simultaneously ‘other’ to the people on whom they called for help, an otherness depicted in terms derived from the mission experience. Living in ‘dusky dens’ in a state of ‘practical heathendom’, ‘Fresh from the mud of river-bank or street/Rude as the heathen of benighted lands’, their need was presented as more pressing than that of ‘the far heathen’ whose calls were believed to be far more readily heard. The need for rescue, Mrs E. S. Craven Green argued, was closer to home:

Wild ocean isles ye need not seek, nor need your footsteps roam 
In heathen lands, for peril paths–they lie around your home.

The term heathen implied a possibility of conversion, realized most tellingly in John Longley’s story of the boy, rescued because of his attachment to his mother’s Bible, who grew up to become a preacher. The problem, in such cases, was ignorance. Presented with the truth of the gospel, combined with the ‘loving care’ of the rescuer, the heathen could be transformed. However, as Frank Horner pointed out in his classic reversal story, ‘The little savages of Nodlon’, the ‘home heathen’, had an added advantage for these ‘little heathens...will wash white’. Thus transformed, the threat of the ‘heathen at our very gates’ could be allayed. ‘As veritable a heathen as could be found in the Cannibal Isles’, miraculously could become an asset to the nation.

The term ‘pagan’ was put to a similar use. It not only had a more ancient provenance, with references back to Greece and Rome, but also implied a ‘savagery’ from which ‘civilized England’ should be free. As such, it was used most powerfully by the National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children in its campaigns for law reform, but it also provided a valued point of contrast for other organizations seeking to emphasize the value of the work which they were undertaking. Its strength derived from the implied contrast with a ‘so-called Christian England’ where such evil or primitivity should not be allowed to exist. ‘The story would better befit a barbarous period centuries ago, and of an uncivilised country’, the author of ‘Benny’s wrongs and rescue’ warned his readers, ‘but it must be told ... as having occurred in Christian England, the favoured country wherein, as a rule, childhood is specially dear and sacred, and whose child-life, in its pure pleasures and happiness,
is perhaps unequalled in any other country.\textsuperscript{36} It was a message repeated by Adelaide Proctor in her poem ‘Homeless’: 

My dogs sleep warm in their baskets,  
Safe from the darkness and wind;  
All the beasts in our Christian England  
Find pity wherever they go;  
Those are only the homeless children  
Who are wandering to and fro.\textsuperscript{37}

The term ‘pagan’ could also function as a source of shame in cases where non-Christians had proved more compassionate than Englishmen and women.\textsuperscript{38} The ‘great cities’ of ‘Christian England’, Rider Haggard declared, had produced ‘abominations not known amongst savage tribes’.\textsuperscript{39}

\textbf{A racialized discourse}

It was in the contrast drawn between a Christian England and the savage tribes that this religious discourse became embroiled in race. As Catherine Hall has argued, the use of a similar language to describe working-class Britons and Aboriginal, African or other indigenous peoples did not mean that they were thought of as the same. The ‘common language of race...employed to map these peoples' assumed that Anglo-Saxons were marked out by their blood, and racial instincts, ‘as a people who would conquer and propagate, in the name of their superior civilization and Protestant religion’.\textsuperscript{40} The child rescue literature consistently argued that the outcast child’s claim to salvation lay in this shared heritage. Because of their inherent whiteness they alone could be ‘washed clean’. Whiteness, Ruth Frankenberg argues, has three elements: ‘a location of structural advantage, of race privilege...a place from which white people look at ourselves, at others, and at society...[and] a set of cultural practices that are usually unmarked and unnamed’.\textsuperscript{41} Most mission literature encoded such whiteness practice, designating non-European societies as ‘primitive’ to buttress the superiority of the colonizing nation.\textsuperscript{42} While comparisons drawn between the urban poor and the ‘tribes’ and ‘savages’ of foreign lands, may appear to point to a form of ‘class racism’, the implicit advantages of whiteness remain.\textsuperscript{43} It is the threat to white privilege, not the denial of the privilege that such comparisons signify.

Representations of the crowded areas of the inner city as an alien land were standard fare in child rescue literature throughout the second half
of the nineteenth century. Here race, class and tribe were intertwined, embellished with such negative, even threatening descriptors as ‘feeble and famished’, ‘ragged’ and ‘predatory’. Implicit in such descriptions was the notion that such ‘tribes’ or ‘races’ were ‘rising’ or ‘breeding’, creating a ‘domain of barbarism’ that would need to be ‘invaded’ in the interests of creating a ‘better race’. Invoking fears of atavism, Bowman Stephenson warned his readers that all Britons were descended from ‘savages not dissimilar to the Maori’ and that savagery was returning amongst those who are not loved and cared for today. By the end of the century this discourse had taken on an additional eugenic strain, arguing that in order for degeneracy and deterioration to be avoided efforts needed to be made to ‘save the... British breed’. The child savers who went amongst the ‘chilling slush of our streets and gutters’ in the interests of the ‘future of the... Empire’, were, a young Winston Churchill declared, the ‘champions of our race’.

When non-whites are incorporated into this narrative, their role is to buttress the assumed superiority of the British which the images of urban decay threatened to undermine. Whereas in the first half of the nineteenth century, Susan Thorne argues, the symmetry of representations of poor and colonized peoples was used as a justification of class and racial subordination, the threat to the privileges of whiteness was clearly uppermost for child rescuers 50 years later. Like Mayhew, they understood it as pertinent to convince their readers that poor residents of London and other urban centres ‘were of English society though separate from it, related to the middle class but a “race” apart from it, fellow inhabitants of the same city but members of a different “tribe”’. The argument that, like indigenous peoples, the poor of the inner city were unable to love and care for their children was intended to shame the latter, or at least those who allowed such neglect to continue. Newly incorporated into the Empire, the people of New Guinea were presented to readers of the as having a lesson for the people of England. Confronted with stories of child abuse in England, a missionary replied: ‘If anybody dealt so with a child in New Guinea, the natives would spear him, but such treatment of a child is impossible to New Guineaers.’ ‘We live in a land in which Christianity has come to mean mawkish mercy to child-murderers’, the article continued. ‘Better days will come when New Guineaers teach us righteousness.’

But even such faint praise was rare. As Breitenbach argues, in Chapter 5, in this volume, even missionaries committed to the equality of all humanity spoke in a patronizing tone. Travel, to the child rescuer, served only to confirm their convictions of European superiority with
the non-white people they encountered almost uniformly depicted as objects of pity, lacking affection for their children, essentially primitive and inferior and destined to disappear.\textsuperscript{54} Recounting his visit to a Mohawk reservation in Canada, Stephenson wrote about his teaching the children to play, an essential element of childhood in ‘civilisation’.\textsuperscript{55} In a later instalment he expressed his surprise at encountering an ‘Indian baby...[who] crowed, and smiled, and kicked just as heartily as though his face had been white.’ The baby’s father was described as ‘a nobleman, though only an Indian’.\textsuperscript{56} From South Africa Stephenson wrote: ‘I can’t help feeling, as I see all these strange, heathen people around me, that English boys and girls ought to be thankful ... for their birth in a Christian land.’\textsuperscript{57} This theme continued when he arrived in Australia. Marvelling at Melbourne’s progress in its 50 years of existence he compared the city which he had visited with the ‘huts’ which had previously occupied the site:

I need hardly tell you that the people who used to lie under such miserable huts were not white people. They were black, and they were amongst the very lowest and most degraded races that have ever been found.\textsuperscript{58}

A final stop in Tasmania allowed him to reflect on the ‘sad’ but inevitable decline of the ‘great tribes and nations of red men and black men...fading away before the white races’ but readers were assured: ‘we cannot stop this; but we can at least have the pleasure of helping the missionary societies, which are endeavouring to save the remnants of these people from destruction’.\textsuperscript{59}

**Whitening the Empire**

The theme of ‘inevitable decline’ ran through most such accounts, simultaneously justifying and excusing white incursion. The ‘march of white man’ was ‘irresistible’, wrote missionary journalist, the Rev. Egerton R. Young,\textsuperscript{60} before concluding, ‘perhaps it is right that a superior race should be paramount in that great Continent, yet the treatment of the Indian might have been much more kindly and Christian’.\textsuperscript{61} For most writers, the solution to this problem lay, not in kind treatment, but in immigration.\textsuperscript{62} Canada, it was argued, was an ‘Englishman’s birthright’ and should not be left to the ‘alien and inferior races’.\textsuperscript{63} The colonies of settlement constituted a ‘brighter Britain’ which residents of ‘Darkest England’ could embrace and redeem.\textsuperscript{64}
The child rescuers were not the first to use poor children to build the Empire. Workhouse children were apprenticed to planters in the Virginia settlement in Britain’s first imperial adventure, a practice continued, following the loss of the American colonies by Annie MacPherson and Maria Rye who negotiated with Poor Law officials in overcrowded unions to take parties of children to Canada. In the second half of the nineteenth century, the new child rescue organizations built upon such foundations, but distinguished their operations from those of their predecessors by emphasizing the training and aftercare extended to the children to fit them for their imperial mission. The preference for white children in the colonial labour market was assumed. Why, Maria Rye asked, would Indian children need to be trained to become servants if there were sufficient child migrants available? Deploring the survival of slavery, the Rev. S. Coley expressed surprise that ‘a black fellow was worth buying’ when, in England, ‘there were thousands of white men for whom it was said the best thing would be to send them out of the country’. In a darker tone, Vanoc warned that the benefits of child migration would only be completely understood at some time in the future when in colonies ‘sparsely peopled with white emigrants...white men may be the hunted’.

Central to the argument for English superiority advanced in child rescue publications was the assertion that Evangelical Christianity had developed a new notion of childhood. However, unlike the Mothers’ Union leaders discussed by Prevost in Chapter 12, in this volume, child rescuers, both at home and abroad, seemed unable to bring children of colour within this new definition. The photographs included in the various magazines make it clear that, amongst the ‘rescued’ children, there were increasing numbers of those who could not be washed clean. Both Seth Koven and Caroline Bressey have discussed the anxieties which the presence of these children aroused. Most striking is the photograph of three naked black children, the only children photographed naked in the entire Barnardo archive. To Koven, this is indicative of Barnardo keying into wider social anxieties around miscegenation. Bressey would agree, pointing to the falsification of the racial identity of the children’s father, an Englishman in the admissions book who becomes ‘coloured’ in the Night and Day story, as evidence of Barnardo’s unwillingness, to embrace the notion of a multiracial Britain. Rather, she concludes, he looked for degrees of ‘whiteness’ in deciding who was eligible to be saved.

The imperative to rescue white children from savagery was always dominant. The ‘little English girls and boys’ rescued by Barnardo from
the Turkish theatre troupe to which they had been sold by their parents, was celebrated as a victory over ‘heathenism’.73 Similarly the people (of many races) in the West Indian port, who subscribed to an appeal to rescue a ‘golden-haired’ child from her depraved mother, were widely applauded.74 In a later article, the Waifs and Strays’ Society chose to link the story of a boy, brought back to England after having been rescued from imprisonment amongst other races, with that of another, perceived as white, who was kept from his mother when it became apparent that she was a West Indian planning to take her son back to her homeland.75 When the major cities in colonies of settlement began to reproduce the worse features of cities ‘at home’, evangelicals established locally based child rescue societies. Central to their mission was the need to rescue white children from ‘contamination’, maintaining and uplifting the ‘prestige of the white race’. Colonial child welfare legislation, often enacted in response to child rescuers’ concerns, was similarly blind: the child whose rights and innocence were to be protected was inherently white.76

Through this means the child rescue movement became complicit in the imperial project. Having borrowed so heavily from missionary imaginings in describing its initial endeavours, it now projected those imaginings back to their source to support imperial claims. In the colonies, whiteness brought an identity and a set of accompanying privileges to settler children, justifying the oppression and dispossession of indigenous peoples, adult and children alike.77 Child rescue literature, like the missionary literature of which it was a part, circulated in both metropole and colony, shaping and sustaining ‘imperial mythologies’.78 ‘I would like every English child to think about Australia, not as a wild and savage and half-heathen country, but as the home of great and intelligent and prosperous English communities’ wrote Stephenson in 1883.79 But, if that transformation was to be maintained, the hierarchy between the races had to be sustained, with rescue work amongst settler children of particular importance.80 They could not be allowed to display behaviour condemned in England as ‘heathen’, ‘savage’ or ‘wild’,81 for, in the colonies, white children stood as exemplars of the racial and religious superiority which had delivered the land and its people to the colonizers.82

In April 1898, the National Children’s Homes magazine, Highways and Hedges, included a tribute to a former resident who, rescued as a child, had chosen in adulthood to go as a missionary to Canada, where she worked with her husband at an orphanage. This article combined the classic ‘before and after story’ with the older Evangelical narrative of the ‘good death’ for, having returned to England in late pregnancy,
Mrs Joseph William Butler died in childbirth. Readers were assured that here was a woman who was doubly saved. The colonies were routinely represented as a place of opportunity for English children. Here they could take up land or further their education and enter the professions, opportunities that were never offered to the graduates of the Homes who remained in England. The ‘heathens who could be washed clean’ could capitalize on their whiteness to advantage themselves, but their duty to the indigenous peoples whom they were displacing rarely extended beyond the obligation to rule or to aid. As the rescued children grew to maturity, the magazines began to feature their letters home, most of which, predictably, celebrated their success in promoting the imperial mission. Amongst this mass of self-congratulatory correspondence there appears but one dissenting voice. ‘We often see black people in town’, wrote a young man placed in Bunbury, Western Australia. ‘These people are called Aboriginals. Australia really belongs to this race of people, they live in the bush, and some of them are civilised.’ But they were, of course, black, and as such, could feature as exotica in child rescue literature but had no place in the new world for children which child rescuers claimed to be creating.

In its intertwining of child, race and nation, the imperial child rescue movement both drew on and contributed to the mutually constitutive relationship between periphery and centre, colony and nation and mission and empire which was so central to discourses around Britishness and whiteness in the latter half of the nineteenth century. Using notions of childhood innocence, transcended as they were being constructed both at home and abroad, child rescuers reinforced notions of the rightness of Empire and the superiority of the white Britons to whom God had entrusted large portions of the world’s landmass. But that endowment was both fragile and conditional. Without continuing attention to the fate of childhood at home and in the settler colonies, the Empire, and ultimately the nation would be lost, and God’s bounty squandered. What these discursive formations ignored was the fate of those excluded from such racially exclusive notions of childhood. Denied the protection extended by law to children identified as the future of both nation and Empire, indigenous children were destined to disappear, or at best, to be retrained to serve white interests.
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Further reading


The task of understanding the relationships between religion and empire in Australia is compounded by the fact that the historiography of each of these fields is not highly developed. While transnationally, histories of modernity have generally been conceived as representing ‘the triumph of secularism’, in Australia the marginalization of religious history is arguably more pronounced than elsewhere. Anti-clericalism in its convict origins and in the symbols of national identity – the bushman and the Anzac – have left their mark on the writing of Australian history, as has a long sectarian strand that has seen denominational defensiveness shadow religious history. There are gaps in the historiography – sustained study of the Australian missionary movement one of the most serious – that other national historiographies do not share. Nor has Australian history been much concerned with questions of Empire. The struggle for legitimacy of an Australian national history in the past 40 years, with its associated rejection of the ‘cultural cringe’, pushed to one side its Imperial connections. All this is changing: feminism, ‘the cultural turn’ and the ascendancy of trans-national histories have increased Australian historians’ sensitivity to both religion and empire and the relationships between them.

What can an Australian perspective contribute to understandings of religion and empire? It can reveal the complex entanglements that arose when Indigenous cultures more than 40,000 years old encountered the satellite outpost of a large and wealthy imperial metropolitan culture. The physical context of those entanglements was similar to that of other settler societies: to paraphrase Andrew Porter – continual emigration, natural population increase, land hunger, greed, mutual fear and
misunderstanding resulted in ‘unmitigated cruelty and warfare’.\(^6\) Unlike most other imperial settings, however, the violence and destruction of colonization in Australia became submerged during the first half of the twentieth century in what the anthropologist W. H. Stanner called ‘the Great Australian Silence’.\(^7\) Among the chief supports of this silence were two enduring legends of national identity, the bushman and the pioneer – each defined by slightly different characteristics but neither allegedly capable of ‘unmitigated cruelty’ to the traditional owners of the land.\(^8\) Much scholarship in the past 40 years has been devoted to putting an end to that silence. The field of Indigenous history is one of the most fertile and complex in Australian historiography.\(^9\) In the past few years, following the publication of Keith Windschuttle’s *The Fabrication of Australian History* (2002), it has become embroiled in public contestation. Windschuttle’s reading of Tasmanian history, widely disseminated by conservative journalists and supported by John Howard, Prime Minister 1996–2007, disparages what has become known as the ‘black-armband’ view of history, which he sees as exaggerating frontier violence for political purposes.\(^10\) ‘History wars’ have been waged in other Western countries over various challenges to cherished understandings of national identity in the past ten years or so. In Australia they draw strength from the fact that the struggle for possession of the country has been buried beneath understandings of the bush and pioneer legends as essentially benign.

To examine the role that religion played in the colonization of Australia, I want to focus on the life histories of two men who played an important part in saving the empty north of Australia in the years of high imperialism at the turn of the twentieth century: Gilbert White (1859–1933) founding Bishop of Carpentaria and James Noble (1876?–1941), the first Indigenous deacon in the Anglican Church.\(^11\) Focusing on how frontier Christianity shaped the identity of each man shows how race inflected ‘the tensions between hierarchy and inclusion’ that confronted Christian missionaries wherever they went.\(^12\) As Catherine Hall has argued ‘the time of empire was the time when anatomies of difference were being elaborated’.\(^13\) In the north of Australia, anatomies of race difference shaped immigration, welfare, medical and Aboriginal policy; they shaped the way differences of gender and class were experienced and they shaped religious subjectivities. But while the church was embedded in an imperial culture that articulated difference it also aspired to an inclusiveness that derived from belief in the equality of all in the sight of God. The final aim of Christianity was to abolish difference – to make us ‘all one in Jesus Christ’. Noble and White were
both men of considerable stature, admired in their own time and since. White was one of the most influential and outspoken critics of northern colonialism, Noble a committed Christian leader of Indigenous people. Focusing on the life histories of these two men enables investigation at close hand of the tensions between churchmen’s belief in the equality of souls and their immersion in the politics of difference.

The north of Australia at the turn of the century provides a fertile context to examine these tensions. In many senses it was ‘the last frontier’ of the missionary world. The pattern of encounter, resistance, pacification and dispossession was similar to that which had characterized the south, but there were differences. Distance from dense population centres made it arguably more lawless. Timing played a part: in Queensland, the push north occurred after responsible government was granted in 1859, so local administrators were unrestrained by the Colonial Office, and the native police became an institutional force of destruction. In Western Australia, Aboriginal affairs were, until 1898, a responsibility of the Colonial Office which resisted establishing a native police force. While this may have meant that murders were less common, the dependence of settlers on Indigenous labour gave rise to brutal exploitation and kidnapping. In both Western Australia and Queensland demographic factors increased the level of tension among the encroaching white population – whites were outnumbered by Indigenous people and terror on both sides was easily evoked. Further, its location heightened invasion anxieties at a time when France and Germany were also colonising the Pacific; so did the fact that in large population centres such as Darwin, Broome and Thursday Island Asians made up more than half the population. The trope of ‘the empty north’ was fed by invasion fears, but built on experience of Indigenous resistance. It sat uneasily on the north, where the real and imagined presence of ‘the other’ was so overwhelming that it drove immigration and native policy. Racial diversity was more threatening than a vacuum for, at a time when scientific racism was gaining intellectual credibility, it posed bio-political problems centred on miscegenation.

In a more fundamental sense, the trope of the Empty North jars as a descriptor. For over 40,000 years, Northern Australia had been ‘nourishing terrain’ to Indigenous people whose ancestor spirits had travelled across the country, encountering myriad specific sites, imbuing them with deep meaning. And it had been a site of contact for centuries between Indigenous Australians, Torres Strait Islanders and Macassarese fishermen. The trope of the empty north not only entailed denial of the white intruders' fears of a racially diverse population but also denial
of pre-existing occupation and enduring layers of memory. Northern colonization, then, had its own tenor, its own momentum and bore considerable threat in the eyes of southern politicians. The title of a recent collection of essays in a Queensland-based journal – *Up North: Myths, Threats and Enchantment* – is indicative of an ongoing perception of difference surrounding Australia’s north.

What role did the church play in this context? By the turn of the century, when Gilbert White was appointed to the newly established Diocese of Carpentaria the church was becoming mobilized into missionary work by the actions of the state. Up until then the church had seen its main duty as to the white population. Despite the fact that communities of Indigenous Christians were developing on late nineteenth century reserves and missions in Victoria, the image of failure that dogged the early missions in New South Wales – though not unusual in early colonial encounters – reinforced the notion that Indigenous people were, in the words of the Baptist missionary William Carey ‘poor barbarous naked pagans’. Aborigines’ resistance to early missionary endeavours demonstrated not the original condition of humanity – fallen though it was in biblical terms – but humanity that had degenerated to ‘the ultimate depths of human degradation’.

By the end of the century, after 40 years of advancing white settlement and reports detailing abusive labour conditions, laws were passed in Queensland (1897), WA (1905) and the NT (1911) not only to try to protect Aborigines from exploitation but also to control them – to move them off their traditional lands, put an end to their resistance and to re-socialize their children. In the wake of these laws, the state invited the church to run missions and over the next 40 years 18 new mission stations were established by the main Protestant missionary societies and by the religious orders in the Catholic Church in Queensland, WA, the NT and SA. Intended to become self-supporting, these missions had minimal funding from either the government or the church. They were not all the same and they are not remembered in the same ways. However, in most food and shelter were poor, children were separated from their parents and they operated according to a didactic regime that assumed Indigenous people to be a ‘child race’. In the wake of the 1997 Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission report, *Bringing Them Home*, the destructive consequences of this process have become widely known in Australia, but at the turn of the century missions were seen by both progressive churchmen and humanitarian politicians as the only way of protecting and saving the ‘remnant’ of Indigenous population that had survived in the north of Australia.
Gilbert White and James Noble were among their most vocal and active supporters.

How did religion and empire shape the identities of these two men? Unsurprisingly, we know much more about Gilbert White than James Noble. Like many missionary prelates, White wrote a great deal – letters, diaries, sermons, memoirs – but he was more prolific than most. According to his sister and companion Lucy ‘he wrote because he must sometimes even when travelling by train or otherwise’.27 And he wrote outside the usual clerical mode – poems, travel books, an autobiography, lectures and political tracts. A powerful orator, he took every opportunity to deliver addresses on social and political issues – on missions, on White Australia, on race relations. James Noble, on the other hand, would seem to have written very little. However, as an ordained deacon of the Anglican Church he addressed large gatherings where his words were recorded; it is easier to hear his voice than that of his wife, Angelina. She too worked on the missions and she was a skilled linguist – acting as translator for police court hearings and at the Royal Commission on the Forrest River massacre in 1927. There is a poignant irony in the fact that we have almost no account of the words of a woman renowned for her linguistic skills.

Gilbert White and the limits of speaking out

White’s writings reveal important elements shaping his identity and how these influenced his ideas on race, empire and religion. He was an energetic ‘missionary bishop’ – Carpentaria was one of the three missionary dioceses created at this time: British New Guinea was established in 1898 and North Western Australia in 1909.28 With nearly three times as many non-whites as whites, it was a huge and unwieldy mass, encompassing the Torres Strait Islands, the Cape York Peninsula north of Cairns, the Gulf country and the whole of the Northern Territory.29 White made ‘marathon tours’ of it regularly. He assisted the foundation of new missions at Roper River and the Mitchell River and became an outspoken defender of the rights of Aborigines and Pacific Islanders, one of very few churchmen to openly condemn the nature of northern colonization.30 He told a Melbourne audience in 1907 that Indigenous people had had their land taken ‘without process of law, and without any compensation given’; they were moved on to make way for cattle ‘and moving on had too often meant death’.31 With George Frodsham, Bishop of North Queensland, he was responsible for an Australian Board of Mission statement in 1903 which recognised Aborigines as the
'original owners and inhabitants of the country in which we dwell, whose land we have taken and whose means of subsistence we are daily diminishing.' In sheeting home the blame for Aboriginal demise to white colonists White rejected a blanket application of Social Darwinism – ‘the gathering force’ in intellectual life. He denied that Aborigines were ‘one of the lowest human types’ and disputed that they were a dying race. Evidence from missions such as Yarrabah, he insisted, showed that they were capable of ‘advancement’ and that far from dying out, they were increasing. White also condemned the racism inherent in Australia’s immigration restriction policy. In 1905, he moved a motion in General Synod that ‘it is unreasonable to assume that the white man is, necessarily and inherently, superior to every race of another colour’ and he also opposed the deportation of Pacific Islanders under the Pacific Islanders Act of 1905.

While White saw himself as a defender of Aborigines and Pacific Islanders and an opponent of race superiority, he did not deny underlying assumptions of race difference. He disputed that Aborigines were on the lowest rung of the race hierarchy, but in keeping with the evolutionary thinking of his time, did not dispute the validity of such a hierarchy. In *Thirty Years in Tropical Australia* he wrote that the Aborigines ‘do not fall far below the average standard of uncivilised humanity’. And he differentiated the ‘quality’ of Indigenous groups across the continent. Those near Pine Creek, were ‘finer made’ than those in Queensland; those who lived near the Gulf of Carpentaria were ‘probably the least intelligent tribe in Australia’, while Torres Strait Islanders were ‘physically, mentally, and spiritually...altogether of a higher type than the mainland aborigines’. Similarly, while he thought the race superiority of the Immigration Restriction Act was repellent he gave considerably more space in his speeches to the fact that the Empty North was a ‘standing danger’ to Australia and that it had to be ‘occupied in some way or another’ if Australia was to retain it. His solution was to import more indentured labour from one of ‘Britain’s eastern possessions’. In combination with a mission system that would transform Aborigines into a self-sufficient and self-determining workforce, these workers would populate the north, protect its coastline and make the land productive – all of which would be far less expensive than subsidizing white settlement. In some respects, his vision for these communities was ahead of its time: he acknowledged the importance of land to Aborigines – they would know that ‘the territory on which they lived was their own’ and they would not be moved from it; and the very fact that he saw these stations as eventually self-determining shows that he
regarded Aborigines as ‘potentially equal citizens’. But it was grounded in a Christian paternalist position that assumed whiteness to be superior. ‘The less advanced races’ should not be excluded from the polity for it was ‘a Christian duty to afford them such protection and education as is due from the elder to the younger brethren in the great human family of God.’

An Anglo-Catholic in a region where the Anglican Dioceses had evolved in an Anglo-Catholic direction, White’s outspokenness on Indigenous issues reflected the incarnational theology that distinguished his style of churchmanship. Just as Anglo-Catholics felt impelled to work among the poor in the slums of England, White’s priority was the dispossessed in north Australia. His sympathy for Aborigines was also likely to have been influenced by his sexuality. His writing shows an attraction to Indigenous masculine beauty suggestive of a homoerotic sensibility, with which Anglo-Catholicism in England was also associated. I have explored elsewhere the complexities of these elements of White’s character. I would like to explore here how White’s views also reflected his identity as a man from the centre of Empire.

One of a long line of clergymen stretching back to the well known naturalist Gilbert White of Selbourne, he was born in South Africa, grew up in England and moved to Australia for the sake of his health in 1885, aged 26. He lived in Australia until his death in 1933 and he found much to admire in his ‘adopted country’. Much of his autobiography, Thirty Years in Tropical Australia, is travel writing, marked by careful observations of the changing countryside and delighted descriptions of highly coloured flowers. He found spiritual enrichment in the landscape: ‘How wonderfully real the Psalms seem when read out in the Australian bush’ he wrote after a long description of the country 200 miles west of Townsville. But England remained the yardstick of all things civilized, its history ‘an amazing record’ of the spread of Christianity. His poetry, in particular, was critical of Australian materialism and greed. It is not surprising, then that the theme of colonial degeneracy – common in missionary writing – surfaced in White’s critiques of Australian race relations. In an article published in 1910 in an English missionary journal he argued that Australia’s record of ill treatment of Aborigines undermined Britain’s ‘remonstrances on the long continued and ghastly atrocities in the Congo’. How could England ‘obtain redress for the unhappy victims of red rubber’ when Congo officials could point to newspaper reports of ill treatment of Aborigines in Western Australia?
White’s ‘Englishness’ strengthened his authority in addressing colonials.\textsuperscript{51} Like many middle class English-born clergy, White’s identity derived in large part from his dedication to work.\textsuperscript{52} And this colonial context enabled White to counter the possibility of effeminacy not only through work but also through adventure. He pushed himself to keep moving around his huge Diocese, travelling ‘rough’, and regularly sailing the Torres Strait in bad weather, dodging the treacherous hidden coral, bearing the miseries of sea-sickness. But rather than showing the overblown athleticism that historians have identified as symptomatic of underlying shifts in Imperial masculinity in this period, White’s style was quietly heroic, austere and self-denying.\textsuperscript{53} He lived very frugally and carried not an ounce of Episcopal fat. One of the roughest sea passages was to Friday Island, which he coursed regularly to visit the coloured leprosy sufferers who were banished there by the Queensland government after 1892 – one of very few churchmen to do so.\textsuperscript{54} After his death the new Bishop at Carpentaria wanted to erect a tower costing £5000 on the Cathedral on Thursday Island as a memorial but his family objected that such expenditure would have been repellent to him as his primary concern was ‘the welfare of the native races’.\textsuperscript{55}

White was a man of Empire but he saw himself as primarily building the Kingdom of God on earth, a Kingdom that would, at the end of time, eradicate all difference. This was the fundamental source of his commitment to hard work, to the ‘welfare of the native races’ and to ‘speaking out’. But there were limits to White’s outspokenness. Delineating those limits allows us to trace the tensions inherent in his negotiation of the conflicting imperatives of God’s Kingdom and those of the British Empire. The incident which illustrates this most clearly centres on White’s involvement in the discovery of murdered Aborigines at Moreton Telegraph Station in 1902, described in \textit{Thirty Years in Tropical Australia}. He had been visiting the mission at Mapoon with Dr Walter Roth, the northern Protector of Aboriginals, when they got word of the murder of some Aborigines a few weeks earlier.\textsuperscript{56} He and Roth were taken by Aboriginal guides to the remains of a big fire ‘evidently made by a white man, as the natives never make a fire of big logs lighted in the centre’. There they found several knee-caps, other human bones and two skulls. ‘Under one of the skulls was a little lump of lead of the exact weight of the bullets which had been supplied, as we knew, to the assailants, a large and unusual size.’ They had enough evidence to induce William Parry-Okeden, the Commissioner of Police, to come from Brisbane to investigate and a police inquiry was held. No one was convicted.\textsuperscript{57} A white policeman resigned and two black troopers were
‘sent away’. It was a common pattern. A study by Jonathan Richards and Mark Finnane of coronial inquiries in Queensland between 1859 and 1900 shows that attacks on whites usually resulted in an official inquiry and serious charges, but that violent deaths of Aborigines or Torres Strait Islanders were either not investigated at all or, as in this case, no charges were laid.58

What is important here is how White wrote about this incident in his autobiography. He leaves the reader with no doubt that murder was committed and that whites were involved. But he omits the details of the outcome, assuring his readers instead that ‘such justice as was possible was... done’ (my italics). This is a telling phrasing, but instead of explaining what happened he moves on to a lengthy general comment about frontier violence, the main thrust of which is to exonerate the Queensland government from any charge of neglecting its duty. He writes that he had always found the government ‘most anxious on all occasions to do impartial justice to the natives’. He acknowledges that undoubtedly Aborigines had suffered ‘cruel wrongs’ but these were owing to vast distances, the impossibility of getting evidence and, worst of all, the jury system: ‘it was almost impossible to get a white jury to convict a white man of any outrage, however flagrant, on an aboriginal.’ What stands out from this analysis is that it does not apply in this case. There was evidence. And White himself gave a sworn statement to the inquiry of what he had seen and of how it tallied with what the Aboriginal informants had told him.59 Further, there was no jury in this case. The inquiry had been convened by William Parry-Okeden, Commissioner of Police and Chief Protector of Aborigines for the state of Queensland. It was he who found not enough evidence to prosecute, not a jury.

It is difficult to know precisely why White went to such trouble to exonerate the government. He certainly knew that the government had to be onside for missionary work to succeed – so he didn’t want to give offence.60 But why initiate such a lengthy defence of ‘the government’? Perhaps he was thinking, not of Parry-Okeden but of his friend Walter Roth, the northern protector with whom he had been travelling. Roth was a ‘rigid enforcer’ of the 1897 Protection Act, hated by the squatting interests in Queensland parliament for interfering with their labour supply and in this case he had issued a report naming the police as murderers. The memory of Roth’s persistent and tenacious opposition to the exploitation of Aboriginal labour and his efforts to have their assailants brought to justice – until he was driven from Queensland in 1906 – may have underpinned White’s blanket exoneration of ‘the Queensland government’.61
Whatever the complexities of his motivation, White’s decision to acquit the government of blame and his inability to articulate the injustice of the outcome is one small but telling instance of how an outspoken critic of colonialism came to comply with its ends. His was not a ‘polite sliding over the cruel and gruesome acts’ of colonization. Indeed it is important to acknowledge his unusual courage in naming those acts. But it was a ‘polite sliding over’ the inadequacy of the rule of law in this outpost of Empire. The respect he commanded as an Anglican Bishop, one not afraid to condemn frontier violence, gave his endorsement of the rule of law even greater authority. That endorsement, when the law had so clearly failed, is a potent example of ‘white noise’ – in Tom Griffith’s words, ‘an obscuring and overlaying din of history making’. If it was only half-conscious, it was more deeply embedded for that. Both noisy and silent, the long history of denial at the core of Australian history is still fought out in the pages of the conservative Australian press.

James Noble and the hope of equality

The only clergyman in this context who loudly demanded that the rule of law be applied against whites was Ernest Gribble. Described by his biographer Christine Halse as ‘a terribly wild man’ he was erratic, self-righteous and authoritarian and was sacked by the Anglican Board of Mission (ABM) from both Yarrabah and Forrest River Missions. His edginess barred him from high office but gave him the drive to ensure, for example, that a Royal Commission was held into the massacre at Forrest River in 1927. There is no space here to do justice to his complex psychology but it is significant that it was Gribble who was the advocate and mentor of the Indigenous deacon James Noble. Gilbert White admired Noble and their lives intersected at a number of points, but Noble lived on Gribble’s missions for most of his adult life, following him to Forrest River in 1914 and to Palm Island in 1933. It was Gribble who most consistently represented to him the face of Christianity. Gribble knew the pain of exclusion as Noble did and Noble’s attachment to Gribble was strong. James Noble’s life history provides insights into how religion and empires shaped the experience of an Indigenous man.

Little is known about James Noble’s early life. He was born near Normanton, the largest town in the Gulf country, in the mid-1870s – a time when settlers were establishing cattle stations there. A recent study by Tony Roberts has meticulously researched the violence and its
cover-up that accompanied this process. Presumably Noble had seen or knew of white men at their worst. But he worked on cattle stations in Queensland and New South Wales for good employers. Later he was to recall that he had been introduced to Christianity by ‘one young fellow I was droving for’ who was ‘a good Christian man...he gave me a Catechism and taught me the Creed’. The impression is of a comradely relationship between young men, one that Noble valued. It is hardly surprising that in a treacherous colonial environment, Noble was receptive to the religious ideas of one who offered him work and education and treated him fairly.

While working for the Doyle brothers Noble was baptized and confirmed in the Church of England. Churchmen intervened in his life at various points after this. He worked for Rev. Edwards, at Hughenden. Then, in the mid-1890s, he ‘drifted’ into the hands of ‘some sporting gentlemen’ who discovered he was a fine sprinter. Around this time, according to his son John, he had a vision: ‘an old man came up to him and asked him if he could help Revd Gribble to open Mitchell River...Dad, he thinks he was God, you know ... He gave up everything, smoking, swearing, all those ways’ The Bishop of North Queensland arranged for him to go to Yarrabah mission, the sort of intervention that was not unusual on the eve of the ‘protection’ era. At Yarrabah he met Angelina who was brought there by police after being abducted as a child by a horse dealer. They lived on the mission until 1910, when they helped establish the mission at Roper River and in 1914 they joined Gribble in founding the Forrest River mission in WA, where they lived until 1932. They had six children. In both Roper River and Forrest River their liaison with the local tribes, as well as their manual work, were crucial for the foundation of the missions.

It is difficult to get a close understanding of how the particular dynamics of Noble’s ancestral religion might have oriented him towards Christianity. Nor is it clear to what extent his Christianity existed with traditional beliefs. Such issues of religious change have been considered by historians and anthropologists in many parts of Australia. But Noble’s recorded words are few. They suggest that in a fractured colonial environment, Noble saw the missionaries as ‘kind’ to black people, providing them with ‘a good home’. To him, their message that God loved all equally offered comfort. As Noble put it ‘Black people begin to sing to the same God and love the same God.’ The fact that God was all-powerful was particularly attractive. God would make converts, Noble said, ‘not in missionaries time, but in His own time’. The rituals and ceremonies of High Church Anglican Christianity were tangible
celebrations of oneness. They would seem to have spoken to him of beauty as well as solace. He described the Easter ceremonies at Forrest River to Rev. Gribble in 1932:

On the first evensong of Easter we had a lovely service after we have finished the prayed we had a little procession round the church and we sang the hymn ‘The churches one Foundation. and we into the church again and formed the Holy Cross in the middle of the church floor And on Saturday the girls brought home armfuls of lilies. I dec-crated the church very lovely we had a very happy Easter. [sic] 

Ancestral religions valued particular places. Given the disruptions of colonialism, a God who transcended place must have had considerable appeal. And Noble made a number of moves over the course of his life. When he left Yarrabah for the Roper River he attested that he was impelled by the transcendent Christian God to take his message to those who had not heard it. The Aboriginal News reported the ‘grand services’ held before they left where James ‘spoke of his love for Yarrabah.... He knew that God had called him to leave his beautiful home – the happiest life he had ever had – to go and help those blacks who were wild, wild as he himself had been for many years’. In Christian missionary thinking the imperative to leave one’s home was compensated by belief in ‘another and better home’ as Ernest Gribble put it, ‘where we might be reunited when we have done our work for God’. For an Indigenous missionary, whose deep connections to home and country had been disrupted, such hopes must have assumed great significance.

At Yarrabah and later at Forrest River, Noble had considerable authority even though Ernest Gribble ruled both missions with an erratically authoritarian hand. Many Aborigines from Forrest River considered Noble the ‘boss’ of the mission. Tall and strong, he taught the men how to make mud bricks and cut mangrove poles to build the houses and church; he trained the stockmen, acted as barber, dentist and doctor, assisted Gribble at Sunday services. He saw his authority as biblical, telling the North Queensland synod in 1911 that after his lessons with the Doyle family ‘I never got the Creed out of my head.... The words of the Bible were always in my mind, “Go and teach others”’. As a lay reader, Noble was entitled to read the lessons and to preach. By the time of his ordination to the diaconate in 1925, he was conscious of the vital role he had in representing the Aborigines of Forrest River to
the white world. ‘They have no black people to stand and speak for them when I die.’

There were, however, clear limits to his authority. Despite Ernest Gribble’s attempts to have him ordained to the priesthood, he was never ordained. And Gribble’s inclusiveness had its limits. He wrote in 1929 that Noble had been ‘as a son to me for over thirty years’ – but he was not a son. When Jack Gribble, Ernest’s son, joined him at Forrest River after the war, he took over most of the management tasks that had been Noble’s. And when Gribble was desperate for someone to take over Forrest River, he was convinced it could only be a member of his family; he did not even consider Noble. More basically, James and Angelina Noble endured the poverty of the missions they lived on. Angelina did all the domestic work on the missions, no teaching, despite her manifest gifts.

It is hard to know how difficult it was for Noble to live in two worlds. He remained a missionary to his people all his life and he would seem to have seen himself having made a clear separation from traditional customs. ‘When I left my native habits and went to school’ he told the Royal Commission into the Forrest River massacre in 1927, ‘I was 20 years old.’ But there were times when he wanted to return. Once when he crossed swords with Gribble at Forrest River he threatened to ‘go back to his own country’. On another occasion he said that only God had made him ‘stick’ to the mission, implying that it had not been easy to do so.

James and Angelina were not the only Indigenous Christian leaders at Yarrabah but they are the ones who appear most consistently in the missionary records and they came to symbolize to white Australians the best that missions could achieve. By the 1920s James in particular was admired in Anglican Church circles. He spent most of the year of his ordination on a missionary tour of Australia where he spoke in ‘numerous churches, several cathedrals’ and at ‘a large missionary meeting’ in Melbourne, where ‘as he came on the platform, the whole audience, the bishops, and speakers on the platform, rose as one man in homage’. Tall and handsome, his demeanour was imposing but he posed no threat. The Daily News commented approvingly on his ‘shy reserve’ and ‘entire absence of swagger’. At a time when Indigenous people in Melbourne and Sydney were joining together to demand land, the end to the removal of their children and the right to welfare benefits, James Noble seemed to demand nothing. Indeed within the mission he participated in the punitive and coercive practices that were intrinsic to it.
At Forrest River, he rode out after runaways and, in the words of historian Neville Green, ‘when the mission court found a prisoner guilty, it usually fell to James to wield the strap’. Cast in this light, he is like an agent of the white missionaries – less brutal, but fulfilling a function within the imperial project not unlike that of the native police.

But Noble’s views were not identical to those of the white missionaries and he was not entirely uncomplaining. His address to the Australian Church Congress in 1925 is the best insight that we have into his views; it betrays deep ambivalence. Its overarching idea is of Aboriginal demise. It begins with the words: ‘I am very lone. I am the only black people left. When I speak like this you know what I mean.’ [sic] This situation, he insists, is ‘not your fault’ but the logic of his perspective is one of reproach. He wishes that they could go back two or three hundred years when there were plenty of blacks ‘and we might have saved them’: but it is now too late. Of the idea that black people should be left alone, he says, ‘Why didn’t they say that long ago when they were all over this country.’ To the idea of letting black people rule over themselves he responds ‘Too late, now!’ for there are only a few left, but then he adds ‘I hope they can rule over themselves.’ Black people, he said, wanted both more land and more churches. They needed missions, ‘because they have no country of their own’. They are thankful to the government who gave the land at Forrest River – ‘the government is good, the government does its best’ – but black people want more land, ‘to run about in, in the bush.’ It is a speech that fluctuates between resignation and request, between gratitude and reproach.

Noble’s address also shows that he felt a solidarity with the mission and its missionaries but that this was felt as strongly against the rest of the church as against society generally. Presumably thinking of Ernest Gribble, he saw the missionaries identifying with Indigenous people – he was unequivocal about their goodness. The missionaries, he said, were kind to black people: ‘A missionary is a great picture to black people; the way he lives; the character he has; and always ready to face hardship.’ They did not have good food to eat. ‘At my good breakfast this morning with big bishops and men, I thought of missionary at home with only cup of tea sometimes.’ In his view, the essence of conversion lay in missionaries modelling right behaviour: the missionaries ‘teach the same as they work’; ‘by loving him the missionary teaches people to love God, too.’ But his respect for the missionaries did not mean that his vision of what the mission should be was identical with theirs. Black people, he said, want more land ‘to run about in, in the bush.’ His concept of mission was one where there was mobility, access
to land and freedom. And they only needed the missions because ‘they have no country of their own’.

Conclusion

In his recent study of missionaries in the Punjab, *Imperial Faultlines*, Jeffrey Cox constructs a typology of meta-narratives underlying missionary history: in addition to the established tradition of imperial history that marginalizes missionaries, newer work influenced by Edward Said seeks to unmask missionaries as always and everywhere utterly complicit in the ambitions of the imperial power while the school of mission studies, though characterized by critical analysis and drawn to ideas of non-Western agency, nevertheless relies on a ‘providentialist master narrative of progress towards a multiracial Christian community’ which has difficulty addressing the Saidian accusation of complicity ‘head on’. Cox argues that rather than trying to make a quantitative assessment of the extent to which racism directed missionary activity, it is more productive to accept that many missionaries were racist and anti-racist at the same time. Gilbert White can best be understood in this way. One of the most influential churchmen to defend Indigenous rights, White denied that ‘the white man was superior to every other race of another colour’ but was untroubled by the existence of a hierarchy of difference that allowed such judgements to be made. His belief in the equality of souls led him to denounce the cruelties of colonialism and to express respect for its victims, but not to denounce the failures of the rule of law: the anonymous ‘colonist’ or ‘jurist’ was a relatively easy target. To name government officials as negligent could well have jeopardized the missionary venture that relied on government funding – however paltry – to survive. And White believed in missions. He saw them as providing physical protection and Christian conversion – he did not see them as entrenching Indigenous poverty or severing ties of kinship. And it would seem he saw no connection between the need for ‘protective’ missions and the failure of the rule of law. The fact that missions ‘advanced the cause of empire’ by containing Indigenous resistance and re-socializing children may not have been his primary concern but it was a fortunate by-product, confirming his belief that English history was ‘an amazing record’ of the spread of Christianity.

It is far more difficult to know how things looked from James Noble’s perspective. But the fullest surviving testimony we have suggests that he believed in missions too. For him they had saved Aboriginal people.
They introduced them to a Christian God who transcended place, loved all equally and was all-powerful. And he believed in white missionaries: he felt a strong affinity with them and saw a clear distinction between them and the rest of the church and society. But Noble’s vision of the ideal mission was not identical to that of white missionaries. He wanted land and freedom and his very articulation of that vision stemmed from his conviction of the spiritual equality he shared with them. It would be misleading to read Noble’s words as representing an archetypal Indigenous Christian voice, but his is the one that remains most clearly articulated. James Noble’s words suggest that hope for equality was not extinguished. Empires rule by affective as well as material conditions – and they can never entirely control the affective.
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Part II

Colonies and Mission Fields

Friends of the Native?
Universalism and Its Limits
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During the eighteenth century, Britain became the leading slave-trading country in the world, and her American and Caribbean colonies relied on slave labour for their economic prosperity. However, towards the end of the century, opposition to the slave trade grew, based on a combination of religious conviction, humanitarian concern, economic self-interest and strategic political manoeuvring. In 1807, Britain introduced an empire-wide ban on the slave trade. However, slavery continued in British colonies and only ended after the House of Commons passed an Emancipation Act in 1833, which nominally ‘freed’ some 750,000 slaves throughout the British Empire on 1 August 1834. Even then, full emancipation was only achieved in 1838, following the collapse of the ‘apprenticeship’ system of unpaid labour that had been instituted to bridge the transition from slave to free labour.¹

Lowell Ragatz referred to one of the best-known journals of this period as giving ‘an utterly inimitable and imperishable picture of planter society’ in nineteenth-century Jamaica.² While his critical approval was reserved for the celebrated account by Lady Nugent, the journal of Mrs Alison Blyth, the subject of this chapter, provides a similarly unique insight into European life and politics in Jamaica in the early nineteenth century when Britain’s relationship with colonial slavery was under intense scrutiny and debate. Both texts provide a female perspective on the social, economic and political milieux of the
Caribbean island in this period. If not exactly contemporary, they are certainly complementary in terms of the range of subjects on which the authors remark, the depth of their insights and the scope of their commentary.\(^3\) But, while Lady Nugent wrote at a time when Jamaica and its economy was still one of the most valuable possessions in Britain's burgeoning empire, Mrs Blyth’s personal diary entries focus on missionary activity among the enslaved, the agitation for reform and the social tensions that preceded the abolition of the institution of slavery. Mrs Blyth recorded her impressions of life and society in Jamaica in the form of lucid and articulate commentary kept in a personal journal. This chapter examines the contents of that diary, the place where Mrs Blyth detailed her views and insights on the island that she and her husband would make their home for 25 years. The diary provides evidence, in the form of personal testimony and transcribed dialogues, that simultaneously supports and problematizes the received view of Jamaica at this time. Furthermore, Mrs Blyth’s journal provides telling insights into the fractious nature of missionary endeavour in the colonies, and how this interacted with anti-slavery rhetoric and campaigning at a crucial time in the British anti-slavery movement.

This chapter outlines how many of Mrs Blyth’s comments sit within a conventional framework of European views of the island, its social systems and its people. However, it also explores important ways in which this document is a very personal response to the vexed question of slavery and to the people trapped in that system in the British Caribbean. The diary emerges as a valuable resource, not only in exposing the agency of a woman in a predominantly masculine society, but also in resurrecting the lost voices of those enslaved by, and ensnared within, a system of unrelenting cruelty and inhumanity.

When the Blyths landed in Jamaica in 1824, they arrived on an island that had undergone monumental social and economic changes under English and then British rule since it was first seized from Spain in 1655. The changes wrought over this period were due almost entirely to the slave-holding, plantation-based economy that allowed the island to supply sugar to sate the ever-sweetening taste of European consumers, while garnering immense profits in the process.\(^4\) The third-largest island in the Caribbean, Jamaica had more arable, and therefore potentially sugar-producing land, than the other British-ruled islands combined.\(^5\) The apparently insatiable European desire for sugar – by value, the most important import to Britain from the 1750s to the 1820s – fuelled the rapidly expanding economies of the Caribbean plantation islands, as well as increasing the demand for enslaved Africans to perform the hard
labour of cultivation on the plantations themselves; nearly two-thirds of all enslaved people cut cane on sugar plantations. They prepared the soil, planted and cut the cane, and carried it to the sugar works. Throughout the year, they worked from dawn until dusk in the sweltering Caribbean heat. The importation of slaves was made illegal after 1807 when Britain abolished its slave trade, but the edifice of slavery itself, the bedrock of white Jamaican prosperity, lingered on until 1834. In the meantime, the island was wracked by slave rebellions and uprisings, the most serious being the so-called ‘Baptist War’ of 1831–1832, which may have involved up to 60,000 slaves and whose epicentre was located close to the Blyths’ home. It was in the midst of this period of particular uncertainty and instability that the Blyths arrived on the island.

In this society, the place of the enslaved was constricted. But, so also was that of the few white women who lived on the island. From politics to plantations, from missionaries to merchants, the Jamaican social and economic scene was dominated by men. It is in this context, in spite of obvious differences in terms of content, the social status of their authors and their experiences, that the work of Mrs Blyth and Lady Nugent are distinct as examples of nineteenth-century Jamaican social commentary from a female point of view. In particular, Mrs Blyth’s detailing of missionary work in the parishes of Trelawny and St James in northern Jamaica is especially valuable because, as can be seen by the plethora of male-authored missionary narratives, this was generally recorded by men. Even in the missionary recollections of her own husband, Rev. George Blyth, she is kept tantalizingly at the edges of the text, acknowledged as ‘the sharer of my joys and sorrows’ and praised for her work within the mission station, but invariably removed from the discussions of slavery and emancipation and never once mentioned by name. The description of missionary wives as helpmates and supporters in the missionary process was common. The wife of Rev. George Johnston, a Wesleyan Methodist missionary who served in the Caribbean in the early nineteenth century, was remembered in similar terms. She died of ‘swamp fever’ in Dominica, and was lamented by her husband as one who had been ‘a true help-meet [sic] for me in body and soul’. This evidence bears out Dorothy Driver’s assertion that ‘the place of women in the colonies was carefully defined and circumscribed within what was an avowedly masculine enterprise’.

The necessity and value of reconstructing female perspectives on, and experiences of, slavery is a subject that has been bedevilled, as Lucille Mair observed, by the male metropolitan orientation of much of
the historiography. Nevertheless, in recent years the literature has burgeoned. Mrs Blyth’s status as both a woman in the male-dominated arena of missionary activity, and as a European advocate of slave rights in a slave-holding society, positions her as an important witness to the events occurring around her. Her record of people, places and events defines her as a proactive subject, and in so doing, also restores agency to those denied it by the slave-holding system. As much as her words provide useful individual examples and charming details, they also present a more general theme of agency and subjecthood.

Mrs Blyth and the representation of Jamaican society

The manuscript diary in which Mrs Blyth recorded her comments is held at the British Empire & Commonwealth Museum in Bristol. The original text, consisting of irregular daily entries for the years 1826–1831, was written in Alison Blyth’s own hand in a small octavo-size book. The book was apparently given to her by her brother Henry in January 1826 as the flyleaf bears an inscription to that effect. There are approximately 54 pages written in ink that is somewhat faded in many places, as well as about 200 blank pages.

Most of the events in the diary took place in the years 1826 and 1827, although the last few pages correspond to events in 1831. It was written by Alison Blyth, the wife of the above-mentioned Rev. George Blyth, a Scottish Presbyterian missionary working in northern Jamaica. The inside front cover of the diary is recorded as being written at Goodwill, in Trelawny parish, in January 1826. This was a missionary-established village in the north west of the island. In his memoirs, George Blyth refers to it as ‘one of our lately established villages’. The Blyths set sail for Jamaica under the patronage of the Scottish Missionary Society (SMS), the official Presbyterian missionary body, on board the Lune in January 1824 and remained on the island some 25 years. This manuscript probably represents one of the earliest opportunities for Mrs Blyth to record her thoughts about life in Jamaica.

The journal refers to a number of missionary stations as well as plantations on which Rev. Blyth worked. The Blyths seemed to have spent much of their time at or near Hampden Estate. It is first mentioned on the eighth page of the journal. The Stirling family of Hampden and their Scottish compatriot, William Stehart, of the Dundee Estate, had invited the SMS to conduct missionary work in the area and provided part of Hampden Estate as a site for a church as well as offering to pay half the expense of erecting it. Accordingly, a missionary station was
established by Rev. Blyth on the plantation upon his arrival in Jamaica. The increased importance of non-conformist religious missions is reflected in the Blyths’ activities and those of many other missionaries on the island. Before the Blyths arrived in Jamaica, the SMS had sent a minister and two catechists to Kingston in the 1800s but they did not survive the tropical climate. However, the Blyths proved a success. Assessing their pioneering achievement, another Presbyterian missionary in Jamaica, Rev. Hope Waddell remarked that ‘by abundant labours, fidelity, and prudence, he [Blyth] formed a flourishing congregation’.24

Hampden Estate straddles the border between the parishes of Trelawny (sometimes spelled ‘Trelawney’) and St James, and it is situated six miles from Falmouth and 15 from Montego Bay.25 Located in the north-western part of the island, these areas were known for their high concentration of sugar plantations and their economic productivity.26 The main town of Trelawny was Falmouth, which had gradually supplanted Martha Brae to become the principal economic entrepôt in the parish. In subsequent years, it became known as ‘the cradle of the abolition of slavery’ for its place at the forefront of resistance, in no small part due to the actions, example and encouragement of dissenting missionaries in the town and its hinterland.27 The slave trade had been illegal for almost 20 years but it would be another 10 years before slavery itself was abolished. In the meantime, the political machinations of the plantocracy (the white Europeans who owned Jamaica’s plantations and, to a large degree, controlled the island), the anti-slavery agitation of her acquaintances and the resilience of the still-enslaved people that she encountered gave Mrs Blyth much material for her journal.

One of Mrs Blyth’s apparently greatest disappointments, to which she alludes frequently in her diary, is the debauched state of Jamaican society and how the Europeans have ‘degenerated’.28 Among the most active Europeans to partake in, and benefit from, the plantation economy and the slave-holding system that sustained it were Scots.29 Edward Long, a contemporary historian of Jamaica, remarked on the presence of Scots, and their effect on the island.30 Despite their contribution to the economy of the island, her fellow countrymen had not, in Mrs Blyth’s eyes at least, avoided the corrupting and degrading influence of slavery. She begins her journal by railing against her compatriots, lamenting:

I always thought that wherever I went I would be proud of my country but here I feel almost ashamed to say I am a native of Scotland, when I see how her sons have degenerated. (2)
Mrs Blyth was not alone in finding Jamaica’s white inhabitants less than virtuous. Her observations correspond very closely with many others, writing both before and after her. At the end of the seventeenth century, Francis Crow remarked that the island was full of ‘sin’. About the same time, William May wrote to the Bishop of London concerning the incompetence and immorality of its leading inhabitants. Rev. William Knibb, a Baptist minister working in Falmouth, also decried the behaviour of Europeans in Jamaica. Writing to his friend Samuel Nicholls in Bristol, Knibb declared: ‘I have now reached the land of sin, disease and death, where Satan reigns with awful power, and carries multitudes at his will.’ Lady Nugent even referred to Jamaica as a ‘sad immoral country’. Thus, in her condemnation of European corruption, Mrs Blyth follows one of the most long-standing and serious charges laid against white planters in the Caribbean. However, she goes further and immediately qualifies her observations by considering how this behaviour affected enslaved Africans:

> What for instance can a *married* negro [think], who is following on to know the Lord & endeavouring to walk in his commandments & ordinances blameless[ly]. What can such a man think of an attorney or master who is living with three or four women and laughing at every thing sacred. (17–18)

This indication of concern for the enslaved population of Jamaica and their interaction with Europeans, rather than simply commenting on the moral depravity of the latter, is a strong theme running through the manuscript. The diary, therefore, represents something of the spirit of the ‘Empire of Reform’ that commentators have suggested begins to characterize the British engagement with the wider world in the nineteenth century. The representatives of religion did not escape the opprobrium of commentators either. In fact, if anything, they provided an even more shocking example of how white Jamaican society in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries was corrupted by debauchery and decadence. Again, Mrs Blyth follows and confirms patterns of criticism that were well rehearsed by the time she was writing. The representatives of the Established Church in Jamaica were notorious for their laxity, incompetence and immorality. David King remarked that ‘Holy orders were readily given to men who were imperfectly educated and of indifferent moral character.’ In a similar vein, Mrs Blyth writes of what ‘an awful blame must attach to those who could ordain such men as the present
set of Jamaica parsons’ (11). She closely parallels the thoughts of John Riland, who lamented that ‘the clerical office in Jamaica was a sort of dernier [sic] resort to men who had not succeeded in other professions’. The Church of England had only created a separate Episcopal See for Jamaica in 1825, the year before these remarks were written by Mrs Blyth.

Anglican interest in the island was a reaction to the increased activity of other denominations in Jamaica, such as the SMS to which the Blyths were attached, and ran counter to the previous prevailing ecclesiastical practice and religious observance. As early as 1671, Governor Thomas Lynch complained that ‘the condition of the church is so low and the Number of the Ministers here so few that they are not worth taking notice of’. Charles Leslie, writing in 1740, gave a ‘dismal account’ of the ‘Church Affairs of the Island’, finding the clergy ‘of a character so vile’ as to be unmentionable and concluding that ‘they are generally the most finished of our debauchers’. The pattern continued into the nineteenth century. In 1813, the Jamaica Magazine commented on the lamentable state of religion, and placed the blame squarely on the ‘selfish and mercenary clergy’ with their ‘cold indifference’ to the moral state of the island. And, even had the clergy been inclined to contribute to the religious and spiritual welfare of Jamaicans, they would have been hard pressed to do so due to a chronic shortage of Anglican missionaries. Mrs Blyth records the comment of her husband who contemptuously dismissed the Church of England’s efforts in Trelawny:

Look at this parish, there are two clergymen for a population of 30,000! Though they could bear the glad tidings of salvation on angel’s wings I would still say their number was insufficient. (9–10)

In the period from 1770 to 1820, there was on average only one Anglican clergyman for every 18,000 of the total population. The perceived conflict between the Established Church and its dissenting co-religionists had major political repercussions as non-conformist missionaries were increasingly identified with anti-slavery sentiment and were targeted accordingly by the pro-slavery lobby.

The Blyths arrived in Jamaica at a time when increasing numbers of non-conformist religious denominations were moving to establish stations on the island. The Moravians were the first to arrive, in the parish of St Elizabeth, in 1754. Methodism was introduced by Dr Thomas Coke in 1789, while Baptists from Britain arrived at Montego Bay in the north of the island in February 1814. As we have seen, the Presbyterian
missions of the SMS were introduced at the beginning of the nineteenth century. Appealing to the enslaved, and using a style of preaching that incorporated strong resonances of African religious practices, these preachers and their churches became very successful in converting the enslaved population. Indeed, many later commentators have adduced the rise of such Jamaican spiritual codes as Revivalism and Pocomania to the combination of forms of western European dissenting Protestantism and traditional African religions.

The immediate effect of the influx of missionaries to Jamaica was a perceived improvement in the moral demeanour of the enslaved majority. Of course, this is in direct contradistinction to the effect of the planters’ debauched activities on the enslaved population, as recounted by Mrs Blyth and others. Rev. James Phillippo, a prominent Baptist missionary, commented that in former times ‘the sanctions of marriage were almost unknown’ and ‘every estate on the island – every Negro hut – was but a common brothel; every female a prostitute; and every man a libertine’. The example of marriage (or lack of it) given by Phillippo was corroborated by Alfred Caldecott, writing a history of the Church in the West Indies in 1898, who remarked that ‘the slaves were not allowed to marry’. Mrs Blyth’s journal is replete with examples of the good influence and edifying effect of Christian religion, and the ministrations of the Blyths in particular, on the enslaved population of Jamaica. For example, she recounts meeting a couple from Orange Valley Estate that had been married the previous Sunday. She continues to describe the programme of her husband who encouraged ‘all the O[range] Valley people to [go to] the Rector to be married’ with the result that ‘almost every week lately I have a piece of nice cake sent’ (20). In this instance, the sympathies of Mrs Blyth are firmly with the enslaved majority. She fulminates against the attorneys and overseers who corrupt those slaves ‘following on to know the Lord & endeavouring to walk in his commandments & ordinances blameless[ly]’ (18). The diary entries repeat the rhetoric deployed by anti-slavery campaigners in Britain, where a sentimental view of the enslaved as child-like and innocent victims of European debauchery and corruption was promulgated. For example, Charles Campbell commented:

The slavish condition of the Negroes, and the total absence of moral and religious instruction, is a sufficient excuse for their ignorance. They know nothing about religion, and yet they have more piety than their masters. They are not so deficient in intellectual energy, as is sometimes asserted. A West Indian slave is every whit as rational
a creature as a Scots peasant or mechanic, and tinged with less vulgarity.\textsuperscript{49}

Clearly, Mrs Blyth conformed to the notion that the enslaved people of Jamaica were recoverable from the moral and spiritual morass into which their masters had sunk. Indeed, she records one conversation with an enslaved woman which seems to corroborate this:

June 25. I had a long & interesting conversation today with an old negro woman. Among other things she said ‘Mistress since dis blessed light come to we, we no like the same. Beforetime when we meet together for we talk all about badness & den Buckra say we talk about rising upon dem & so we talk it for true Mistress; but me no think negar talk so again for now him consider upon de commandments.’\textsuperscript{50}

The diary illustrates not only how Mrs Blyth reproduced the received image of Jamaica and its people that was presented to nineteenth-century Britons, but also how this perception is problematized and disrupted, through the dialogues she transcribes and the contexts that she describes.

Mrs Blyth’s remarks about the Jamaican Assembly provide another example of how her comments give a personal insight into the general political affairs of the time. In her recollections of the year 1826, she discusses the merits of the latest parliamentary provisions being put before the local House of Assembly: ‘I hope the slave-evidence Bill will pass [at the] next meeting of Assembly and then a slave can ask [for] lawful redress for himself’ (5–6).\textsuperscript{51} During the period covered by the journal, a series of tortuous legal and legislative wrangling was in progress, in response to increasing pressure to modify the slave-holding system and legal structures of the island.\textsuperscript{52} Through a combination of missionary activity, increased resistance by the enslaved throughout the Caribbean and mounting hostility to slavery in Britain, the 1820s was a decade of considerable political upheaval and instability in Jamaica.

Jamaica’s House of Assembly was first convened in January 1664. Even then, the members asserted their right to speak and act on behalf of the colony, to control local taxation and to supervise expenditure within the colony. By 1728, most of the Assembly’s claims to institutional integrity had been accepted by the British government at home.\textsuperscript{53} The governor of the colony was charged with inducing this strong-willed
body of men with specific interests to accept the measures recommended to them in accordance with his instructions from London. As many of these governors discovered, and as the many rejections of British law attest, this was not as straightforward as it appeared. The Jamaican Assembly was equally as resistant to guidance from London on the issues of rights for the enslaved and codes to be implemented to protect them. Abolitionists in Britain argued that West Indian slavery denied basic human and civil rights to slaves because, to all intents and purposes, they had no civil presence in the eyes of the law.

The bill to which Mrs Blyth alludes failed to be passed by the Assembly, meaning that it was still unlawful for a judge to accept the evidence or testimony of a slave in a legal suit against a European. The intransigence of the political classes is remarked upon by Mrs Blyth on 25 October, in a prescient assessment of the state of affairs:

An awful crisis seems to have arrived when, either the proprietors of this island cannot yield a little to the wishes of the government at home & to the prospective mental improvement of the slaves or a dreadful scene of anarchy & confusion, perhaps bloodshed, must follow. (13)

Further discussion and debate in the legislature followed, however, and on 27 December Mrs Blyth tells us that the Assembly members agreed ‘to revive the “Slave Code” & to make such alterations as they might think safe’ (23). This revised ‘Slave Code’ incorporated some minor improvements for the enslaved. However, it also imposed more restrictions on dissenting preachers. For example, they were prohibited from holding meetings between sunset and sunrise (a particularly difficult restriction to circumvent as this was the only time when slaves were not labouring) and from receiving payment from slaves for religious instruction. It was perhaps for these reasons that the embryonic law was disallowed by the Colonial Secretary in May 1827.

Subverting the stereotype? Missionary endeavour and enslaved voices

In these instances, Mrs Blyth conforms to views that were propounded by a plethora of missionary publications in Britain. Her condemnation of European planters and their morals and a sympathetic, if paternalistic, concern for the enslaved population were replicated by many commentators. However, her place as a Christian missionary on the
island also provides opportunities to explore a more complex picture behind this conformity.

Fundamentally, the challenge presented by the non-conformist missionaries was their attitude to the political status quo on the island. While the Anglican clergy were largely content to preach submission to higher powers and to buttress the slave-holding system on the island, the dissenting missionaries presented a different outlook. Bringing views of a God who was a righteous judge and in whose eyes all men were created equal, the dissenting clergyman inherently challenged the institution of slavery at a time when the morality of this system was one of the foremost political questions of the day. In this context, I will now turn to what Rev. Blyth and others say in their memoirs and then examine the evidence of their anti-slavery sentiments as recorded in the journal of his wife. By plotting the divergences between the private journal of a woman in the male-dominated worlds of colonial society and missionary endeavours and the publicly sanctioned memoirs of her husband and other missionary labourers, one can appreciate the veracity of Anna Johnston’s assertion that published missionary texts are ‘fundamentally and frankly propagandist in nature’. Equally, the nature of missionary activity and its relationship with the rhetoric of empire can be further textured through the analysis of private journals such as this one.

Rev. George Blyth’s Reminiscences of Missionary Life, with Suggestions to Churches and Missionaries (1851) portrays the officially endorsed view of Presbyterian missions in Jamaica to an audience in Britain familiar with the process of slave emancipation and concerned with effecting the same result in the United States. Thus, the rhetoric permeating Rev. Blyth’s text is one that promotes missionaries as leading the charge for abolition in Britain’s colonies: ‘[W]e were uniformly the friends of the slave. We assisted him to bear his chains, and when other missionaries were forced to retire to Britain, where they exposed the system throughout the length and breadth of the land, we were enabled to comfort their bereaved flocks.’ Rev. Blyth is unequivocal in his condemnation, declaring that ‘the slave trade was one of the greatest evils and one of the most unjust systems that Satan ever invented’, before going on to glorify the omniscience of God in bringing about its abolition. Blyth is not unusual in this response. Looking back in 1863, the Irish Presbyterian minister, Rev. Hope Waddell, denounced slavery as, ‘the lowest stage of human society, and in its own nature debasing and essentially barbarous, detrimental, morally and physically, to both masters and slaves’.
Furthermore, these texts do not spare the United States and its continuing slave-holding culture. Blyth in particular rails against the ‘pollution of God’s sanctuary’ by religious ministers defending the institution. Like so many others published in this period, these texts represent the role of missionaries as being both pivotal and consistent in the struggle to abolish slavery in Britain’s Caribbean colonies. But, these texts were published after the situation was fixed firmly in favour of abolition and emancipation. They entered the cultural bloodstream at a time when Christianity and missionary endeavour, as represented at its most militant by David Livingstone in Central Africa, was seen as the great British bulwark against the evils of slavery and foreign, tribal despotism.61 Audiences had become acculturated to, and even expectant of, a liberal anti-slavery consensus being preached by their spiritual pastors.

Mrs Blyth’s response complicates this assessment. Her diary presents a more complex situation, in which European missionaries tread a tenuous line between accepting and working within the strictures of the system, and challenging it. The striking difference between published accounts and everyday journal entries is not solely due to the time differential involved, although most of the memoirs were published about three decades after Mrs Blyth had written her journal. It is also dependent on her recording of incidents of personal import and the voices of the enslaved. Private diaries and impressions are necessarily more immediate than those published for public scrutiny many years after the event. Nevertheless, the Blyth journal provides a more rounded understanding of the way that slavery could be challenged, overturned and subverted from below, as well as the decidedly more ambiguous stance of the missionaries towards emancipation when the issue really was a matter of debate. She gives accounts and records sentiments that might seem to contradict the published protestations of non-conformist missionaries. Often, her version of events appears to fly in the face of the received missionary position of those clergymen working in Jamaica who, in many instances, created their own historiography through the publication of memoirs and recollections.

The first example in the diary occurs as Mrs Blyth describes her worries and fears of attending a public meeting held on Wednesday 27 September 1826 in Falmouth. As mentioned above, this town in northern Jamaica was known as the ‘cradle of emancipation’, partly because of the activism of the religious missionaries here. This meeting was one of the first campaigning for reform on the island and, as such, is an important instance of the role played by missionaries in anti-slavery
agitation. However, her account gives us an indication of her husband’s ambivalent attitude towards slavery and emancipation: ‘Mr B at first declined the invitation to speak thinking public opinion not prepared for such a thing, but upon second thoughts if the attempt was to be made, he thought it his duty to assist. May the Lord give direction’ (7). It would appear that George Blyth only went to the meeting under duress. And Mrs Blyth goes on to give her own feelings on the events. Rather than presenting herself as a radical anti-slavery protester, she records her fears at this dabbling in politics and an awareness of the dangerous territory onto which her husband has been forced to stray. She recounts that ‘when we came to the chapel Mr B went on the platform & I was put in a seat with the other ministers’ wives’ (8). As the meeting got under way, she recalls that when her husband started speaking, ‘I got a little afraid (knowing spies were present) when he got so near as this parish’ (8). Her husband’s words show that, far from making radical pronouncements on the evils of institutionalized slavery, George Blyth’s denunciations are limited to the rather hackneyed clichés about established religion. While at first glance it might seem that attending such a meeting was a striking blow for emancipation, in fact it was limited to denominational disputes.

Contemporary evidence suggests that Mrs Blyth’s views, rather than her husband’s later protestations, were more in tune with the opinions and attitudes of dissenting missionaries at the time. They were looked on suspiciously by European plantation owners as fomenters of rebellion and intrigue among the enslaved majority. The Establishment, both political and clerical, disliked these missionaries’ close personal contact with the enslaved, bringing not whips but books and preaching not of the value of submission but of the equality of all in the eyes of the Almighty. A less radical, more conciliatory approach towards the slave-holding system was almost a prerequisite for safety. Indeed, Presbyterian missionaries were expressly warned:

Never converse with the natives on political subjects. Such conversation, you may be almost certain, will be misrepresented and turned as an engine against you.62

Although missionary supporters in Britain advocated emancipation, missionaries might find themselves in a delicate position, relying on the support of the planters to carry out their work. In this regard, Rev. Blyth was criticized for his friendship with Mr McQueen, a determined defender of slavery, and he appears to have also been criticized
for carrying out missionary work with slaves, thereby giving credence to slavery itself.63

The reason for such compromise was clear. As we soon learn from the diary, Mrs Blyth’s fears for her family’s safety were well founded:

A fortnight after the above meeting, a paper appeared in the *Cornwall Courier* against the Methodists in which the meeting was alluded to. Mr Drew was called a *mountebank* & the speakers his clowns, a most shameful string of abuse followed, in which they were charged with encouraging ‘the slaves to rob their masters’ to give them money etc etc. (11)

The editor of *The Cornwall Courier* referred to by Mrs Blyth was William Dyer, a local Justice of the Peace. He was noted for advising his readers on various occasions to tar and feather any missionary that they met.64 Another inflammatory incident recorded by Mrs Blyth was ‘the attack upon the Methodist chapel at St Ann’s, at Christmas last [1826]’ (38). Knibb records that this parish in the north of the island was notorious for its rough treatment of non-conformist missionaries. He recounts an occasion also detailed in Mrs Blyth’s journal when shots were fired into the Methodist manse, as the minister and his family lay asleep: ‘I have seen the bullet holes and handled the bullets and my blood thrilled through my veins at the sight. Will not God visit for these things?’65

Therefore, Mrs Blyth’s journal is a useful tool for shedding light on both the later testimony of missionaries, writing for a virulently anti-slavery constituency in Britain, and the political practicalities that those same missionaries had to navigate when faced with an Establishment diametrically opposed to their professed views.

Mrs Blyth’s journal also provides a more nuanced appraisal of, and conciliatory position towards, the Sunday market phenomenon than one would expect from the average missionary. As a deeply committed Christian, Mrs Blyth would be expected to condemn this gross transgression of the Sabbath. In fact, one of the few issues on which pro-slavery planters and anti-slavery missionaries generally agreed was their united opposition to this institution:

Sunday 11th [February, 1827]. I am left here to day alone, & I think if five minutes in this town on the Sabbath would not convince any one of the necessity of missionary exertions I don’t know what would. (32–3)
Here, Mrs Blyth remarks on one of the characteristic features of British Caribbean slave-holding society, as enslaved people traded the produce that they had grown and harvested from their paltry patches of land. The Sunday market had become an integral part of the domestic Jamaican economy by the late eighteenth century. In Kingston in the 1780s, an estimated 10,000 people attended the market every week, which was held on a Sunday so as not to interfere with estate cultivation. The produce sold at these events was grown on the provision grounds – plots of lands (on average about half an acre per slave), sometimes up to 10 miles from the estate house, which were granted by the estate owner to his slave labourers. They were initially intended to be land where slaves could grow crops such as potatoes, ackee, yams and plantains to supplement their meagre allowance. However, by the 1720s, most of the enslaved had moved beyond mere subsistence agriculture on these plots and they were selling the surplus at markets to purchase items such as salt-beef, salt-fish and pork.

Despite her moral qualms about the market, Mrs Blyth must have been aware that these market activities were crucial for the survival of a ‘protopeasant’ economy in the West Indies that supplied most of the island’s food and crafts. According to Edward Long in 1774, 20 per cent of the island’s circulating coin, and a large number of the small silver, was in the hands of slaves who operated at these markets. Charles Rose Ellis, the owner of Montpelier estate told the Jamaican Assembly on 6 April 1797 that ‘the markets of Jamaica are almost exclusively supplied with vegetables, fruit, and poultry by the negroes’ and that ‘all the industrious do by these means acquire property’. A typical load of goods taken to market fetched between 10 and 12 shillings for the person who grew or raised it. Indeed, Mrs Blyth’s sympathies seem to be with those who were forced to work on a Sunday because their masters were eager for the plantation agricultural process to continue uninterrupted. In this, she diverges from the default position of the missionaries in published texts, which emphasized the general immorality of the phenomenon and those involved. Mrs Blyth’s account paints a more nuanced picture, where the markets are recognized as an intrinsic necessity for those labouring under the yoke of slavery.

While most European commentators recognized the industriousness of those involved, the majority of the authors also condemned the practice for one reason or another. Pro-slavery authors tended to take issue with the hustle and noise that characterized such large gatherings, together with the ever-present fears about the possibility of violent
insurrection. Missionaries, in contrast, were much more concerned with the transgression of the Sabbath. Mrs Blyth conforms to this criticism: ‘It is really a disgrace that the vile Sunday markets are not entirely stopped’ (33–4). However, regarding a possible change to the law, Mrs Blyth reflects, ‘I heard many of the poor creatures as they passed saying this law would never do, unless Buckra gave them some time in the week’ (41). Therefore, despite her comments railing against this sacrilege of the Sabbath, she is inherently sympathetic to those whose perilous situation and legal anonymity made the Sunday market a lifeline. She understands the invidious position in which slaves found themselves, where transgressing Christian codes became the lesser of the many evils to which they were exposed. She identifies the ultimate cause of the problem as the exigencies of the plantation system rather than the general immorality of the population.

These examples serve to highlight the complex negotiations of political positions and moral values that missionaries and enslaved alike had to navigate in Jamaican society. Rather than presenting a clear-cut picture of the social circumstances of the island at the time, Mrs Blyth’s diary is a testament to the human complexity of the situation. Frequently, the power of the Blyths’ humanity comes across in the small snippets of conversation that Mrs Blyth transcribes in her diary. These may not be the grand, overarching anti-slavery pronouncements that some later published accounts would ascribe to the missionaries. However, in their humanization of the enslaved, from an amorphous abstract noun to a group of real people with common human concerns and for whom she has a lasting affection, they are telling.

In recounting the conversations that she had with many of her husband’s flock, she provides unique and sympathetic insights into the lives of these people. The evidence of the journal illustrates how they engaged in culture-building forms of resistance to slavery, how they adapted Western Christianity to their own particular needs, how cultural preservation worked and how acutely aware they were of the limitations of the political process. So, for example, she had a ‘long & interesting conversation’ with ‘an old negro woman’ who tells Mrs Blyth how Christianity has changed her outlook: ‘Mistress since dis blessed light come to we, we no like the same’ (42). Later, she also records her interest in the continuity of African cultures that were forcibly transplanted to the Caribbean, during a conversation with another ‘old Negro woman’ [sic]:

I was talking with her also about the different tribes of Africans, & there [sic – ‘their’] conduct on arriving here. (43)
She writes about the prospect of slave emancipation. The dialogue noted by Mrs Blyth suggests a sophisticated understanding among the enslaved population regarding the prospects and exigencies of economic survival after the end of slavery and points to the important role that land would play in the development of post-emancipation Jamaican society:

The word *Liberty* has not the charms to them as which it has to a British peasant. The common answer if you hint at freedom is ‘if me free where me to get house & grounds’. (14)

**Conclusion: Slavery, emancipation and missionaries in the Caribbean**

The entries in her journal illustrate Mrs Blyth’s confrontation with the realities and inherent ambiguities of a society founded on the enslavement of its majority community. Her record provides a unique insight into Jamaica at the cusp of full slave emancipation, highlighting the fragility of the institution of slavery itself, as well as the endurance of the social legacies to which it contributed.

If Lady Nugent’s diary records the social occasions and activities of planter society, Mrs Blyth’s details the missionary work undertaken by her husband and others in northern Jamaica at a time of great uncertainty and social upheaval. Lady Nugent’s circle of acquaintances encompassed the pinnacle of white European planter society in Jamaica. In contrast, Mrs Blyth frequently describes the lives and experiences of the majority underclass of enslaved labourers on whose incessant toil the wealth of the island was founded. Despite their differences, these journals represent and symbolize Jamaican society in all its complexity and instability in the nineteenth century. Mrs Blyth and her brand of religious observance and activity was, in many ways, anathema to the easy-going lifestyle of the planter class over which Lady Nugent’s husband sought to keep control. The rise of missionary activity as indicated by the very existence of Mrs Blyth’s diary coincided with more virulent opposition, both in Jamaica by the enslaved majority and in Britain by European sympathizers, to the slavery which sustained the planters’ prosperity. Mrs Blyth’s narrative provides a rare insight into this aspect of Jamaican history and society. The trajectory of Jamaican history, apparently so inevitable to a modern readership, was not at all clear during the Blyths’ time in the Caribbean, and the insecurity and instability of the political scene reverberates in Mrs Blyth’s words, sitting
side by side with comments and observations that illustrate the very human choices and situations confronting those who lived and moved in a pre-emancipation Jamaican society.

Recent scholarship has highlighted absences of archival evidence as inhibiting a thorough assessment of female experiences of missionary activity, thus separating women’s contributions from the broader narrative of religious missions and their place in the history of empire. The survival of Mrs Blyth’s diary is a valuable resource in correcting this imbalance, and in expanding our understanding of missionary activity and, ultimately, the place of religion in the development of the British Empire.

Religious discourse and missionary enterprise sometimes provided channels through which imperial control followed, but at other times, they subverted, undermined and challenged this authority. Mrs Blyth’s observations illustrate the heterogeneous character of missionary activity in the British Empire and the complex interaction between religion, mission and empire. Her experiences, and the evidence of her diary, reflect this relationship at a crucial time in both British imperial and missionary history.
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65. Quoted in Wright, *Knibb ‘the Notorious’*, p. 65. So inflammatory was this incident that the Governor, the Duke of Manchester (1808–1827), had to answer a Parliamentary question on the debacle.


67. The ackee is the fruit of a tree, originally from West Africa but introduced to the Caribbean, which is eaten as a vegetable. A plantain is a type of banana, which is high in starch.

68. The market phenomenon is, according to Sidney Mintz, evidence of a society transforming itself from one type of labouring population to another (i.e., from a slave-holding system to a peasant economy). See S. W. Mintz, *Caribbean Transformations* (Baltimore, MD and London: John Hopkins University Press, 1974), p. 158.
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72. The introduction of a law preventing Sunday trading after ten o’clock in the morning was being debated in the Jamaican Assembly at this time. See *Journals of the Assembly of Jamaica*, xiv, p. 598.


### Further reading


The nineteenth century was a time of expansion for the British Empire and the Christian missions. The period from the 1830s through to the 1870s was also a time in which a change in racial paradigms occurred in British intellectual life. In the 1830s, thinking on race was dominated by Christian paternalistic humanitarianism, as reflected by the abolitionist and missionary movements. By the 1870s the views of many thinkers on race had hardened, with contemporary science being used to support a vision of defined racial hierarchies resulting from natural evolutionary processes, accompanied by the inevitable decline and extinction of ‘weaker races’ in competition with Europeans. The weakening of the Christian humanitarian view on race has been seen as reflecting the mid-nineteenth-century triumph of a scientific worldview over one based on religion. This chapter seeks to question this supposed polarization of science and religion. It looks at how one man, Richard Taylor (1805–1873), a missionary and a naturalist, sought to reconcile the issues raised by contemporary scientific discoveries with his own religious beliefs. It examines Taylor’s attempts to use both science and religion to argue against racial inequality and for the idea that a truly Christian British Empire would mitigate the damaging effects of imperialism by spreading civilization and the word of God.

Richard Taylor was an Anglican clergyman who from 1839 worked as a missionary to the Maori of New Zealand; he was also a prominent naturalist with a strong involvement in the fledgling scientific community of the New Zealand colony. Taylor was therefore part of two strongly
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interconnected British global networks: the protestant missionary movement and the scientific community of ethnology and natural history. Missionaries, along with traders, explorers, military and naval personnel, colonial administrators, surveyors, prospectors and settlers, collected and supplied information on natural history and ethnology to scholars in the Imperial centres, who in turn used this information to develop and refine scientific theories. Taylor's writings demonstrate that, just as missionaries were by no means passively obedient to orders from their metropolitan superiors, colonial naturalists were not merely passive collectors and providers of information. He tried to influence British thinking on the Empire to see imperialism not as the action of a superior race, but as a godly exercise through which all races could and would acquire a British standard of civilization and Christianity. Taylor made a genuine attempt in his writings to reconcile new scientific discoveries with the belief that the opening chapters of the Book of Genesis could be taken seriously as an account of early human history.

Taylor worked through a period when the relationship between science and religion was undergoing a revolution. In the 1830s, the Anglican Church still dominated much of British scientific thought through its control of the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge, and the strong involvement of ‘parson-naturalists’ in natural history research. Nature was still largely understood through the prism of Natural Theology, but changes were underway. By the early nineteenth century, even clergymen-scientists like the geologist Adam Sedgwick were coming to accept that contemporary geology proved that the Earth was millions of years old and had been inhabited by creatures now extinct. The publication of Darwin’s Origin of Species in 1859 led to a further revolution in thinking, propelling the debate on evolution and its mechanisms. Darwin’s theory was used as a weapon by a group of young scientists, led by Thomas Henry Huxley, botanist Joseph Hooker and physicist John Tyndall, determined to break the control of the church over science, and place their own new breed of young professionals in command.2

The work of ethnologists and archaeologists like John Lubbock, along with philologists such as Max Müller, indicated to the Victorian British that the lives of ‘uncivilized’ peoples around the world reflected the stages their own ancestors had gone through on the path to civilization. New theories of physical and social evolution added strength to a long-established view that ‘native’ fauna, flora and peoples were inevitably displaced by more robust European imports. The expansion of the British Empire, combined with the apparent decline of indigenous
peoples, was seen by many as proof of British (or sometimes specifically Anglo-Saxon) racial superiority. Support for ideas of white supremacy and racial struggle was enhanced by reaction to events such as the Indian Mutiny of 1857, the Jamaican Rebellion of 1865 and the New Zealand Wars of 1860–1872; seen by some Britons as the actions of incorrigibly violent and ungrateful dark races attacking their white benefactors. Settler communities throughout the Empire pressed the idea on the imperial centre that priority must be given to the establishment of ‘civilization’ in the settler colonies, by force if necessary.3

The period Taylor spent in New Zealand, from 1839 to 1873, was one of profound changes. When Taylor arrived in New Zealand, the islands were still independent with a mainly Maori population. The small Pakeha resident population were a mix of traders and whalers, scattered around the country and often married into Maori tribes, along with a small number of missionary families concentrated in Northland.4 The year 1840 saw the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi, which meant that at least nominally New Zealand became part of the British Empire. At the same time, systematic Pakeha colonization began. A large number of mostly English settlers arrived in New Zealand, part of a private venture under the auspices of Edward Gibbon Wakefield’s New Zealand Company. At first Maori generally welcomed Pakeha colonization, while missionaries had very mixed feelings towards the process. By the 1860s, the Maori population had declined, while the Pakeha immigrant population, now including substantial numbers of Scots and Irish, had begun to outstrip them in numbers. Maori attempts to control the loss of their land and maintain a degree of political independence led to a series of wars with British and colonial forces, from 1860 to 1872. Missionaries came under attack from both sides; accused by Maori of tricking them into signing the Treaty of Waitangi, while Pakeha settlers often regarded missionaries as dangerous apologists for Maori ‘savages’.5

Humanitarian visions

Richard Taylor was a Yorkshireman from a comfortable farming background, but was orphaned by the time he was 13 years old. After graduating from Queens’ College, Cambridge, with a BA, Taylor was ordained as an Anglican minister in 1829. The Church Missionary Society appointed him as a missionary to New Zealand in 1835. Taylor and his wife Caroline left England with their family in February 1836. They arrived in New Zealand in September 1839 after a sojourn in New South Wales.6 Two significant events bracketing Taylor’s departure from
Britain and his arrival in New Zealand provide a telling background to the ideas and attitudes Taylor was to advocate in his writings. In 1835, the Select Committee on Aborigines began hearing evidence in London. The Select Committee, chaired by anti-slavery campaigner Thomas Fowell Buxton and dominated by Christian humanitarians, was set up to investigate the impact of colonization by British settlers on indigenous peoples. Although most of the evidence heard was from the South African and Canadian colonies the committee formed a general conclusion that throughout the empire innocent ‘native’ peoples were suffering through the actions of unscrupulous and ungodly Europeans. The Select Committee’s findings were released in two volumes over 1836 and 1837. They argued that settlers and natives alike needed to be reformed into new moral beings through the teachings of the gospel, with the ultimate aim of an assimilated community of virtuous Christians of all races. A first step was for the British Crown to give greater protection to colonized peoples. It is not certain that Taylor ever read the report of the Select Committee, but its conclusions closely matched his own views on the disastrous results of colonization unmitigated by Christian morality. He agreed that the British Empire was selected by God to bring the benefit of civilization to the world but that the empire’s moral standing was now threatened by the actions of ruthless settlers. These were common opinions among the missionaries and humanitarians associated with Exeter Hall. From 1836 to 1847, their political influence was at its height with James Stephen, an Exeter Hall activist, serving as Permanent Under-Secretary for the Colonies.7

The morality of James Stephen and the Exeter Hall evangelicals was one of the forces behind the Colonial Office sending Captain William Hobson to New Zealand in 1839, with instructions to draw up a treaty with the Maori chiefs. On 6 February 1840, less than six months after his own arrival in New Zealand, Taylor was a witness and occasional scribe at the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi. Those Maori leaders who signed conceded that the British Crown could establish a Governor over New Zealand, in exchange for British guarantees of protection for Maori lands and treasured possessions, plus the granting to Maori of the rights and privileges of British subjects. Many contemporary observers and later commentators saw the treaty as a product of missionary influence on the Colonial Office, although others have argued that it was simply a device to gain a foothold in New Zealand for British governance while avoiding the expensive process of deploying military forces.8 The Treaty of Waitangi was controversial from the start, with Wakefield settlers referring to it as ‘a device to amuse savages’. The missionaries had
originally advised Maori to sign the Treaty. Maori now looked to them to ensure that the Crown kept its side of the bargain, but remained sceptical as to how much effort the churchmen would make on their behalf. Throughout his career, Taylor upheld the values expressed in both the report of the Select Committee on Aborigines and in the Treaty of Waitangi believing that Maori and other indigenous peoples could and should become civilized Christians with the rights and privileges of British subjects. These remained his views long after the influences of both the settler lobby and ethnological theorists had eroded much of the humanitarian influence of the missionaries throughout the British Empire.

**Missionary naturalist**

From 1843, Taylor and his family moved permanently to the Whanganui district on the west coast of New Zealand’s North Island. Pakeha settlers soon arrived in the area and came into conflict with Maori. Taylor, as a clergyman who spoke Maori, often tried to act as a mediator between the groups. He had to steer a course between Pakeha settlers who saw him as too soft on the natives and Maori who saw him as an agent of the settlers. While Taylor attempted to keep peace between Maori and settler, he did not seek conciliation on all fronts. A staunch evangelical, Taylor did not have good relations with his own Bishop, Augustus Selwyn, regarding him as a dangerously pro-Roman High Churchman. When it came to other denominations in the Whanganui area, Taylor’s relationship with the Wesleyan missionaries might be described as uneasy, while he was openly antagonistic to French Roman Catholic missionaries.

Taylor travelled extensively in the Whanganui district and beyond, combining his pastoral duties with the study of ethnography, geology, fauna and flora. He was actively involved in the birth of a scientific community in New Zealand being elected in 1852 as a member of the New Zealand Society, the short-lived forerunner of the New Zealand Institute. He was also involved with the Wanganui Acclimatisation Society. The observations he made during his travels, combined with his wide reading, formed the basis for his voluminous writings.

Throughout his time in New Zealand Taylor corresponded with some of the most prominent British naturalists, sending information and specimens, including fossils to Adam Sedgewick, plants to Joseph Dalton Hooker at Kew and moa bones to Richard Owen. Taylor also kept abreast of the latest scholarly writings coming out of Europe and North
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America. His wide reading is indicated in the 1867 pamphlet *Our Race and its Origin*. In this publication, he quoted from Richard Owen on anatomy, from Max Müller on philology, from Darwin's *The Origin of Species* on evolution, from J. C. Prichard's *Natural History of Man* on ethnology and from John Crawfurd of the Ethnological Society on the subject of polygeny. He used observations from the travel writings of Du Chaillu and Bishop Heber, and from the medical writings of the medical researcher Dr Devay of Lyons, to illustrate his own points. In an 1866 pamphlet, *The Age of New Zealand*, Taylor quoted from Hooker; explorer Thomas Brunner, the geologists Ferdinand von Hochstetter, Hugh Miller, Charles Lyell and Phillip Sclater, a geologist and zoologist who wrote on Madagascar. During his return visits to Britain from 1855 to 1856 and from 1867 to 1871, Taylor frequented a number of museums; meeting and discussing science with Owen, Hooker and the brothers Gray, naturalists based at the British Museum. Taylor was a full participant in the nineteenth-century global community of scholars, whose networks mirrored those of contemporary commercial and political empires.

**The Semitic Maori**

The expansion of Western European power and trade led to continual encounters between Europeans and the ‘others'; the peoples of Africa, Asia, the Americas and the South Seas. Two biblical stories proved particularly useful for Western Christians trying to explain how such a bewildering array of peoples became scattered across the Earth. The story of the migrations of the sons of Noah explained how a variety of people could be descended from a common origin. The story of the ten lost tribes of Israel helped place the behaviours of even the most exotic of peoples within a Judaeo-Christian world-view, through perceived similarities with customs from the scriptures. The idea that exotic peoples outside of the Mediterranean and northern European world might in fact be descended from the ten lost tribes became popular among European Christians in the middle Ages. From the fifteenth century onwards, Europeans and their American descendants were to speculate that a wide variety of peoples, from Aztecs through to Zulus, were in fact displaced Hebrews. Vague similarities between languages and customs of these peoples and those of the biblical Hebrews were seized upon as proof. Tudor Parfitt argues that Europeans used their image of a familiar other, the Jew, to help explain and domesticate the otherwise bewildering range of human behaviours found throughout the globe.
In New Zealand historiography, the term ‘Semitic Maori’ has been applied to the idea that the Maori and other Polynesians were descended from Middle Eastern Semitic people linked to the Hebrews of the Old Testament. The Polynesians were supposedly once at a higher level of civilization and had degenerated through a process of migration and isolation. Proponents of aspects of the Semitic Maori idea included such early writers on New Zealand as traveller J. L. Nicholas, missionary Samuel Marsden, Governor Robert FitzRoy, trader Joel Polack and naturalist Ernst Dieffenbach. Taylor was to suggest a version of the Semitic Maori theory in his first major publication.19

In 1855, Taylor returned to Britain with the permission and financial support of the Church Missionary Society. One purpose of his trip was to oversee the publication of Te Ika a Maui or New Zealand and its Inhabitants, the book in which he set out his conclusions on the natural history, ethnography and history of New Zealand.20 In this first edition of his work, Taylor set out his current thinking on Maori history and migration. His ideas were drawn from the Bible but reflected the careful study of many eminent contemporary scientific thinkers. He thought the ‘New Zealanders’ were a Semitic people who had made a slow, round-about migration to New Zealand. Taylor believed the Polynesians had undergone a cultural decline during their migrations. Taylor explained degeneration as the loss of knowledge resulting from emigration away from the original sources of civilization and religious knowledge.21 He compared the Maori to the prodigal son of the parable:

May not this beautiful parable have its literal fulfilment in the history of the New Zealand race; in it may we not behold one of the lost tribes of Israel, which, with its fellows, having abandoned the service of the true God, and cast aside his Word, fell step by step in the scale of civilization; deprived of a fixed home, became nomade [sic] wanderers over the steppes of Asia, a bye-word and a reproach among nations, and gradually retreated until...they finally reached New Zealand, and there fallen to their lowest state of degradation22

Taylor devoted a chapter of Te Ika a Maui to Maori ‘Origin as traced by language’. He acknowledged some linguistic and cultural links between the Maori language and Sanskrit, suggesting Indian connections. He also believed that there was a Japanese or Chinese element in Maori ancestry.23 Taylor finished his speculations on the origins of the Polynesians by advocating their descent from the ten lost Hebrew tribes of the Bible.24 He proposed that descendants of the Hebrew tribes had
ventured out through Central Asia to America, the Sandwich Islands, Easter Island and eventually New Zealand.\textsuperscript{25}

Taylor appears to have believed all humans had equal potential, but that some had been severely degraded by circumstance. He went to considerable lengths to show that both the Maori and the Australian Aborigine had shown great intelligence and innovation in many features of their ways of life. He argued that Europeans under similar circumstances might have also ended up developing ‘savage’ or ‘barbaric’ practices. Taylor’s views on race and environment reflected contemporary evangelical beliefs in the common origins of humanity and the potential of all people to achieve salvation and civilization. As such, they also encapsulated the tension between the idea of the innate equality of humanity and the need to convert and civilize the fallen heathen, as discussed elsewhere in the current volume by O’Brien, Breitenbach and MacKenzie.\textsuperscript{26}

\textbf{The children of Noah and the birth of civilization}

The biblical foundations of Taylor’s ideas on racial migration were clearly illustrated in his 1867 pamphlet \textit{Our Race and its Origin}.\textsuperscript{27} Taylor described the various human ‘races’ as the descendants of the three sons of Noah: Shem, Ham and Japhet.\textsuperscript{28} Taylor’s use of the term race shows how ambiguous this term was in nineteenth-century scholarship. In this paper he referred to the ‘New Zealand race’, the ‘brown race’, the ‘Negro race’, the ‘Celtic, Saxon and Patagonian races’, the ‘Hametic race’ and the Human race, as well as referring to the gypsy and Jewish ‘races’.\textsuperscript{29} In the same pamphlet, Taylor attacked the views of the polygenists, as represented by the ideas John Crawfurd had advocated in a paper to the Ethnological Society. Polygenist thinkers rejected both the biblical account of creation and evolutionary ideas of the descent of all humans from common ancestors; they instead viewed different races as being in essence separate species evolved from distinct ancestors.\textsuperscript{30} Taylor disputed Crawfurd’s contention that variations in skin colour and physical appearance indicated the various human races were not descended from common forebears. In Taylor’s view, all people were descended from Adam and Eve, who were probably of red or brown skin colour. Subsequent changes in skin colour and appearance were due to the effects of climate as humans migrated around the globe.\textsuperscript{31}

Taylor also rejected the evolutionary theories put forward by the anonymous author of \textit{Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation}, published in 1844, and by Darwin in \textit{The Origin of Species}, published in 1859. Taylor
referred to both books as ‘ingenious’, but remained unconvinced by their central arguments. While he accepted that there could be a wide range of variation within a species, Taylor argued neither geology nor observations of living creatures revealed any compelling evidence of the transition from one species to another. He believed geology showed that humans were created in their current form and in relatively recent times. Taylor re-emphasized the special creation of humans, but acknowledged that they shared a great many physical characteristics with their fellow creatures. He set out biblical arguments against evolution, but only after he had presented scientific arguments derived from contemporary comparative anatomy and geology.  

For all his interests in science, Taylor’s essential view of human history was based on the Bible. He maintained that all the human races had a common point of origin, with Noah’s family, the sole survivors of the Great Flood. Taylor argued that comparative philology confirmed the original unity of the human race. Here he acknowledged his debt to the work of Max Müller, in particular Müller’s History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature. Taylor saw Indo-European language connections as proving that ‘Hindu, Greek and Teuton’, including the English, shared common ancestors before the ‘first separation of the Northern and Southern Aryans.’ The evidence of the words and character of their languages also showed that the Polynesians were related to the original speakers of Sanskrit. As Ballantyne has pointed out Taylor pioneered the idea of India as one of the original homes of the Polynesians. An examination of Our Race and Its Origin does not, however, support Ballantyne’s further argument, that Taylor largely abandoned the Semitic Maori idea. Taylor clearly held that the Polynesians had settled in India, but he still traced their main line of descent back through the lost tribes to Noah’s son Shem. Even when describing the assumed Indian connections of certain Maori customs Taylor traced their origins back to the Semites in the Holy Land: ‘Thus the sacred groves of the Druid may be followed from Canaan to India, and thence through America and Polynesia, to the Wahi Tapu of New Zealand, so encircling the entire globe.’

The long Western tradition of explaining human identities through the migrations of Noah’s family was continued by British thinkers, such as Taylor, keen to explain the diversity of peoples encountered in the processes of empire building. In the latter part of the eighteenth century Orientalist scholars such as Jacob Bryant and William Jones had sought to combine the Genesis account with contemporary linguistic studies, to trace the migrations, ancestry and interconnections of peoples, particularly the inhabitants of India. Taylor followed the common
belief that Ham was the ancestor of the darkest races, Shem was the ancestor of the Semitic peoples and Japhet was the ancestor of the ‘white’ Europeans. Taylor did not assign any particular colours to Shem, Ham and Japhet themselves, holding that that their descendant’s skin colours were products of environmental factors.39

According to Genesis, Noah had cursed Ham’s son Canaan to be the slave of the descendants of Shem and Japhet, because of Ham’s disrespect to Noah while the patriarch lay drunk. Despite the fact that this account makes no mention of skin colours of Ham and his brothers, by the nineteenth century many Western Christians accepted that Noah’s curse had condemned the dark-skinned descendants of Ham to eternal slavery. Scholars have noted that Noah’s curse did not originally have racial overtones, the modern European concepts of race, nation and geography being non-existent in biblical times. The curse may have been used to justify Hebrew conquest of and domination over the Canaanites. The earliest representations of Ham as black appear to have been in rabbinic literature of the fourth to sixth centuries. Braude points out that up until at least the sixteenth century Christian European representations of Ham and his descendants were highly variable, with Hamitic peoples being portrayed as white and Mongolian, as well as black. Ham’s descendants were sometimes portrayed as living in Asia rather than Africa. While Jewish and Moslem representations of Ham influenced the way he came to be portrayed by Christians, it would appear that the development of the transatlantic slave trade was the decisive factor in the fixing of a black and African identity on the ‘children of Ham’. By the time Taylor was writing many Christians believed that these ideas had scriptural authority. Braude notes that as the idea of Ham as father of the black races became solidified in Christian mythology, so did the idea of Japhet as father of the white Europeans.40

Taylor believed that the biblical account of the migrations of Noah’s children was an accurate account of early human history. He argued that the Hamites had founded the oldest civilizations of Egypt, Nineveh and Babylon. He believed Genesis indicated that Ham built the city of Babel, while his descendent Nimrod had founded the first Mesopotamian kingdom. In developing these kingdoms the Hamites had created the first codes of laws, the earliest regular systems of government and many of the sciences, including astronomy. They had built the pyramids and Mesopotamian monuments, and the ancient ‘cyclopean’ works in Europe. They were the inventors of agriculture, milling, flour, bread, beer, wine, paper, printing, hieroglyphics and writing. They had pioneered painting, sculpture, dentistry and funeral customs and
tamed the horse, camel, elephant, dog and cat. Taylor believed the Hamites had introduced civilization to Greece, India, Canaan and North Africa.41

Taylor’s vision of the fate of Hamitic Civilizations reflected his degenerationist view of human history. He believed that civilizations produced by human intellect without knowledge of the Judeao-Christian God could only reach certain heights before collapse. The great Hamitic civilizations in Mesopotamia, Egypt and India had all collapsed eventually; their knowledge lost to such an extent that ‘Ham’s degenerate descendants’ could now only build ‘clay hovels’.42 Taylor also believed Ham’s descendants suffered under Noah’s curse. In the Middle East, India and Africa they had been conquered and enslaved by the Semites and the Japhetic Europeans. Taylor believed that a similar historical process had occurred in New Zealand. He believed the Chatham Island Moriori was descended from the original inhabitants of New Zealand, a dark Hamitic people, degenerated through isolation and migration. With the arrival of the Semitic Maori, the original inhabitants had been conquered and enslaved, a process repeated with the Maori invasion of the Chatham Islands in 1835.43

Taylor saw the revelation to the Israelites of the knowledge of the one true God as the only real intellectual achievement of the Semites, the children of Shem. The Hamitic Canaanites and Phoenicians had possessed a more culturally advanced civilization, but they were spiritually inferior to the invading Semitic Israelites. Taylor believed that the Semites had produced all the great prophets, including Zoroaster and ‘Mahomet, the false prophet’.44 Taylor pictured the Semitic kingdoms as short-lived compared to those of Ham’s children. Meanwhile the descendants of Japhet had settled in Europe and in parts of America living as hunters and gatherers. They later rose in the levels of civilization until their empires conquered those of the Semites. This process began with Alexander conquering the Semitic Persians and continued with the Roman Empire. The modern Christian empires of Europe were now completing the process, God having now made the sons of Japhet ‘keepers of his word’. Taylor viewed the British Empire as a tool of God’s will, spreading civilization, knowledge and humane behaviour through the world. Taylor held that British culture was superior to that of the rest of the world, but only due to the dispensation of God, rather than any innate British racial or moral qualities. His frequent criticisms of British morality, of discriminatory racist behaviour in the British Empire, and of the decimation of indigenous people in the American and Australian colonies, show that he did not regard the British as by any means
perfect. His views on the decline and fall of the empires of the Hamites and Semites could also be seen as a warning to the British that the British Empire would only last if it became and remained a truly Christian empire.  

Taylor saw the migrations of the Children of Noah as part of God’s plan for humanity, with New Zealand as a microcosm of this plan. The final stage was the expansion of the children of Japhet, carrying the knowledge of European Christianity and its moral code, along with modern science and technology. Taylor believed this process was carrying out God’s will by bringing ‘freedom, spiritual as well as temporal, to the children of Ham’, through the missions and the anti-slavery movement. While Taylor believed that the enslavement of Hamitic peoples fulfilled Noah’s prophecy, this was not a justification for slavery. He was a staunch abolitionist who looked forward to a future Christian world of racial equality. God’s historical plan for New Zealand was fulfilled with the arrival of the British, bringing with them civilization and true religion to benefit all races. Such an idea is in contrast with many late nineteenth-century thinkers who saw migration and conquest as part of social evolutionary processes leading inevitably to the extinction of weaker groups. The idea of inevitable progress was implicit in Taylor’s thinking, but as a fulfilment of God’s plans for the world. Taylor was therefore an advocate of British immigration to New Zealand. European, and especially British, imperial expansion brought both scientific and religious knowledge to the rest of the world, creating a situation where ‘the three sons of Noah shall again be united as the members of one family’ Thus despite his beliefs in equality, his racial theories advocated the divine justification of British Imperialism and Pakeha colonialism.

The vision revised

Taylor’s second edition of Te Ika a Maui, released in 1870, was a major rewrite of the original. In this new edition, Taylor clarified his ideas on the identity of Maori and of the supposed pre-Maori population of New Zealand. The third chapter of the new edition was entitled ‘Our Race and Its Origin’. This was a revised version of the 1867 pamphlet with the same conclusions regarding human origins and migrations. In the new edition of Te Ika a Maui, Taylor further developed his theories on the darker, Hamitic people who he believed were the first colonists of the South Pacific. In a completely new second chapter entitled ‘The Two Races Which Peopled Polynesia’, he clearly identified this earlier people
as Melanesians. Realizing that his ideas ran counter to the general contemporary Pakeha view that Maori were New Zealand’s first colonists, Taylor presented a wide range of evidence to prove that Melanesians were the original inhabitants of New Zealand.\(^{50}\) Taylor had not previously speculated on the origins of the Chatham Island Moriori, but in the 1870 \textit{Te Ika a Maui} he portrayed the Moriori as a Hamitic Melanesian people, originally resident in New Zealand. He described the Moriori as another ‘degraded race’ who went naked, with primitive housing and technology.\(^{51}\) Taylor’s awareness of the Melanesians had been increased by the activities of the Auckland based Melanesian Mission under Bishops Selwyn and Patteson. The fact that Taylor was informed by Patteson’s contacts with Melanesia is borne out by the citing of Patteson’s journals in the footnotes of chapter two of \textit{Te Ika a Maui}. Such information had not been available when Taylor was writing in the 1850s.\(^{52}\)

In the 1870 edition of \textit{Te Ika a Maui} Taylor removed most of his references to the Polynesians being one of the ten lost tribes of Israel.\(^{53}\) It is unclear whether he had ceased to believe that the Polynesians were descended from the Jews or whether he simply had enough doubts about the matter to place little emphasis on it. Taylor repeated his theory that the ancestors of the Polynesians had travelled from the Middle East, through Central Asia: one section branching off to India and the other going through America and eventually reaching Polynesia from the East. In the process of migration, the Polynesian culture degenerated as they moved further from the centres of civilization. Ballantyne shows that Taylor did come to see a strong connection between the Polynesians and India, and placed less emphasis on the possibility that the Polynesians were literally one of the ten lost tribes of Israel. It does appear, however, that Taylor continued to believe that the Maori were a people of Semitic origin, who had reached New Zealand after a long period of wandering.\(^{54}\)

\textbf{Conclusion}

In Richard Taylor we see an example of a committed Christian clergyman who was also a serious student of natural history, a classic clergyman naturalist. Taylor’s Christian beliefs provided the foundation of his world view; the Bible was not simply a source of moral teachings but also a work of history, describing actual events from the early part of the human story. Significantly, Taylor never relied on the scriptures alone in any argument concerning the natural world, as he always looked for the latest scholarly evidence to complement his biblical
arguments. He tended to look for the scientific flaws in contemporary theories of social development, evolution and polygeny, rather than attack them solely on religious grounds. In his own attempts to reconcile religion and science, Taylor does not appear to have undergone any crisis of faith in either discipline. His approach evokes that of Paley’s natural theology, which saw nature as God’s second book. Taylor was obviously aware that many saw the new ideas on geology, evolution and social development as creating a tension between science and religion, but believed that all supposed differences were reconcilable. Taylor took a similar view to that presented in Brietenbach’s account in this current book of the Scottish missionary discourse; that scientific thought was in fact reflective of a superior European Christian mode of thinking, aiding rather than contradicting Christianity.55

Lester has pointed out that in the 1830s and 1840s humanitarians and settler advocates were involved in a ‘discursive struggle’ over the meanings of being ‘British’. Humanitarians emphasized that the British were in effect older siblings to ‘natives’. Colonized people could rise to achieve a level of civilization equivalent to that of the British, if given benevolent rule, fair dealing, respect and Christian teaching. The settler discourse on the other hand emphasized the differences between the British and colonized peoples. The colonized were intrinsically racially inferior and could only be ruled with an appropriate degree of force. Lester argues that by the 1860s the settler discourse had come to dominate both the metropolitan and colonial view of the ‘British’ and ‘native’ identities, with the settler discourse complemented by the writings of polygenists and of many evolutionary scientists and ethnologists.56

Whether or not the settler discourse had become dominant, Taylor did not abandon his faith in the Christian values of the earlier part of the century. In addition to trying to reconcile science and religion, Taylor tried to explain Maori and other indigenous peoples to the metropolitan British and to Pakeha settlers. Taylor’s vision was strongly contrary to Spencerian ideas of the survival of the fittest that were becoming fashionable from the middle of the nineteenth century. He sought to promulgate his views that all humans were descendents of common ancestors, tracing all living human races back to the family of Noah. Colonizer and colonized were members of the same family who through the Christian faith could live together peacefully under British rule.

While strongly holding to the evangelical’s belief in the innate equality of all humanity, Taylor also argued that some branches of the human family had degenerated. It is clear that he believed such degradation
was a result of circumstance and that Europeans too could fall to such depths under similar conditions. Taylor acknowledged the current superiority of the European children of Japhet, but believed that they had been savages when the Hamites dominated the civilized world and made the innovations on which civilization was based. Both the Hamites and the Semites had eventually gone into decline, due in part to their abandonment of God. Taylor believed the height of Japhetic civilization was represented by the British, who would not fall as long as they were doing God's work, bringing all the children of Noah together in civilization and Christianity. In contrast to the settler idea of the incorrigible savage, Taylor saw all peoples as redeemable in this world and the next. Taylor was well aware that the British had committed terrible crimes in the colonization of America and Australia and believed they must atone for such behaviour by following God's laws. Britain's current dominance was due to the dispensation of God, rather than the innate superiority of the British themselves, and that dispensation could be removed. Taylor's accounts of the rise and fall of civilizations were a warning to the reader that if the British failed to follow God's directions the British Empire too could fall as had the empires of the Hamites and Semites before them.

It is open to question how much influence Taylor had. His ideas may have been too strongly based on the Bible and Christian mythology to be taken seriously by the new generation of scientific scholars emerging in the middle years of the nineteenth century. Taylor had promoted the idea that an earlier population lived in New Zealand before the Maori. This view was widely adopted in the early twentieth century, but its main proponents, Stephenson Percy Smith and Elsdon Best of the Polynesian Society, used Maori sources to support the idea. They rejected Taylor's material, considering his ethnology unreliable due to what they saw as his poor command of the Maori language. The idea of a Semitic origin for the Polynesians was largely rejected by Pakeha scholars from the mid-nineteenth century, but was taken up enthusiastically by many Maori. This Maori view of Semitic origins was due to their own interpretations of the scriptures, rather than any influence from Taylor. Taylor's idea of an Aryan origin for the Polynesians was adopted by many Pakeha scholars and might in fact have been his strongest contribution to the later debates on Polynesian origins.

To Taylor the New Zealand situation was a microcosm of world history. The earliest settlers were dark-skinned Melanesian children of Ham, degraded through many generations of wandering far from the original centres of their civilization. They were conquered by the lighter-skinned
Semitic Maori, a people who Taylor came to believe had migrated through India and America into the South Seas. The final stage of what Taylor saw as God's historical plan for New Zealand was the arrival of the Japhetic British, the lightest skinned and most advanced group of all bringing with them civilization and true religion. For all his beliefs in racial equality Taylor remained an apologist for the Pakeha colonization of New Zealand, seeing the British Empire as part of God's plan for the good of all the world’s peoples.
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14. Paul Du Chaillu (1835–1903) was a French-American explorer and ethnologist who travelled extensively in West Africa in the 1840s–1860s and in Lapland in the 1870s. Bishop Reginald Heber (1783–1826) was an English missionary and hymn writer who travelled extensively in India. Dr Francis Devay was a French medical doctor who in the 1850s was attached to the Hôtel Dieu and in the 1860s was Professor of Clinical Medicine at Lyons.

15. Thomas Brunner (1821?–1874) was an English surveyor who won fame for his explorations of the rugged West Coast of New Zealand's South Island in the 1840s. Ferdinand von Hochstetter (1829–1884); he was a German geologist who sailed with the Austrian *Novara* expedition in 1857.
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Further reading


Recent studies of feminist networks in the British Empire have highlighted the difficulties of reconciling universal claims of sisterhood with competing hierarchical categories of race, class and nation. Although the discourse of ‘imperial feminism’ which emerged in Britain in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries projected womanhood as a common basis of oppression and source of empowerment, many scholars have argued that British women’s reform movements legitimized the ‘civilizing mission’ through the oppositional image of non-white and working-class woman’s degradation, by claiming that only fellow women could rescue their sisters from the Indian zenana or the East End slum.¹ Since feminists, philanthropists and missionaries could only establish their own authority outside the home by casting British womanhood against the uncivilized female ‘other’, white, middle-class women won their own emancipation at the expense of their ‘heathen’ sisters, preventing any real possibility of partnership between them. Scholars of gender and empire have thus underscored how these missions of sisterhood established a divisive legacy of British women ‘speaking for’, rather than with, non-Western women.

However, this chapter considers the case of one international women’s organization to suggest that historicizing the discourse of imperial sisterhood from the periphery rather than the metropole yields a more complicated story – one of solidarity and empowerment as much as fragmentation and subjugation. Furthermore, it takes religion as a starting point rather than a backdrop for approaching women’s transnational humanitarian
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From African Missions to Global Sisterhood: The Mothers’ Union and Colonial Christianity, 1900–1930
Elizabeth E. Prevost
interventions, to understand the specific Christian framework in which women construed their social and professional ‘emancipation.’ Using gender and spirituality as central categories of analysis reveals that empire constituted a pervasive but not exclusive or static idiom in which British women promoted the globalization of Christianity and the emancipation of women. In fact, Anglican women eventually used a feminized version of Christianity to interrogate and critique the moral justifiability of empire. Thus, although missionary and humanitarian projects often worked to promote the empire at home, religious institutions also shaped imperial discourse by highlighting the economic and racialized inequalities of colonialism.

The Mothers’ Union (MU) offers an illustrative way of approaching the gendered relationship of Christianity and empire, for as the largest Anglican women’s organization in Britain and worldwide, it was in a unique position to promote and mediate women’s interactions between centre and periphery. Founded in 1876 by Mary Sumner as an Anglican women’s voluntary association, the MU placed a high priority on marriage and motherhood as the foundation of church, nation and empire. The MU’s objectives and its limitation of full membership to married women earned it a widespread reputation for anchoring the moral and spiritual foundation of the body politic; further, the overseas expansion of the MU from 1900–1930 vested family life with explicitly imperial responsibility. After the end of the South African War in 1902, the MU began exporting the organization as a way of reaching out to isolated colonial wives and consolidating the British diaspora; membership grew quickly thereafter in the Dominions (South Africa, Canada, Australia and New Zealand). By the time of the first Worldwide Conference in 1930, the MU listed its membership at over half a million worldwide, encompassing 62 dioceses and 10,000 branches in Britain, and 108 dioceses and 2,200 branches overseas. These latter figures also included large numbers of non-white women. Around 1900, individual missionaries working through other Anglican societies had begun to launch indigenous MU branches in Antigua, Jamaica, Nigeria, South Africa, India, Burma, Japan and Hong Kong, among others.

One of the earliest and most successful indigenous branches was initiated by the Madagascar mission, and the Madagascar MU subsequently took a leading role in globalizing the Union. A focus on Madagascar offers both an instructive and unique case of how British women construed female authority and solidarity through an explicitly Christian rather than nationalist lexicon. The island did not fall within the boundaries of the British Empire, which perhaps made it easier for
Anglican missionaries to critique the social consequences of European conquest. The French colonization of Madagascar in 1895 prompted British women to institute the MU as a way of combating the alleged secularism and moral laxity of colonial rule (manifested particularly in prostitution and divorce). Yet the MU’s membership and leadership quickly grew independent of British women’s agenda: the number of Anglican women missionaries working in Madagascar in the early twentieth century amounted to no more than a dozen at any given time, but the MU garnered a diocesan membership of at least 1,000 Malagasy women in its first few years, and Malagasy women took responsibility for running most of the local branches. Therefore, while the MU had its roots in Western norms of femininity and social relations, it also facilitated indigenous women’s religious authority.

The evolving relationships between Malagasy and British women reveal how the tension between colonial constructions of difference and Christian constructions of universalism, also examined elsewhere in this volume, had deeply gendered implications. British and indigenous women in Madagascar used the MU to claim a shared spiritual connection that was capable of forging personal and corporate relationships across space and culture; on the other hand, uncertainty about whether Christian womanhood constituted an innate or learned condition posed a perpetual challenge to this unanimity. The possibilities and contradictions which grew out of women’s work in the Madagascar mission field ultimately informed the collective MU’s response to the upheavals of the early twentieth century, at a time when other missionary agencies were seeking similar ways of reconciling international conflict by reinventing the global meaning of Christian community.

This chapter discusses the global expansion of the MU to show more broadly how the Christian periphery functioned as a site of both the making and the unmaking of British imperial identity. First, the MU shifted the locus of female evangelism from an imperial civilizing mission to an international association of Christian women. The impetus for this ideological shift came from both missionary and African agency: the colonial MU formulated an idiom of universal sisterhood and a network of spiritual solidarity which were subsequently appropriated by the metropolitan MU. Second, the spiritual focus of the MU dynamically shaped British and indigenous women’s encounters in both mission field and metropole. Although they did not take place on equal footing, these encounters were mutually transformative, creating a hybridized version of Anglican Christianity which legitimized new possibilities for women’s religious authority and leadership in an otherwise
patriarchal structure. The case of the MU thus illustrates that Western women’s religious interventions produced neither universal sisterhood nor insurmountable hierarchy, but rather paved a complex and shifting middle ground between these two extremes.

The contested ‘Bonds of Motherhood’ in Madagascar

The colonial church was not confined to the areas of British red on the map, and missions were often caught in the crossfire of the European partition of Africa. The MU entered the evangelistic arena in Madagascar in 1902, a time when the French displacement of the Protestant Merina state had discredited pre-existing models of female evangelism and prompted a shift in the means and the objectives of Anglican women’s mission work. The French instatement of secular and non-vernacular language policy in schools undermined the model of Anglican girls’ education on which missionaries had previously relied to convert women and facilitate female ministry. Instead, missionaries used the MU to redirect the tenor of evangelism onto marriage and motherhood, enabling both British and Malagasy women to redefine the scope of the Anglican religious community and to confront the challenges of colonial rule and culture. Gertrude King was the most visible force behind this effort. The sister of the bishop of Madagascar, she worked as a missionary in Madagascar from 1900 until 1920, when she returned to England and worked as the overseas secretary for the MU in London.

The first two decades of the twentieth century in Madagascar were marked by the French colonial government’s discrimination against Protestant mission work. Already perceived as a threat because of its support of the Merina state, the Anglican mission also became linked with British nationalism and imperial competition. The Malagasy themselves bore the brunt of the persecution; a special prayer published with a list of other intercessions in 1911 entreated ‘that it may please Thee to overrule for good the present restrictions upon our religious work, and in due time give our natives that liberty to meet for worship in their homes which is now denied them.’ The year 1911 was also a difficult year for missionaries: Anglican schools were closed and church building projects halted, while other missionary organizations – notably the London Missionary Society (LMS) – were forced to curb evangelism altogether. The hostility of the colonial government to Protestant evangelization thus created a counter-cultural, sometimes underground movement to sustain Anglican practices.
For missionaries, the challenges rendered by formal colonial policies were manifested in the deteriorating moral fabric of colonial society. The onset of French control transferred the object of missionary anxiety from ‘heathenism’ to multicultural secularism. The social and economic dislocation rendered by war and famine in the mid-and late 1890s, the creolization of coastal and urban centers and the growth of colonial garrisons were all construed by missionaries as a moral threat. In particular, the increase in prostitution and colonial concubinage instigated a female missionary campaign to preserve the racial and cultural purity of the Malagasy through the vehicles of Christian marriage and domesticity. In Africa as in Britain, ‘mothercraft’ provided a means of regulating social, moral and racial health.14

Out of this dual sense of religious and moral crisis emerged a new narrative of female evangelism, posing the MU as the vanguard of a spiritual movement which maintained continuity between the pre-colonial and colonial phases of mission work. A report from Deaconess Blanche Porter in 1916 deployed the militant language of nineteenth-century ‘muscular’ Christianity in the service of twentieth-century women’s work: armed against the secular policy of the French colonial state by their education in mission schools during the previous generation, MU members were fighting to reinstate a Christian community. The report posed the MU as a powerful anti-colonial agent which afforded women the means to critique and transform contemporary society.

With the coming of the French the children had been taught atheism in the Government schools... The French had brought with them a great wave of worldliness, and only those who took part in it were counted as anything at all. The Mothers’ Union was trying to stand for belief in Christ and purity of life.15

This characterization encapsulated the shifting terms and objectives of women’s mission work in Madagascar in the early twentieth century. Unlike earlier rationales that had situated Madagascar’s evangelization in schools and education, the MU’s most powerful leverage now came through prayer and intercession, tools that required no literacy and which assumed women’s innate spirituality. Furthermore, women’s evangelism took responsibility for counteracting the secularism of imperial policy and the ‘worldliness’ of colonial society, empowering the Malagasy re-appropriation of Christianity through the female bond
created by the MU. But women’s encounters also forced a re-evaluation about what constituted that bond, and what Christian womanhood looked like.16

The MU began on the initiative of missionaries already working in conjunction with the Women’s Mission Association of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel (SPG) in Madagascar.17 Gertrude King started the first branch in August 1901 in the capital, Antananarivo (Tananarive during the colonial period). Within the first few months 80 ‘earnest Christian mothers’ were attending probationers’ classes.18 After translating the members’ cards into Malagasy, King appealed to Mary Sumner to have them printed in England, claiming ‘it would be the very greatest link between our colored women and their white sisters’.19 By 1906 there were 250 members in four branches ‘who meet monthly for prayer and instruction’ in and around the capital; and by 1912 there were 1,000 members in 17 branches in Imerina and on the eastern coast.20 This rapid spread was not connected to education, unlike in the previous generation of female evangelism when there had been a strong corollary between the Merina state’s education policies and missionary services. And unlike the evangelical Church Missionary Society, the SPG did not tie its mission work so closely to the written word or require converts to read as a prerequisite of baptism.

The MU missionaries therefore relied on the spoken word, prayer and meditation to forge a religious connection with Malagasy women and to encourage indigenous female leadership.21 In fact, according to King, the earliest MU work did not even require a common language. Unlike educational and medical dimensions of mission work which required professional skills and linguistic proficiency, King argued that the MU’s brand of evangelism relied only on a gendered emotional connection:

Nine faithful Malagasy mothers ... sat in a circle on the rush-mats and listened with eyes as well as ears to the Mothers’ Union message. West and East met in the bond of Motherhood, and what the faltering lips of the Western messenger could not frame in a foreign tongue, the Eastern mothers learnt by intuition.22

King herself was not married, but clearly she felt herself to be an equal member of a global ‘tribe’ of women who were united in a ‘bond of motherhood’. In the course of their devotional encounters with African women in church services and prayer meetings, missionaries discovered a shared sense of womanhood that mediated language barriers and
encompassed divergent cultural systems. King experienced a particular commonality with African women at the communion rail, through their shared participation in the sacrament: ‘I cannot express to you the overpowering joy of the fellowship of womanhood that has never failed to come when we are kneeling side by side at the Sunday Eucharist.’ Therefore, if the MU began in Madagascar as a didactic instrument for cultivating European forms of femininity and domesticity, it also projected a universal ideal of female spirituality that had unexpected outcomes for British women’s conception of Christian womanhood.

The MU’s growing commitment to female unity and leadership opened the possibility of circumventing cultural difference and moulding a mutual space for Christian women’s religious authority. Yet this premise also raised the problem of how to connect through womanhood in the context of different ideas about what womanhood constituted, and in practice, missionaries found it difficult to reconcile their claims of spiritual equality with the MU’s culturally specific understanding of morality and femininity. Nowhere was this tension more charged than in the issue of divorce. The MU in Madagascar determined membership candidacy according to an individual’s communicant status, in the belief it would be ‘in itself a guarantee of moral fitness’. ‘Communion’ amounted to good standing with the church, and it required confirmation as well as baptism. The diocese of Madagascar also adhered to all rules laid down by the Lambeth Conference of Anglican bishops in determining communicant standing, which after 1908 included a policy concerning marriage and divorce. The church and the MU operated uniformly in disqualifying divorcees from either communion or membership, which, according to the bishop, earned the Anglican Church the reputation of maintaining the strictest moral code of any church operating in Madagascar. The Madagascar MU was the first diocesan affiliate outside Britain to articulate this contingency of membership on communicant status, a policy which the central MU eventually adopted in codifying a worldwide standard of moral discipline in 1913 (and which proved controversial among missionary branches of the MU in other parts of the world, as the next part will discuss). Yet divorce posed an ideological inconsistency in the Madagascar mission in that it did not irrevocably bar women from communion the way it did from the MU: women who had been through the divorce courts could potentially be readmitted to communion but not to the MU, even in cases where the wife had been the unwitting victim of desertion. The unbending position the MU took in excluding...
divorcees thus tended to undermine its vision of corporate Christian womanhood.

This discrepancy between church and MU policy did not escape the notice of Malagasy women, who objected to the MU’s doctrinaire claims of moral authority. In 1916, the first conference of Malagasy branch leaders in the Tananarive district, representing about 900 members, challenged that ‘fallen members’ could return to communion but not to MU membership. Georg King responded to Malagasy perplexity on the divorce issue by qualifying that ‘Communion is necessary to salvation, and belonging to the MU is not. Also the MU exists for a specific purpose – the upholding of the Sanctity of Marriage – and therefore cannot re-admit to membership those who have acted in such a way as to lower it.’ The stakes of salvation were higher than membership in a women’s organization and were therefore more difficult to impose. This explanation de-emphasized the MU’s ecclesiastical function, separating it from the church’s sacramental authority. Yet Bishop King also verified that church standing was indeed more tolerant than the MU’s requirements for marital sanctity. Thus, in forcing Anglican leadership to acknowledge the faultlines of moral and doctrinal authority, the divorce debate also exposed the contested hierarchies of race and gender.

The MU’s rigid stance on divorce sat unevenly with its attempts to reconcile divergent understandings of marriage and family life through an overarching spiritual affinity. Early discussions surrounding the adoption and adaptation of the membership ‘rule’ and prayer conveyed missionaries’ genuine hope that the MU would ultimately embrace cultural diversity, rather than trying to fit Malagasy Christianity into a metropolitan framework. The first nine Malagasy women to join the MU in 1901 met with King ‘to consider the objects of the Union and a rule suited to their own lives which could affiliate them with English mothers over the seas’. Membership was therefore a matter of negotiation from the start, and it was understood that the Malagasy MU was intended to be an ‘affiliate’ rather than a replication of the British MU, tied together by prayer and devotion rather than cultural prescriptions. King contrasted the MU Prayer, which translated ‘most beautifully into Malagasy’, with the MU Rule, which laid down a series of culturally specific regulations (such as ‘public-house dangers’ and ‘European sleeping accommodations’) which ‘have no place in their daily lives!’ King felt that while it was unrealistic to follow the official English Rule, ‘our objects are the same and the simple rule is one which every communicant could and should keep of daily prayer,...regular communion,
purity in body and mind, and great care of their children’.34 In reinterpreting the regulatory tenets of the MU, King cast prayer, devotion, morality and motherhood as gendered rather than acculturated expressions of Christianity.

King and others worked to define different forms of authority to reflect these principles and to empower the MU’s expansion independent of European control. A number of prominent Malagasy women (including wives of clergy and teachers) assumed secretarial positions; however, because many of the earliest MU members could not read or write, secretariats did not always present a ready outlet for leadership, particularly in rural branches.35 This limitation necessitated creating other leadership positions appropriate to local situations. In 1916, King organized the first conference for 22 Malagasy leaders of country branches, deliberately designating them ‘leaders’ instead of secretaries because the authority they represented was not contingent on literacy.36 In 1918 she convened another meeting for 20 mpitarika or ‘roll-keepers’ from country villages, along with ten MU ‘Visitors’ who were responsible for home evangelism.37 Mission reports credited the spread of membership and leadership to the MU’s cultural flexibility: ‘[T]he real usefulness of the Mothers’ Union is found in its adaptability to the social customs of the Malagasy, and this makes it, as it were, quite “at home” wherever it is introduced.’38

The expanding scope of Malagasy women’s participation in the mission was therefore critical in developing an explicitly religious female community, and, moreover, in forging a relationship between this community and the MU worldwide. King always took pride in what she considered the leading example of Madagascar, as ‘the first “Black Branch” of the MU’, in promoting both indigenous evangelism and a larger sense of Anglican sisterhood.39 King wrote a report for Mothers in Council describing a typical meeting that would end with prayers for ‘fellow-members throughout the world, that we may all follow Christ with pure and obedient hearts and minds. Then, in the prayer of silence which closes the meeting, our hearts fly across the seas, and we feel very near to our English fellow-members’.40 In 1910 the Madagascar MU began formalizing this connection with the metropole through an official ‘Link’ with a British branch.41 Soon thereafter, the central MU in London adopted Madagascar’s scheme as a way of bringing its increasingly global membership into closer contact with the metropole. Under this system, either a British or overseas branch could initiate an epistolary relationship with the other to exchange prayers, learn about one another’s culture and create a sense of Christian community across vast distances.
Although the missionary and metropolitan MU launched the initiative, African women took a leading role in fostering and consolidating these links. Malagasy members asked British correspondents for prayers on behalf of their families and communities, sent gifts of handiwork for devotional use in Britain and expressed condolences when they received news of bereavement. African members established a level of spiritual intimacy with British women through the mutual experience of prayer and the ultimate promise of salvation, thus overriding the temporal distance of the present life with the unity of the next. One letter from a Malagasy branch to the MU founder Mary Sumner in 1912 entreated ‘that we may all have one meeting place in the Rest of Paradise when we shall see each other every day’. This strategy of collapsing distance and difference through the promise of salvation was typical of Malagasy women’s correspondence with MU members in Britain. Conversely, MU missionaries sometimes invoked the distinction between temporal and spiritual equality to circumvent the ideological problem of maintaining racialized hierarchies. On one occasion, King felt compelled to respond to the metropolitan concern that the expansion and consolidation of the MU threatened the dominance of white womanhood in Christianity. ‘Our Malagasy Mothers are very humble, loving, faithful members of the Union, and they value their link with the English Mothers without trying to put themselves on the same level.’

Thus, in the years before the Great War, the Madagascar MU fostered connections first between white and African women in the mission field, and then between the Anglican periphery and centre. The colonial MU laid a foundation for women’s Christian solidarity based on the individual and corporate capacity of women to connect through prayer, and in the process, fostered unprecedented opportunities for indigenous women’s leadership in the Anglican Church. Yet this was neither a coherent nor a stable process. The MU established a feminized alternative to church and mission authority and articulated an expansive vision of corporate community, but it placed limits on who merited inclusion in that community. The Great War and its aftermath provided an unexpected opportunity to interrogate on a wider scale these contradictions between universal claims of womanhood and rigid moral censure, between global unity and colonial hierarchies.

From temporal to spiritual empire

In Britain as in Madagascar, the climate of anxiety which legitimized a racialized discourse of national and imperial health also led Anglican
women to seek cultural transformation and regeneration through the locus of female Christianity. The First World War gave new urgency to this objective and called into question the relationship between Britain’s temporal and spiritual empire. By asserting women’s conciliatory influence in contrast to the fractured conditions which men had rendered through empire-building and warfare, the MU articulated a vision of female religiosity as a vital intermediary between temporal displacement and divine redemption. The colonial MU took a leading role in articulating this discourse, which in turn led to an unprecedented effort to build an international coalition of Anglican women. At the same time, this effort exposed some of the more problematic tensions in the MU’s universalist vision of Christian sisterhood.

Before the war, the MU cast its spiritual networking in an imperial framework of Protestant responsibility and British paternalism. Maud Montgomery, wife of Bishop Montgomery, the Secretary of the SPG, argued in 1912 that

> the Mothers’ Union would not be true to her Imperial ideals if she were not making some effort to keep in touch with the scattered branches in the larger Great Britain over the seas... We glory in the fact that the Mothers’ Union consists of mothers of every race and color, and it has been found to be the most effective means of building up the Christian mothers in the faith and teaching them the Christian ideals of motherhood and the sanctity of family life.\(^{44}\)

The MU in Britain almost apotheosized the sacred role of home, family and motherhood in formulating women’s importance for national and imperial stability, reflecting the uneasy coexistence of national confidence and social anxiety in Britain during the pre-war years.\(^{45}\) MU discourse scripted this connection on two related levels: the home itself represented a kingdom or empire ruled by mothers, and women’s responsibility for rearing future generations constituted a moral index and instrument of national character.\(^{46}\) In urging the increase of active MU service in the colonies, MU literature and sermons of the early twentieth century also invoked the imperial figureheads of Queen Victoria and Queen Mary as models for how the ‘sovereignty’ of motherhood should advance global Christianity through faith and exemplary home life.\(^{47}\)

The MU’s polemics charged all Christian women with a divinely sanctioned mission of defending family life, whether or not they participated formally in mission work at home or abroad, and regardless
of their class or professional status. Thus, MU members at home and abroad idealized the empire not as an object of state or economic expansion but as a conduit of piety and right living. The gendered terms in which MU members construed Britain's temporal and spiritual empire profoundly shaped the organization's response to the Great War. The leading role that Anglican women should take in post-war England was constantly discussed in MU circles, even before the war had ended. Mrs Wyndham Knight-Bruce, suffragist and wife of the former bishop of Mashonaland, asserted in 1916 that

> there lies before us, as we hope, after the war the regeneration of English life. How is that regeneration to be accomplished? ... Surely at last woman is to fulfill, by her help in making the new England, the great purpose for which God originally sent her into the world.\(^\text{48}\)

Although Knight-Bruce's avowed feminism was not typical of the MU, most members agreed that women should take an active role in transforming religion and society. Women's growing participation in formal politics, which had begun locally even before women's enfranchisement on a national level, suggested to some that the MU should more actively inform political decision-making, and set an example in responsible citizenship.\(^\text{49}\) Others felt that the way forward lay in rejuvenating the Church of England's devotional life, confronting the secular 'apathy' which pervaded post-war ethos.\(^\text{50}\) Most of all, Anglican women looked to the MU to institute a spiritual, intercessory network that would mend not only post-war Britain but also the rest of the world through the regenerative power of womanhood.

Women in foreign mission communities shared the desire for an intercessory community of women to ameliorate the trauma of war, and they built on the system of Linked Branches in constructing such a community. In expressing her appreciation for Malagasy women's condolence letters to those who had lost husbands, brothers and sons, missionary Barbara Blair suggested that the MU made it possible for Christian womanhood to cut across cultural and geographical boundaries: 'the Malagasy are very ready to “weep with them that weep” as well as to “rejoice with those that do rejoice”... the Mothers’ Union supplies help and makes them and us realize our oneness in the great family in heaven and earth'.\(^\text{51}\) King wrote a condolence letter on behalf of the Madagascar MU to Lady Chichester, whose son had died in the war, suggesting that the MU's worldwide bereavement had also forged a
stronger fellowship among its women: ‘You must be so proud in spite of all the sadness, and it brings you the untold joy of feeling with so many, so very many members of the MU all over the world.’

This widespread wartime experience of both loss and solidarity motivated the central MU to host a Conference for Overseas Workers on King’s recommendation. The Conference which materialized in London in 1920, however, was a far cry from King’s hope for united vision or action. Instead, the discussions revealed that the MU’s goals of moral purity and universality did not easily coexist. Yet even as the conference revealed tensions among fellow missionaries on the regulatory role of marriage in colonial branches, it also provided a chance for MU workers to assess how marriage would inform women’s political, social and professional status in the wake of the war, in metropole and colony alike. King, who herself ‘expressed diffidence as an unmarried woman’, nonetheless invoked Mary Sumner’s counsel that ‘every true woman has a mother’s heart, and if you are a true woman you have to mother the world’. King went on to explain that her own unmarried status enabled her to endow married members of the MU with the responsibility of material and spiritual improvement, hence drawing upon the evangelistic strategy that she had formulated in the course of her work with Malagasy women. This rationale sat unevenly with the stringency of the membership criteria she required of non-white women, but it also enabled her to legitimize her own missionary authority through a naturalized discourse of femininity. In the mission field, King had used this rationale to empower Malagasy Christian women through the MU; in London, she used it to bolster her own authority.

Other conference participants, however, did not find the ambiguity of married and unmarried womanhood to be an asset to the spread of Christianity or the consolidation of feminine spirituality in public life. In fact, some MU members used the conference as an opportunity to reclaim for married women the professional authority that they felt had become the exclusive privilege of single women. The third set of conference discussions, ‘The Deepening of the Spiritual Life’, wrestled with the evangelistic and civic roles of wives and spinsters in the post-war world. Mrs Knight-Bruce, one of the few MU leaders who had openly supported women’s suffrage before 1919, situated herself in an older, ‘cultural’ feminist discourse in defining the MU’s post-war, global persona: ‘We have got a tremendous task before us; we have to insist upon the womanhood of women.’ The MU thus played a crucial role in avowing the ‘womanhood of women’ for civic virtue, over and against the sexless modern woman. Moreover, according to Knight-Bruce, if the
woman’s movement had thus far been dominated by single women, the time had come for married women to define modern womanhood and to use their maternal facilities to effect change at home and overseas. ‘It is the wives and mothers who will help to build a good democracy.’ Knight-Bruce also invested wives and mothers with the same kind of Christian ‘vocation’ that missionaries in Africa had long construed for non-white marriage and motherhood as its own missionary vocation, and in some cases, as an explicitly professional form of evangelism. Hence, Anglican womanhood became the key not only to evangelizing the rest of the world, but also to re-Christianizing the West.

Knight-Bruce forcefully argued that women’s newly enfranchised political status and their distinctive religious authority would be mutually constitutive agents of the world’s spiritual renewal. Her version of solidarity was not reflective of all viewpoints; the MU struggled with the tension of uniformity and flexibility in women’s coalition-building, and with metropolitan leadership and peripheral autonomy. The fact that the MU did not invite any non-white overseas workers to participate in the 1920 conference intensely underscored these contradictions. Yet this post-war moment also afforded the possibility for dialogue, if not consensus, about the shape of Christian women’s leadership, a dialogue which sparked new trends in the MU’s international expansion over the next decade and which culminated in an expanded conception of non-white women’s authority.

Towards the globalization of Anglican sisterhood

The MU’s post-war commitment to social and spiritual solidarity was most evident in the international women’s prayer movement which grew out of the 1920 conference, called the ‘Wave of Prayer’. Beginning in 1921 as a result of conference discussions that had centred on the ‘deepening of spiritual life’, the MU press published a monthly intercessory calendar for use in worship, at branch meetings, or in personal prayer. The Wave gave all MU branches and members access to a comprehensive means of exchanging news and prayers across global networks, rather than just with a specific branch. This movement anchored a sense of corporate membership among the MU worldwide, fostering a common spiritual purpose among numerous branches in Britain, Europe, Africa, Asia, Oceana and North America.

The first MU Worldwide Conference in 1930 was a testimonial to this new cross-cultural solidarity which put female spirituality, rather than
the metropolitan institutions of the church or MU, at the centre of Christianization. Unlike the 1920 Conference ‘for Overseas Workers’ which was limited to British women working abroad, the 1930 conference invited non-white MU members from around the world to participate in two weeks of discussions, devotional retreats, worship services and ‘pilgrimages’ to Anglican spiritual centres like Canterbury and Winchester Cathedrals. The discussions also covered a more expansive terrain than they had in 1920, with topics including local and worldwide governance, theological study, religion in the home and in schools and member recruitment, in addition to the subjects which had structured the 1920 conference, such as ‘lapsed membership’ and ‘the deepening of the spiritual life’. An anonymous conference participant who later gave her impressions of the proceedings attributed the powerful fellowship and sense of common mission forged by the conference to ‘the volume of intercessory prayer that has preceded and surrounded its deliberations’. This referred not only to larger intercessory trends of the Wave of Prayer in the 1920s but also to the worldwide day of prayer and the seven retreats in different British diocesan centres that immediately preceded the conference meetings. Throughout the conference, the proceedings maintained a devotional and occasionally even revivalist character, and the chapel at Mary Sumner House (MU headquarters) was described as ‘a veritable “power station” of prayer’.

The presence of many provincial and non-white MU members in the metropole rendered the conference a moment of unprecedented cultural encounter for many English women. Such an encounter did not necessarily unfold on equal terms, as the official delegates and conference leaders were white MU members. At the same time, the anonymous participant noted a powerful sense of fellowship, dialogue and common mission forged by the conference. Non-white visitors enjoyed the full privileges and status of MU membership, and membership in turn assumed a commitment to upholding the sacredness of marriage and motherhood. The conference therefore enshrined these functions, long central to discourses of Christian womanhood, in a newly democratic context and along new lines of consensus. The observer felt that by putting a multiracial ideal of female spirituality at the centre of the conference objectives, the devotional tone of the proceedings projected a corporate sense of unity which worked to stabilize an otherwise tenuous moral and social climate in Britain and the world. The Conference therefore represented a turning-point in the trajectory of women’s Christian leadership: ‘As each delegate returned to her own sphere of influence, closely bound to us all by the
ties formed in these wonderful days together, the real work of the Conference would begin.”

That the MU assumed a prominent role in public discourse indicates that its priorities intersected with larger discussions of how to stabilize an otherwise unstable moral, religious and social climate. Such characterizations of the conciliatory influence of Christian womanhood and domesticity on the national and international order, drawing at once upon conservative and progressive strains of gender ideology, were not an uncommon response to the massive displacement experienced by Europeans in the wake of the Great War. Yet historicizing this discourse of regeneration in the specific context of mission work underscores the role of the MU in assigning a reconstructive and redemptive role to mission Christianity – not as a tool of cultural imperialism, but as a force for consensus between white and non-white women, and between metropole and periphery. The female solidarity that individual missionaries had long worked to establish in the mission field around mutual priorities of marriage and motherhood had come to carry stakes beyond individual conversion and emancipation: the stability and salvation of the international order now depended on the power of corporate womanhood in enacting change. By making home and family consonant with public service, and feminine piety a necessary condition of international healing, the conference sought to pave the way for a new era in which women’s evangelism, broadly defined, would Christianize both the Western and non-Western world.

The MU Worldwide Conference of 1930 signalled a new phase in the nature of women’s international humanitarian interventions, as the discourse of national decline which had caused many Anglican women to link imperialism with evangelism before the war gave way to a universalist language of regeneration. This shift also reflected and anticipated larger challenges to the enterprises of imperial and Christian institution-building, for the war exposed cracks in the edifice of empire and church alike, and demanded new modes of envisioning global unity. Moreover, the enfranchisement of British women after the war gave renewed purpose to imagining political space as both feminine and Christian. Anglican women thus approached the social and political upheaval that emerged out of the war years as a moment of opportunity for building a women's coalition of global citizenship, marshalling the feminized forms of Christianity that had developed in the mission field towards a new vision of international unity – one which did not find its only meaning in the ecclesiastical or imperial sovereignty of Britain.
This dynamic historical moment for the MU thus reveals more broadly how feminized discourses of spirituality worked to collapse the gap between women’s ‘public’ and ‘private’ spheres of influence, and between the colonial centre and peripheries of Anglican Christianity. Of course, the subsequent history of the MU has not always borne out the unity that participants in the Worldwide Conference idealized in 1930. Since then, branches in Britain and overseas have struggled to establish a common ground for divergent interpretations of the MU’s commitment to ‘upholding the sanctity of marriage’. Competing approaches to women’s social issues have revealed the multiplicity of cultural and political frameworks that have shaped the MU’s national and international following. Yet this contested history is reflective of the complex roots of the MU as a worldwide women’s movement; and the continued growth of the global MU suggests that these early moments of solidarity like the ‘Wave of Prayer’ and the 1930 Worldwide Conference opened new possibilities for women’s dialogue and social action across cultural and geographic borders.

Notes


3. Other authors in this volume who examine the impact of missions on imperial ideology and metropolitan discourse include Catherine Hall, Esther

4. The MU’s three objects were:
1) To uphold the sanctity of marriage, 2) To awaken in mothers of all classes a sense of their great responsibility as mothers in the training of their boys and girls, the future fathers and mothers of England [changed to ‘the Empire’ in 1902, then dropped in the mid-1920s], 3) To organize every place a band of mothers who will unite in prayer and seek by their own example to lead their families in purity and holiness of life.


5. In 1904, for example, the Bishop of Stepney preached a sermon at a special service for the MU at St Paul’s Cathedral, in which he corroborated the MU’s premise that ‘the vigor of civil and religious life depends upon the family.’ *Mothers in Council (MIC)*, July 1904, 130–3. The designation of married ‘members’ v. unmarried ‘associates’ was essentially rhetorical, since both enjoyed the same privileges and status within the organization.


8. John MacKenzie has discussed a similar shift in Scottish women’s mission work in South Africa, from an emphasis on ‘a western concept of the separation of gendered spheres’ to a paradigm of ‘black female professionalism’. See MacKenzie (Chapter 6), this volume.

9. See Anne O’Brien (Chapter 9), this volume.

10. See Ruth Compton Brouwer (Chapter 14), this volume.
11. For example, in 1911, when MU members in Britain tried to send commemorative cards of George V’s coronation to missionary friends in Madagascar, they were told regretfully that the diocese could not endorse or circulate any printed material bearing the British flag. King commented that ‘the very critical situation’ arising from the ‘constant blows that fall on work here’ was a product of ‘the anti-religious atmosphere of French politics’. King to Miss Thomas, 14 August 1911, Mothers’ Union Archives, accessed by kind permission of Cordelia Moyse, Mary Sumner House, London, MU/OS/005/13/08.
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Part III
Post-Colonial Transformations
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Interest in the Irish diaspora and the influence of the Irish worldwide has often focused on the stories of those who left Ireland as victims of famine in the nineteenth century and the economic refugees of the twentieth century, but has also drawn attention to the Irish who were settlers in the colonies of the British Empire and those in the colonial service or otherwise allied with British expansion. One readily identifiable group, neither unwilling economic migrants nor colonial officials, is that of the missionaries who travelled from Ireland with the goal of converting others to Christianity, primarily Catholicism. Historically, Ireland was known as the ‘Isle of Saints and Scholars’ due to the activities of Irish monks as missionaries throughout Europe, a missionary project that began soon after the dawn of Christianity. But during the ninth century, what Neill describes as Ireland’s ‘great and beautiful Christian civilization’ was destroyed in Viking attacks, and, despite the international reputation of early Irish Christian missionaries such as Brendan and Columbanus, whose activities take on a legendary quality in popular history, the Irish had no distinctive profile of missionary activity from the close of the ninth century until the 1820s. After achieving Emancipation in 1829, the Irish Church grew in confidence and, while the first priority to be addressed was the religious needs of the diaspora, the presence of some French missionary organizations in Ireland was bringing an awareness of the issue of the conversion of pagans to public attention, a cause which was also being promoted by the papacy. Irish men and women joined the missionary orders of other countries but it was not until the twentieth century that indigenous Irish orders were founded and the ‘second spring’ of Irish missionary
activity was celebrated. The growing Nationalist movement, with which the Church was strongly allied, brought additional questions of identity. With the foundation of specifically Irish missionary organizations, Irish priests and nuns had the opportunity to represent their own country in the mission field, and an Irish missionary project could be identified. In the 1920s, that resurgence of missionary activity in Ireland and the huge public participation in, and enthusiasm for the foreign missions, which occurred subsequently, was to become not only a religious movement but also a social and cultural phenomenon lasting for more than three decades. These twentieth century ‘pagan missions’ are the focus of this chapter.

Until this period, the primary usage of the term ‘Spiritual Empire’ had been about the many Irish emigrants to all parts of the world who brought their Catholic faith with them and to whom the Irish hierarchy were quick to supply missionary priests. By the 1920s, those emigrant communities had established their own identities and were providing their own priests; they no longer needed assistance (or interference) from the Irish ‘mother’ church. Therefore, Ireland had a surplus of missionaries and alternative mission fields had to be considered. Although, in the main, the spiritual empire referred to the Irish diaspora rather than any putative empire where Irish missionaries exercised control over an indigenous population, the meaning changed subtly as the overseas missions expanded to include missions to ‘pagans’ in countries such as Africa, China and India. It was noted by one commentator in the 1930s that ‘Ireland has not a square inch of territory abroad, yet her spiritual empire is limited only by the bounds of the earth.’

For the young Irish state, endeavouring to gain recognition as an independent country, with an identity separate from Britain, it was desirable to contribute to world affairs through some specifically Irish activity. The economy was not of a scale to attract international attention and Ireland was never going to have an empire in the material sense, but the high profile of a relatively small number of missionaries, allied with a history of missionary activity, gave Ireland an opportunity to take a place on the world stage. Historian Joe Lee describes the missionary achievement abroad as ‘one of the more remarkable conquests of the age of imperialism’. Indeed when one considers the traditional conservatism of Irish Catholicism, involvement in such an expansionist project seems paradoxical; but in its years of ministering to Irish emigrants, the Irish Church had constructed itself as ‘mother country’ to the English-speaking Catholic world and therefore it was not a huge leap to extend Ireland’s ‘spiritual empire’ to include as much
of the ‘pagan’ world as might be managed. Reference to ‘those spiritual colonies of Ireland – the greater Ireland of the Catholic faith’ implies the expansion or growth of Ireland territorially by spiritual means.

In addition to the vocations that were being produced in Ireland at this time, other aspects of the social and political situation supported the new missionary project: after the political upheaval of 1916 and the subsequent civil war, there was a need for national heroes who would not cause division and missionary priests had a historic precedent to exploit that role. It was also essential to establish an Irish identity, separate and distinct from Great Britain and an activity in which Irish Catholicism, one of the main ‘differences’ could be to the fore, was ideal. As it happened, the conversion of the pagan was also a priority in the Vatican.

In this chapter, I will illustrate the fact that Irish missionary organizations utilized several key tropes and strategies of nineteenth-century British imperial discourse to describe and realize their project. Ironically, this discourse can be seen to replicate certain aspects of the discourse of Protestant missionaries and proselytizers in Ireland in the mid-nineteenth century, whom the Irish Catholic hierarchy viewed as their foes and competitors. It should not be surprising that elements of the discourse of British imperialism were well established and integrated into Irish cultural life in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, and in fact some recent Irish cultural historians have argued that Irish nationalism itself often mirrored the values, vocabularies and strategies of its ostensible antagonist: the British empire. Thematic elements of imperial discourse were replicated by missionary discourse including: ideals of masculinity; belief in the superiority of Western culture; focus on the bringing of civilization (light to darkness); issues of hygiene; a presumption of terra nullius (which gives rise to ‘naming’ and claiming territory); rivalry among competing groups; the infantilization and ‘animalization’ of indigenous peoples; and, inevitably, speaking for the ‘Other’. Irish newspapers provided up-to-date accounts of life in the colonies and the battles to win and maintain them. Ireland had been a part of the British Empire, although there was disagreement whether ‘she’ should be considered a subject colony or an element of the ruling ‘Mother country’. Significantly, in British imperial discourse, the Irish were often depicted as an inferior race, scarcely considered ‘white’. Irish primitivism was represented in caricature, and by the 1860s in England the ‘representative Irishman’ was depicted with ‘simian or porcine features, and festooned with weapons, a vivid reminder that decent English citizens stood in mortal peril’. Author
Charles Kingsley lamented the ‘white chimpanzees’ he encountered on his Irish travels; his writing highlighted the difficulty in dealing with a subject race whose skin colour was the same as that of its rulers, at a time when the savage nature of black and coloured races was largely unquestioned.12 The image of the ‘ape-like’ Irishman rankled, and ‘Fr. Kavanagh’ appealed to the sense of humiliation it aroused, in an effort to stir up Irish indignation and support for the Boers, during the Anglo-Boer War. In the United Irishman, he referred to one particular contemporary insult:

NO WONDER SHE CALLS US HOTTENTOTS. No wonder she dresses up apes in her museums in the costume of stage Irishman and exhibits them thus to her grinning yokels. There are two of these animals on exhibition in the London Zoo upon whom, by way of delicate compliment to our nation, they have given the name of Pat and Biddy, the names of our venerated patron saints.13

Hence, from an Irish perspective, a certain amount of re-framing of the discourse was essential, and the opportunity to adapt and rewrite a discourse in which the Irish might shoulder the ‘White-man’s burden’, must have appealed.14 The re-appropriation of a powerful discourse, to counter the stereotypes it generates is a strategy identified in post-colonial theory and typically, the generation of a new set of stereotypes is the outcome when that discourse is predicated on the Manichean dichotomy of ‘self’ and ‘other’.

This chapter will focus on two aspects of the Irish Catholic missions’ public discourse regarding Africa that draw strongly on that different imperial tradition. These are first, the representation of issues of territory and description of landscape – the ownership and control of geographical space. And, second, the adventure of travel in these territories, often associated with narratives of exploration and the mastery of savage and pagan lands.

**Territory**

Religious and civilizing motives have long been used as a justification for imperial adventures. The expansion of both Spain and Portugal during the Age of Discovery was presented as a project to spread the word of God, among other more materialistic motivations, and the Vatican supported such efforts to win territories and the souls who lived within these new worlds. As a part of the Protestant British Empire, Ireland was
not in a position to support a Catholic missionary project, and it was only after Catholic Emancipation in 1829, that Irish missionary activity began to re-emerge. Unlike other missionary projects, Irish missionaries could hardly be accused of having imperial expansion as their motivation, although their activities may have enabled the process, and certainly some would have supported the imperial project. The same argument would apply to those new Irish missionary orders which emerged in the twentieth century, but despite the fact that the missionary project was concerned with ‘harvesting’ souls rather than claiming territory, discussion and description of the physical environment pervades missionary discourse. While conversion was the priority, the territory in which the missionaries could operate was regulated, and hence issues of territorial control were important as a means of access to the population. Authority over the land, both symbolically and physically, became an essential facet of the missionary effort. Debates about land, the rivalries which developed and how landscape was represented within missionary discourse may be compared to elements of colonial discourse regarding the discovery, mastery and control of terrain. Edward Said has commented that imperialism ‘is an act of geographical violence through which virtually every space in the world is explored, charted, and finally brought under control’. The discourse produced by Irish missionaries could certainly be described as participating in or mirroring that act.

For Irish missionary orders in the twentieth century, access to territories was the first step in converting Africa to Christianity. Permission to operate a mission was granted by the relevant colonial authority and so, in hugely competitive negotiations, involving missionaries, government representatives and Propaganda Fide, the papal organization responsible for the direction of Catholic missionary work, different missionary organizations divided the world. A ‘sphere of influence’ was a term used to designate an area where a particular religious group had ‘rights’ whether they were actively engaged in missionary work at the time, or not. Access was ensured, regardless of whether missionaries were available for a region. Once a sphere of influence had been established, other groups could not attempt to establish a mission there, even in the absence of any intervention by the group who had control over that territory. Promising regions were thus claimed and left in paganism, until the missionary organization had the resources to devote to the conversion of the population. There was competition for territories both between orders of the same religion and between Catholics and Protestants. In his account of the history of St Patrick’s Missionary
Society, Thomas Kiggins describes the transfer of territory in the Vicariate of Zanzibar from the ‘Holy Ghost Fathers’ to the ‘Consolate Fathers’, in the early years of the twentieth century, as ‘a move that in modern business circles might be termed a hostile takeover’.16

Maps of missionary organizations’ ‘spiritual empires’ were displayed in many school classrooms in Ireland to illustrate the extent of their success. Similar to maps of the British Empire, coloured to illustrate control and authority, the maps provided a graphic image of the success and growth of missionary activity. Despite the protestations of missionaries that their project was not expansionist as the imperial project was, the control of territory was undoubtedly a fundamental part of their mission, and these maps related more directly to territories than to souls. And, while the control the missionaries exerted was largely religious, it included control over education, family life, marriages and other civil matters in a territory. As a visual expression of missionary success, the maps often exaggerated the scale of missionary influence. An organization might show an entire country coloured in, if there was a missionary presence somewhere in its vast area, in effect the ‘presence’ might be just two priests. Another use of the map is that on the children’s pages of the African Missionary magazine, where maps of Ireland and Africa provide illustrations on either side of a verse, but the map of Ireland is larger than that of Africa,17 perhaps reflecting the discourse which structures Ireland as an adult and Africa a child. In the tradition of travel writing, books which describe missionary journeys and adventures often include a map of the area, which may be referred to by the reader. Such illustrations enforce the factual nature of the account provided, although drawings of exotic animals and native masks which adorn some, enhance the popular rather than the scientific appeal.

Many bitter complaints regarding the success of rival missionary groups permeate the texts; competition was equally as fierce on this level of religious rivalry as among the nations who carved up Africa as colonial possessions. In 1935, a magazine reports a ‘formidable scramble among the sects to seize the souls of the unconverted Africans’.18 It was, essentially, a second scramble for Africa. The missionaries often make the point that they are not imperialists claiming land but a much more spiritually motivated movement interested in winning souls not territories: ‘palpitating trophies’ to be piled up to Our Lady of Africa.19 Whatever the original motivation, lines drawn on a map separated different missionary efforts and created borders which might be breached or challenged. The language of ‘ownership’ regarding mission lands was naturalized and it was
not remarkable for a missionary magazine to contain a statement such as the following: ‘everybody seemed Christian and happy in this picturesque nook of our huge African territories’.20

Missionary organizations were most keen to get access to ‘virgin’ or ‘untouched’ land (meaning that there had been no missionary activity there previously). There was a conviction among Catholic missionaries that the conversion of Protestants, that is, Africans who had already been converted to Christianity, was more difficult than converting pagans. Effectively, whichever branch of Christianity first succeeded in introducing their religion in an area, tended to remain. In fundraising appeals, it is frequently emphasized that the situation is urgent, that it is necessary to act now before others move in. Irish Catholic antipathy to Protestantism had cultural and historical roots in the long experience of Catholic oppression and the proselytization that had occurred in the mid-nineteenth century; even so, the venom with which Protestantism is described in the missionary literature is quite extraordinary. The rival Christian faith was represented as equally pernicious as indigenous juju and superstition, recalling the Protestant attitude towards Catholicism evident in the proselytizing literature of the 1850s.

In a statement evocative of military reports of trench warfare, McGrath claims that, in Anua, ‘non-Catholic missions have been crowded out of the immediate vicinity, and year by year their lines are being pushed further back’. He goes on to describe proudly how a non-Catholic hospital, ten miles away, which had been successful, is now closing down due to the success of ‘our hospital’.21 Another report triumphantly refers to the General Assembly (Protestant), which deplored ‘the havoc the Catholics were working among their ranks’.22 It is apparent that inter-religious warfare rather than spiritual or humanitarian interests takes precedence for some. The ‘struggle’ is not only against paganism; ‘Mohammedanism’ and Protestantism are both a threat. In this discourse, saving the Africans from the darkness and degradation of paganism is interchangeable with saving them from the scourge of Protestantism or Islam and, apparently, deserving of equal effort; some missionaries seem more engaged with the struggle with rival missionaries than the conversion of pagans.

Landscape

The description of landscape is another element of this broad topic as the missionaries attempted to portray the environment in visual terms for their supporters at home. In 1926, Stephen Brown described three
means, all comparatively new, of arousing interest in the missions which had been found ‘particularly serviceable’: the press, exhibitions and congresses. While magazines and other publications were popular, the written word had its limitations and the pages were often illustrated with photographs and sketches. British explorers and empire-builders had resorted to the magic lantern to describe the unknown beauties and dangers of Empire to the British public, with the aim of engendering support and a spirit of ownership in an otherwise apathetic population. Irish missionaries too were quick to appreciate the value of the image, whether in the form of slide, photograph, drawing or map and eventually film. As in the imperial project, photography and film were extremely valuable tools, making it possible to display the landscape as well as the people as a spectacle. From an early stage, until replaced by the film projector, the magic lantern was a familiar prop at public lectures. Numerous missionaries recount in their memoirs their recollections of such displays, which captured their imagination and prompted them to consider a missionary vocation. Fr James Mellett recounts that, ‘at that time [1925] they were the first pictures of Africa seen in most places and they made a powerful impression’. While these images were a novelty and caught the attention of the public, words often provided more detailed and more nuanced descriptions than the visual images could. Academic Mary Louise Pratt explains that in travel writing, the landscape is typically described in terms of natural history; it is ‘uninhabited, unpossessed, unhistoricized, unoccupied’. Missionaries also employ, paradoxically, the idea of virgin territory, although they obviously have a basic requirement that the landscape be occupied. However, the space is still unhistoricized, uncivilized and lacking culture; the people do not possess or populate the land in any recognizable way, and if the land is ‘untouched’ by missionaries, it is considered ‘virgin’ territory.

Irish missionary accounts describe the African landscape (prior to the conversion of its population) as inhabited, but inefficiently inhabited: badly planned and shabby. Poor quality buildings, huddled in groups, are falling down; villages are untidy and dirty. Arriving in the town of Moshi, at the foot of Kilimanjaro, missionary priest Thomas Gavan Duffy remarks that it is ‘a wilderness of shacks; tentative, impermanent, untidy’. In the following description by Fr James, a Cork-based priest who spent three months on ‘holiday’ in Africa, it is implied that human neglect or ignorance has left its mark on the environment: ‘the country was depressing ... villages [were] situated right on the verge of swamps and were filthy’, huts were circular and ‘badly made’.
description of a ‘bedraggled landscape’, with ‘uncared for orchards’, and
towns which are ‘dirty and smelly’ is given by Fr John Lupton, a frequent
ccontributor to the African Missionary.\textsuperscript{28} Rather than look for a rationale,
everything is measured against European norms and criticized if it does
not meet expectations. Pratt notes that travel writing on America, par-
ticularly Spanish America, often portrays indigenous society as neglect-
ful or lazy. The impulse to exploit resources is presupposed, ‘making a
mystery of subsistence and non-accumulative lifeways’.\textsuperscript{29} The ideal
landscape, one that has been ‘touched’ by missionaries is depicted by
missionary Edward Leen, who describes the mission station at Emekuku
as a veritable oasis, in which he finds shrubs, a hedge and a gravel path.
He considers ‘It was like being set down in a corner of Ireland.’\textsuperscript{30} In their
nineteenth-century texts, Protestant missionaries employed very simi-
lar descriptions of Irish landscape to those of the Irish missionaries in
their accounts of Africa. Describing the physical environment of
Connemara the emphasis is on a comparison between the ‘wild’ and
the ‘settled’ or ‘cultivated’. There is an assumption shared with the Irish
missionaries that control over the environment is emblematic of civili-
ization and Christianity. They are disturbed by an inhabited landscape
that is not domesticated or tamed, as if the landscape itself is ‘pagan’
and it too must be converted. In 1855, Howard writes approvingly of
‘the sides of a once barren mountain [which] are now adorned with
cultivated fields or gardens’.\textsuperscript{31} And on entering Achill, a ‘wild island,
covered with desolate looking heaths’, he is ‘cheered by the sight of an
English settler’s house, around which symptoms of cultivation were
manifesting themselves, fields and plantations causing the wilderness
to rejoice’.\textsuperscript{32} ‘Neat and pleasing’ is the ultimate accolade, the opposite
combination of adjectives is ‘wild and uninteresting’.\textsuperscript{33} Neither group of
missionaries seems to consider that local factors such as climate, cultural
and social norms or poverty may have influenced the landscape they so
easily criticize; and, control over the environment is presented as
emblematic of civilization and Christianity.

The African landscape is frequently described as eerie or weird, as
well as threatening. In a heathen place, not only are the people ‘other’,
but also the landscape, buildings and even nature are threatening, more
primitive and more out of control than in civilized society; hence, the
compulsion to seize control and impose order. As the terrain is brought
under control and cultivated, so are the people tamed, civilized and
Christianized. In the Bible, the idea that the ground is cursed and needs
redemption is introduced: ‘The earth also was corrupt before God, and
the earth was filled with violence.’\textsuperscript{34} A Catholic Truth Society of Ireland
pamphlet refers to ‘soil once fetid with devil-worship’, indicating this bond between people and place. A 1928 article regarding native ordination justifies the long ‘trial of twenty years’ before ordination, with a mention of ‘the superstition and filth with which their land is impregnated’. There is a suggestion that the land itself possesses some supernatural power: a mysterious attraction commonly known as the ‘great lure of Africa’. Villages, which were converted and then neglected, ‘seemed to straggle out of sight to hug their darkness’. The discourse suggests that the landscape conspires with the dark forces to reverse the process of civilization and conversion, that some power draws the villages back to paganism.

Usually ‘darkness’ is the aspect of the landscape which is most abhorred. It is a description that is also applied to the people and their culture (if the existence of culture is acknowledged); the term is used both metaphorically and as a physical description. One tribe, the Ekoi, described as jungle folk, live in ‘tiny huts ‘neath the towering leafy giants that shut out even the African sun. They were primitive of the primitive, these spirit-ridden denizens of the forest’. Their choice of habitat, the shade they prefer to live in, is presented as evidence of the attraction of ‘darkness’ to them, they are ‘benighted’. Shadow implies secrets, dishonesty, the darkness of sin and a desire to hide. Civilization is bright and filled with light; all is illuminated and unambiguous. Africa is contrasted with Ireland, in terms of brightness and weather. In Ireland, there are the ‘clean fresh breezes of a vigorous living faith’. And ‘the dark mysterious and sin-laden African jungle’ is compared with ‘the wide open fields of heaven’. The weather is implied to be obstructing the missionaries’ progress, because even it is pagan and opposed to Christianity. The following description suggests the weather is an army under Satan’s control: ‘wettings and soakings for hours at a time in tropical storms to the accompaniment of round after round of a black and angry sky’s artillery. A Pagan sky impeding the advance of Christian forces by shelling your line!’ In a similar manner in *Heart of Darkness*, Joseph Conrad describes the land’s resistance to colonization, ‘as if nature herself had tried to ward off intruders’.

The graphics used in missionary magazines, either on the covers or as illustration for articles, often make use of the same ideas and themes which recur in the printed texts. For example, a crest on the front cover of *The African Missionary* includes representations of Ireland and Africa which refer to the metaphorical use of darkness and light. This small drawing is divided in half, with Ireland and Africa represented on
either side, joined at the top by a cross which appears to radiate light, and at the base with a planet Earth and the words: ‘Fianna Críost Sinne’ (‘We are warriors of Christ’). Ireland is lit by an enormous Celtic revival-style sun, whose rays bathe the landscape in light; the figure of St Patrick and a small church appear in an open and serene landscape of water and hills with shamrock in evidence on the slopes. Africa, in contrast, is dark. Small, indistinct, dark figures by a round straw hut are dwarfed by the shadow-casting vegetation of huge trees, which seem to be moving in the breeze. The dichotomy is clear, Ireland is light-filled, Africa is dark and shadowy.

The linking of the light of salvation with fire introduces another common metaphorical usage:

Long ago... our country stood out as a beacon-light in the pagan gloom of Europe. At her sacred fire the living torches of faith were kindled and carried abroad to many lands. Today... farther afield and in deeper gloom the pagan races await its first penetrating rays.

Another reference to fire where the continuity of Irish missionary activity, from the golden era of Colmcille to the present, is being rather tenuously proposed, notes that there were moments ‘when, without ever being wholly quenched, the fire of missionary zeal burnt low’. In this manner, missionary activity is represented as ‘fire’, an element that ‘cleanses’ as well as brings light.

That fire has been kindled in Ireland. And if history speaks truly it is the mission of the Irish to fan it to a bright flame on the hearths of the homeland and to carry its embers abroad to light up the darkness of paganism.

It is a challenge to the missionaries to describe the strangeness of the landscape, but rather than expressions of wonder at the novelty of the scene, the missionary’s reaction is often unease and apprehension. The landscape is too threatening, too physically dangerous to be aesthetically savoured under the category of ‘the sublime’, and that fear is evident in various images. Fr James describes a sunset, the ultimate romantic cliché, in violent and intimidating language: ‘For hours that sun will hold its place until the veldt goes suddenly to flames and a fire, like a devouring demon, races wildly along the hill-sides.’ The reference to fire in this ‘pagan’ context renders it a dangerous and frightening element, not something enlightening or positive.
The adverbs and adjectives used are negative or imply irrationality: ‘the sun...madly finds its zenith’, the beauty of a moonlit night is ‘scarcely earthly’. Sounds are eerie. Inscrutable is a word used often, expressing a fear of the unknown or of what one is not privileged to understand. Another emotion that might be identified in the accumulation of descriptive prose is that of fascination, and maybe a reluctance or fear to engage with the sensuousness of the landscape, which is overwhelming. The intensity of colour, the richness of the visual experience was a shock to the senses of these Irish priests. The impression from the texts is that the land quite simply defeats their conceptual apparatus and faced with this carnival of the senses their response is often apprehension rather than celebration. Occasionally, a description captures the beauty of the unfamiliar landscape without any implications of threat or danger. A multicoloured sunset is described thus by Holy Ghost missionary, Henry Aloysius Gogarty: ‘The blue, velvet vault of sky was draped with lemon-tinted veils of vapour, which hung down over a pale green band of sky bordering a furnace-red horizon.’

Travel narratives

Accounts of missionary travels by Irish missionaries, which might be termed ‘travel narratives’, describe Africa in terms of landscape, modes of travel, the existing mission stations and the improvements which have been made. Travel is frequently considered a triumph in its own right, involving as it does the mastery of the hostile landscape; and it is invariably traumatic, uncomfortable and dangerous. Roads or tracks are characterized by a series of dangerous bends or perched on the edge of a cliff; they are often rutted, flooded, muddy or generally impassable:

we were on the worst stretch of road that I had ever seen. It consisted of two (sometimes four) ruts which seemed almost a foot in depth, and the bottom of the ruts was both lumpy and slippery, being sunk in black cotton soil and often full of water.

On the other hand, less dramatically: ‘what went by the name of a road was certainly no road in any European sense’. Rivers filled with crocodiles, hippopotami and rapids, may be crossed by ferry, raft or canoe (infrequent, late or cancelled at short notice, and invariably less than seaworthy) or a ‘bridge’. The roads and bridges suggest a framework of civilization, an effort to master the landscape, but one which is clearly
inadequate and underdeveloped. Added to which, the ‘route’ is surrounded by dense jungle containing a multitude of wild and dangerous organisms, ranging in ferocity from lions to mosquitoes and tsetse flies. The climate varies but is usually uncomfortably hot, cold, wet or dry.

An Irish missionary based in Pondicherry in India, Fr Thomas Gavan Duffy, wrote of his travels in various mission territories; Let’s Go (from which I have quoted earlier in the chapter) is an account of his journey overland by car from Mombasa on the East Coast of Africa to Lagos and Dakar on the Atlantic-seaboard from November 1927 to March 1928. The book includes many photographs, some of which describe the actual process of travel and show the car stuck in mud or being ferried over rivers. This more journalistic type of writing is an obvious effort on the part of the missionary organizations to reach a wider world of readers than missionaries alone.

Graham Dawson remarks on the opportunities in abundance for British would-be heroes offered by Empire in ‘a multitude of real landscapes transfigured by imaginative geography into adventure terrain’. It would seem that missionary discourse closely mirrored this strategy. Like the accounts provided to the ‘would-be heroes’ of empire, these accounts are directed at potential missionaries, participants in the spiritual empire rather than tourists. Due to the rather exotic location, elements of adventure writing creep in, such as encounters with wild animals – typical imperial boyhood adventure material. For example, Fr James Mellett’s memoir includes chapters entitled, ‘I Sleep in a Leper’s Bed’, ‘Danger from a Hippo’ and ‘I Am Asked to Pay Homage to the Devil’. The adaptation of the conventions of the adventure genre is a logical strategy; however, having highlighted the danger of missionary life in an attempt to attract the attention of religious young men, looking for a life of excitement, the missionary organizations rather ingenuously complain that the missionary enterprise is too often ‘regarded as a foolhardy attempt of reckless and quixotic daring’. Drawing attention to the distinction between the spiritual and secular empires, Fr James O’Mahony defended the title of his account of three months in Africa in 1935, African Adventure, acknowledging that there was another book of that title: ‘But then there is adventure and adventure. And if my rival was interested in the adventures of wild animal-hunting in Africa, I was thinking of quite a different form of adventure.’ He proceeds to describe how he slept uneasily in an isolated hut from which, just a short time previously, a snake had been removed. He had almost walked on five or six snakes in a three-mile stroll, and then transported through the bush in a shaky old train that on its last trip had been attacked by a
lion. Then he states that ‘there was nothing heroic or spectacular about my particular journeyings’. He seems to be assuming that as long as he does not portray himself as the hero, the account is not an ‘adventure’ story but something else. His final statement is, if anything, an assertion that danger is an everyday presence.

In common with other women who participated in Empire, generally missionary nuns do not adopt the travel or adventure narrative; their focus is less on the journey and more on the practicalities of their work, with their main concern being the condition and treatment of women. They describe their journeys in a different style; while obviously sharing many of the same experiences their narratives are less ‘heroic’ in the telling. They provide an alternative perception of landscape and people, reacting maternally to the sight of ‘adorable black babies’. They employ metaphors that are more domestic: a river is like ‘an ocean of pea soup, steaming’. Their unfamiliarity with their surroundings is exploited for comic effect rather than to create tension or demonstrate bravery. On one occasion, having travelled into the bush, a group of nuns is awakened by the drumming of ‘tom-toms’; the writer relates that after a while she ‘discovered it was for the Angelus – not for an attack in force’. A ‘hazardous drive’ provides an opportunity to muse on the temperament of missionaries rather than a detailed account of the various hazards that have been encountered.

Travel was indeed hazardous, and missionaries often lost their lives in accidents (though more usually in accidents involving vehicles rather than ferocious beasts). Motorcycles and bicycles were the most common forms of transport, although walking was often the only option and horses were occasionally provided. In his memoirs, Bishop Thomas McGettrick gives an account of a cycling priest who ‘lost his bearing and free-wheeled a gentle incline into the river’, where he drowned. McGettrick comments: ‘He was a very fine priest, but as I said earlier, he had a terrible sense of direction.’

**Buildings**

Changing the landscape was a means of taking control of a hostile and foreign space and the construction of buildings was a project which occupied both missionaries and fundraisers. A substantial proportion of funds raised was for new churches or houses for the missionaries. In Africa, in common with missionaries of other nationalities, the Irish rejected local building materials, traditions and methods, insisting on building with brick. Their rejection of the roundhouse, a structure
which was easily built with natural, local materials demonstrates a lack of consideration for the relevant issues and an insistence on imposing European standards. (Even if they had adopted a local design, building a roundhouse out of brick would have been unfeasibly difficult.) Bricks were not an easily available raw material and had to be handmade; in some cases, each was stamped with a shamrock. The flaw in the construction of such permanent buildings was demonstrated in one instance when, immediately following the building of a school at Momba, the chief and the entire village had to move 20 miles away due to a ‘plague’ of locusts which had stripped the area and introduced a threat of starvation. Another imposition of Irish ideas of design on buildings in Africa is apparent from the existence of ‘a shamrock [shaped] church and school at Matroosfontein’ and a round tower in Sierra Leone. Kiggins mentions the priests being ill-equipped for building work and cites the example of a two-storey house which was built with no stairs. In his memoirs, Fr Kevin Doheny comments on the building of ‘Irish-style churches in a climate which called for greater ventilation and an African design’, but notes that, in later years, Irish architects Niall Meagher and Pierce McKenna introduced a new architecture that took account of climate and culture.

Buildings for religious use were a focus for criticism too. There was a common assumption that the quality of one’s church buildings was an index of the church’s strength and permanence, and of the status of the Irish missionaries in their communities. A missionary comments that he cannot but make a comparison between the beautiful edifices in Cork city ‘and the tumbledown mud huts which act as shelters for our Divine Lord in this poor pagan land’. Another writer notes: ‘Judging by appearances, Our Divine Lord is the biggest tramp and the worst housed beggar that ever lived in a Bohaneen in Ireland’ and that ‘the worst criminals in the Government prison here beside us have a decent dwelling in comparison’. These descriptions are followed by appeals for funds to build churches in Africa. A commonly used illustration accompanying such appeals is of the ‘church’, depicted as a dilapidated shack or, alternatively, half-built in brick and waiting for funds for its completion. A sketch of a rickety grass-roofed mud hut on a ‘children’s page’, is captioned: ‘Is this a fitting home for Jesus? If you saw it you would call it a cattle shed it looks so little like a church.’ There was another point of view: in an article entitled ‘Sticks and Stones’, Lupton describes pagan altars and jujus as insignificant in size and appearance but standing ‘for mighty ideas’ and continues, ‘why build big temples for worship, or have elaborate sacrifices when a square
yard of bush railed in by palm branches can serve as a holy place’? This seems to be a rhetorical question or at least a minority view as, in the following pages, a drawing of an incomplete church foundation is featured with a note that 70,000 bricks are needed. Readers were invited to contribute by ‘purchasing a brick’. Whether these large buildings increased the authority of the Catholic Church or merely raised the profile of the particular missionary order is debatable. In 1926, Pope Pius XI felt it necessary to draw attention to the issues regarding mission buildings:

> If it is necessary, Venerable Brothers and Beloved Sons, in the cities where you have your residences and in other more important centers, to erect large churches and other mission buildings, you must, however, avoid building churches or edifices that are too sumptuous and costly as if you were erecting cathedrals and episcopal palaces for future dioceses.

According to a nun in Ethiopia, these large buildings were seen as belittling the local efforts. She asked Doheny, ‘Why do you want to put up such fine buildings? Is it to show us up?’ A Capuchin missionary, Michael Glynn, explains that if a station ‘is “strong”, there is a small bell – cast in Dublin – mounted high on four slim pillars’. The bell, which called the people to prayer, exerted another control over the territory. The sound which disturbed the silence or the hum of indigenous life is one noted by African writers in their accounts of the missionary presence; the noise travelled over the land and through the sky, alerting all the inhabitants ‘to its loud and alien voice’.

The naming of these new churches provided opportunities for an exercise of cultural authority. The many churches all over the world named for St Patrick were the subject of much pride. In his message to the Irish people, read by Cardinal Lauri, at the Eucharistic Congress in Dublin in 1932, Pope Pius XI drew attention to the dedication to St Patrick of almost 800 churches, as one of the most conspicuous signs of Ireland’s worldwide influence in the Church. Hence, the list of schools and churches dedicated to Irish saints was a message to the world demonstrating Ireland’s influence internationally; these dedications had more than a local significance. Naming is traditionally a family’s responsibility; by undertaking the naming of buildings, the idea of a ‘spiritual mother country’ was being evoked. Children too were named for Irish saints, and other historical figures. Padraig Ó Mâille, who
worked as a missionary in Nigeria and Malawi, mentions meeting Brian Boru Davis Usanga, a bishop in Nigeria.\textsuperscript{76}

**Conclusion**

It is evident that much of the Irish Catholic missionary discourse of this time is close in form and content to the imperial discourse of an earlier period in history and however unintentional these parallels are striking. Empire building, whatever its motivation, seems to draw on similar ideologies and representational strategies, probably due to the need to engage the support and approval of the public, in order to ensure the continuance and success of the project.

The negative connotations of imperialism were countered by the missionary presumption that a Spiritual Empire was in many ways the antithesis of an imperialism driven by mercenary greed and a hunger for power. It seems never to have been considered that elements of that impulse to hold sway over territories and influence populations might also be present in the spiritual empire. Even when different missionary orders clashed over control of territories, or individuals fought for control of their missionary organizations, this similarity was not recognized.

It is evident that missionary material shares many elements with other non-missionary, colonial texts and that missionary methods of defining the ‘Other’ relate closely to definitions of ‘Other’ to be found in the various texts of empire including fiction, adventure writing, travel writing and biography. ‘Otherness’ is an essential element of such a discourse as it functions to establish identity, justify intervention and provides motivation for action. Duty is established as the overriding principle – there is no choice other than to engage with the situation as it is presented. Edward Said has remarked that every empire ‘tells itself and the world that it is unlike all other empires, that its mission is not to plunder and control but to educate and liberate’.\textsuperscript{77} In the case of the Irish missionaries, the function of their discourse was not so much to strengthen the functioning of their ‘colonial’ power, but to strengthen Irish identity as Catholic and civilized.

It would seem that the disadvantages of the association of empire with the exploitation of people and resources, and its negative mercenary connotations were easily outweighed by the advantages and convenience of a discourse which provided adaptable elements/genres and enabled the focus to be firmly on the civilizing aspects of the missionary project, highlighting the benevolent motivation of this new and different empire.
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**Further reading**


Popular stereotypes of colonial-era missionaries have not readily faded even in the face of research that has directly challenged those stereotypes. As iconic images of missionary heroes began to disappear in the 1960s along with hackneyed missionary jokes and cartoons, a new stereotype emerged, one that presented the missionary as ‘part and parcel of the imperial project’. The resilience of this ‘new’ image, not only in the popular mind but also in the broad scholarly community, probably owes a good deal to the published discourses of the mission churches themselves. Proponents of missions showed a pragmatic tendency to speak favourably of imperial rule and sometimes even to urge its extension, notwithstanding individual missionaries’ private concerns about self-serving imperial policies and official or random acts of violence against colonized peoples. Several contributions in the present volume illustrate this pattern. Other contributors deal with missionaries who, while they worked in British imperial terrain, had ethnic or faith backgrounds that differentiated them from, and sometimes put them at odds with, the mainly elite Protestant men who determined colonial policies.

Writing from a Canadian perspective, one could readily substitute French-Canadian Catholic missionaries for the Irish Catholics who appear in this volume in the role of outsider missionaries within the British Empire. Although France’s colonial empire in what is now Canada fell to Britain by conquest in 1763, French-Catholic culture
survived as a central element in French-Canadian national identity and, in the twentieth century, supported a vigorous overseas missionary enterprise. My concern in this chapter, however, is with a group who were very much insiders: mainline Canadian Protestants of Anglo-Saxon and Anglo-Celtic backgrounds. Focusing particularly on Presbyterians and, for the period after 1925, on missionaries of the United Church of Canada, I present some of the more salient features of mainline Canadian Protestants’ overseas missionary activity in Asia and Africa to approximately the mid-twentieth century. In doing so I provide evidence that Canadian Protestants both supported and challenged Britain’s secular imperial agendas. The chapter first highlights the importance of American models and linkages for the pioneer period and then turns to Canadians’ involvement with international and ecumenical institutions and bureaucracies, particularly in the interwar years. This was a period when important shifts in the meanings attached to gender, race and professionalism in mission work were also taking place. Here I foreground two Canadian professional women, Dr Belle Choné Oliver (1875–1947) and Margaret Christian Wrong (1887–1948). Both women headed mid-level international and ecumenical organizations, one function of which was to assist and employ indigenous Christians of talent. The third part of the chapter continues to position the Canadian experience within larger patterns of internationalism and ecumenism and makes some tentative observations about mainline missions in the interwar period as agents in the emergence of an imagined global Christian community. While a consideration of the long-term significance for Canada of its role in overseas missions is outside the scope of this chapter, I touch briefly in the final pages on the missionary legacy in development work in the 1960s.

American precedents and Canadian initiatives

The mainline Canadian Protestant denominations – Anglicans, Baptists, Methodists and Presbyterians – established the machinery for sending missionaries abroad in the late 1800s, initiating work in India, China, Taiwan, Japan, Korea and the Caribbean. Canada’s tiny Congregationalist community also began overseas work in this period, in the Portuguese colony of Angola. Presbyterians (marginally ahead of Methodists as Canada’s largest Protestant denomination by the time of the 1911 census) had begun missions in India and China in the 1870s. From the outset, three interrelated patterns emerged in this work that did not fit widespread, and still-common, assumptions about overseas missions.
First, women missionaries were numerically dominant. Second, US models and connections were more significant than British leadership and example. And third, like the Americans, Canadians leaned heavily towards institutional and social service work rather than direct evangelism. In the Canadian Presbyterians’ India mission these patterns were particularly pronounced. Two single women were the pioneers, serving first in American Presbyterian missions, where the more forceful of the two worked with ordained missionaries to point the Canadian church to a site for its own ‘field’ and then urged the potential for making conversions through service-oriented mission work. More or less similar patterns would eventually emerge in the missions established by the other mainline denominations.

The tendency to look to the United States rather than Britain in late-nineteenth-century missionary matters did not reflect an absence of strong ties to the Mother Country. Many Canadian missionaries and home-base officials were only a generation or two removed from England, Ireland or – especially in the case of Presbyterians – Scotland. Sentimental ties of blood and belonging were still very real, nor was support lukewarm for Britain’s imperial agenda. Indeed, English-speaking Canadians were ardent imperialists in the late Victorian and Edwardian years. They had no difficulty in combining an emerging sense of Canadian national identity with belief in and commitment to a British Empire that they saw as, whatever its flaws, a uniquely powerful force for good in the world.\textsuperscript{8} A more distinctly Canadian sense of identity began to emerge after the First World War, but during the war, even Irish Catholics could be found in the ranks of loyal imperialists in English Canada.\textsuperscript{9}

Unquestioned assumptions about the essentially benevolent and Christian intent of the British raj may have been responsible for a serious diplomatic and strategic gaffe on the part of the Canadian Presbyterians when they began their mission in India. The ordained men who in 1877 officially established the church’s first station, at Indore, Central India, did so without consulting either the local colonial authority or the reigning maharajah. Whatever the reason for the missionaries’ undiplomatic action, the result was immediate ill will towards the mission, a situation that improved only after 1885 when a new viceroy, Lord Dufferin, a former governor-general of Canada, intervened on behalf of the missionaries, ending what one ordained worker would later describe as the era of ‘freezing coldness’.\textsuperscript{10} Even after the thaw, few of the Canadians developed truly close personal relationships with colonial officials in Central India. Moreover, some had grave
concerns about such local imperial policies as the fostering of opium production. Generally, though, the missionaries kept such criticisms private, believing that, on balance, colonial rule was a blessing for India, and especially for its women.

What probably contributed most to the long-term improvements in relations between the Canadians and local imperial and princely officials was the educational and medical work undertaken by the women missionaries. Schools were begun, including what reportedly became the first high school for girls in Central India. Dispensaries and hospitals were also established. At the home base, both the church’s all-male Foreign Missions Committee and the Woman’s Foreign Missionary Society (WFMS), its powerful auxiliary, were especially enthusiastic about supplying staff and funds for medical work. For a time in the 1890s, more than a third of the single women in the mission were doctors. The women missionaries’ medical work was also facilitated by local imperial authorities and Indian princes. Here, unquestionably, the model of institution building and social service activism being followed by the Canadians in India was primarily an American model: even in this most valued of Britain’s colonies, US women missionaries were ahead of their British counterparts in establishing institutionalized social services, both as tools for evangelism and as tangible expressions of Christian witness.11

Meanwhile, back in Canada the Presbyterian WFMS and the other women’s missionary societies that were formed in the late nineteenth century to support their respective denominations’ mission work among women and children drew upon their US denominational counterparts’ older societies in drafting their own constitutions. They also sent delegates to their national or regional conventions and welcomed their American sisters to their own annual gatherings. Intending Canadian missionaries of both sexes sometimes went to the United States for preparatory training, and not a few married American fellow-workers. Canadian mission personnel, particularly men, sometimes served under a US mission board if it meant getting an overseas appointment more to their liking than the opportunities available through their own board. Some of these men, such as Dr William Wanless (1865–1933), would later become much celebrated ‘American’ missionary heroes.12 In summary, it was primarily US precedents and cross-border linkages rather than examples from Britain that influenced early planning and policies in Canadian Protestants’ overseas mission work. Factors related to geography and culture inevitably gave primacy to the cross-border ties.
Did the same hold true for discourses? Did their orientation towards mission metropoles in the United States rather than Britain and the fact that Americans and Canadians sometimes cooperated in producing mission study materials make much difference in terms of Canadian Protestants’ discursive representations of the indigenous populations of ‘their’ mission lands? Perhaps not a great deal. As Nicholas Thomas and others have pointed out, there were significant differences between the ways that missionaries, on the one hand, and travellers and secular imperialists, on the other, depicted ‘natives’. And within mission discourses there were certainly important differences between what was represented about, for instance, Africans and native North Americans, on the one hand, and the peoples of South and East Asia, on the other. In the Asian fields, literate, complex and ancient cultures were undeniable phenomena, and perceived as barriers to conversion. It was in these fields that Canadian Protestants had most of their early overseas work, and in speaking of its needs to their home-base constituencies they could draw on a stock of metaphors and generalizations shared by their English-speaking counterparts on both sides of the Atlantic. References to the ‘subtle Hindu’ or the ‘stubborn Confucian’ – they were typically gendered male – or to ‘benighted heathen women’ could thus have originated in London, New York or wherever else early missionary presses had begun giving currency to such stereotypes.

Ecumenism, gender and race in interwar mission work

The Dominion of Canada in 1900 was a physically vast country, still mainly rural, its population tensely divided between a French-speaking Catholic majority in Quebec and an English-speaking Protestant majority in the other provinces. In the years leading up to the First World War unprecedentedly high rates of immigration added to the challenges facing the country’s faith communities. Many of the so-called ‘new’ immigrants, those from southern and eastern Europe and Asia, were settling in the still-sparsely-serviced western provinces. Between 1901 and 1921 the Dominion’s population rose from just over five to just over ten million, and in 1913 a record 400,000 immigrants arrived. Given these circumstances, ecumenism made compelling sense to mainstream Protestants. In 1925, Canadian Methodists, Congregationalists and most Presbyterians came together to create the nation’s largest and most liberal Protestant church, the United Church of Canada. As ‘[t]he first union across confessional lines’, it was a unique development in world Protestantism. A powerful motive was
the desire for a strong and united approach to assimilate ‘new’ immigrants into English-Canada’s cultural and Protestant Christian traditions. Proponents of the social gospel also favoured church union, seeing it as the best way to respond to social problems arising from industrialization as well as immigration.\textsuperscript{16}

Support for union was even stronger among the uniting denominations’ overseas missions constituencies. Virtually all overseas work of the three uniting denominations became the responsibility of the United Church of Canada.\textsuperscript{17} This level of mission support for church union was not surprising. By 1925 Canada’s Protestant foreign missionaries already had a good deal of involvement with institutions founded as an outcome of ecumenical or international cooperation, especially those providing advanced academic education and medical training. In India, for instance, Canadian Presbyterians contributed to the Women’s Christian Medical College at Ludhiana, in the Punjab, established in the 1890s, while, further south, Canadian Baptists supported the Missionary Medical School for Women at Vellore in the Madras Presidency, begun in 1918 by a high-profile American Reformed Church missionary, Dr Ida Sophia Scudder.\textsuperscript{18} Economic pressures and pressures related to missions’ role (and prestige) as agents of modernization made participation in international and ecumenical mission work an increasingly necessary and attractive approach. At the same time, by the second decade of the twentieth century there was growing pressure on mission-support committees within Canada to commit more fully to home-missions work. The resulting competition for scarce mission funds was especially difficult for the overseas constituencies to deal with, since they had opted early on to follow the costly US model of institutionally oriented mission work. Clearly, they could not afford to open and operate more such institutions on a strictly denominational basis, much less raise their professional standards. Yet, pressures grew in the interwar period for higher standards of professionalism. Of the various factors responsible for this phenomenon, two are worth noting here, one related to supply and the other to demand. On the ‘supply’ side, the overseas fields had traditionally been viewed as the most appropriate destination for the Canadian churches’ best and brightest mission volunteers.\textsuperscript{19} In the interwar period this was still the case, but such volunteers, especially the doctors, were often better prepared than in the pioneering era, and they wanted to serve in settings where there was scope for good professional work. On the ‘demand’ side were indigenous Christian and nationalist youth seeking institutions that could give them high-quality Western-style academic and medical training. Such
students had little or no interest in the theological differences in which early denominational institutions had been rooted.

Meanwhile, new and important ecumenical initiatives were taking place nationally and internationally at organizational and bureaucratic levels. These had their roots in the World Missionary Conference at Edinburgh in 1910 and took full flight in the post-war period following the establishment in 1921 of the International Missionary Council (IMC), whose ‘members’ were regional or national organizations of mission boards or churches. By far the largest of these were the Conference of British Missionary Societies (CBMS) and the Foreign Missions Conference of North America (FMCNA). Early in the 1920s, national Christian councils were established in India, China and Japan, their memberships made up of missionaries and indigenous Christian leaders. During the next three decades, the number of national councils grew, becoming the majority, if still not the most influential, of IMC member organizations. As well, as particular mission concerns came to the fore new regional or task-specific permanent ecumenical committees were established from the 1920s onwards to promote such facets of mission work as evangelization, literacy and literature and medical work. The new internationalism in missions was showcased by two much publicized IMC conferences in the interwar years, the first held at Jerusalem in 1928 and the second at Tambaram, near Madras (Chennai) in 1938.

Canada appears to have contributed personnel to overseas missions in numbers disproportionately high for its small population. Still, the total was small by comparison with the number of missionaries deployed from the United States and Britain. That reality was reflected in Canadians’ lack of leadership roles at the top of the bureaucratic structures that proliferated in the interwar period for international and ecumenical work. The towering figures were the Scot Joseph Oldham (1874–1969), the first permanent secretary of the IMC and American Methodist layman John R. Mott (1865–1955), its peripatetic chairman. Yet if Canadians did not have the numbers and clout to find room at the top of these organizations, it was nonetheless in the interest of the American and British male leaders who headed them in these interwar years – sometimes in considerable tension with one another – to have some Canadians involved. Canadians typically participated in mid-level mission bureaucracies and as limited-term or permanent heads of committees, and here there was some space for women.

As Barbara Bush has observed, the interwar period was a time when some well-educated women were beginning to gain access to high-profile
or influential roles in the world of secular British imperialism, as academics and as supporters or critics of empire. Bush cites as examples women as different as journalist and educator Margery Perham and literary radical Nancy Cunard. The same phenomenon emerged in the IMC and some of its ancillary organizations. Two Canadian women who played influential roles in this world of interwar liberal Protestant ecumenism were Margaret Wrong, as secretary of the International Committee on Christian Literature for Africa (ICCLA), a sub-committee of the IMC, and Dr Belle Choné Oliver, as secretary of the Christian Medical Association of India.

Margaret Wrong remained as secretary of the London-based ICCLA from the time of its establishment in 1929 until her sudden death in Gulu, Uganda, in 1948 just as she was beginning her fifth major tour of Africa for the Committee. Educated at Oxford like her three brothers and at the University of Toronto, where her father taught history and promoted all things imperial, Wrong came to the ICCLA secretarial role without any missionary experience. She had, however, established a reputation for effective ecumenical work, first, during her years as a travelling secretary for the Geneva-based World Student Christian Federation (WSCF), and then, from 1926 to 1929, in the same role for the British Student Christian Movement. Her role as a catalyst for the British SCM’s ‘Africa Group’ reflected the fact that that continent had become an abiding interest following a six-month tour of sub-Saharan Africa with Columbia University professor Mabel Carney in 1926. On the 1926 tour, as in her earlier work with the WSCF, Wrong had demonstrated adaptability and enthusiasm, and liberal tendencies on ‘race’ questions, qualities that made her an attractive candidate to the Africanists in the IMC who were engaged during the 1920s in efforts at restructuring the educational work of missions in Africa. Joseph Oldham, the leading figure in the restructuring process and the person most responsible for recruiting Wrong, also believed that her Canadian identity would make her a congenial appointment for IMC and FMCNA officials in New York.

Working out of Edinburgh House, the London headquarters of the IMC and various other ecumenical groups, Wrong had the opportunity as the ICCLA’s first secretary to put her own stamp on its mandate to foster ‘the preparation, publication, and distribution of literature for use in connection with missionary work in Africa’. Promoting the creation and distribution of ‘Christian literature’ was only one aspect of her work. Over the years, in the ICCLA’s two periodicals and in the numerous books and booklets it disseminated, there were literary lessons for
Africans on everything from health matters to homemaking, geography and agriculture. At the time of Wrong’s death most of this literature was still didactic and written by Westerners. But, from the beginning, there had been efforts to publicize writings about Africans and African Americans. And from the time of her 1936 tour, when she was invited to be present at what was later described as the first conference of black South African writers, Wrong increasingly interpreted the ICCLA’s mandate as the development of literature by as well as for Africans. Following her unexpected death an article in the Times of London described Wrong’s knowledge of Africa as ‘unique in its depth, range, and sympathy’ and called for the establishment of a prize in her name ‘to encourage literary productions from Africa, either in English, French, or any other suitable language, and, if possible, to subsidize their production’. Future winners of the Margaret Wrong prize included such luminaries of African creative writing as Nigerians Chinua Achebe and Wole Soyinka.

The intensely spiritual, small-town, Presbyterian-born Choné Oliver was a very different figure in many ways from the cosmopolitan Anglican Margaret Wrong. Yet there are some significant parallels in their interwar careers. In 1929, the year that Wrong began her career with the ICCLA, Oliver left almost three decades of work as a medical missionary in Central India to take up the secretariaship of the Christian Medical Association of India (CMAI) and simultaneously to serve as secretary for medical work for India’s National Christian Council (NCC). In 1933, she settled in Nagpur, the bureaucratic centre of Christian ecumenism in India. The break with her old life in a remote denominational mission among a mainly aboriginal population was not as dramatic as it might appear at first. Even as a child Oliver had been open to religious diversity. During the 1920s she had read systematically and attended conferences in an effort to keep abreast of actual and recommended changes in missions and missionary medicine. With a US male colleague, she had been asked to undertake a survey of medical missions in India and Ceylon to assess the challenges facing such work. The survey report, issued in 1928, called for various improvements to vivify the quality and reputation of medical missions in the rapidly changing professional and political environment of India. In the same year, Oliver was one of just two medical missionaries sent from India as the NCC’s delegates to the IMC conference in Jerusalem. Oliver and colleague Christian Frimodt-Möller drew the results of the survey report to an international audience. They also presented what was, in effect, a new theology of medical missions, one that officially abandoned the
old view that the function of medical missionary work was simply to open doors for the preaching of Christianity. A corollary was that if medical missions were to serve as an effective Christian witness and withstand comparison with government and private medicine they would need to demonstrate high professional standards as well as good intentions.

In the years between her appointment to the secretaryship of the CMAI and her permanent retirement from that position just a few months before her death in 1947, Oliver played a leadership role on a number of initiatives, among them cautious support for birth control. The project about which she was most passionate, however, was the establishment of a co-educational, fully professional Christian medical college, a college that would enable Indian Christian men and women to become, in her words, missionaries’ ‘colleagues and eventually successors’, rather than just their assistants. The project came to fruition in 1950 as Christian Medical College (CMC) Vellore, affiliated with the University of Madras and established through the transformation and upgrading of Dr Ida Sophia Scudder’s Missionary Medical School for Women.

The protracted and contested process of establishing CMC reveals a good deal about the interwar period as a time of significant change in several aspects of mainstream Protestant missions. The project depended heavily for financial support upon contacts available through the IMC, the CBMS and the FMCNA. After initially having good hopes of such support through William Paton (1886–1943), former secretary of the NCC and now the IMC’s Associate Secretary in London, Oliver saw the medical college project fall from favour as the Great Depression worsened and as Paton’s support turned to resistance. And while the proposed Christian medical college had Indian Christian doctors who argued for its value on both professional and nationalist grounds, it had critics among other educated Indian Christians who, like Paton, had their own favoured mission projects, for which they wanted IMC support. Meanwhile, until well into the 1940s the co-educational medical college project failed to win over Dr Scudder and her supporters, who sought to maintain the medical school at Vellore as an exclusively female institution while upgrading it professionally to meet new state requirements. Yet if Oliver and Scudder were working during the 1930s towards different institutional goals, there was one matter on which they were like-minded: each of them identified Dr Hilda Lazarus (1890–1978), a devout Christian, a CMAI member, and the most senior Indian doctor in the Government of India’s Women’s Medical Service, as the
ideal person to head up a new, fully professional Christian medical college. Their shared view on this matter made it clear that in late-colonial India race mattered in mission projects in ways that bore little resemblance to its attributed meanings half a century earlier.

In taking up international and ecumenical work for missions in the interwar era, both Choné Oliver and Margaret Wrong moved well beyond the ‘women’s work for women’ paradigm that had dominated the era before the First World War. Close female friendships remained intensely important in their private lives and sometimes in their professional struggles, but both moved in work worlds where their colleagues, whether Western or indigenous, were more likely to be men rather than women.

What of their relationship to the larger secular world within which their respective projects were located, the world of the late British Empire? What, if any, were their links to colonial establishments and officials? Oliver appears to have had few personal contacts of this sort. There are remarkably few comments in her writings about the politics of late-colonial India, though the political context was obviously of great significance for her work. Wrong, by contrast, had numerous contacts with imperial structures and personalities, both on the ground in Africa in the course of her tours and, back in London, at the Colonial Office and in such state-linked agencies as the British Council and the BBC. Such contacts and involvements were vitally important in the development of her literature work, and at the same time presumably were symbiotic in the sense of serving the agendas of her non-mission associates. In 1936, for instance, meetings with the Acting Director of Education in Lusaka led to what would become the Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland Joint Publications Bureau, one of the first publishing houses in south-central Africa. Wrong’s connections with the Colonial Office and with various state-linked agencies increased during the years of the Second World War. From 1941, she worked half time on loan from the ICCLA as a section officer for the African Division of the BBC’s London Transcription Service. And in 1944 she served on the subcommittee that prepared *Mass Education in African Society* for the Colonial Office’s adult literacy work. Interestingly, it was also during this period that Wrong seems to have become increasingly concerned about evidence of officially sanctioned racism (policies, for instance, restricting Africans’ opportunities in wartime employment) and conscious of the need to prepare for decolonization. As a member of the Fabian Colonial Bureau and a contributor to *Fabian Colonial Essays*, she was part of a group that operated both as a left-wing pressure group and
in cooperative relationships with liberal imperialists in the Colonial Office to facilitate what historian J. D. Hargreaves termed ‘progressive social engineering’.28

An emphasis on Wrong as a well-connected ‘imperial woman’ should not obscure the importance of her US contacts. Indeed, the latter were probably vitally important to the former. Tours of Africa were typically followed up by tours of North America. The latter were a means of cultivating financial and other support for the work of the ICCLA. This meant contacts not only with supportive groups within Canada but also with key figures on the New York-based FMCNA, with African Americans, and, importantly, with American foundations. The Phelps-Stokes Fund, the Carnegie Corporation and the Rockefeller Foundation, especially through its General Education Board (GEB), played a key role in helping to finance Wrong’s tours of Africa and in aiding agencies with which she was associated. One of the latter was the International African Institute (IAI) and its journal, Africa, which in the 1930s had become an important vehicle for promoting writing in African vernaculars. When financial difficulties during the Second World War interrupted the publication of Africa, Wrong’s intervention on its behalf with the GEB helped secure needed funds.

British mission leaders, Africanists like those in the IAI, and colonial officials may at times have chafed at their need to rely on American financial help. But by the war years US hegemony was increasingly a fact of life in all such international relations. Moreover, such groups recognized that their American benefactors shared their interest in using education and economic development to promote the conditions that would lead to peaceful decolonization and put future political decision-making in the hands of ‘responsible’ new leaders. For Jackson Davis, the associate head of the GEB and a close personal friend of Wrong, ‘responsible’ in the case of Africa seemed also to mean ‘Christian’.

Towards an imagined global Christian community?

For more than two decades, Africa was the focus of Wrong’s personal and professional interest. The result was a triangle of travels and contacts linking the African sub-continent to Britain and North America. Yet Wrong’s outlook is perhaps best understood as that of a Christian humanitarian with a global vision, or, to borrow a phrase used by Jeffrey Cox, a ‘Christian universalist’.29 The contacts and perspectives of Wrong, Oliver and their colleagues in international and ecumenical
work reflected and contributed to an increasing consciousness of an interlinked world of Christian believers, an ‘imagined community’ of global dimensions. Another borrowed phrase, this one used in reference to cooperation between German-speaking and British missionaries in the early Church Missionary Society, also seems apt for the men and women associated with the IMC and its various offshoots: ‘an International of Protestant activists’.

A perception of being part of a global Christian community was not confined solely to those engaged directly in ecumenical work, nor wholly a phenomenon of the interwar era. Even for missionaries mainly engaged in local denominational work (they remained, of course, the majority) a larger identity could come about as a result of reading mission journals, participating in conferences, holidaying in ecumenical mission sites or travelling during furloughs to missions in other lands. This last was perhaps especially important. Single Canadian women missionaries were presumably not unusual in the way they organized their furlough agendas to allow time for visits with friends serving in other missions, travelling, for instance, from India to China or from Korea to India or Africa. Directly experiencing the geography of missions, they could later convey to those at home their perception of far-flung, diverse communities united in world Christendom. Missionaries also conveyed to their home churches an understanding that they had particular obligations to help besieged Christian communities, whether in the face of natural disasters or man-made tragedies. The Armenian ‘genocide’ was one such event that resonated with Canadians. While no Canadian church had its own work in Turkey, Canadian Presbyterian and Congregational missionaries serving there under other boards took a lead in alerting the Canadian public to the persecution of Armenian Christians, first in the late 1890s and again from 1915. Responding to wartime reports of mass persecution of the Armenians, the Anglican Primate of Canada joined other churchmen in calling for relief drives and, later, assistance to refugees.

A sense of being part of an international Christian community was also a possibility for the handful of elite non-Western Christians who began to attain leadership roles in the 1930s and 1940s and broaden their contacts through the international mission bureaucracies. The Ghanaian C. G. Baëta (1908–1994), for instance, was a delegate from the Gold Coast in 1938 to the IMC conference at Tambaram, where non-Westerners were present in significant numbers and by no means a silent subaltern group. Baëta would later become vice-chairman of the IMC and in that role help orchestrate its merger into the World Council
of Churches (WCC) in 1961. Also present from Africa at Tambaram was Thompson Samkange, whose nationalist- and Christian-inflected family history has been presented in a riveting account by Terence Ranger. Back home in Southern Rhodesia (Zimbabwe), Samkange experienced many disappointments and humiliations at the hands of white churchmen untouched by the Tambaram spirit. Nonetheless, he had come away from the conference with a sense of belonging to, and acceptance in, a larger Christian community. Naming his farm ‘Tambaram’ signified the importance of the experience.

But what, if anything, did being part of a global faith community mean to the millions of colonized Christians in Asia and Africa whose lives remained bounded by their town or village and by deeply rooted traditions and identities? In the case of late-colonial and newly independent India, Indian Christians’ adherence to the colonizers’ religion constituted a significant barrier to their acceptance by the Hindu majority as authentically Indian and genuinely national. This was deeply ironic, since, in India as elsewhere, indigenous Christians’ understanding and practice of their faith was often dramatically different from that of either colonial officials or the missionaries themselves, grafted as it was onto pre-existing concepts and local agendas. Given such challenges, could any but the most privileged and cosmopolitan of Asian and African Christians develop a sense of Christian community that was not wholly parochial? In Chapter 12, in this volume, Elizabeth Prevost makes a compelling case for the Anglican Mothers’ Union as an organization that operated at a grass-roots level to foster extra-local Christian identities. Focusing on the participation of Malagasy women in the MU, she argues that, especially after the First World War, the organization facilitated the growth of a sense of international Christian sisterhood based on vibrant spiritual links as well as women’s shared concerns as mothers.

This was precisely the kind of message that Margaret Wrong was seeking to convey in her *Five Points for Africa*, published in 1942. ‘The spread of Christianity’, she wrote, ‘brings to Africans even in very remote parts some sense of being part of a world community’. Wrong’s comment and her illustrative anecdotes (a reference, for instance, to African schoolchildren contributing to China relief) need to be understood in the context of her concern to portray Africans as loyal contributors to the war effort justifiably anticipating a more prosperous and racially fairer post-war Africa than had followed the previous world war. At a time when rival European powers were once again carrying their conflicts into parts of the world where they had previously established
fraternal Christian missions there were clearly many challenges to presenting a convincing vision of a global Christian community. Yet in the context of wartime Africa, it evidently seemed to Wrong more important than ever to proffer such a vision and to consider what it meant in terms of Western Christians’ understandings of, and future actions on, vital questions of race, economics and colonial rule. Likewise, at his enthronement in 1942 as Archbishop of Canterbury, William Temple spoke of a new world fellowship of Christian peoples as ‘the great new fact of our era’. For Temple, this ‘great new fact’ was a compelling reason for the establishment of a world council of churches, the first assembly of which would take place at Amsterdam in 1948.37

Attempts to vivify a concept of global Christianity probably contributed to a gradual decline in the most egregious forms of racism in missionary discourse and to positive changes in interpersonal and interracial relationships. Kevin Ward is undoubtedly correct in stating that, in the case of Africa, it was only in the 1960s that the ‘colour bar’ in social relations between Africans and Europeans, including missionaries, ‘eroded beyond all recognition’.38 Yet it seems important to recognize the significance of earlier steps in that direction and to consider the international and ecumenical institutions, organizations and conferences on which I have been focusing as a likely milieu for such change. Missionary paternalism undoubtedly persisted even within these sites. But the Asian and African elites who became involved had a level of education and a familiarity with a world beyond their own town or village that made it difficult to regard them as backward or primitive or in need of indefinite mentoring. The kind of infantilizing of the missionized other even when he or she was an adult that scholars such as Nicholas Thomas and, for Northern Canada, Myra Rutherdale, have noted for the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries39 was becoming increasingly unthinkable in these newer and more cosmopolitan contexts.

With regard to Margaret Wrong and Choné Oliver, there appeared to be a genuine desire to promote cross-race friendships, both as the ‘right’ thing to do and for personal reasons. Thus, in the London home that Wrong shared with her companion, the anthropologist Margaret Read (1889–1991), the two kept a kind of open house for African and Asian visitors. Much of their hosting activity particularly with students, perhaps fit into the ‘good works’ category. But Wrong’s relationships with the non-Westerners she met through her committee work seem to have been more collegial. And when such men – they were usually men – had occasion to travel to North America, she sometimes directed them to
her father or her diplomat brother, Hume, expecting them to play the role of host and good-will agent on their side of the Atlantic. In India, meanwhile, Oliver had a professional interest in obtaining Dr Hilda Lazarus for the headship of the planned Christian medical college. But she also knew Lazarus as, like herself, an earnest Christian and an enthusiastic gardener. For Oliver, these were appropriate bases on which to seek a personal as well as a professional bond.

**Beyond the missionary era: Legacies in development**

Writing about Christianity in post-colonial Africa in his contribution to *World Christianities, c.1914–c.2000*, David Maxwell focuses on the phenomenal growth in the number of Christian adherents since the 1960s, especially as a result of the activities of ‘born again’ African and North American missionaries. But he also deals with the historic mission churches and the challenges they faced during decolonization and the immediate post-colonial period. Many of them, he writes, ‘NGOised’, acting as agents of modernization as in the past, but now often ‘adopting the same language and priorities of development as the states themselves’.

Certainly, the United Church of Canada can be said to have ‘NGOised’ in the 1960s in terms of its role in the developing world. New terminology was the outward sign of changes that indigenous Christian leaders and forward-thinking missionaries were seeking, usually with the support of home-base officials but, perhaps inevitably, some resistance from traditionalists. In 1962, the Board of Overseas Missions became the Board of World Mission (BWM). The change in title was accompanied by another modernizing step, the integration of the formerly separate Woman’s Missionary Society into the new BWM. A decade later, the term ‘mission’ was itself jettisoned as the BWM became the Division of World Outreach (DWO).

Aspects of the new order were evident from the beginning of the 1960s: in a policy, for instance, of sending staff to overseas churches only on the basis of specific requests, typically with technical or professional expertise and as ‘partners’ or ‘overseas personnel’. The latter term officially replaced the word missionary in the DWO lexicon only in 1989. As time passed, these would increasingly be short-term workers, and their numbers would steadily decline. Some Asian countries and their churches, it was recognized, might no longer want missionaries at all. In East Africa and Angola, meanwhile, high-profile missionaries were speaking out in support of non-violent struggles for independence.
from colonial rule and calling on the BWM to do likewise.44 By the time that the church’s Commission on World Mission, appointed in 1962, issued its report four years later, its recommendations were to some extent already being put into practice. They included a call for a broader, more flexible and more ecumenical approach to the church’s ‘task in mission’; repentance for ‘all arrogance, whether racial, cultural or ecclesiastical’; and ‘dialogue with people of other faiths’. As well as partnership with autonomous churches, there was to be cooperation with governments and international aid organizations in a mission field now understood to be of global dimensions.45

To Donald K. Faris, writing to his son in 1951, the kinds of transformations that took place in the United Church’s understanding and practice of missions during the 1960s were, if not inconceivable, frustratingly distant. An ordained missionary in China from 1925 to 1942, Faris had quickly shifted his focus from evangelism to rural development. From 1945 to 1949 he had served on UN rehabilitation and relief projects in China, and in the next two decades he would administer UN-sponsored development projects elsewhere in Asia. But his clear preference in 1950 was to return to China under United Church auspices to do more work in rural development. When that door closed with the Communists’ victory, he sought similar work in India. His vision of grass-roots agricultural initiatives linked to government goals and undertaken in a consultative but unconfining relationship with the church’s India mission was not supported. Facing this reality, he concluded that the kind of work he wanted to do and for which his experience had prepared him was

something that the church has no machinery or thinking prepared to use. It forces me to a conclusion that ... my best contribution to the world now, perhaps is outside the church organization. ... The exodus from China and growing sentiment in all countries of the world ... make the older concept of missions a complete impossibility.46

In making his personal journey from missionary to development worker Faris also influenced a younger generation of globally minded Canadians. His 1958 book, To Plow with Hope, undertaken initially to enlarge his own understanding of development, contained a brief passage that served as a call to action for an idealistic University of Toronto graduate student with an interest in the developing world. Keith Spicer’s subsequent organizational efforts at the university resulted in the formation of the first contingent of overseas volunteers in what
would become one of Canada's first and most successful secular NGOs, Canadian University Service Overseas (CUSO). Established in 1961 under the umbrella of a national organization of university administrators, CUSO sent university graduates and professionally trained volunteers to developing countries for two-year terms, typically to work in educational, medical or community development roles at local rates of pay.47

Anxious to ensure its secular identity, CUSO's organizers kept church and mission leaders at arms length during their planning meetings. Nonetheless, in the first decade mission-linked advisers and mission institutions, Protestant and Catholic, played an important role the selection, orientation and deployment of CUSO volunteers. Although placement decisions were made on the basis of requests from the host country, volunteers sometimes wound up serving in institutions founded by missions. The fact that such positions generally came with no religious strings attached made them acceptable to most volunteers. A large number were themselves the products of a church upbringing. Yet it seems clear that few would have wanted a mission appointment even if they had realized that the churches were in the process of significantly broadening their understanding of mission, for by the time they graduated and joined CUSO many volunteers had loosened or altogether abandoned their church ties.48

As secularization and other social changes proceeded in Canada in the late 1960s and as returned volunteers brought the ferment of decolonizing societies back home, CUSO became a more politicized organization. Its Ottawa office increasingly staffed by returned volunteers, it was critical of the federal government’s limited response to problems of global underdevelopment and just as critical of its own idealism and early naiveté. Still, traces of the missionary legacy lingered. Indeed, what was in some respects CUSO's most radical phase took place in the mid-1970s under an executive director who was a mish kid.49 Moreover, there was now a significant degree of convergence in the overseas concerns of Canadian churches and secular NGOs. The new understanding of world mission that shaped the United Church of Canada and other mainline Canadian churches from the 1960s enabled them to make common cause with organizations like CUSO on such matters as foreign aid, anti-apartheid activism and peace issues.50

By the late twentieth century, most Canadians had little or no awareness of the period when the mainstream Protestant churches had proudly participated in overseas missions. On the rare occasions when the era was recalled to public consciousness, it was likely to be in the
context of an anxious reconsideration of Canada’s role in British imperialism, most notably in 1989–1990 in connection with the Royal Ontario Museum’s controversial ‘Into the Heart of Africa’ exhibition.\textsuperscript{51}

Even within the churches, there seemed to be little institutional memory of the American rather than the British complexion of Canada’s early foreign missionary endeavours; of their gendered and ecumenical dimensions; and of missionaries’ increased attentiveness, from the First World War onwards, to the practical needs, capabilities and aspirations of Asian and African peoples. That this attentiveness did not go far enough or come soon enough was signalled by Faris in 1951 and, a decade later, by the young, secular idealists who joined CUSO and by many missionaries themselves. Working from within the churches and affected by pragmatism as well as the \textit{zeitgeist} of the 1960s, the liberal missionaries of this decade sought what were unquestionably dramatic changes in the discourse and practice of mission. But as this chapter has shown, they were not so much breaking a previously static mould as drawing on a legacy of evolutionary change. As for CUSO, despite its concern to keep the missionary image at a distance, it found serviceable elements in the legacy. Meanwhile, for those at the receiving end a century after it all began there was perhaps not much discernable difference between Christian and secular development work.
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Introduction

Western enthusiasm for ‘planting’ Christianity in Africa was often matched by that of indigenous peoples, in appropriating Christianity for their own ends.\(^1\) In the case of the Ngwato kingdom, one of eight such polities in what is now the Republic of Botswana; African appropriation of Christianity in the late nineteenth century had important, long-term implications for religion and for empire in southern Africa. Here religion undoubtedly served, thwarted, transformed, mitigated and even at times reinforced the bonds of empire. In a major study of these complex processes, Paul Stuart Landau has described how ‘an originally tiny “Ngwato” polity’ wrested ‘a form of ecclesiastical statehood from the expressions and habits propounded by a missionary society, expanded its own tenuous loyalties into a kingdom, and flourished for decades in the environment of British imperialism’.\(^2\) Empire, along with Christianity, undoubtedly helped sustain this kingdom, and Ngwato kings were adept at playing off Western interests – imperial, commercial and religious – against each other. But changing imperial circumstances in the aftermath of the Second World War also helped to bring about the kingdom’s demise. A crucial factor in this occurrence was the highly controversial marriage that took place in London in 1948, between Seretse Khama, heir to the Ngwato kingdom, and Ruth Williams, a white English woman. The marriage precipitated a crisis in the Ngwato kingdom and in British imperial affairs, details of which Susan Williams has recently documented in her book on Seretse and Ruth.\(^3\) However, the marriage was no less a crisis for the local church
and for that British Protestant mission organization from which the people of the Ngwato – the Bangwato – had originally wrested a form of ecclesiastical statehood and with which they had since lived in uneasy harmony: the London Missionary Society (LMS), an avowedly interdenominational but essentially Congregationalist body. This chapter relates the story of a notable crisis of religion and empire in late colonial Africa.

The London Missionary Society and the Bangwato

For a long time, the history of British Protestant overseas missions was essentially a history of Western evangelistic endeavour. The LMS was well represented in this respect, by John Philip, David Livingstone and John MacKenzie amongst others. In the early 1860s, the Scottish-born MacKenzie befriended Khama (c.1835–1923), king (or kgosi) of the Bangwato and recent Christian convert. MacKenzie was keen to extend the reach of Christianity, and Christian education and medicine were of value to Khama as an African leader. Following his accession to power in 1875 Khama decreed that the LMS would become his kingdom’s sole representative Christian institution, in effect a state church. There was too an imperial dimension to Bangwato affairs. Worried about white settler intentions towards African territories, MacKenzie and the LMS successfully lobbied government in London for the creation of what became in 1885 (and remained until Botswana’s independence in 1966) the Bechuanaland Protectorate. Ten years later and again with the assistance of the LMS, Khama, with two fellow-African leaders, journeyed to Britain and secured from imperial government and monarch a promise of continued protection.

The actions of the LMS have gone down in history, as an example of late Victorian ‘missionary imperialism’. Yet LMS and Congregationalist attitudes towards empire were nothing if not varied and prone to change over time. Primarily committed to the building up of Christianity in the Bangwato Reserve (as that part of the Protectorate was from 1885, officially defined), missionaries continued to support its inhabitants against depredatory white settler interest particularly that of the neighbouring Union of South Africa, self-governing from 1910. Its government in Pretoria wished to incorporate the Protectorate within South Africa’s frontiers, along with the two other High Commission Territories of Basutoland (now Lesotho) and Swaziland. The concern of the LMS about such an eventuality was echoed by that of other Protestant mission and ecumenical bodies. Yet no missionary could ever be quite
certain that Britain, under pressure from Pretoria, might not renege on its promise to protect African interests. The situation of the Bangwato was complicated. Imperial ‘protection’ never included adequate financial or economic provision. So dire was the situation in the Reserve in the 1930s that most able-bodied adult men had to leave, to seek work in the Union. Secure, at least, in its ‘monopoly’ religious status the LMS had meanwhile been slowly expanding its presence in the Reserve, mainly through the efforts of African evangelists: the first African clergy were ordained in 1910. The missionaries’ relations with the politically astute Khama were never less than fraught. Khama’s caginess was born of expediency; Bangwato kings had ever to be mindful of their situation, for kingship was often a matter of dissension and even dispute. As it happened Khama died in February 1923 to be succeeded by his son, Sekgoma. But Sekgoma died in turn only 20 months later. His son and heir, Seretse Khama, was only four years old. The Bangwato appointed Sekgoma’s half-brother, the 20-year-old Tshekedi Khama, to rule on his behalf. Representatives of the LMS, both in the Protectorate and in Britain, subsequently supported Tshekedi, in a campaign against mining concessions in the Protectorate and against continuing South African attempts at incorporation. Tshekedi was devout, strong-willed and as capable as Khama had been of utilizing the LMS to his advantage. His intention was not personal aggrandizement as such; he was committed to the interests of all his people and keen to entrust a strong legacy to Seretse. By his imperious, sometimes overbearing manner, however, Tshekedi nevertheless antagonized elements of Bangwato society. This would prove immensely troublesome for him when his leadership came under challenge in the aftermath of Seretse’s marriage to Ruth. The LMS would also be affected; having for so long associated closely with Tshekedi as acting king the Society risked being identified with his interests rather than with those of the Bangwato as a whole.

Mission, church and the Khamas in the aftermath of war

In 1945 the LMS was taking stock of the post-war situation. Several thousand men from the Bechuanaland Protectorate had served during the war with the African Auxiliary Pioneer Corps and the Society was working to expedite their demobilization and return home from North Africa where most were stationed. Since 1939 wartime conditions had necessitated restrictions on overseas missionary work. With the ending of hostilities, LMS officials and supporters in Britain intended that it
should resume evangelism at a greatly increased level. As in the past, mission work in Africa, India, China and the South Pacific would largely be funded by contributions from Congregational church members in the denomination’s strongholds in England and Wales. The success of a special fundraising venture initiated in 1942 appeared to confirm strong Congregationalist interest in overseas mission: within three years contributions of almost £100,000 had been received, for a ‘New Advance’ in mission, which, it was hoped, could commence in 1945. During that year the LMS, which had been founded in 1795, would celebrate its triple jubilee and a century and a half’s commitment to mission.

The overall mood within the LMS was one of expectation mixed with thankfulness. The sudden ending of the war in Asia in August 1945 meant that missionaries interned by the Japanese would be repatriated sooner than expected. A series of events celebrating the triple jubilee were held in London in September culminating in a service of thanksgiving in Westminster Abbey.

Seretse Khama, now aged 25 and still heir to a kingdom, was a guest at several of these events, during which he dutifully acknowledged the benefits that the LMS had brought to the Bangwato. But his recent arrival in London had nothing to do with the Society’s celebrations; he was intending to enrol as a student of law at Balliol College, Oxford, to enable him to complete his education and, thereby, his preparations for kingship. Taking a parental-like interest in Seretse’s progress and hoping that the LMS would display similar concern, Tshekedi was extremely disappointed to learn that his nephew had apparently been used by the Society for ‘propaganda’ purposes. Outwardly less displeased than Tshekedi, Seretse nonetheless appeared less than enamoured of the attentions of the LMS. Unlike his uncle, who espoused a somewhat puritanical Christian faith, Seretse was not overtly religious. Yet the Society’s motives, even if questionable, seem understandable enough. For missionaries and supporters of the LMS Seretse represented a living link between the historic past and the anticipated future of the church in Africa. Arguably, no LMS member in Britain felt this more strongly than Harold Moody, the black, Jamaican-born medical doctor who as well as being a director of the LMS was also president and founder of the League of Coloured Peoples. A Congregationalist, Moody’s political ideas were strongly influenced by his Christian faith. He had high expectations of Seretse as a young, African Christian leader. Moody hoped that Seretse would form strong personal links with a local Congregational church in London. Moody had done so to good effect at the time of his own arrival in Britain some forty years earlier. In the
event Seretse stayed for a time with Moody and his family in southeast London, before leaving for Oxford. He made little attempt to keep in touch either with the LMS or Moody thereafter.

The Oxford experience was a fiasco. Although Seretse was a graduate of the South African Native College at Fort Hare, he had insufficient Latin to be able to undertake his studies. Balliol hardly knew what to do with him. He abandoned Oxford and in 1947 returned to London to study for the Bar, enrolling with the Inner Temple. Strangely, in the light of what was to follow, the LMS indirectly facilitated his initial meeting with Ruth Williams, who worked as a clerk at a London firm of underwriters. The meeting occurred at a function organized by the Society and held at a hostel for colonial students.

Such hostels were by no means a new idea. The London-based West African Students’ Union had been promoting them since the 1920s. But during the war missionary societies began taking a much more active interest in visiting students from Africa, with the aim of improving ‘race relations’. The Empire’s catastrophic military defeat at Singapore in February 1942 had undoubtedly damaged white prestige, a development of which missionaries even in Africa were very aware. The subsequent arrival in Britain of thousands of black American servicemen was the cause of no little unease, in official and religious circles. By 1942 also, the view had formed within the LMS that the British government would reward South Africa for its participation in the war by allowing it, after the cessation of hostilities, to finally incorporate the High Commission Territories. Consequently, missionary societies strove to emphasize as strongly as possible their commitment to the indigenous peoples of Britain’s colonies. In 1945 they published a ‘manifesto’ on racial discrimination. They also gave financial and administrative support to student hostels, such as that at Nutford House in central London where in June 1947 Ruth Williams’s sister, Muriel, introduced her to Seretse. The attraction was mutual and apparently instantaneous. Things moved quickly thereafter. In 1948, despite unease on the part of Ruth’s parents, the couple decided to marry.

It may well have been the case, as Susan Williams has suggested, that Seretse had become aware during his time in England of how African antagonism to empire was growing. The cautious, reforming approach typified by Moody was being supplanted by something more radical, as evidenced by the proceedings of the Pan-African Congress, held at Manchester in October 1945. Yet Seretse does not at this time appear to have possessed any recognizably political outlook. He was, to be sure, continuing with his studies; but, he was arguably less concerned with
his political and religious inheritance than were Tshekedi and the LMS. Both uncle and missionary society had a vested interest in Seretse living up to their differing, yet interrelated expectations. Those expectations made no allowance for Seretse’s marriage to anyone other than someone of his own race.

The Bangwato too had high hopes of Seretse not least as successor to Tshekedi, who had been at his most demanding during the war. The raising of a Bangwato detachment of the Pioneer Corps (accompanied by an LMS missionary and African clergy) had been his idea. This display of African loyalty was intended to counteract a renewed post-war request from South Africa for control of the Protectorate. But South Africa also had designs on incorporating into the Union the former German colony and League of Nations mandated territory of South West Africa (now Namibia). Early in 1946 South African Prime Minister Jan Smuts petitioned the recently formed United Nations (UN) accordingly. Tshekedi immediately acted against Smuts, seeking the assistance of the LMS and other organizations (such as the Anti-Slavery Society) in Britain. The LMS headquarters, which had no knowledge of the South West Africa situation, found Tshekedi’s request incomprehensible. Its missionaries in the Protectorate, weary of his politicking tendencies, meanwhile hoped that the Ngwato succession would not be long delayed. Tshekedi subsequently formed an alliance with the radical Anglican priest Michael Scott, who personally took the case of the Herero people of South West Africa to the UN.

A marriage and its consequences

Tshekedi’s action was but one example of how, in the aftermath of the Second World War, African leaders were becoming more assertive and outward looking, sometimes to the discomfort of missionaries. For his part Seretse was in England ostensibly to study – not to find a partner. For the Bangwato no less than for other African societies marriage was a means of allying families, of creating and strengthening bases of authority and influence. It was an important matter, the form and timing of which Bangwato leaders were understandably much concerned about. In September 1948 Seretse wrote to Tshekedi (addressing him as ‘Father’), to inform him for the first time of his intention to marry Ruth. Unprepared for this news, Tshekedi’s reaction was one of disappointment and anger. Such a marriage would at the very least offend his racial sensibilities. Worse, it would also threaten the succession. Seretse had not consulted with his people, and they had not given their consent
to his plans. Tshekedi made every effort to halt the marriage. So too did officials of the LMS, acting on his behalf. In so doing they strained further a relationship with Seretse that had never been less than uneasy since the time of his arrival in England. Being adults – Seretse was now 27 and Ruth was 24 – the couple were, however, entitled to marry. Having failed to obtain permission for a church wedding they finally married at Kensington register office, on 29 September 1948. Ruth defiantly wore black.23

For Tshekedi’s legal representative, the Cape Town-based King’s Counsel Douglas Buchanan, the problems presented by the marriage did not appear insuperable. Seretse, he thought, would shortly return to the Protectorate to explain himself to his people, at a kgotla, or council, which would be convened for the event. Buchanan contacted Rev. Ronald Orchard, the LMS secretary for Africa, informing him that the Bangwato would hardly accept any son of the marriage as a future king: ‘when the parties come to a fuller realisation of what is involved’, wrote Buchanan, ‘a divorce by reasons of desertion might still be the best solution should Seretse return to South Africa and leave his wife in England’.24 This was not at all an outcome wished by Orchard, although he personally doubted Seretse’s judgement in marrying so hastily and without consultation. The LMS had no policy as such towards interracial marriages. But its officials took the view that these should be entered into with great care on the part of those involved, and only after having partaken of spiritual advice and counsel from clergy.

At this time Orchard had made but one official visit to Africa, in 1947–1948. He was heavily reliant for information about Bangwato affairs on two overseas colleagues. These were the veteran Rev. Alfred Haile, the LMS Board representative for the region, based near Bulawayo in Southern Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe), and the relative newcomer, Rev. Alan Seager, who, with his wife Ruth, was based at the mission in Serowe, the Ngwato capital.25 Haile had taught Seretse at secondary school and was on close personal terms with Tshekedi. He was also a regular visitor to the Bangwato Reserve. The responsibility for coordinating any public response that the LMS might wish to make to the outcome of the kgotla would, however, fall to Orchard in London.

Seretse returned alone to Bechuanaland, and the kgotla, in which only adult males were allowed to participate, took place at Serowe over four days in mid-November. There, criticism was duly levelled at Seretse, not merely by Tshekedi but by representatives of other peoples in the Protectorate. He responded eloquently and emotionally, declaring his commitment both to Ruth and to his people. Tshekedi, conversely, was
insistent that Seretse had neglected his duty as heir and his tone was equally emotional: ‘I am your father... I have looked after the Tribe for you’. The outcome was indecisive, as was that of a further kgotla, held in December. Seretse travelled back to England (he was facing Bar examinations), intending to return for yet another kgotla in mid-1949. Seager had been in attendance at the proceedings, the kgotla customarily being opened and closed with prayer. He noted presciently ‘for the next few months at least, probably years, there is going to be so much intrigue that any reasonable progress in Tribal affairs will cease’. Seager now began to solicit local opinion, as did Haile further afield, in the Protectorate’s other kingdoms. Kgari, king of the Bakwena, believed Seretse in the wrong. He had noticed nonetheless (he informed Haile) that at the second kgotla support for Tshekedi had been much less evident than expected. Further informal consultations with Bangwato confirmed this view and much else besides: many people, especially women (who were excluded from the kgotla) would apparently welcome Seretse back, even accompanied by Ruth. Haile’s advice to Orchard was firm: on no account should the LMS evince open support for Tshekedi, to do so would risk dividing the local church.

Orchard, however, was in a quandary, for Tshekedi, dissatisfied and frustrated with his inability to win over the kgotla, now decided to play on his long-standing connection with the LMS. Suspecting that Seretse might attempt to bring Ruth out to the Protectorate and that this might weaken his own support further, Tshekedi wrote to Orchard, asking him to intercede with the department of government directly responsible for Protectorate affairs, the Commonwealth Relations Office (CRO), to prevent such a visit. Tshekedi also suggested that the LMS liaise with other British organizations likely to be sympathetic to his cause, namely the Anti-Slavery Society and the Fabian Colonial Bureau. Wary of dealings with secular organizations, Orchard was positively dismayed by Tshekedi’s recommendation to contact Michael Scott, his collaborator on the South West Africa question. The outspoken Scott was the last person with whom Orchard wished to consult, given his by now well known penchant for ‘stirring up... public agitation’. Orchard did make a discreet approach to the CRO, and met informally with one of its officials in an attempt to discern the government’s line on the Bangwato succession. He did not learn much; the CRO appeared interested only in avoiding undue controversy. Orchard kept Tshekedi informed of his dealings with civil servants. He was determined to keep lines of contact open, fearful that Tshekedi might
decide to rely exclusively on secular interlocutors, who might seek to make political capital out of the dispute.

Tshekedi had no qualms about asking for assistance from British organizations, either secular or religious. During the 1930s he had successfully attracted the support of those in Britain concerned not only about South African intentions towards the Protectorate but also about official overreaction to an incident in 1933 when he ordered the flogging of a white resident of Serowe.32 In 1949, Tshekedi’s situation was very different with his appeals for help apparently designed to entrench his position against that of Seretse rather than being for the benefit of the Bangwato.

The dispute over the Bangwato succession was meanwhile one of the many problems that the LMS now faced in 1949. The much-vaunted ‘New Advance’ of the post-war era had stalled. New recruits were not forthcoming, and the Society’s finances were being seriously affected by monetary inflation in colonial territories. The devaluation of sterling in September 1949 would cause further financial difficulty. Worse, in its way, was the situation in China. The completion of the Communist takeover would presage the expulsion of all foreign missionaries whatever their denomination or nationality.

None of this could necessarily have been foreseen. And only gradually were British missionaries coming to terms with the theological challenges offered by ‘separatist’ indigenous churches, such as those in southern Africa noted by the Swedish missionary and theologian Bengt Sundkler in his influential 1948 book *Bantu Prophets in South Africa*. Orchard and his colleagues at LMS headquarters took note of Sundkler’s work but they relied still on what they perceived as the old certainties, when missions, although primarily committed to evangelization, considered themselves by dint of their long-standing work amongst African peoples best placed to represent the interests of those peoples to colonial and imperial authority. In Africa, missionaries often adopted ‘official’ roles, as representatives of African interests in colonial legislatures. The situation in the Bechuanaland Protectorate, particularly in the Bangwato Reserve, was different. There, political and religious authority alike was mediated through complex, shifting arrangements between African leader, church and colonial administrators.33 But the central political institution was the kgotla, at which the people were represented and to which the king was answerable. In June 1949 the kgotla finally came to a conclusive if unexpected decision on Seretse’s fitness to succeed Tshekedi. By a decisive majority the kgotla accepted
and acclaimed Seretse as king. Tshekedi, defeated, pledged to go into internal exile with his supporters. The question of succession was now ostensibly settled but Seretse would also require confirmation by the imperial authorities of his right to rule. Would this be forthcoming?

The crisis widens

In Serowe, Seager moved quickly to improve relations between Seretse and the church, and offered to put Ruth up at his family house when she arrived in the Reserve. Seretse accepted the offer, although Seager and Ruth Khama do not appear to have warmed to one another. Seager was more worried about the impact of Tshekedi’s exile on the church, especially the loss to it of the services of Tshekedi’s wife Ella and sister Bonyerile, both active Christians. Would it be politic at this time, he wondered, for the church to provide Tshekedi’s party with a minister of its own? And what in any case would be Tshekedi’s attitude to the church in future? There still appeared scope for dispute. Seager’s fear of this was soon realized. One evangelist, Seakgano Ncaga, accused him and his African colleague Rev. Joshua Danisa of collaborating against Seretse. In response Seager called a meeting of church members from Serowe and Tonota at which he and Haile vigorously asserted the church’s neutrality in political matters.

Church neutrality in the Ngwato kingdom was a fiction, as Seager well knew. But with the Bangwato still ostensibly divided it was important that the church not appear overtly supportive of Seretse. Tshekedi was after all still acting regent. However, the Labour government in London appeared in no hurry to accord recognition to Seretse; it had indeed decided in July 1949 to hold a judicial inquiry into the succession. This was a means by which to buy time. In the wake of the decision of the kgotla the government of South Africa had made representations to the CRO, arguing that it should refuse to recognize Seretse. The government of Southern Rhodesia also lobbied against recognition. Their reasons were varied, but the underlying rationale was Afrikaner and Rhodesian hatred and fear of miscegenation. Since coming to power in 1948 the ruling National Party in South Africa had begun legislating in support of apartheid. In 1949 it passed a law against ‘mixed marriages’; in 1950, it would legislate against interracial sexual intercourse. Desperate to avoid offending South Africa for fear that it might threaten to leave the Commonwealth government in London hoped that the judicial inquiry might find against Seretse’s right to rule. It duly did so, but it cited South African and Rhodesian hostility as
important factors. The government had no wish to make this known and did not publicize the report’s findings, to the frustration of the LMS. Orchard had been lobbying the CRO discreetly in a futile attempt to seek clarification as to whether South Africa would be allowed to incorporate the High Commission Territories. As cagey in his way as any Bangwato leader, undersecretary of state Patrick Gordon Walker would say no more than that such an outcome was ‘unlikely’. In November 1949, after much deliberation Orchard organized an ecumenical deputation of Protestant church and mission representatives, headed by the Bishop of London, to the CRO. It requested that government increase colonial welfare and development funding to the High Commission Territories to improve the lives of their inhabitants.

The deputation had been organized for a particular reason: to demonstrate publicly the continuing commitment of British Protestant churches and missionary societies to the interests of African colonial peoples. It was an essentially defensive gesture. It achieved nothing. South Africa’s formal instituting of apartheid had provoked strong public criticism from only a few British clergymen such as Michael Scott and Father Trevor Huddleston. Protestant churches and missionary societies remained publicly silent, partly in deference to the wishes of South African religious leaders such as Geoffrey Clayton, Archbishop of Cape Town, who insisted that South Africa’s churches be allowed to fight their own battles with the state, free from outside interference. In lobbying, via the Bishop of London’s deputation, for the peoples of the Bechuanaland Protectorate rather than for Africans in South Africa British missionaries were on what they imagined to be less contentious ground. So it still seemed as 1949 drew to a close with the future of the High Commission Territories and of the Bangwato succession still unresolved.

But for Prime Minister Clement Attlee and his Labour government colleagues, exhausted after four and a half arduous years in government, the succession question had now become a nuisance. In February 1950, Seretse returned to London at the government’s request. There, Secretary of State for Commonwealth Relations Philip Noel-Baker asked him to voluntarily relinquish his claim to the kingship. Government would then institute direct colonial rule over the Bangwato. Seretse refused to comply. A general election then took place in Britain, which Labour won narrowly. Gordon Walker replaced Noel-Baker as secretary of state, and he was determined to resolve the matter. Following an abortive meeting with Seretse Gordon Walker obtained cabinet approval for Seretse’s banishment from the Protectorate. Tshekedi
would be banished from the Bangwato Reserve. A district commissioner would rule in his stead as ‘Native Authority’. Gordon Walker duly informed Seretse in person and two days later, on 8 March, made a statement in the House of Commons, denying, untruthfully, that South Africa had influenced the decision. Uproar ensued in Parliament and beyond.

‘The lid has blown well and truly off’, Orchard wrote to Haile in despair. His own cautious attempts to keep the LMS in touch with developments had been exposed as useless. For some time now, events had been moving more swiftly than he or anyone else in the Society realized. Also, Seretse had pre-empted Gordon Walker by means of a statement to the press, expressing his disappointment at how he had been treated. To Orchard’s further chagrin, Seretse was now besieged by offers of support and assistance from every quarter, some of it politically motivated. The cricketer Learie Constantine helped form a Seretse Khama Fighting Committee. The Labour MP Fenner Brockway became involved. Orchard was appalled; he firmly believed that Brockway and others were seeking to manipulate Seretse for their own ends. But Orchard was out of his depth. Seretse meanwhile accepted with alacrity assistance from secular organizations even to the extent of sharing a platform with Brockway at a London rally. Insistent meanwhile that LMS headquarters retain a ‘neutral’ position Orchard refrained from any attempts to contact either Seretse or Tshekedi directly. But the Society was now itself being subjected to innumerable requests from its supporters, from Congregational churches, and from the press to make known publicly its attitude to the government’s decision. Orchard reluctantly drafted a statement. In this he emphasized that the LMS was concerned equally for all the Bangwato; and he requested that government reconsider its decision. The statement also formed the basis for a public pronouncement by the British Council of Churches (BCC) and a personal letter from Archbishop of Canterbury Geoffrey Fisher to Prime Minister Attlee. ‘I would have much preferred’, Orchard admitted to Haile, ‘to avoid any kind of public statement’.

The Bangwato were overwhelmingly dismayed by news of the banishing. There was some disorder, and a boycott of official activities. This was a time when leadership from missions and church appeared vital. The growing controversy appeared to demonstrate instead the fragility of the church’s hold on the Bangwato. For Haile, the LMS statement had given insufficient indication of the ‘hurt’ felt by Africans: the ‘stock of British justice’ in Africa, he reported, was ‘about as low as it could be’. Danisa, in Serowe, meanwhile reported that amongst church members
the motives of the LMS were being openly questioned. This was causing particular difficulty for African clergy, who were being expected by church congregations to take sides, not merely on the succession issue but also on local disputes over land and livestock. Bangwato women increasingly made their protests heard. In June they wrote to Orchard imploring the LMS to give more of a lead ‘in this sad state of affairs’. Church evangelists with whom Haile was in regular contact reported from Serowe that the Bangwato were despondent and discouraged. These were circumstances in which a dispirited Christian community might, he thought, become susceptible to entreaties from other ‘rival’ Zionist or Pentecostal churches. The missions, as before, placed great reliance upon African clergy such as Danisa and his colleague Rev. Odirile Mogwe but training of clergy and lay evangelists alike had failed to keep pace with the needs of the church. Its situation appeared parlous. Other problems loomed also. Despite Gordon Walker’s public assurances to the contrary, many people in Britain suspected South African involvement in the decision to banish Seretse. Missionaries also believed that the Dutch Reformed Church in South Africa had pressured its government to act. Pretoria was reviewing its African education policy and in 1949 the LMS received devastating news that non-Union students might no longer attend schools within South Africa’s frontiers. Such a decision would inflict a grievous blow on the Society’s prestigious secondary school and teacher-training facility at Tiger Kloof in northern Cape Province, where Seretse and many others from the Protectorate (and thus of course from outside the Union) had been pupils.

By this time Seretse and Ruth with their infant daughter Jacqueline were in Britain, in exile. On furlough in England, Seager worked at reconciling Seretse and Tshekedi. It is difficult to ascertain quite how effective were Seager’s entreaties but by August 1950 Tshekedi was confirming his willingness to ‘join hands’ with Seretse, so that they might mount a joint argument for reconsideration of their case by the CRO. The reconciliation did not last, and relations between the two men remained difficult.

**Imperial politics and missionary dilemmas**

Tshekedi was no longer acting regent of the Bangwato but he chafed against British government attempts to institute new forms of authority in the Reserve. In March 1951 he travelled to London to argue for his reinstatement and to be allowed to return to the Reserve. He did not
attract support from third parties in Britain on anything like the scale of Seretse. Even Michael Scott, who was sympathetic to both men, found it difficult to effect a rapprochement. Scott received no encouragement from the LMS. Tshekedi, on his best behaviour, strove now to create a good impression. At a meeting with representatives of the Society in July he outlined his hopes of persuading government to provide for economic development of the Protectorate. He also addressed a meeting of Protestant missionaries of various denominations at their ecumenical headquarters, Edinburgh House, in central London. Following Tshekedi’s visit to LMS headquarters Orchard considered the situation and wrote to Haile:

I am just a little uneasy about our policy of neutrality... lest it be interpreted as a lack of courage on the part of the Mission... I am anxious to be sure that neither pressure of work nor fear of consequences lets us be false to the tradition of John Philip, John Mackenzie and all our other notable predecessors.

Earlier that year Orchard had obtained from a CRO official private assurances that transfer of the High Commission Territories to South Africa was now ‘politically unthinkable’ and this may have induced him to feel more sanguine about the Protectorate’s future. Yet there is no evidence of an approach by the LMS to Seretse, and he had by now ceased to maintain contact with its head office. Tshekedi meanwhile continued to make progress with his representations; the government agreed to send to Bechuanaland a team of unofficial observers, who would report on the situation there. But their visit became a farce, and the conclusions in the ensuing, unpublished report were overshadowed by yet another general election in Britain in October, won this time by the Conservative Party.

The Bangwato were optimistic, but uncertain. Then Tshekedi, having earlier returned to the Protectorate, flew back to London and successfully petitioned the new government for an end to his exile. This caused fresh unease in the Reserve: might Tshekedi now attempt to manipulate the post of ‘Native Authority’? The situation was complicated further by unrest amongst district officers at Serowe. In February 1952, a group of Bangwato decided that a deputation should visit London to request that Seretse be allowed to return to his people, even for a probationary period. Opinion in the Reserve as to this course of action was by no means unanimous. Lengthy debate ensued before it was finally decided that a deputation should indeed go, to petition the CRO. Seager provided
its members with a message from the church to the LMS in London. Before the arrangements could be finalized the Conservative government made in late March an unexpected decision of its own: to make Seretse’s banishment permanent.

The decision came as a further blow, not least to the Bangwato. It was made, as had been that of the Labour government two years later, for geopolitical reasons, in essence to allow Britain to maintain good relations with South Africa and Southern Rhodesia. ‘Isn’t it stupid’, Haile wrote, ‘that the first people to object to this mixed marriage were the Ba[ma]ngwato themselves, and the Govt. might have acted at once on the strength of that support’. His opinion that ‘Tshekedi is at the bottom of the Govt.’s decision’ was widely shared in the Reserve. The Bangwato deputation’s departure acquired new urgency. In London the LMS Africa Committee had already decided to make discreet representations to the CRO. Seager was worried about this decision. He thought that it would be badly received by the Bangwato, if ever they learned of it. They might suspect collusion of some sort between mission and government. But Orchard, like many British clergymen had by now concluded that in banishing Seretse the government was primarily motivated by a desire to appease South Africa. At a meeting of the BCC in Belfast, it was arranged that Fisher, on behalf of Protestant churches and missionary societies, should lead a deputation to meet with new Secretary of State for Commonwealth Relations, Lord Salisbury, to discuss the government’s decision. This deputation, under the auspices of the BCC, would, Orchard hoped, usefully complement the more discreet representations being made to the CRO by the LMS.

What began in September 1948 with a marriage entailing difficulty for an African Christian kingdom and church in southern Africa had by early 1952 developed into an imperial crisis. Since 1949, with the decision of the kgotla in favour of Seretse and consequent lobbying by South Africa and Southern Rhodesia, matters relating to the Bangwato, once so susceptible to influence by African king and church and Western mission, had moved inexorably beyond the control of each. Now the CRO primarily dictated policy. By the time that Fisher, accompanied by Orchard and other church and mission representatives, met with Salisbury on 9 May the secretary of state had already held two meetings with the six-man Bangwato deputation, ultimately turning down their request that Seretse be allowed to return to the Reserve. The religious representatives’ deputation proved no more fruitful. Salisbury merely reiterated the official line: the decision about Seretse had been taken in the interests of order and stability in the Reserve.
The CRO had remained stubbornly immune to the private and public entreaties of churches and missionary societies. It was pointless, Orchard now concluded, for British religious organizations to press Seretse’s case any further; there was no likelihood of further progress. He had lately been much exercised by government plans for a federation of colonial territories in central Africa with Southern Rhodesia at its head, which was intended to act as a counterweight to South African influence in the region. Far better, Orchard now thought, that British churches and missionary societies should focus instead on ensuring that African interests in those territories were not jeopardized by such plans. Representations could be made to the Colonial Office, and these were likely to be more productive than those that had just been made to the CRO.63

By this time the Bangwato deputation was about to return home. Orchard had met on three separate occasions at LMS headquarters with Moutlwatsi Mpotokwane, one of its members and its main spokesman. At the first meeting on 1 May, which other LMS officials also attended, Mpotokwane had been particularly keen to dispel any idea that the Bangwato were disunited: opinion was solidly behind Seretse, he reported. The government, he asserted, was guilty of ‘hypocrisy’. Only at the two subsequent meetings, on 5 and 7 May, at which Orchard was the sole LMS representative present, did Mpotokwane speak more openly about mission and church affairs (the two men had previously met, during Orchard’s visit to Africa). He conceded that the Bangwato were worried not merely about government attitudes but about those of the LMS also. Why, he now asked, had the Society been so reticent about supporting Seretse openly? Could it not have been more forthcoming, given its long-standing links with the Bangwato? Orchard could not have found this line of questioning anything but difficult. He had no wish to make known his own recent entreaties to the CRO. He attempted to reassure Mpotokwane that the LMS was committed equally to all the Bangwato. Mpotokwane did not appear convinced and suggested to Orchard that the Society risked its motives being misinterpreted.64 A week later the deputation left London to return to Bechuanaland. They were angry and dissatisfied with the British government, and unsure of the attitude of the LMS towards Seretse.

What was the attitude of the LMS and Seretse towards each other by 1952? Essentially, their relationship had become estranged, a development that had been underway since Seretse first arrived in Britain seven years earlier but which had accelerated following his marriage to Ruth, an event of which the Society’s senior officials disapproved and
which they had tried to stop. It is likely that Orchard hoped privately that the marriage would not work out, but he could hardly admit as much openly. Perhaps most worrying from his point of view was the way in which the controversy surrounding the marriage and the Bangwato succession had become increasingly politicized. By 1952 the bipartisanship which is often held to have characterized post-war party political attitudes to empire in Britain had all but collapsed, in part a consequence of crises in colonies such as Kenya. Even as Orchard and his ecumenical colleagues planned their meeting with Salisbury at the CRO the Seretse Khama Campaign Committee (the epithet ‘Fighting’ having been dropped) was attempting to rouse public opinion on behalf of Seretse and against government. Orchard was suspicious of the motives of this organization and even Seretse appeared ambivalent. The Committee, Stephen Howe has suggested, may have been susceptible to communist influence. In any case, Brockway set up another organization with a much broader remit. This Council for the Defence of Seretse Khama and the Protectorates appealed to a cross section of people in Britain beyond the world of party politics. It was a significant development, as was the formation also in 1952 of the Africa Bureau (in which Michael Scott was involved), again with the intention of facilitating closer British public engagement with colonial affairs. Until the Second World War Protestant missionary societies had been able to lay fair claim to being the most knowledgeable and even influential unofficial representatives in Britain of African colonial interests. This was no longer the case, even by 1950. It was not the Bangwato alone who suspected that missions were too closely linked with empire to be capable of criticizing it openly: the failure of the LMS to vigorously challenge either apartheid in South Africa or official treatment of Ruth and Seretse seems to have been a cause of bewilderment and even dismay to its Christian constituency of supporters in Britain. Yet there was little sign of regret in Orchard’s answer to an enquiry from Seager about Seretse in early June 1952: ‘I am not in touch with him’, Orchard candidly admitted, ‘and he has made no effort to get into touch with us’.

Eleven days after the arrival of the Bangwato deputation back in the Reserve dissatisfaction with government, which until this point had mostly taken the form of non-co-operation, flared into violence. Three African policemen were killed. Seager vainly attempted to intervene. The church was attracting criticism now from supporters of Tshekedi as well as of Seretse. From London Orchard wearily acknowledged that despite discomfort and even danger Seager had at least ‘been successful
in pursuing a policy of neutrality’. The unrest, he conceded, might at least force government to take more seriously its supposed commitment to order and stability in the Reserve. Gradually, the tension eased a little. In May 1953, the government installed Rasebolai Kagamane as ‘Native Authority’. He was not of the house of Khama and the decision did not meet with complete Bangwato approval. Yet Seager and his African colleagues were now able to focus more clearly on church affairs, which included revision of the constitution of the courts of the local church, thus permitting greater African representation and participation. Seager also renewed contact with Tshekedi, now settled back in the Protectorate, but outside the Reserve at Pilikwe. Seager wished to improve relations between Tshekedi (and his supporters) and the church. This proved difficult, and Tshekedi, keen to have the medical and educational benefits that other religious organizations might provide, would eventually invite Anglican and Roman Catholic missions into the territory. The 1952 disturbances and continuing residual tensions affected the church in other ways. Independent African churches gradually increased their presence in the Reserve and throughout the Protectorate. The final ending of the Khamas’ exile in 1956 – which necessitated Seretse renouncing his claim to leadership of the Bangwato – coincided with further independent church growth ultimately at the expense of the LMS, which for so long had been in effect the state church of an African kingdom.

Conclusion

The fortunes of mission and church in the Bangwato Reserve were inextricably linked with those of the Ngwato kingdom. Ngwato rulers from Khama onwards proved capable of utilizing the church as well as colonial authority to their advantage. In 1945 both Tshekedi and the LMS expected things to continue largely as they had before. The marriage of Seretse to Ruth ensured that this would not be the case. The harshness of Tshekedi’s authority was now turned against him not least by Bangwato women, many deprived during the difficult wartime period of husbands and sons serving in the Pioneer Corps. They were especially keen to have Seretse as their king. For Olufemi Vaughan, the controversy surrounding the marriage of Ruth and Seretse revealed the profundity of tensions ‘between tradition and modernity’ amongst the Bangwato. There were tensions too between religion and empire. This had always been the case, since MacKenzie’s time. ‘Nothing happens here that is not political’, one missionary had written from the Reserve.
in the early twentieth century. As a result of the marriage and the succession question, however, the LMS found itself in an irreconcilable dilemma. Its head office staff attempted to resolve an imperial and religious problem by appealing, as so often in the past, directly to government. But after 1945, government was less receptive than in the past to religious concerns in general and to those of missionary societies in particular. The situation in colonial Africa meanwhile presented its own difficulties for missions. Within the Bangwato Reserve mission and church had been important influences and the LMS had benefited from its unusual status. Its missionaries tended to perceive themselves not only as evangelists first but also as guardians of African interests, in the missionary and ‘imperial’ traditions of Livingstone and MacKenzie. On several occasions they had been able to argue with apparent success against the incorporation of the Bechuanaland Protectorate by South Africa. Orchard and his ecumenical colleagues in Britain were keen to continue that argument in the 1940s and early 1950s. In reality, however, the High Commission Territories were never truly in danger of incorporation. It suited Britain to keep the question open, as a bargaining ploy in negotiations with South Africa. Seretse Khama was banished for reasons of expediency. The LMS petitioned government in an ultimately hopeless cause. Its unwillingness to openly criticize government for its treatment of Ruth and Seretse lost its support in Britain and, more importantly, in the Bangwato Reserve also.
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